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Vivarium XXII, 1 (1984) 

The Ancient Concept of casus 
and its Early Medieval Interpretations 

JEROLD C. FRAKES 

The essential conflict in Boethius' De Consolatione Philosophiae is that 
between the principles of divine order and random events. The prob- 
lematic is articulated primarily in terms of the relationship between 
the Boethian Prisoner and the personified Fortuna, the traditionally 
fickle controller of earthly goods. Ultimately Fortuna (and fortuna1) is 
denied any intrinsic value,2 as well as any independent control over 

worldly affairs, since she is subjected to fatum , the manifestation of 
divine ordo in the material world, and thus also to divine prouidentia 
itself. By this means Fortuna is integrated into the divine ordo , and the 

seeming disorder caused by fortuna in the world may be explained as 
the result of man's epistemological limitations: instances of the 

metaphysical hierarchy which exist on a higher level than man are 

beyond his powers of comprehension.3 Even after the Prisoner has ac- 

cepted Philosophia's specific arguments concerning fortuna, however, 
he is not yet prepared to accept the abstract principle necessitated by 
this analysis: i.e. that the all-encompassing divine ordo precludes the 
existence of any and all random events. 

Thus Boethius presents in Cons. V, pr. 1 a brief analysis of the 
abstract concept of casus. This treatment is heavily dependent on the 
Aristotelian and post- Aristotelian analyses, but Boethius omits much 

1 A terminological distinction between 'Fortuna', the personification and sometime 
deity, and 'fortuna' , the general concept of fortune is maintained in the following 
pages. 2 This denial of value is based on three arguments: 1) Fortuna s inability to grant the 
one true good, the summum bonům (II, pr. iv, 25); 2) the lack of value in material goods, 
due to their inherent ephemerality and arbitrary gain and loss, i.e. without regard to 
merit (II, pr. iv - pr. viii); 3)fortuna's ultimate subjection to the divine order and thus 
teleologica!, if epistemologically obscure, action (IV, pr. vi). References are to the edi- 
tion of the Consolatio by Ludwig Bieler, CCL 94, Turnhout 1957. 
3 On the epistemological restrictions imposed by Boethius' metaphysics, see my Die 
Rezeption der neuplatonischen Metaphysik des Boethius durch Alfred und Notker , in: Beiträge zur 
Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur, 106 (1984). 
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of the traditional material and incorporates subtle alterations into his 
argument, especially in changing the emphases of the Aristotelian 
presentation, resulting to a certain degree in a new definition of 
chance. The concept naturally undergoes further modifications in the 
post-Boethian tradition. The first attempts to assimilate the system of 
the Consolatio in the vernacular were the translations by Alfred the 
Great in the ninth century into Old English and by Notker Labeo at 
the turn of the eleventh century into Old High German. They further 
modify the tradition derived from antiquity, not only by translating 
the text of the Consolatio , their principle source for that tradition, but 
also by attempting to translate Boethius' system of thought in such a 
fashion as to render it accessible to their own cultures. The present 
study investigates the concept of casus as it is developed by Boethius, 
Alfred and Notker in the context of the tradition. The analysis must 
then begin by establishing this context, and thus Aristotle's discussion 
of the topic must be briefly treated, since his was the first full examina- 
tion of the problem, which then through Boethius' adaptation became 
the basis for medieval analyses. 

Aristotle devotes three chapters of his Physics (II, 4-6) to the problem 
of chance, the first of which deals with the concept as treated by his 
predecessors, especially Democritus.4 Various partial theories of 
chance are mentioned in II, 4 only to the extent necessary to show that 
a full analysis of the problem had not yet been conducted. Many of the 
pre-Socratic philosophers denied the existence of chance, an opinion 
strongly refuted by Aristotle in II, 5: "For we know that things of this 
kind are due to tuchē and things due to tuchē are of this kind" 
(196Ы5-17).5 His argument is a detailed analysis of the nature of 
chance events. He first distinguishes between three kinds of events: 
the necessary, the usual and the unusual (196Ы0-15). Among the 

4 On Aristotle's concept of chance, see Vincenzo Cioffari, Fortune and Fate from 
Democritus to St. Thomas Aquinas (Diss. Columbia 1935), 1-32; Friedrich Solmsen, 
Aristotle's System of the Physical World , Ithaca, NY 1960, 102-108; Augustin Mansion, In- 
troduction à la physique Aristotélicienne, 2nd ed., Louvain 1946, 292-314; W. D. Ross, 
Aristotle , 5th ed., London 1949, 75-81; Helene Weiss, Kausalität und Zufall in der 
Philosophie des Aristoteles , Basel 1942. For a discussion of chance in Democritus, see 
Cyril Bailey, The Greek Atomists and Epicurus , Oxford 1928 rpt. NY 1964), 121 & 
139-143, and Cioffari, 1-15, esp. his critique of Bailey's interpretation, p. 6 ff. Henry 
Chadwick briefly characterizes Aristotle's concept of chance and Boethius' interpreta- 
tion of it, in Boethius : The Consolations of Music , Logic , Theology , and Philosophy , Oxford 
1981, 119 & 244. 
5 Cited according to Aristotle s Physics , ed. W. D. Ross, Oxford lyJb. iranslations ot 
this and all other passages cited in the following pages are my own. 
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unusual events are those which are to be called chance events, 
characterized also by their occurrence per accidens ( kata sumbebēkos ), i.e. 
incidental to the final cause (196b23-24).6 Additionally, and despite 
the fact that they are unexpected and unintended, chance events serve 
a purpose and thus have teleological import (196Ы7-22). The example 
given is of a man who decides to go to the market, which he rarely 
does, and while there meets one of his debtors, who happens to have 
just made some collections of his own and is thus able to repay his own 
debt (196b33 - 197a5). The repayment was neither expected nor 
directly sought at that time, but it was indeed a teleological event, 
since it served a purpose and would have been sought, had it been an- 
ticipated. As Vincenzo Cioffari points out in reference to another of 
Aristotle's examples of a chance event, the discovery of the buried gold 
{Metaphysics A, 30; 1025al4-19),7 the farmer's discovery of the gold, 
while plowing his field is attributable to chance, while his finding dead 
leaves would not be, since it would have neither positive nor negative 
value.8 Finally, chance is by nature inconstant (197a30-32). Aristotle's 
preliminary definition of chance ( tuche) is thus: "It is evident then that 
tuchē is an incidental cause in connection with those actions for the sake 
of something which involves a deliberate choice ( kata proairesin )" 
(197a5-6). 

In Physics II, 6, however, Aristotle proposes a twofold distinction in 
the concept of chance, hitherto conceived as a unity:9 between tuchē 
and automaton. The distinction is not altogether clear as elucidated by 
Aristotle, since automaton has two significations: 1) it is the generic 
term signifying chance events in general, including tuchē as a subclass 
(197a36 - 197Ы), and 2) it denotes the species of chance events which 
affect inanimate objects, beasts and children - all of which participate 
in nature (phusis ) but not in intelligence (nous) - i.e. their acts are not 
deliberate and purposeful (197b6-13). Tuchē , on the other hand, has to 
do with those events which come about as a result of the intention of 
rational beings - those which participate not only in phusis but also in 
nous (197Ы-6 and 197Ы8-22).10 

6 On the exceptional and accidental nature of chance events, see Ross, Aristotle , 75 and 
Cioffari, 18-24. 
7 Ed. by W. D. Ross, Oxford 1924. 
8 Cf. Cioffari, 83. 
9 The distinction is already hinted at in II, 5 (197a6-8) in the linking of tuche , proairesis 
and dianoia. 
10 Here the distinction is between phusis and proairesis (197b22); and later it is between 
phusis and dianoia (198a4) and phusis and nous (198a5-6 and Metaphysics K, 8 1065b4). 
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In addition to this analysis of the physical nature of chance, Aristo- 
tle also examines its metaphysical nature in order to determine its 
causal function. In II, 5 he already notes that chance is no more than 
an incidental cause: 4 'and tuchē is an incidental cause, but strictly it is 
the cause of nothing" (197al3-14). Tuchē and automaton are in fact in- 
cidental to the two efficient causes already mentioned: 

Now it has been explained what automation and tuchē are and how they differ from 
each other. Both belong to the type of causes which deals with the manner of 
changes, for either a natural or an intelligent agent is always the cause, but there 
is an infinite number of such causes. (198a 1-5) 

This being the case, tuchē and automaton only simulate the teleology of 
the efficient causes, since they produce results which ostensibly might 
have been produced by nous and phusis (and in fact are caused by 
them), respectively (198a5-6); the simulation is due to the essential 
character of tuchē and automaton as unintentional, indeterminate and 

incomprehensible. To take the instance of the buried gold as an exam- 
ple: the burier of the gold hid the treasure (efficient cause) with the in- 
tention of later recovering it (final cause); the farmer dug his field (effi- 
cient cause) with the intention of planting (final cause). His discovery 
of the gold is thus incidental to both final and both efficient causes, 
which is however, not to say without cause: that the gold was in his 
field and that he plowed his field each has a clearly discernible causal 
series. That the two 'accidentally' coincide is chance. As Ross aptly 
summarizes, 4 'chance is simply a name for the unforeseen meeting of 
two chains of rigorous causation."11 

Thus Aristotle integrates even chance events into his system of 
causality. In doing so, he points beyond the immediate purposes of his 

argument, as in indicated at the end of II, 6: 

But since automaton and tuchē are causes of effects for which nous or phusis might be 
the cause (when something comes to cause these same effects incidentally), and 
since nothing which is incidental is prior to that which is per se , it is clear that no 
incidental cause is prior to a cause per se. Thus automaton and tuchē are posterior to 
nous and phusis ; consequently, no matter how much automaton may be the cause of 
the heavens, nous and phusis are necessarily prior causes of both the universe and 
many other things in it. (198a5-13) 

Just as substance must always be antecedent to 'accidents' (attributes 

In each case the distinction is between natural impulse and thought, and Ross (ed. 
Physics , 518) suggests that dianoia and proairesis are used synonymously in this sense. 
11 Aristotle , 78. Ross terminology here is similar to that used in later developments m 
the tradition: ex confluentibus causis in Cons. V, pr. i, 13; see below, pp. 8-10. 
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and relations),12 so must determinate and teleological causality always 
underlie chance events. The cosmos and all events and acts contained 
by it are caused and purposeful. This cosmic order, only hinted at in 
Aristotle's technical analysis of chance, becomes Boethius' overriding 
concern and determines his method of dealing with chance and incor- 
porating casus into his metaphysical system. 

The definition of chance in Boethius' Consolatio has legitimately 
been labelled Aristotelian in its general plan. That it strictly adheres to 
Aristotle's analysis, however, as H. R. Patch suggests, is untenable.13 
Boethius' argument also makes use of post- Aristotelian thought, and 
his definition of the concept of casus , at least in the Consolatio , is much 
less detailed than Aristotle's. This brevity must not be understood as 
an indication of disregard, however. The discussion of casus is set 
rather in the context of the whole of the Consolatio , with which it forms 
a unity and from which it indirectly derives further definition. For- 
tuna, traditionally the vacillating controller of the material realm, is 
reduced to a low-level minister in the divine order, responsible for the 
distribution of material goods, by means of which men are rewarded, 
punished, corrected or tested.14 Casus in the popular sense of causeless 
events is denied by Boethius, since the divine order permeates all 
aspects of the material realm. His technical analysis, set in this con- 
text, has different points of emphasis and proceeds somewhat dif- 
ferently than does Aristotle's. 

The first indication that such an analysis of the physical concept of 
chance is in the offing comes in IV, pr. v, after Philosophia has 
presented her case for the problem of evil and the ultimate punishment 
of the wicked in their inability to attain the summum bonům (IV, pr. iv). 
Here the Prisoner once more voices his dissatisfaction with 
Philosophia' s recurring argument in favor of a beneficent ordering of 
events. His complaint here seems to differ only in degree from his in- 
itial emotional lament in I, m. i: 

12 Aristotelis cateeoriae, ed. L. Minio-Paluello, Oxford 1949, cap. IV-V (Ib25-4bl9). 13 Patch argues that Boethius' fortuna is merely the "personification of Aristotle's 'in- 
cidental cause' which is ultimately subservient to a rational deity" [The Tradition of 
Boethius : A Study of His Importance in Medieval Culture , New York 1935, 118]. Certainly 
the Boethian Fortuna and chance could be related in some such manner (although the 
relationship is actually much more complex), but the identification of Aristotelian and 
Boethian chance is inaccurate. 
14 IV, pr. vii, 3. Fortuna is subordinate to divine providence through the mediation of 
fatum (IV, pr. vi, 11 & 19) 
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"Now I greatly wonder why these things are changed around, vice versa , and the 
punishments which are due the wicked oppress the good, while the wicked seize 
the rewards due the good, and I would like to learn from you what might appear 
to be the explanation of such unjust confusion." (IV, pr. v, 4) 

But the difference is in fact much greater than merely one of degree, 
for the Prisoner no longer complains of his personal 

' 4 fortunes,' 
' but 

inquires into the nature of a philosphical concept, which he, the 
erudite student of philosophy, has found in all systems of ancient 

thought. Philosophia's argumentation has shown that the confusion of 
random events, ruled by fortuna , does not obtain; rather, a rigid system 
of divine order regulates the cosmos. The acceptance of this tenet does 
little to placate the Prisoner's inquietude, however: "since he fre- 

quently grants delights to the good and unpleasant things to the wick- 
ed, and at other times, grants the wicked their wishes, while meting 
out harshness to the good, why should God's rule seem any different 
from that of random chance (< a fortuitis casibus ), unless the cause be 
discovered" (IV, pr. v, 6). The confusion in the world is no longer at- 
tributed to the personified Fortuna, since she has disappeared from the 
work (after the first sections of Book III), dispelled from the Prisoner's 
mind by Philosophia's remedia. The underlying concept of random 
chance, a fortuitis casibus , remains, however, and is dealt with in V, pr. 
1 , where the dichotomy between the supposed order of the cosmos and 
the chaos of everyday actuality is finally eliminated. As such, this 
discussion of chance in V, pr. i is the logical and necessary conclusion 
to the problem of fortuna, as stated in Book I, and not at all a tangential 
problem, as Philosophia hints that it might be (V, pr. i, 5). 

Intervening between this last complaint in IV, pr. v and the ex- 

planation of chance in V, pr. i are two prose passages and two metra, 
in one of which is found Philosophia's exposition of the nature of and 

relationship between fatum and prouidentia. During this discussion, she 
mentions almost as if it were an offhand remark that since prouidentia 
controls all things, nothing is left to chance: "For a certain order em- 
braces all things, so that whatever departs from the appointed order 
reverts to another, albeit different order, so that nothing in the realm 
of providence is left to chance ( temeritati )" (IV, pr. vi, 53). The second 

intervening passage concerns the notion that "all fortuna is absolutely 
good" (IV, pr. vii, 2), since it is part of the divine plan. 

The way has been prepared, therefore, for the final definition of 
chance by also making it subordinate to prouidentia , which can only be 
beneficent, thereby rendering chance good as well. Philosophia denies 
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immediately that chance exists at all, if defined as random events 
without cause: "If indeed anyone were to define casus as an event 
(i euentus ) produced by random motion ( temerario motu) and not by a 
causal nexus, then I would declare that casus is nothing at all" (V, pr. 
i, 8). The initial argument presented concerns the all-embracing 
divine order: "For what place can remain for randomness ( temeritati ) 
when God imposes order on all things?' 

' 
(V, pr. i, 8). Secondly, 

Philosophia calls on ancient philosophical authority in the use of the 
phrase nihil ex nihilo as a denial of chance events (V, pr. i, 9). Her use 
of this topos is striking here since it has a novel application. In the 
philosophical tradition, its application had always been to the origin of 
matter, which necessarily existed without beginning and end, whereby 
creatio ex nihilo is denied.15 The Christian doctrine of divine creation of 
matter adamantly opposes such a tenet, of course, and as August 
Hildebrand has pointed out, Boethius was often castigated by Chris- 
tian interpreters for following the pagans here.16 But Philosophia's 
purpose at this point is obviously quite different from any denial of 
divine creatio ex nihilo. Rather, using the phrase in a new sense 
- concerning causality - she emphasizes even more strongly the il- 
legitimacy of a concept of chance which is based on the principle of 
causeless events. In addition, by using the phrase, she manages at 
least indirectly to derive some semblance of authority from the ancient 
philosophers. 

The dissatisfaction of the Prisoner with this total denial of chance is 
expressed in words which already hint at the conclusion of 
Philosophia's argument: "Well then, is there nothing which can pro- 
perly be called chance or accidental ( casus uel fortuitum)? Or is there 
something to which these terms are appropriate, although hidden from 
common people?" (V, pr. i, 11). This query calls forth the third of 
Philosophia's arguments concerning chance, this time based directly 
on Aristotle, as Philosophia herself indicates: "My Aristotle defined it 
succinctly and near the truth in his Physics 

" 
(V, pr. i, 12). 17 The initial 

definition given is indeed drawn from Physics II, 5, but it is also clear 
that the definition is stripped of a number of its essential components: 

15 See Joachim Gruber, Kommentar zu Boethius De consolatione Philosophiae (Berlin 
1978), 379-80 on the use of this concept prior to Boethius. 
16 August Hildebrand, Boethius und seine Stellung zum Christentümer Regensburg 1885, 
90-93. 
17 Gruber cites examples from the pre- and post-Aristotelian traditions, the latter of 
which may have been of importance in Boethius' analysis (pp. 380-81). 
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' 'Whenever something is done for the sake of some particular purpose, 
and for certain reasons something occurs other than what was intend- 
ed, it is called casus " (V, pr. i, 13). The immediately following ex- 
emplum, that of the gold discovered by the plowing farmer, does not 
occur in Physics , but rather in Metaphysics. It is introduced by Boethius 
as concisely as by Aristotle: 4 'As, for the example, if someone digging 
in the ground in order to cultivate a field were to find a quantity of 
gold" (V, pr. i 13). The subsequent explanation of the exemplum is, 
however, not found anywhere in the works of Aristotle, but seems to 
have been derived from ancient commentaries on the Aristotelian 
text:18 

Now this is indeed believed to have come about fortuitously (fortuito), but it does 
not result from nothing (de nihilo ); for it has its own causes, the unforeseen and 
unexpected concurrence (concursus) of which seems to have produced a chance 
event (casum). For if the cultivator of the field had not dug the ground, and if the 
depositor had not buried his money in that place, the gold would not have been 
found. These are thus the causes of that fortuitous profit, which is produced by 
causes meeting one another and coming together (ex obviis sibi et confluentibus 
causis ), not by the intention of the agent. For neither the one who hid the gold, 
nor the one who worked the field intended the money to be found, but, as I said, 
it happens (conuenit) and comes about (concurrit) that where the one buried it, the 
other dug. (V, pr. i, 14-17) 

While Aristotle's explanation (note 7, above) deals only with the no- 
tion that the finding of the treasure is incidental to the digger ( tõi orut- 
tonti ), and thus by extension incidental to the final cause, Boethius is 
concerned not only with the result as incidental to the final cause ( non 
ex gerenti intentione prouenit ), but also with the meeting of two streams of 
causality (ex obuiis sibi et confluentibus causis). Based on the explication of 
this exemplum, Philosophia gives her final definition of casus : "Thus 
we may define casus as an unexpected event due to the conjunction of 
causes (ex confluentibus causis) with action done for some purpose" (V, 
pr. 1, 18). The only difference of note between this definition and that 
offered in V, pr. i, 13 is the phrase ex confluentibus causis , a formulation 

18 Pierre Courcelle argues for a commentary from the Neoplatonic school in Alexan- 
dria, probably the commentaries by Simplicius and Philoponus on the Physics , based 
on the (now lost) commentary on that work by Ammonius [La Consolation de Philosophie 
dans la tradition littéraire. Antécédents et Postérité de Boece , Paris 1967, 213-19]; he also points 
out the similarity between the Boethian treatment of chance and the discussion by 
Alexander of Aphrodisia in his tract De Jato [ Boece et V école d'Alexandrie , in: Mélanges 
d'Archéologie et d'Histoire, 52 (1935), esp. p. 218]. Jan Sulowski has unconvincingly 
proposed Porphyry's commentary on the Timaeus as the source here, since "Boethius' 
all other works" [sic] depend "on that disciple of Plotinus" [?]: The Sources of Boethius ' 
De consolatione Philosophiae, in: Sophia 29 (1961), 68. 
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which does not occur in Aristotle, nor does any expression of an 
equivalent thought. Yet, as Cioffari points out, the phrase and idea 
had long been part of the tradition, used by Simplicius, Themistocles 
and in the Pseudo-Plutarch; in Chalcidius' commentary on the 
Timaeus a similar phrase is found:19 

Therefore, even fortune {fortuna ) can properly be defined thus: fortune is the con- 
currence of two coincident causes {concursus . . . cadentium causarum duarum) which 
derive initially from an intention; from this concurrence something surprising is 
produced beyond that which was intended ( praeter spent cum admiratione). {Comm. in 
Tim. 159)20 

The significance of the phrase for Philosophia becomes clear in the 
next sentence, which puts chance, newly defined, into relationship 
with the other aspects of the Boethian metaphysical system: "But the 
concurrence (i concurren ) and confluence {confluere) of causes is effected 
by that order which proceeds by the inevitable causal nexus and which 
descends from the providential source, ordering all things in their pro- 
per places and times" (V, pr. i, 19). Thus, chance events are not un- 
caused, but, mediated by the hierarchy of metaphysical instances, in- 
deed caused by prouidentia itself. In fact, the explanation is reminiscent 
in its terminology of the discussion of the cosmic order itself, where 
prouidentia conceives and fatum executes (IV, pr. vi, 7-8). In this way, 
casus (in its reduced sense) also becomes an integrad part of the divine 
ordo . The only reason for designating events casu at all seems to be that 
they are unintentional and unexpected by humans. Chance is, 
therefore, as already hinted at earlier in the prosa, a name devoid of 
meaning, an inanis uox (V, pr. i, 8). 

The specific details of Aristotle's definition of the concept of chance, 
already modified in the post- Aristotelian tradition, are omitted from 
the Consolatio . The omission is, however, not due to Boethius' lack of 
understanding of the conditions inherent in Aristotle's definition, for 
he examines them in detail (with specific reference to the Physics) in his 
commentary on Cicero's Topica. He notes that there are three types of 
events: 1) necessary ("immutable and always, as the rising of the 
sun"), 2) usual ("frequently, as a horse born with four legs"), 3) 
unusual ("rarely, as a horse with five or three legs") [In top. Cic. comm. 
V; PL LXIV, 1152C-D]. Among the unusual acts are those termed 

19 Cioffari, 91. See also Gruber, 381, on other similar phrases used in the tradition 
before Boethius. 
20 Ed. by J. H. Waszink, Plato Latinus IV (London 1962). 
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fortunae and casus , which occur incidentally to the final cause: ' 'in- 
cidentati cause ... of effects produced in those things done for some 
purpose' 

' 
(1153B). The distinction between tuchē and automaton is 

maintained, in that acts of fortuna pertain to events of human will 
( uoluntas ), while casus has to do with the non-rational {de natura , as the 
term is used here; 1153C-D). That such events are teleological is not 
emphasized by Boethius in his argument at this point, but since 
chance events occur in the context of natural or volitional acts, they 
are by definition teleological, since uoluntas and natura are necessarily 
purposeful. 

In the Consolatio , on the other hand, there is no explicit analysis of 
any of the three conditions. In V, pr. i, 13 (quoted above, p. 8), 
it is indicated that a chance event is one which occurs instead of the in- 
tended outcome of an action; but that the chance event is itself 
teleological is not explicitly stated. The reason for this 4 'omission' ' 

may be found, however, in the context of the discussion: since casus is 
no more than an 4 'event due to a confluence of causes" (euentus ex con- 
fluentibus causis ), and these causes derive from prouidentia , then casus is 
by definition teleological, since guided by the ultimate ordering princi- 
ple. The exceptional and accidental character of chance events is also 
implicit in the context of the Consolatio : they are exceptional since they 
seem to occur outside the control of divine ordo (IV, pr. v); they are ac- 
cidentad insofar as they result ex confluentibus causis and not from a clear- 
ly discernible efficient cause. 

Further, Boethius does not explicitly analyze the distinction be- 
tween tuchē and automaton , which was so important to the Aristotelian 
concept of chance, and which was retained in the post- Aristotelian 
tradition, including Boethius' commentary on Cicero's Topica 
(1153C-D), with few exceptions. The traditional Latin equivalents of 
the Aristotelian terms (also used by Boethius in his commentary on the 
Topica ) are fortuna - tuchē and casus - automaton , as is seen in Chalcidius' 
commentary on the Timaeus. There casus is retained in the Aristotelian 
sense, applying to non-rational beings and things: "Thus casus will be 
the concurrence ( concursus ), at one and the same time, of accidental 
causes without plan ( accidentium sine ratione causarum ) in inanimate 
things or inarticulate animals" ( Comm , in Tim. 159). The use of for- 
tuna , also strictly Aristotelian, is seen in the passage quoted above (p. 
9) from the same chapter of Chalcidius' commentary. Chalcidius 
does not, however, retain Aristotle's subordination of the incidental 
causes casus and fortuna to the efficient causes phusis and nous, but 
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rather subjects them both to fatum.21 And, as has already been noted, 
Boethius' practice here is similar to Chalcidius', since he attributes all 
earthly events to the direct control of fatum , and thus ultimately to the 
control of prouidentia. No explicit distinction between the operative 
areas of Aristotle's two incidental causes is attempted. It is for this 
reason that Jan Sulowski despairs at Boethius' confusion of casus and 
fortuna.22 There is no confusion, however; Boethius' argument, as ex- 
pressed by Philosophia, is clear, despite the fact that in V, pr. i it dif- 
fers from Aristotle's in Physics II and from his own in the commentary 
on Cicero. In the Consolatio he is concerned specifically with the larger 
context of the metaphysical ordo and views the problem of casus from 
that perspective. In this context the main issue is that which also con- 
cerns Aristotle at the end of Physics II, 6: the ultimate order of all 
events, even those which occur ostensibly without cause. The explica- 
tion of this order need not incorporate the Aristotelian principles of 
phusis and nous , since it deals primarily with divine providence, to 
which both casus and fortuna are subject.23 Viewed from this perspec- 
tive, there may or may not be two different essential causes, depen- 
ding on ontological distinctions, but that is not the point. The 
Aristotelian distinction is, therefore, omitted here. Casus is subjected 
directly to the single causa efficiens , which is prouidentia. 

Yet, while omitting the Aristotelian distinction between fortuna and 
casus as incidental causes in the technical analysis in V, pr. i, Boethius 
maintains, during the whole of the Consolatio , the two as discrete en- 
tities in essentially the same contrastive constellation as that found in 
Aristotle: fortuna is never used in any context in which the technical 
concept of chance is the subject. On the other hand, the terminology 
used in this technical discussion is not that which is used in the 
analysis of the goddess Fortuna, the goods under her control, or the 
state effected by her goods. Additionally, based on the specific content 
of the Boethian discussion of fortuna and casus , there is an implicit 
distinction between them based on their operative fields: fortuna is used 
in reference to those events which have application to the realm of 
human activity and valuation (i.e. the granting and loss of wealth, 
power, public offices, glory and pleasure), while casus applies to the 
mechanics of natural events (i.e. the course of rivers, the location of 
material events (i.e. the course of rivers, the location of material ob- 
21 On Chalcidius' system, see Cioffari, esp. 71-78. 22 Sulowski, 87-88. 
23 Cf. note 14 above. 
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jects and their reaction to natural laws). All essential aspects of the 
Aristotelian definition of chance are thus maintained by Boethius, 
although they undergo a major change of emphasis, due to his concern 
with the larger context of the metaphysical order, rather than with the 
details of the specific manifestation of that order. 

The concept of chance is expressed primarily with the use of the 
three terms fortuita! fortuitus , temeritas (and its derivative forms - the 
adverb temere and the adjective temer arius) and casus. The three primary 
terms are often found together in one sentence in various combina- 
tions of adjective and noun forms, without clearcut individual distinc- 
tion in meaning. Both temerarius and fortuitus can modify casus : "Do 
you think, then, that the world is governed by random and chance 
events ( temerariis . . . fortuitisque casibus ), or do you believe that some ra- 
tional principle ( regimen rationis) rules it?" (I, pr. vi, 3). The chance 
event is contrasted through each term with the rule of reason. 
Temerarius could well be interpreted in its usual sense, "without direc- 
tion or plan," while fortuitus provides a similar contrast to regimen ra- 
tionis in the common and rather non-specific sense which it still has in 
modern English fortuitous ,24 In the sentence immediately following this 
example, the terms seem almost to be "remixed," and it becomes 
clear that fortuitus and temerarius! temeritatus are not to be interpreted as 
contrasting terms: "Certainly I could never believe that events of such 
regularity are due to fortuitous temerity {fortuita temeritate )" (I, pr. vi, 
4). The contrast is rather to be found between the combined significa- 
tion of this group of terms of the semantic field "chance" and that of 
"divine order." The in-depth analysis of chance in V. pr. i makes use 
of all three terms. But in the two definitions of chance given by 
Philosophia, the term casus alone appears: the term which had tradi- 
tionally been used in Latin to render Aristotle's automaton and which 
was to become the standard term for chance in subsequent medieval 
Latin analyses.25 

The question remains, however, what significance the Boethian 
distinction between the two terms fortuna and casus might have. It is not 
as simple as Patch and Cioffari maintain - that casus is merely the 
technical term for the underlying principle of causless events (Patch 
specifies "chance" as conceived by Aristotle), while fortuna is the per- 
sonification of this principle.26 Fortuna is used in a number of very dif- 
24 Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (Leipzig 1926), VI/1, 1172-75 on fortuitus. " Ibid. (Leipzig 1906-1912), III, 576-70 on casus. 
26 Patch, 118; Cioffari, 89. 
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ferent senses: as the name of the personified Fortuna, but also in 
reference to her gifts and to the state of happiness which these gifts 
cause. Casus signifies the confluence of causes which, dependent on 
prouidentia , produces events in the world which are unexpected or 
unintentional. The Aristotelian distinction seems not to be applicable 
in a strict sense for the same reasons- fortuna has a wider spectrum of 
significations than is present in Aristotle's analysis.27 The basic 
distinction between them is that fortuna is applicable to the realm of 
human affairs, and casus to the mechanics of natural events. 

The Aristotelian analysis of chance, which Boethius greatly 
modifies, is further adapted in Alfred's work. The source of the 
general argument concerning chance is identified by Alfred in his 
translation of Cons. V, pr. i as Fisica (140, 9), 28 but none of the 
Aristotelian conditions necessary for an event to be termed apo tuches , 
all but one of which were omitted from explicit mention in the Con- 
solatio, are analytically treated by Alfred. Yet here, as in Boethius' text, 
it is the case that the Aristotelian conditions are in fact present, 
although in radically modified form. The unexpected result ( unwenunga 
gebirede , 140, 10-11) of an act is similar to Aristotle's rare/unusual 
event. That chance is not an efficient cause, but only incidental to an 
efficient cause, is present in Alfred's denial that anything occurs out- 
side of God's ultimate control. And that such events are teleologica! is 
assumed in this subjection to God's beneficent order. Aristotle's 
distinction between tuchē and automaton and their operative areas, 
essentially retained by Boethius in the concepts fortuna and casus 
(although not specifically analyzed as by Aristotle), are abandoned by 
Alfred in his restructuring of the Boethian methaphysical system. Due 
to the magnitude of this restructuring, a brief explication of the Alfre- 
dian modifications, as it bears on the concept of casus , is in order. 

27 The later development of tuche is, however, in many respects similar to (and 
possibly influential in) the semantic development of fortuna , especially in its literary 
use. See W. C. Greene, Moira , Fate , Good , and Evil in Greek Thought , Cambridge, Mass. 
1948. 
28 Alfred's text is cited by page and line number, according to the edition by W. J. 
Sedgefield, King Alfred's Old English Version of Boethius ' De consolatione philosophiae, 
1899, (rpt. Darmstadt 1968). The textual problems in Alfred's translation of the Con- 
solatio are manifold, due especially to the Cotton fire of 1731, which severely damaged 
the earliest manuscript: London В M Cotton Otho A. VI. Sedgefield supplemented the 
readings of this manuscript (as base text) with readings from Oxford, Bodleian 180 
(2079) and printed the latter in italic in his conflated edition. The reader is referred to 
Sedgefield's edition for this textual information. 
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In his preface to the translation of Gregory's Liber regulae pastoralis , 
Alfred explains his method of translation as "hwilum word be worde, 
hwilum andgit of andgiete" ('sometimes word for word, sometimes 
meaning for meaning').29 His translation of Boethius' Consolatio 
adheres to the latter principle even in rendering the general argument 
of the work, for Alfred's text is much less a translation than an inter- 

pretive paraphrase with commentary. He abandons to a great extent 
the dialectical progress of the Boethian argument, since he accepts 
both Philosophia's ultimate denial of the independent control of fortuna 
over human affairs and the affirmation of the incontrovertible divine 
ordo and then imposes his own interpretation of this philosophical posi- 
tion onto the work even in the early stages of his translation.30 He 
eliminates Fortuna, the grantor of material goods, from the work and 
substitutes the personified Wisdom, an attribute of divine providence 
( godcunde foreponc ) in that role (17, 11-14). When stripped of its active 
role as grantor, fortuna is reduced to little more than 4 the state of one's 
fortunes' or 'lot'. This state is essentially the same as fatum , the 
manifestations of the providential plan in the material world. This be- 

ing the case, when Alfred translates fortuna in the sense of 'lot', he uses 
the same term as he does for fatum - wyrd.zx Since casus , as the principle 
of random events opposed to the manifestation of divine order, can be 
dealt with only in relation to that order, a brief excursus on wyrd must 
be included here.32 

29 King Alfred's West Saxon Version of Gregory's Pastoral Care, ed. Henry Sweet, EETS 
45 & 50 (1871; rpt. London 1958), 7. 30 On Alfred's restructuring of the Boethian argument, see my Die Rezeption . 
31 Joseph Bos worth and T. N. Toller [An Anglio-Saxon Dictionary , Oxford 1882, 
1287-88 and suppl. by T. N. Toller (Oxford 1921), 751] list 'what happens, fate, for- 
tune, chance' as the general significations of wyrd. The term is used in numerous par- 
ticular senses: I. gloss of Latin casus , eventus, fatum, fors, fortuna, sors ; II. fate, the other- 
wise than humanly appointed order of things; III. in a personal sense, one of the Fates 
('Weird Sisters', Parcae); Ilia, as a personification, fate, fortune; IV. an event: 1) 
with the special idea of that which happens by the determination of providence or fate, 
2) in a general sense, an event, occurence, circumstance, incident, fact, what is done, 
a deed, an action; V. what happens to a person, fate, fortune, lot, condition; Va. fate, 
death; VI. chance, accident. The usage in Alfred's Boethius translation is somewhat 
more restrictive, as will be demonstrated here (cf. however, Bosworth-Toller's citation 
of Alfredian passages from the Boethius translation in support of significations II, III, 
IV 2, V). 32 A comprehensive analysis of wyrd cannot be attempted here. See E. G. Stanley's 
collection of material on the scholarly interpretation of wyrd [The Search for Anglo-Saxon 
Paganism , Cambridge 1964, 92-122; Gerd Weber, Wyrd: Studien zum Schicksalbegrijf der 
altenglischen und altnordischen Literatur , Berlin 1969; Ladislaus Mittner, Wurd: das Sakrale 
in der altgermanischen Epik. Bern 1955; and the bibliographical information listed under 
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The scholarly literature on this subject is vast and varied. Wyrd'ibs 
been interpreted as a pre-Christian Germanic concept or goddess of 
fate by some scholars.33 Other scholars deny a pagan signification of 
wyrd in Old English literature, but assume that wyrd was a pagan deity 
in the pre-Christian period.34 In his study of Beowulf, Friedrich 
Klaeber was one of the first to recognize the illegitimacy of interpreta- 
tions which assume the paganism of a text and then seek only to strip 
off the 'Christian trappings' in order to reveal the original text in all its 
pagan splendor.35 Here Klaeber documents the essentially Christian 
character of Beowulf , especially with respect to the use of wyrd , since God 
is presented as the controller of man's fate and the grantor of all 
material goods.36 This recognition of the influence of Roman- 
Christian thought on Old English semantics has led to many fruitful 
studies dealing with wyrd and related topics, among them those by W. 
F. Bolton and K. S. Kiernan on the Old English ťDeor'37 This poem, 
long held to be an example of the pagan survival of wyrd in Old 
English, is demonstrated to be largely dependent for its structure and 
argument on Boethian notions of fate and fortune, perhaps even deriv- 
ing these concepts from the Old English translation of the Consolatio. F. 
P. Pickering has made a plausible case for the influence of Boethius' 
concepts of fortune and fate on the narrative strategies of early 
medieval secular literature (in Latin and the vernacular).38 This 

wyrd in A. Cameron, A. Kingsmill and A. C. Amos, Old English Word Studies : A 
Preliminary Word and Author List , Toronto 1983. 
33 Characteristic of this interpretation is Gustav Ehrismann 's statement: 44 Die Wyrd 
ist das heidnische fatum. Es ist das verderbliche, unheilvolle, feindliche geschick, das 
geheimnisvoll, unbarmherzig und unerbitterlich über dem menschen waltet" 
[Religionsgeschichtliche Beiträge zum germanischen Frühchristentum, in: Beiträge zur 
Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur, 35 (1909), 235]. Walter Baetke 
writes in the same tone: "Das Schicksal ist das ganz und gar Ubermächtige, das 
Unabänderliche, aber auch das allen Gedanken und Gefühlen Unzulängliche, es ist 
die unbedingt überlegene Macht" [Germanischer Schicksalglaube , in: Neue Jahrbücher 
für Wissenschaft und Jugendbildung, 10 (1934), 231]; similar statements may be 
found in Stanley's collection, pp. 92-122. 34 Adolf Wolf, Die Bezeichnung für Schicksal in der angelsächsischen Dichtersprache , Diss. 
Breslau 1919, 48; В. J. Timmer, Wyrd in Anglo-Saxon Prose and Poetry, in: Neophilogus, 
26 (1941), 24. 35 Die christlichen Elemente in Beowulf, in: Anglia, 35 (1911), 111-36 & 36 (1912), 
169-99. 
36 Ibid. 35 (1911), 117-18 & 36 (1912), 171. 37 Bolton, Boethius , Alfred and "Deor" Again, in: Modern Philology, 69 (1972), 222-27; 
Kiernan, "Deor": The Consolations of an Anglo-Saxon Boethius , in: Neuphilologische Mit- 
teilungen, 79 (1978), 333-40. 38 Notes on Fate and Fortune (for Germanisten ), in: Medieval Studies Presented to 
Frederick Norman (London 1965), 1-15, later expanded into a two-volume study: 
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general acceptance of non-native influence on the Old English concept 
of fate and fortune can, however, lead to extreme interpretations also, 
as in J. D. A. Ogilvy's denial of all non-Christian connotations in Old 
English wyrd (and other Old English terms).39 

Studies of Alfred's use of wyrd in his translation of the Consolatio ex- 
hibit the same variety of interpretations as those found in general 
studies of wyrd and analyses of the term in other works. F. A. Payne 
maintains that wyrd is a force 

4 'other than God's whose extensive in- 
fluence Alfred recognizes."40 She also contends that the Latin con- 
cepts of fatum and fortuna have 'little if any relevance to a definition" of 
wyrd , since they are 

4 'colored ... in medieval contexts by Boethius" (p. 
91). Yet it is precisely because fatum and fortuna are Boethian and their 
medieval interpretations have a Boethian basis that they are of the ut- 
most relevance to a definition of wyrd , especially when we are concern- 
ed, as with Alfred, with a translation of the Consolatio and of these 
specific concepts by the Old English term wyrdl Kurt Otten argues in 
his excellent study of Alfred's translation that Alfred opposes wyrd 
throughout the work and denies the concept a place in his 
cosmology.41 In the most comprehensive study of wyrd to date, Gerd 
Weber demonstrates that the influence of Romano-Christian 
literature on Old English semantics was so profound that the late- 
antique concepts of fate and Christian predestination permeated the 
intellectual and spiritual world of the literate Anglo-Saxons to such an 
extent, that the importance of wyrd in Old English literature (200 oc- 
currences) might well stem from this influence alone.42 Thus Weber 
rejects the notion that a pagan Germanic concept, wyrd , was 'diluted' 
by Christianity to the extent that it occurs only rarely in medieval texts 
in the old pagan sense. Rather, he sees the semantic development of 
the term proceeding from the very general 'Geschick' to a progressive- 
ly more fatalistic signification, due to the ever increasing influence of 
the late-antique Latin tradition of fatum! fortuna. He thus emends B.J. 
Timmer's conclusion - " 

Wyrd had lost all associations with the 

Augustinus oder Boethius? Geschichtsschreibung und epische Dichtung im Mittelalter und in der 
Neuzeit , Berlin 1967-76. 
39 Beowulf, Alfred and Christianity , in: Saints, Scholars and Heroes: Studies in 
Medieval Culture in Honor of Charles W. Jones, ed. M. H. King and W. M. 
Stevens, Collegeville, MN 1977, 59. 40 King Alfred and Boethius : An Analysis of the Old English Version of the Consolation of 
Philosophy, Madison 1968, 79. 41 König Alfreds Boethius , Tübingen 1964, 64 & 68-70. 
42 Wyrd , 18-21. 
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heathen belief in a superhuman, blind and hostile power which 
destines the lot of men" (Timmer, p. 30) to "Wyrd does not show any 
associations ..." (Weber, p. 66). This statement shows the general 
tendency of Weber's study, which seeks to disprove the traditional no- 
tion that Alfred's wyrd had any pagan associations; Weber ac- 
complishes his purpose by arguing that wyrd functions in Alfred's text 
as a translation of Boethius' fatum , fortuna and casus , without further 
connotations.43 His conclusions reflect this tendency: wyrd has the 
general significations 'Geschick' and 'zufalliges Geschehen', which 
have four specific aspects: 1) a single event, 2) the cosmic process, 3) 
the fate of an individual, 4) an active grantor of fate (including wyrd as 
nomen agentis of Fortuna) [pp. 65-66]. The first three categories corres- 
pond to Boethian fatum , the last to Boethian Fortuna; casus as such is 
lacking in Weber's explanatory schema (unless it is subsumed under 
one of the other categories, which would obscure its basic, traditional 
signification). Weber's analysis of the particular aspects of 'Geschick' 
seems, however, not to correspond to the Alfredian use of wyrd: the 
semantic categories 'active grantor' and casus are not represented by 
wyrd in the text. 

As noted above, Alfred substitutes Wisdom for Boethius' Fortuna in 
the active role as the grantor of material goods, and it is also Wisdom 
who assumes Fortuna's prosopopoeia in II, pr. ii (which is of seminal 
importance for Boethius' personification of Fortuna). While Boethius 
never denies Fortuna the role as grantor (but only stipulates that she 
functions in this role as a mediator between prouidentia and men), 
Alfred's Wisdom never attributes this power to wyrd. Weber's argu- 
ment (p. 23) that wyrd is the grantor in 27, 18-23 is untenable, since 
Wisdom specifies that Mod only says (cwyst) that wyrd is responsible for 
the gifts; the implication is that Wisdom denies that they are granted 
by wyrd: "Hwaet haefst ķu aet ķam gifū ķe Jdu cwyst Ļ seo wyrd eow 
gife" ('What do you have from the gifts which you say wyrd gives you' 
27, 21-22). In the entire work there are only two brief passages in 
which it seems that wyrd may function as grantor of the goods "ķaes il- 
can is to wenanne to eallū daem gesaelķum ķe seo wyrd brengd ķisses 
andweardan lifes" ('the same is to be thought of all the goods which 
wyrd brings in this present life' 37, 30-38, 1) and "be eallū ļ)ā 
woruldgesaeldum ķe seo wyrd brengd" ('concerning all the worldly 

43 See esp. p. 42, where Weber, paraphrasing Otten (p. 62) argues that Alfred's wyrd 
closely approximates the Latin fortuna. 
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goods which wyrd brings* 39, 10). 44 Yet by this point in Alfred's text, 
Wisdom had already been established as the grantor of material 
goods, and Boethius' Philosophia has already deemphasized Fortunat 
role as agent and begun to concentrate on the material goods 
themselves and the 'state of fortune' which the goods effect (Cons. II, 
pr. vi).45 The corresponding term in the Boethian text at this point is 
indeed fortuna , but it does not signify the goddess, as the context 
shows: ' 'Finally we may draw the same conclusion concerning fortune 
as a whole, in which, it is clear, there is nothing worth seeking and no 
intrinsic good; it is not always associated with good men, nor does it 
make those good with whom it is associated" (II, pr. vi, 20). In this 
context, the Alfredian "1эе seo wyrd brengd" signifies no more than 
'quas sors fert,' with no connotation of a granting agent.46 

Yet Wisdom never denies the existence of wyrd' 47 his only concern is 
to establish its subjugation to providential control, corresponding to 
Philosophia's concern with fatum and fortuna. For this reason, the idea 
that wyrd is a force operating outside the bounds of divine ordo is re- 
jected as consistently by Wisdom as by Philosophia. In Mod's initial 
complaint, God's control of wyrd is assumed: "Hwy '>u la Drihten 
aefre woldest p seo wyrd swa hwyrfan sceolde" ('Why, Lord, would 
you ever want wyrd to change so' 10, 17-18 = fortuna I, m. v, 29). It is 
only God's allowing wyrd to be capricious that is at issue here, not 
wyrď s independence of divine control. Further along in the same 
metrům, fortuna is again translated with wyrd (10, 23-25), and here 
again divine control is emphasized, since the independent power of 
wyrd is presented as a hypothetical construct and not an existent entity. 
In his translation of the following prosa, Wisdom summarizes the 
reasons for Mod's 'exile' from his native land (of Wisdom/ 
philosophy), one of which is: "[ķu] wendest '> seo weord ķas woruld 

44 The former passage is cited by Bosworth-Toller as an example of Ilia, 'a per- 
sonification, fate, fortune,' p. 1288. 45 Elsewhere in the text, Alfred consistently denies wyrd the power of granting material 
goods: e.g. 25, 28-31 and 27, 21-22, where Boethius attributes the goods to fortuna (for- 
túnete dona , II, pr. v, 2). The St. Gall Anonymous commentary on the Consolatio glosses 
fortunae as dee (Einsiedeln 179, 121a). Alfred clearly avoids any such interpretation and 
even any ambiguity which would permit such an interpretation. 46 Cf. however, Weber (p. 23), who argues that wyrd is here "die Gabenverteilerin 
'Fortuna' ... zumindest in allegorischer Vorstellungsweise." 47 Otten objects that Alfred's "f)[)we wyrd hatad" ('that which we call wyrd1 128, 18 
= IV, pr. vi, 10) has as its purpose the denial of the actuality of wyrd , since Wisdom 
does not say "f> J> wyrd bid" ('that which wyrd is'); in fact, Alfred's words directly 
translate Boethius' fatum uocetur. 
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wende heore agenes donees buton Godes geķeahte 7 his ķafunge 7 
monna gewyrhtû" ('[You] thought that wyrd governed this world ac- 
cording to its own order and outside God's order, his permission, and 
the merits of men' 11, 5-7). There is no corresponding statement in 
the Consolatio, and Alfred's insertion of this comment further stresses 
divine control of wyrd. Other similar instances are: "Gelefst du 1э seo 
wyrd wealde ķisse worulde, odde auht godes swa geweordan maege 
butan ķaem wyrhtan? ... Ne gelyfe ..." ('Do you believe that wyrd 
governs this world or that anything good can occur without the 
creator? ... I do not believe [it] 

' 
12, 16-18); "du saedest ļb '>u wende ļb 

ķios slidne wyrd das woruld wende buton Godes geķeahte" ('You said 
that you thought this cruel wyrd governed this world outside of God's 
order' 13, 24-25); "nu du geliefast sio wyrd ķurh hie šelfe butan 
Godes geķeahte ķas weoruld wendan ne maege" ('now you believe 
that wyrd cannot govern this world by itself, outside of God's order' 
13, 30-32). Weber argues (pp. 37-38) that in these passages wyrd 
signifies both Fortuna and the general randomness of events. Yet in 
none of the Boethian passages is the subject Fortuna: the first is I, pr. 
vi, 3 (cf. above, p. 12): the second - "You think these alternations of 
fortunes (Jortunarum uices) vacillate without a governor" (I, pr. vi, 19); 
the third - "We have the greatest rekindler of your health in your true 
belief concerning the governance of the world: that it is subject not to 
the haphazards of chance ( casuum temeritatî) but to divine reason 
(( diuinae rationi )" (I, pr. vi, 20). Only in the second passage is fortuna 
present, but its plural form can only signify 'one's fortunes' and not 
Fortuna; the other two passages deal with casus. It is clear that Mod at 
one time thought that wyrd controlled {wealde! wende) earthly events 
without God's ultimate control, but there is no evidence in the text 
that Mod conceived of wyrd as an active agent, in the manner of For- 
tuna, and certainly none that Wisdom (or Alfred) would support such 
an opinion. That wyrd is equivalent to casus and thus signifies random 
events is equally unsupported by the text, since in each case Wisdom 
emphasizes that it is inaccurate to think that wyrd controls earthly 
events, if wyrd is thought to act independently of divine control ( buton 
Godes gepeahte! ļ)cem wyrhtan ).48 But, as Alfred consistently argues, it is 

48 The "butan" -clauses have an equivalent only in the second Boethian passage 
where Jortunarum uices and not casus is the subject, i.e. where the traditional concept of 
casus as random events is not immediately present; otherwised, the 4 'butan "-clause is 
Alfred's addition to the text. 
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not the case that wyrd acts independently, but rather it is incorporated 
into the divine ordo in the same manner as Boethius ' fortuna! fatum. 

This most important aspect of Boethius' treatment of fortuna is ex- 
pressed most succinctly in IV, pr. vii, 2, where Philosophia states that 
since fortuna corrects, rewards, punishes and exercises, 

4 4 all fortuna is 
absolutely good." There is no connotation of the goddess or grantor of 
goods here, since Philosophia has just presented her argument concer- 
ning the structure of the divinely ordered metaphysical system: pro - 
uidentia orders , fatum executes, and fortuna is one attribute of fatal ex- 
ecution. Here fortuna is no more than earthly events relevant to the ac- 
quisition and loss of material goods, i.e. the ' state of one's fortunes.' 
Alfred accepts Boethius' judgment and translates: "aelc wyrd bio 
good" ('every wyrd is good' 137, 3), and adds later: "aelc wyrd is nyt 
ķara ķe auder ded, odde laerd, odde wyrcd" (every wyrd is useful 
which either instructs or exercises' 137, 21-22) and "aelc wyrd bid 
good ... sam hio sy rede, sam hio sie wynsum" ('every wyrd is good ... 
whether it be severe or pleasant' 138, 11-12). He does not, therefore, 
deny wyrd a place in his cosmology, as Otten argues (p. 69), but in fact 
incorporates wyrd into the system in the same manner as Boethius in- 
tegrates fortuna into his metaphysical system. 

The Boethian concept of fatum undergoes fewer changes in Alfred's 
translation than does fortuna. In the Consolatio , fatum is the manifesta- 
tion of the providential plan in the material world (IV, pr. vi, 10). 
Alfred translates: "Se foregone is sio godcunde gesceadwisnes; ... Ac p 
1) we wyrd hatad, Jb bid Godes weorc f> he aelce daeg wyrcd" ('Pro- 
vidence is the divine intellect . . . But that which we call wyrd , that is 
God's work which he performs every day' 128, 15-19). Wyrd is related 
to foregone in the same manner as fatum to prouidentia , and is thus subor- 
dinate to providence: "[mos wandriende wyrd {эе we wyrd hatad faerd 
aefter his [sc. Godes] forķonce 7 aeft~his geķeahte, swa swa he tiohhad 
Ļ hit sie" ('This vacillating wyrd, which we call wyrd , proceeds accor- 
ding to his [God's] providence and according to his order, just as he 
determines that it be' 128, 29-30). On the basis of these passages, it 
becomes clear why Alfred denies wyrd independent power earlier in the 
work: for precisely the same reasons that Boethius denies fortuna such 
power - since the divine ordo is incontrovertible, wyrd (and fatum! for- 
tuna) can exist only in the context of the ordo' they function thus as 
lowlevel ministers of providence in earthly affairs. 

Man's attribution to chance of the control of earthly affairs is, 
therefore, according to Alfred as to Boethius, due to man's 
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epistemological limitations: man is by nature incapable of understan- 

ding the divine order - "Ac hit nis nanum men alefed ķaet he maege 
witan eall p God getiohhod haefd, ne eac areccan ļb ķ he geworht 
haefd" ('But it is granted to no one to know all that God has planned 
nor to explain that which he has done' 135, 6-8; the passage expands 
on IV, pr. vi, 56). 

In his translation of Boethius' technical analysis of chance in V, pr. 
i, Alfred denies that any events take place by chance: "hit nis nauht p 
mon cwid, í> aenig ķing weas gebyrige" ('it is nothing that men say, 
that anything happens by chance' 140, 3-4). While Philosophia bases 
her argument (V, pr. i, 8) on the all-encompassing ordo and the notion 
of nihil ex nihilo , Alfred's reasons for dismissing random events is quite 
simple - and his argument quite circular: "Forķaē aelc ķing cimd of 
sumū ķingū, forķāē hit ne bid weas gebyred" (Tor every thing comes 
from some cause, since it does not happen by chance' 140, 4-5). 
Boethius' argument is in general drastically reduced; in fact little sur- 
vives intact except the exemplum of the buried gold (140, 9-17), which 
Alfred uses to illustrate the principle that chance (weas gebyred) signifies 
no more than unexpected events ( unwenunga gebirede). No other con- 
ditions are presented. That the discovery of the gold is nonetheless a 
caused event is clear, but the justification is not made in terms of ex 
confluentibus causis or ineuitabili conexione (Cons. V, pr. i, 18-19). Wisdom 
sees the causality rather to be simply the pervasive divine ordo , govern- 
ed by providence: "Ac sio godcunde foretiohhung laerde ķone ķe he 
wolde {э he gold hydde, 7 eft done ķe he wolde Ļ hit funde" ('But 
divine providence taught the one whom he wished to hide the gold, 
and afterwards the one whom he wished to find it' 140, 15-17 = de pro - 
uidentiae Jonte V , pr. i, 19). 49 No intermediary causes between God and 
earthly events, such as Aristotle's phusis and nous , or even Boethius' 
fatum are admitted here, and no term 'chance' can any longer be 
legitimately used: it was only 'formerly' used ('gio' 140, 10) and has 
now ceased even to be a 'sound without significance' (inanis uoxW , pr. 
i, 8), not translated by Alfred, but retained in se nama ('the name' 140, 
7), which translates Boethius' uocabula (V, pr. i, 11). Only in the 
reduced sense 'unexpected or inexplicable event' (which is nonetheless 

49 The ninth-century Latin commentary on the Consolatio by Remigius of Auxerre also 
tends in the direction of prouidentia as the only cause: ordo is glossed "ambitus disposi- 
tions dei. extra quem, et praeter quem nihil umquam fuit. est. aut erit" ('the orbit of 
God's order, beyond and outside of which nothing ever was, is or will be' Paris, BN 
lat. 15090, 75r). 
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governed by providence) does casus survive, and this only in the 
general Alfredian term wyrd: "ķ we ķonne hatad wyrd, ļx>nne se 
gesceadwisa God, 1эе aelces monnes dearfe wat, hwaet wyrcd odde 
geķafad ķaes ķe we ne wenad" ('This then we call wyrd. , when the ra- 
tional God, who knows the need of each person, does or permits 
something which we do not expect' 132, 20-22). 

As the text citations in the foregoing analysis demonstrate, Alfred 
relies on two terms in his discussion of chance: wyrd and weas.50 Yet as 
has been argued above, wyrd is the term used by Alfred for the 
manifestation of the providential plan in the world. How then can wyrd 
render Boethian casus or the traditional concept of chance? Timmer 
maintains that wyrd has "the secondary meaning of chance, that which 
happens accident ally." 51 Gerd Weber argues similarly: "'Wyrd' 
[wird] zum Inbegriff der 4 Wandelbarkeit der Welt' schlechthin."52 On 
the other hand, Payne, Otten and Ludwig Helbig deny that wyrd has 
anything to do with mutability or chance events,53 and in a certain 
sense this assessment is valid, although not for the reasons they 
give - they see wyrd as the Germanic power of fate, which by nature 
could not be mutable, since inexorable. But, as has been argued 
above, wyrd was not a pagan Germanic fate; it is essentially equivalent 
to Boethius' fatum and fortuna (as 'lot'), under divine control. Thus 
wyrd is never used by Alfred as the translation of casus unless it is 
qualified by a clause which hypothesizes a direct contrast between wyrd 
and the providential ordo : e.g. casus may be translated by "weord ... 
buton Godes geķeahte" (ťan event ... outside of God's order' 11, 6-7) 
and "wyrd ... butan ķaem wyrhtan" ('an event ... without the creator' 
12, 16-17), but not by wyrd alone, since wyrd always participates in the 
divine ordo (128, 28-30). The "butan "-clause signifies the imaginary 
randomness which would obtain were God's control not to apply, and 
wyrd accompanied by the 4 'butan "-clause accurately renders casus. 

In his translation of the technical analysis of casus , however, Alfred 
uses only the term weas (139, 19-140, 17 = V, pr. i). Its direct cor- 
respondence to the semantic value of casus is seen in the fact that 

50 v. weas in Bosworth-Toller, p. 1178: 'by chance, by accident, fortuitously.' si Wyrd in Anglo-Saxon Prose and Poetry , 30. 52 Wyrd , 31. He cites 128, 29 as evidence, i.e. the very passage which subordinates 
wyrd to providence (cited above, p. 20)! 53 Payne, King Alfred and Boethius , 83; Otten, König Alfreds Boethius, 61-62; Ludwig 
H el bie:, A Itenglische Schlüsselbepriffe in den Augustinus und Boethius Bearbeitungen Alfreds des 
Großen , Diss. Franfurt 1959, 37. 
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Alfred translates casus without additional terms of qualification in Old 
English (i.e. without 4 'butan" -clauses or the like). Only in the first use 
of the phrase is there any explanation of it, and there it is clearly for 
the purpose of defining a newly introduced technical term (125, 
12-14). The distinction between wyrd and weas is shown in Alfred's 
translation of Philosophia's list of topics remaining to be discussed 
(IV, pr. vi, 4), which includes de fati serie ('the chain of fate') and de 
repentinis casibus ('unexpected events'); Alfred translates "hwaet wyrd 
sie 7 hwaet weas gebergie" ('What wyrd is, and what happens by 
chance' 127, 19). In the chapters which follow this list, Alfred incor- 
porates wyrd into his system of divine order and reduces weas to a no- 
tion of historical interest, since it was only legitimately used gio 
('formerly'). The pervasive divine order renders the concept 
untenable and the term superfluous. 

Notker' s treatment of the problem of casus is characteristic of his 
working method in general: he reorders the Latin text ad erudiendum ac- 
cording to established principles of ordo naturalis , conforming to the 
principles elucidated in the St. Gall tractate, "Quomodo VII cir- 
cumstantie rerum in legendo ordinande sint".54 Following the 
reordered Latin text is a phrase-by-phrase or sentence-by-sentence 
translation into Old High German. Technical terms of the Latin text 
are often 'rephrased' in Latin and incorporated into Notker's text. 
This pedagogical Mischprosa possibly reflects the usage of Notker's 
classroom.55 Notker's Mischprosa has serious consequences for an 
analysis of his interpretation of any philosophical concept or semantic 
field, since the translator is thereby freed from the obligation to 
establish a consistent system of terminology in the vernacular - despite 

54 It is not clear whether Notker is the author of the treatise, contained in Brussels Ms. 
10615-10729 and edited by Paul Piper, Die Schriften Notkers und seiner Schule , Freiburg 
1882-83, I, xiii-xlix. In his recent study of Notker's method of translation in Mar- 
ianus Capella's De nuptiis Philologiae et Мет curii, Herbert Backes demonstrates that 
Notker's reordering of the Latin text in accordance with the principles of ordo naturalis 
is not merely a simplification of the text for the convenience of his pupils, but rather is 
itself a scholarly analysis of the Latin syntax by means of its reorganization of the 
phrasal elements of the Latin text: Die Hochzeit des Merkurs und der Philologie , Sigmar- 
ingen 1982. The tractate is in four parts, of which only the first may properly be given 
the title "Quomodo ..." (cf. Backes, 32). 55 This theory is advanced by Ernst Schaumann, Studien zu Notkers Mischprosa , in: 
Jahresbericht des Gymnasiums der k. - k. Theresianischen Akademie in Wien (1911), 
38. 
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all Old High German 4 synonyms 
' 
given, the Latin term is always 

'définitive'. 56 

Following the translation, Notker often adds comments and ex- 
planations, some of which take the form of short excurses of several 
pages. The comments and excurses never blatantly Correct' the doc- 
trine of the Boethian text, since, as Ingeborg Schröbler points out: 
" Notker will nicht Besserung von etwas Mißliebigem geben, sondern 
er ist überzeugt von der Rechtgläubigkeit seines Textes - oder 
wenigstens: er gibt keinem Zweifel daran Raum."57 Yet Notker's 
method is that of an exegetical commentator - the Consolatio is seen as 
latently Christian and demands exegesis in order to reveal and 
elucidate its hidden Christian meaning. This exegesis ultimately 
results in major alterations in the Boethian text, often to the extent 
that the Boethian system is scarely recognizable in Notker' s transla- 
tion.58 

In his translation of the technical analysis of casus in V, pr. i, Notker 
does not initially attempt a translation of casus , but rather retains the 
term in his Old High German text. But this is only one of the three 
discussions of the general concept. Long beforehand, Philosophia and 
the Prisoner broach the subject, as the latter first voices concern about 
the lack of order in the world. In his translation of I, m. v, 45, 
"homines quatimur fortunae salo" ('We men are buffeted by the seas 
of fortune'), Notker glosses fortune (retained in his translation) with 
uuīluuēndigi ('variability within a brief time period'),59 indicating that 

56 Jürgen Jaehrling comments: "Der Bezug auf die lat. Terminologie verschafft 
Notker also einerseits den Raum, in dem er sprachschöpferisch tätig werden kann bis 
hin zum sprachlichen Experiment, ohne daß ihn bei jeder Abweichung von der 
präzisen Ubersetzung der Vorwurf der Ungenauigkeit treffen kann. Die lat. Ter- 
minologie bewahrt ihn andererseits davor, eine Ubersetzung um jeden Preis zu ver- 
suchen, d.h. um den Preis einer ungenauen oder sprachlich nicht korrekten 
Wiedergabe" [Die philosophische Terminologie Notkers des Deutschen in seiner Ubersetzung der 
Aristotelischen Kategorien , Berlin 1969, 140]. He implies thus that Notker or Notker's 
German (or both) was sometimes incapable of precisely expressing Boethius' text in 
Old High German, an argument which Notker 's creative translation consistently 
refutes. 
57 Notker III. von St. Gallen als Übersetzer und Kommentator von Boethius ' De consolatione 
Philosophiae, Hermaea n.s. 2 (Tübingen 1953), 6. 58 Herbert Bolender discusses in detail Notker 's method of commentary and adapta- 
tion, modifying Schröbler's idea of interpretado Christiana (Schröber, 1-20) in his Notker's 
Consolatio- Rezeption als widerpruchsfreie Praktik : Eine Hypothese , Beiträge zur Geschichte 
der deutschen Sprache und Literatur, 102 (1980), 325-38. The adaptations are more 
pronounced in the metaphysical system than in the concept of casus. 
59 Notker's text is cited by page and line number of the edition by E. H. Sehrt and 
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his interpretation of the Prisoner's complaint extends beyond Fortuna, 
the personality, to the abstract problem of unordered events.60 

Philosophia's response to the Prisoner (I, pr. vi) initiates the discus- 
sion of chance as such, and Notker introduces here many of the terms 
with which he will handle the concept throughout the work: 

Putasne hunc mundum agi temerariis et fortuitis casibus? An credis inesse ei 
ullum regimen rationis? Uuânest tu dise uuérltlichen geskíhte uerlâzene uáren . 
únde stúzzelingiín? Aide uuánest tu dâr-ána uuésen dehéina ríhti áfter redo? 
('Do you think that these wordly events proceed without control, and at random, 
or do you think there is any rational order in them' 51, 7-11). 

Nokter's Prisoner then denies (just as did Boethius') that the cosmos is 
ruled by chance and affirms the beneficent divine order. After having 
established the fact of God's rule, Philosophia's questioning of the 
Prisoner concerning the governance of the cosmos leads her to delve 
further into the actual means of control: quibus gubernaculis. The phrase 
is most reasonably to be understood in this passage in the general 
sense 'by what means [of governance]' . Notker translates as mít 
uuélemo rûodere ('with what kind of rudder' 52, 6-7) and adds the com- 
ment: "Sì uuólta in lêren dáz prospera únde aduersa dero uuérlte 
gubernacula sínt" ('She wanted to teach him that properous and 
adverse things are the governors of the world' 52, 7-8). In this context, 
rûoder may well have no signification beyond the Boethian 'means of 
control', but one can also argue that Notker understood gubernacula in 
the alternate sense of 'rudder', associated the reference with the icono- 
graphically well-known rudder of Fortuna, and inferred a reference by 
Boethius here to "prospera et aduersa fortuna" as God's tools of con- 
trol in the world (i.e. according to Boethius' final position concerning 
fortuna' s place in the divine order).61 The incorporation of fortuna into 
the divine hierarchy under God's control later in the work is not lost 
on Notker, and he expands on that notion and manages to include it 

Taylor Starek, Notkers des Deutschen Werke I, ATB 32-34 (Halle/Saale 1933-34), here 45, 
19-20. 
60 Other technical references to unordered events are translated by Notker without a 
strictly consistent vocabulary: ' 'fortuitis rebus ... éteuues sâldôn" ('fleeting fortunes' 
86, 22-24) and "in his fortuitis rebus ... an disên zuîueligên dingen" ('in these uncer- 
tain things' 94, 21-23). These terms have specific reference neither to Fortuna nor to 
the abstract concept of casus , but rather refer simply to the general concept of inevitable 
change. 61 The various symbols associated with Fortuna are illustrated and discussed by R. 
Peter, Fortuna , in: Ausführliches Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie , ed. W. H. 
Roscher, Leipzig 1886-90, 1/2, 1503-58. 
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here, where the Boethian text makes no reference, even implicitly, to 
fortuna. 

After the Prisoner has accepted Philosophia's protracted argument 
concerning the rule of the cosmos by a beneficent order, there remains 
a doubt about how one is to understand the seeming disorder of daily 
events. The Prisoner expresses this principle of disorder again with the 
words fortuitis casibus (IV, pr. v, 5-6). Notker translates with in 
únguissên geskihten ('in indefinite events' 289, 26) and fine dien uuîlouuan- 
chigên geskihten (Ъу vacillating events' 290, 7-8); in each case, the ad- 
jective expresses the uncertainty and ephemerality of chance events. 
Notker then follows Boethius in opposing the Prisoner's objection by 
yet again reaffirming God's rule and declaring man epistemologically 
limited, since he is unable to recognize the divine order: "quoniam 
bonus mundum rector temperai . . . uuánda áber gûot ríhtare ist . tér 
dia uuérlt métemêt" ('but because the governor who orders the world 
is good' 290, 13-17). This exchange prompts Philosophia to launch in- 
to the discussion of metaphysics, which dominates most of the re- 
mainder of the work. 

The initial presentation of the technical subject of casus in V, pr. i 
seemingly raises some difficulties for Notker, since there was ap- 
parently no single term in his vocabulary with which he could precisely 
render the unified concept of casus (as inherited from antiquity), and 
he introduces no new Old High German term, adapted to this 
signification. The retention of the Latin term in his translation would 
not have lessened this difficulty, had it not been the case that the 
Boethian text also seeks to define casus . As it is, however, Notker may 
simply translate as literally as possible, retain the Latin term as 
definitive, provide 'synonyms' when necessary, and thus mark off the 
boundaries of the semantic field in Boethian fashion. 

The Boethian denial of the existence of casus , if defined as causeless ✓ 
events (V, pr. i, 8), is translated directly by Notker: "Übe îoman 
heizet casum . éina stuzzelingûn uuórtena geskíht . únde âne állero 
dingo máchunga ... Sô chído ih páldo . dáz casus nîeht nesî" ('If 
anyone calls casus an event occurring at random and without the 
causality of all things ... then I would say confidently that casus is 
nothing' 332, 20-23). If understood in this sense, casus must be called 
simply "einen báren námen . âne bezéichennisseda" ('an empty 
name, without signification' 332, 24-25; cf. Boethius' inanis uoxV , pr. 
i, 8). It is an empty sign, a signifier without a signified. 

Notker then inserts a lengthy comment on the nature of the 
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definition thus far, first briefly explaining the idea of causation and 
lack of it: 

Causa ist îo conexa zûo dero euentu. Fone diu . dáz man chît temerario motu . 
únde sine causa . álde sine conexione causarum . dáz is ál éin" 
('The cause is always joined to the event. Thus it is that one says "by random 
motion" and "without cause" or without a "causal nexus." They are all of one 
and the same sorť 332, 26-333, 1). 

There follows a list of ť synonyms' for the puzzling concept of causeless 
events (333, 1-6). 62 Continuing with the idea that casus conceived as 
causeless events is an empty sign, Notker concludes: "Uuir mugen iz 
sprechen . uuir nefíndên is îo nîeht" (ťWe may say it, but we cannot 
find iť 333, 7-8). The idea of temeritas is reduced to the state of deceit 
and sin: "Temeritas ist úmbe-déncheda . únde úngeuuárehéit . únde 
gâhscrécchi . únde únordenháfti . fráuali . únúnderskéit . únríhti" 
('Temerity is imprudence, indiscretion, rashness, irregularity, error, 
confusion, disorder* 333, 8-10). 63 The reasons for this lack of significa- 
tion by and existence of casus is, of course, the absolute control by God 
of all events: "Uuâr mág táz sîn . dáz man chît stúzzelingún . únde ár- 
dingûn . únde âne ríhti . góte állíu ding tuuíngentemo ze ríhti?" 
('Whence can that come, that one calls at random, causeless, without 
order, when God imposes order on all things?' 333, 16-18). 64 

The treatment of the nihil ex nihilo passage, which Notker translates 
with "fóne nîehte nîehte uuérden ('nothing comes from nothing' 333, 
62 The passage is: "Táz chît állez . stuzzelingûn . árdingún . únddrftes . âne úrhab . 
âne Urspring . âne sculde . âne réde. ... sélbuuága . álde sélbhéui . ih méino . álso dáz 
ist . übe síh ìeht fóne imo sélbemo erhéuet . únde fòne imo sélbemo uuirdet" (333, 
1-6). On stúzzelingún and árdingún , see H. G. Reinmuth, Abstract Terms in Notker 's 
Boethius : A Semantic and Etymological Study , Diss. Northwestern 1937, 29-30 and 
Schröbler, 113, who draws a connection between stúzzelingún and archaic modern Ger- 
man stutz. The term árdingún is used earlier also in the denial of causeless events (303, 
27). Úndúrftes signifies 'without necessity,' i.e. without a causal nexus. The term úrhab 
is derived from the root of the verb in-heffen and is used consistently by Notker in the 
sense of causa , which it retained into the Middle High German period (Schröbler, 98). 
Úrspríng is found as the translation of ortus (1726-7 ; 334, 18-19) and causa (310, 11-13; 
335, 22-23). As such, the term is closely connected with the divine origin and control of 
the world; âne úrspríng would then imply that events thus taking place would have no 
such connection with divine causality. Scúld appears in the sense of causa only one other 
time in Notker's Boethius, and twice in the glosses to Notker's Psalms (c. 63, 6 & c. 68, 
5, ed. Piper). Réda as the translation of causa is found only twice in the work outside 
this passage (290, 1-6 & 285, 13-17), while it is often used as the translation of ratio. 
The two terms sélbuuága and sélbhéui are explained by Notker as events whose origin is 
within themselves, without external causality (the latter is a hpl.). 63 See Schröbler, 115-18 on these terms. 
64 The final phrase is a 'dative absolute' which renders Boethius' ablative absolute: 
"cohercente in ordinem cuncta deo" (V, pr. i, 8). 
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20), is quite interesting, for Notker seems to betray an acquaintance 
with the tenets of Epicureanism, as Schröbler points out, possibly 
through Lucretius' De rerum natura.65 But it is more likely that Notker's 
comments stem from the commentaries on the Consolatio. Remigius of- 
fers a lengthy comment on the phrase, mentioning Epicurus by name 
and giving a precis of the relevant doctrinal position (Paris BN lat. 
15090, 74r). As noted above, Boethius points out that the nihil ex nihilo 
concept was not intended by the ancients to refer to the origins of the 
cosmos, but rather dealt with material objects (de materiali subiecto V, 
pr. i, 9). Notker's explanation of the problem adheres closely to the 
tenor of Boethius' argument, explaining in terms of the fundamentum of 
natural substances, the four universal elements, etc. The phrase de 
materiali subiecto is interpreted and translated by Notker with the phrase 
fóne sâmháftemo dinge ('concerning seminal things' 333, 26). 66 The con- 
cept demands explanation, and Notker adds: 

Tiu sínt sâmháfte . diu sâmen hábent . únde âne dén uuérden nemúgen. Sô ar- 
bores sint únde herbe . únde állíu animantia . Třu héizent subiecta . quia subi- 
ciuntur accidentibus suis. 
('Those things are seminal which have seeds, and without that [seed] they cannot 
come to be. Thus are trees and grass, and all animate things. They are called 
subjects, because they are subject to their accidental attributes' 333, 26-334, 1) 

The sâmen as the essential aspect of substance is certainly akin to 
Lucretius' semina rerum (De rerum nat. I, 150-184). 67 The purpose of this 
digression is to put into context the argument concerning causality, 
and since causality necessarily deals with substance (sâmháfte ding), the 
concept must be explicated. Then Notker again proposes the argu- 
ment against casus, since causality in the sense just defined denies any 
relevance to the concept of chance, for all events, acts and objects are 
caused: 

Nature sô arbores sínt únde herbe . únde állíu corpora . dîe neuuérdent nîeht 
stuzzelingûn . sie hábent ételicha materiam . dánnân siu uuérdent . tía héizet er 
fundamentum. Keskíhet ín óuh íeht . tés ist ételîh causa. Tíu ist áber fundamen- 
tům. Etelîh ratio ist îo tòugeníu álde óffeníu . uuáz iro fundamentum sì . 
uuánnân siu uuérdên . álde uuánân in íeht keskéhe. 
('Thus trees and herbs and all bodies are natural and they do not come about at 
random. They have a certain material, from which they arise; it is called a foun- 
dation. If anything happens to them, it has some cause, which is, however, the 

65 Schröbler, 107-12. 
66 Schröbler maintains that Notker is translating a gloss on the text here, rather than 
the text itself, and thus he also adds the explanatory comment which follows (p. 109). 67 Cf. also Aristotle, Physics II, 4 (196a24-b5). 
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foundation. With regard to each principle, it is always either obscure or manifest, 
what its foundation is, whence it comes or whence something happens to it' 334, 
10-16). 

Notker seems little disturbed by the relationship between the Christian 
doctrine of God's creatio ex nihilo and the Boethian affirmation of nihil ex 
nihilo in relation to substance. Yet the passage drew much attention 
from the ninth-century commentators on the Consolatio. The St. Gall 
Anonymous makes the Christian dogma explicit: "conditor ex nihilo 
cuncta creauit" ('the creator created all things from nothing' Ein- 
siedeln 179, 173b). Remigius offers two comments: "a deo omnia ex 
nihilo facta sunt" ('all things were made by God from nothing' Paris 
BN Lat. 15090, 74v) and "sciebant enim illi quod conditor ex nihilo 
cuncta crearet" ('For they know that the creator created all things 
from nothing' ibid.). Here Notker has gone into much more detail con- 
cerning material causality than did Boethius, yet without offering the 
interpretatio Christiana which is otherwise characteristic of his translation, 
and for which there were also models in the commentary traditions. 

His rendering of Boethius' arguments concerning casus is quite 
direct, preserving the exemplum of the discovered gold and the salient 
aspects of the definition. Chance events are incidental to the final 
cause: "So man chád er éteuuâr úmbe éteuuáz tûot ... Unde dâr 
éteuuánnân îeht ánderes keskíhet . tánne dâr-úmbe man iz tûot ... 
Táz heizet casus" ('Thus one says that he does something for a pur- 
pose ... and for some reason something else happens than that for 
which it was done ... That is called casus ' 335, 11-15); unusual (since 
unexpected): "Nû mûoz îh chêdan geskíht uuésen . dáz úngeuuândo 
gebúret" ('Now I must call that casus which takes place unexpectedly' 
336, 21-23); and they result ex confluentibus causis : "Fóne zesámine 
geuállenên dingen . diu man úmbe îeht tûot" ('from the concurrence 
of things, which one does for some purpose' 336, 24-25). 68 The effi- 
cient cause of this confluence of causes is the same as that postulated in 
the Consolatio and in Alfred's translation: "diu ordena . s. fati . diu-dir 
chómentiu fóne gótes prouidentia" ('the order, i.e. of fate, which 
comes from God's providence' 336, 27-28 = V, pr. i, 19). In this 
cause, the teleology of chance events is guaranteed. Boethius' final 
comment on the inevitable chain of causality, dependent on prouiden- 
tia , prompts Notker to give a precis of the metaphysical hierarchy by 
means of which all events take place in their proper order: "Prouiden- 

68 Remigius remarks on the Boethian definition (V, pr. i, 18): UERA DEFINITIO 
CASUS (Paris, BN lat. 15090, 75r). 
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tia uuéiz třu dřng sáment . fatum récchet siu efnzên" ('providence 
comprehends the things simultaneously; fate executes them in- 
dividually' 337, 3-4). The exemplum used to illustrate this principle is 
again the hiding and the discovery of the gold, which actions God 
directs, while fate executes; and since the first two providentially caus- 
ed actions - the hiding of the gold and the farmer's digging - occur, 
the third is bound by the necessity of the divine plan to take place : "do 
geskáh fone dîen note daz trřtta" ('then the third took place of necessi- 
ty' 337, 8). 

This idea, that so-called chance events are not only caused, but even 
necessary, is taken up again in the translation of the following 
metrum, which illustrates the redefined concept of casus , and to which 
Notker adds a comment which further restricts casus. Since he has in- 
corporated casus into the chain of divine causality under fatum , he con- 
tends that so-called chance events are themselves bound to a causal 
nexus. The final lines of the metrum (concerning the courses taken by 
the Tigris and Euphrates) and the translation are: 

Sic quae permissis fluitare uidetur habenis fors patitur frenos ipsaque lege meat. 
('Thus chance {fors), which seems to wander with loosed reins, submits to the 
reins and itself proceeds according to a law.' V, m. i, 11-12). 
So féret casus peduungen . tér dir dúnchet fáren úmbe-duúngen . . . únde âne êa 
neféret er. 
('Thus casus, which seems to you to occur without restriction, proceeds under 
constraint ... and it does not occur outside the law' 338, 11-13). 

Notker comments: 

Causç dîe casum máchônt . tîe duuíngent in . dîe sézzent imo êa . Föne diu ist táz 
fors . únde casus . únde inopinatus euentus . táz tie cause máchônt . offene . álde 
tòugene. 
('The causes which produce casus : they control it and impose an order on it. Thus 
that is fors (' fortune'), casus , and unexpected events which these causes produce, 
either manifestly or obscurely' 338, 14-17). 

Once again the causal order - even law - is emphasized, and all 
semblance of randomness has been eliminated. Thus Notker disposes 
of chance in almost the same manner as did Boethius, adding explana- 
tions and comments, but not changing the ultimate reason for the il- 
legitimacy of the concept - God's control and the chain of causality 
which extends from God's providence through fate to individual 
events in the world. 

The Old High German term most often employed by Notker in 
translations of Boethian casus is geskiht . Yet the prevailing scholarly 
opinion that casus in the sense of 'chance' is rendered by Notker with 
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geskiht per se is inaccurate. Jürgen Jaehrling maintains that geskiht con- 
sistently renders casus in the sense of 'chance' in Notker's translation 
of Aristotle's Categories. 69 Yet the term (in various grammatical forms) 
is in fact found in the Categories consistently in the sense 'event/ 'to 
happen' or in reference to grammatical case.70 In Notker's Dé inter- 
pretation , the standard translation equivalent is again found: alle geskiht 
= quejiunt ('that which happens').71 The usage in Notker' s Consolatio 
is consistent with that òf his other works. In 51, 7-11 (quoted above, p. 
25), geskiht functions in the phrase dise uuérlt- lichen geskihte , which taken 
as a unit translates hune mundum agi , i.e. 'those events which take place 
in the world.' Geskiht signifies no more than euentus, which is the 
general signification proposed by Schröbler for the term, in addition to 
"das Geschehen" and "quae ... acciderunt."72 In fact, geskiht is rarely 
Notker's translation for casus in the sence 'chance', unless qualified by 
an adjective which modifies the basic significations of the term {euentus) 
toward the signification 'causeless events.' In 41, 15-17 and 
elsewhere, geskiht is used without adjectival modification and translates 
euentus. In 79, 2-9 it appears in a comment by Notker as the translation 
of casus , used as the designation for one of the methods of rhetorical 
defense.73 Even here, however, a qualifier is necessary in order to 
specify more clearly the meaning of the Latin term: 
úngeuuândiu geskiht ('unexpected event' 79, 5). 

To render the concept 'chance', geskiht almost always takes a 
qualifier which indicates randomness: "de repentinis casibus . Fóne 
gáhên geskíhten" ('concerning unexpected events' 295, 7-8) and "si 
misceri omnia fortuitis casibus crederem . . . úbe ih állíu ding kelóubti 
tuárôn in únguissên geskíhten" ('If I believed all things to be confused 
by uncertain events' 289, 24-26). Most clearly illustrative of the 
necessity of qualifying geskiht in order to render casus as 'chance' is a 
statement by Notker himself: "Úbe dáz úngeuuândo geskíhet . tíu 
geskiht heizet casus" ('If that happens unexpectedly, the event is call- 

69 Jaehrling, 22. He also considers casus in the sense 'Zufall' a non-philosophical 
usage, while in the sense of grammatical case, it is philosophical [?1. 70 In 100, 11-15 = facta est' 100, 17-20 = grammatical case (¿amr); 100, 25-27 = facta est ; 94, 23-25 - ab aliquo huiusmodi = uóne êtelîchero geskihte ; ed. J. С. King. Die Werke 
Notkers des Deutschen V, АТВ 73 (Tübingen 1972). 71 Ed. by J. С. King, Die Werke Notkers des Deutschen VI, ATB 81 (Tübingen 1972), 40, 
12-13. 
72 Schröbler, 112. 
73 The other methods mentioned are necessitasi not ('necessity') and imprudenza/ únuuízenhéit ('ignorance' 79, 6-9). 
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ed casus ' 338, 4-5). only when something occurs (geskihet) unexpectedly 
may it be called 'chance'.74 This practice corresponds to Alfred's use 
of a ' 'butan" -clause with wyrd in order to translate casus. 

As noted above, Notker most often retains the Latin term casus in 
his German text during the technical discussion of casus. 75 Toward the 
end of the analysis, however, he renders the term twice with geskiht 
without adjectival modification, but only after the definition of casus 
has been reduced to "improuisus inopinatusque concursus" ('unfore- 
seen and unexpected concurrence' 335, 23-24) and "inopinatus euen- 
tus" ('unexpected event' 336, 21); casus no longer signifies 'chance' 
when geskiht is so used, and geskiht thus signifies no more than an euen- 
tus caused by prouidentia and beyond the epistemological powers of 
men. 

The other terms in the short passage, 51, 7-11, are equally impor- 
tant for the discussion of chance in the remainder of the work. The 
semantic significance of "temerariis et fortuitis casibus" is translated 
by uerlâzene and stuzzelingûn, the first of which emphasizes the lack of 
order in temerariis , while the latter (in Old High German used only by 
Notker) is a common translation of temer arius and its derivative forms 
elsewhere in the work: "productum euentum temerario motu ... éina 
stuzzelingûn uuórtena geskiht" (332, 18-21); "temerario motu ... 
stuzzelingûn" (332, 27-333, 2); "temeritas ... stuzzelingûn" (333, 
15-17). 

Just as in the Boethian passage, one finds in Notker's translation a 
concern for the establishment of clearly defined, opposing categories of 
order and disorder: ratio vs. temer arius et fortuitus casus and rèdo vs. 
uerlâzene linde stúzzelingůn geskihte. The Prisoner affirms the rule of 
God's ratio and denies the control of disorder: "Atqui inquam nullo 
modo existimauerim. ut tam certa moueantur fortuita temeritate. 
Tríuuo chád ih . táz necháme nîomêr in mînen sin . táz sô guíssiu ding 
. fárên áfter uuánchelínero únríhti" ('Cerainly, I said, it never oc- 
cured to me that such certain things occurred according to a vacillating 
lack of order' 51, 11-15). Later in the same discussion, the opposition 

74 Further evidence of the basic signification of geskiht may be seen in Notker's use of 
mísseskíht ('misfortune'), a term found only in Notker's works. It translates asperitas for- 
tune seuientis ('harshness of raging fortune' 26, 9-10), aduersa fortuna ('adverse fortune' 
42, 4-6) and aduersitas fortune^ ('adversity of fortune' 88, 10-12). In each case, therefore, 
it expresses the state of bad luck, the negative aspect of which may be taken from the 
Latin asperitas , aduersitas and the Old High German mi'ssi-. Cf. Alfred's use of unwyrd 
(50, 17) as a translation of fortunae ictibus ('by the blows of fortune' III, pr. i, 2). 75 331, 20; 332, 20 & 23; 334, 22; 335, 1. 
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is further clarified by the use of different terms to translate the Latin: 
4 
'quod non credis earn [sc. gubernationem mundi] subditam 

temeritati casuum .i. temerariis casibus . sed diuine rationi ... dáz tû 
sia neuuânêst úndertâna únórdenháftên geskíhten . nube gòtes 
uuîshéite" ('that you do not believe it [the governance of the world] to 
be subject to unregulated events, but rather to divine intelligence' 55, 
16-21). Again there is the opposition between divine order and 
disorder, the latter expressed by temeritati casuum and translated by 
únórdenháftên geskíhten . 

In the further discussions of the concept, Notker often emphasizes 
divine control, even when Boethius does not. Divine wisdom, per- 
sonified by Alfred as the principle of providential order, appears in a 
comment by Notker as the guarantor of the cosmic order. Philosophia 
mentions the ratio which governs the heavens; Notker comments ťťTíu 
réda ist kótes uuîstûom" ('this reason is God's intelligence' 177, 25). 
Just as for Aristotle, Boethius and Alfred, there is for Notker an order 
which governs all events. 

Through his analyses of fortuna and casus , Boethius establishes an in- 
controvertible cosmic order, in which chance events are no more than 
unexpected events. His argument moves dialectically from the 
Prisoner's vague belief in the control of the cosmos by a principle of 
disorder toward a rigid system of providential control. The structure of 
his argument is thus quite different from Aristotle's. The latter begins 
his analyses with a detailed investigation of chance and ends by plac- 
ing the resulting definition in the context of a principle of order. 
Boethius' argument is in a certain sense a mirror image of the 
Aristotelian, in that he establishes the larger context of divine order 
before incorporating a brief discussion of the technical subject of casus 
into the analysis near the end of the work. The metaphor of the mirror 
is, of course, imperfect, since Aristotle's discussion takes place in the 
larger context of the whole text of the Physics , and since Boethius, in 
his analysis of fortuna , deals with the problem of disorder from the very 
beginning of the Consolatio. But the metaphor at least illustrates the 
contrast in perspective which determines to a great extent the analyses 
by Aristotle and Boethius. The details of Aristotle's analysis are not 
lost in the Consolatio , but merely deemphasized and incorporated into 
the larger context of Boethius' all-pervasive providential order. 

Alfred's argument scarcely resembles that of the Consolatio , since he 
accepts the legitimacy of Boethius' ordo , established finally in Book V, 
and deemphasizes counter-arguments throughout the work. His 
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numerous other adaptations of the work contribute also to this 
recasting and reinterpretation of the entire structure of the Boethian 
argument. For Alfred, casus is non-existent; weas gebyrian is a con- 
tradiction in terms. Wyrdy 'that which happens in the world,' is by 
definition under divine control, and argument is hardly necessary. 
Anglo-Saxon Christian dogma, along with Boethius' argumentation, 
has dispelled the concept of chance from the stock of possible topics of 
discussion. 

In Notker* s treatment of the problem, however, one sees the 
scholar-pedagogue at work, not actually explaining or interpreting the 
concept of casus so much as commenting on and annotating the text 
with peripherally relevant material. This is especially the case in his 
digressions on the nature of substance and the sàmen , where he in fact 
departs from the Boethian argument to the extent that one might ques- 
tion his comprehension of the Boethian deemphasis of substance and 
physical (intrinsic) causality in favor of direct divine causality. Yet in 
the end, his translation of the text reveals no such major modifications: 
casus is rejected by Notker with the same basic dialectical arguments as 
by Boethius. 

Strictly speaking, one cannot comment on the retention or loss of 
the Aristotelian definition of chance in the texts of Alfred and Notker, 
since they deal with topic through the Consolatio and without access to 
the Physics. Even so, one remarks that the basic elements of Aristotle's 
definition (the incidental, exceptional and teleological character of 
chance events) are present in the translations - to the same extent that 
they are in the Conslatio , with the additional Boethian element (in 
Notker's translation) of the confluence of causes. 

Boethius transforms the Aristotelian concept through his 
'metaphysical' perspective; Alfred treats Boethius' transformation 
with the reverence which he deemed appropriate for an ancient work 
of Christian philosophy, but in doing so transforms the concept again; 
and Notker presents an annotated translation/edition. One sees in the 
three texts three quite distinct methods and products, and thus three 
different stages in the interpretation and reception of the ancient 
philosophical concept of chance. 

Los Angeles, 
University of Southern California 
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Vivarium XXII, 1 (1984) 

Albertus Magnus3 View on the Angle with Special Emphasis on His 

Geometry and Metaphysics 
* 

PAUL M. J. E. TUMMERS 

Albertus Magnus is not famous for his special interests in 
mathematics and his philosophical views concerning this subject are 
commonly considered to be Aristotelian.1 He opposes, e.g. in his 
Metaphysics as well as in other works, the so-called error Platonis: the 
view that mathematics is concerned with a reality which unerlies and 
is the principle of physical reality.2 Nevertheless, Albert did write 
some mathematical works;3 as regards geometry, a commentary on 
Euclid's Elements of Geometry 4 can be mentioned, as can the tract on 'in- 
divisible lines', inserted in his Physics. 5 Moreover, in the Aristotelian 
paraphrases, he sometimes elaborates on the geometrical examples 
given by Aristotle; he indicates explicitly the corresponding theorems 
of Euclid, and inserts geometrical items which are not found in Aristo- 
tle's text.6 

One example of these geometrical items is a digression which Albert 
gives in the chapter on quantity in his Metaphysics : there, he discusses 

* A first draft of this paper was read at the 'Table Ronde de C.N.R.S. pour le sep- 
tième centenaire d'Albert le Grand', Institut catholique, Paris, 16-18 oct. 1980. 
1 See A. G. Molland: Mathematics in the Thought of Albertus Magnus, in: Albertus Magnus 
and the Sciences, Commemorative Essays , 1980 , ed. by J. A. Weisheipl (P. I. M.S.), ( = 
Studies and Texts 49), Toronto 1980, 463-478. 2 See J. A. Weisheipl: Albertus Magnus and the Oxford Platonists , in: Proceedings of the 
American Catholic Philosophical Association, 32 (1958), 124-139. 3 B. Geyer, Die mathematische Schuften des Albertus Magnus , in: Angelicum 35 (1958), 
159-175. 
4 B. Geyer, op. cit. 
J. E. Hofmann, Uber eine Euklid- bearbeitung die dem Albertus Magnus zugeschrieben wird, in: 
Proceedings of the International Conpress of Mathematicians , 1958, ed. T. A. Todd, Cam- 
bridge 1960, 554-566. 
P. M.J. E. Tummers, The Commentary of Albert on Euclid's Elements of Geometry, in: Alber- 
tus Magnus and the Sciences , (see note 1), 479-499. 
5 1 Liber de indivisibilibus lineis qui facit ad scientiam libri sexti physicorum' , ed. Borgnet, vol. 
3, 463-481. This is a paraphrase and commentary on the pseudo-Aristotelian work of 
the same name. 
6 See the indices of the Colon, edition of Albertus Magnus' works, s.v. Euclides. See 
also, e.g.: De cáelo II 2,3 (ed. Colon. V/1, 131-132), Metaphysics IX 4,5 (ed. Colon. 
XVI/1, 428); X 1,5 (ed. cit. 436); De causis proprietatum elementorum I 2,1 (ed. Colon. 
V/2, 61-62); De generatone et corruptione 11,11 (ed. Colon. V/2, 120). 
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the nature of the angle. Aristotle's text does not mention the angle, 
and therefore two questions immediately arise: why is this digression 
made here in the Metaphysics , and what could be Albert's source or 
sources? 

As a provisional answer to the first question one might say that 
geometry deals with quantity, that the angle is a geometrical object, 
and that the angle must therefore have a place in a chapter on quanti- 
ty. Aristotle, however, gives as the normal kinds of (mathematical) 
continuous quantity only: line, surface and body. To the second ques- 
tion: Avicenna had already made some remarks on the angle in the 
place corresponding to those remarks in Albert's work, namely the 
chapter on quantity in his Metaphysics.1 Furthermore, a similar discus- 
sion concerning the nature of the angle can be found in the Geometry (a 
commentary on Euclid), attributed to Albertus Magnus.8 

This paper considers these provisional answers with the help of an 
analysis and comparison of the discussions on the angle in Albert's 
Geometry and Metaphysics. 

The introduction (section 1) gives some remarks on the status of 
geometrical objects in general and on the history of the problem of the 
nature of the angle up to Albert's time. 

Section 2 is an examination of the relevant passage in Albert's 
Geometry compared with that of Anaritius' commentary on Euclid, 
which has turned out to be Albert's main source. 

Section 3 deals with the passages in Albert's Metaphysics and gives a 
comparison of the arguments of the Geometry and the Metaphysics. 

In section 4 the views of Roger Bacon and other XIII/XIV^1- 
century authors are compared with those of Albert. 

In the appendices the text of the relevant passages of Albert's and 
Anaritius' commentaries on Euclid and of Albert's Metaphysics will be 
given. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Geometrical Objects 

Albert's view on the objects of geometry in general is quite clear; it 
will therefore be sufficient to quote only a few passages stating this 

7 See 3.1. G. Verbeke, in his introduction to the edition of Avicenna (see note 50), 
does not say anything about this passage. 8 See note 4. This attribution to Albert the Great is in my opinion correct. See my for- 
thcoming edition (Spring 1984). 
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view. One is from his Metaphysics : geometria (sit) de conceptia cum materia 
secundum esse et separatis secundum rationem ;9 another is from the Geometry : 
there mathematics is described as the philosophy considerans formam que 
est in materia mobili пес tarnen est concepta cum ipsa secundum rationem dif- 
finitivam.10 Nevertheless, the question remains: what signification do 
these words have, what objects does Albert have in mind? A look at 
Aristotle will help us to solve this. 

For Aristotle there is a distinction between two kinds of geometrical 
objects: on the one hand the line, surface and body, together with their 
principle, the point; on the other hand the geometrical figures such as 
the circle and the square.11 The former provide the base, the underly- 
ing matter of the latter; the nature of the former is quantitas , exten- 
sionality in one, two and three (dimensions), as Aristotle says in the 
Metaphysics ;12 the latter are considered to be in the category 

4 
quality' . 

Albert makes the same distinction: in his discussions of Quantity* 
he deals with line, surface, body while the figures are treated in his 
chapters on 'quality'. Let us look at these chapters. 

Albert discusses quantity in his Predicamenta and in his Metaphysics : 
in the first tract as mensura corporeae substantiae , in the second prout pendet 
ex ente. In the Predicamenta 13 Albert says that of the praedicabilia which 
belong to the nature of the accidents of a substance, the first is quanti- 
ty, and he gives the divisions of quantity; one species is the continous, 
to which belong: line, surface and body (but also the non- 
mathematical: tempus and locus). Albert gives the reasons why these 
three are continuous quantities (ch. 3): the main reason is that the 
point by its fluxus generates the line, the line the surface and so on. 
To this he adds that this fluxus is only intellectual. 14 Further he dwells on 
several difficulties concerning the line, surface and body (ch. 7-8); 
in these chapters (as well as in this whole tract on quantity) he gives 
the mathematical properties of these objects and also quotes Euclid in 

9 Metaphysica III 3, 1 (ed. cit. 139, 65); see also Metaphysica 11,1 (1); III 2, 13 
(135-137); IV 1, 1 (162); VI 1, 2 (304-305); XII 1, 3 (549-551), and Anal. Post. I 4, 7 
(ed. Borgnet, vol. 2, 105). 10 MS Vienna, Dom. 80/45, f. 105r (my edition p. 1). 11 See: Ian Müller, Aristotle on Geometrical Objects , in: Archiv für Geschichte der 
Philosophie, 52 (1970), 156-171; Roger J. Rigterink, Aristotle's Conception of Geometrie 
Objects , Diss. Wisconsin, 1973 (no. 73-21.176); D. O'Brien, Aristote et la catégorie de la 
quantité. Divisions de la quantité , in: Les Etudes philosophiques, 33 (1978), 25-40. 12 Metaphysica VI 3, 1061 a 33. 13 Predicamenta III (ed. Borgnet, vol. 1, 194-221). 14 ibidem : 195a-199b. 
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four passages.15 In the chapters on quantity in the Metaphysics , 16 

Albert, following Aristotle, first defines quantity as that which is 
divisible (in a specific manner). He also gives divisions of quantity 
here. One kind of quantity is the continuous, examples of which are: 
line, surface and body. These belong to the quanta secundum se or better 
the secundum se quanta secundum suam substantiam et quiditatem quia quan- 
titas est in ratione eorum diffinitiva. After a discussion concerning the posi- 
tion of tempus and locus as quanta , Albert begins with the digression on 
the angle, the subject of the third section of this paper. As his second 
chapter on quantity Albert offers a digressio declarans esse et naturam quan- 
titatis , in which he says that the subject of the geometer is quantity as 
accident. This whole digression is interesting, but for the purpose of 
this paper I shall only mention that Albert again opposes Plato in this 
chapter, namely Plato's statement - according to Albert - that a point 
constitutes a line, a line a surface, and that therefore a point is the 
most substantial of the three. For Albert, not this, but rather its con- 
verse is true: when it is said that the point constitutes by its fluxus the 
line etc., this is meant - he says - secundum imaginationem solam , non 
secundum rei naturami1 Contrary to the Predicamenta , Albert does not 
quote Euclid or passages from the Elements in this tract of his 

Methaphysics. 
Albert discusses the second kind of geometrical objects in his tracts 

on quality. In the Predicamenta 18 Albert makes a distinction between for- 
ma and figura , explaining this with a mathematical example; in the 
definition of figura he uses the word angulus . 19 But figura is also 
twofold: quantitas terminata and terminatio quantitatis.20 Only in the first 

15 ibidem: cap. 3 (198b); cap. 7 (205b an(j 206b); cap. 13 (219*) 16 Metaphysica V 3, 1-2 (ed. cit., 250-2Ы). 17 ibidem: p. 260, 23-24. 18 Predicamenta V 8 and 9 (ed. cit., 259-262). 19 ibidem 259a: Differunt autem haec, quia modus terminationis linearum in superficie 
vel corpore referri potest ad intra, ad formam scilicet substantialem ... et sic dicetur 
forma. Potest etiam referri ad extra, ad quantitatem scilicet sic vel sic terminatam in 
tales vel tales ángulos, et sic dicitur figura. 
Ibidem 259b: Continere enim quod est formae non convenit nisi genere cum sic vel sic 
angulatum esse acuto angulo vel recto vel hebete. 
20 Ibidem 259a b: Oportet autem scire quod figura dicitur dupliciter: secundum id quod 
est quantitas terminata, et sic dicitur id quod est in genere quantitatis; est etiam figura 
secundum id quo est figura terminatio quantitatis, et hoc modo non dicit nisi id quod 
est in genere qualitatis, sed haec qualitas est circa quantitatem posita. cfr. De Anima II 
1,11 (ed. Colon. VII/ 1, 81, 30-34). 
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aspect is figure studied by the geometer.21 In the Metaphysics22 Albert 
defines the fourth modus of quality, viz. forma vel circa aliquid constans 
figura as qualitas in quantitate continua accepta or as terminatio quanti and he 
refers to the Predicamenta 23 He goes on to say that it is not the task of 
the geometer but that of the metaphysician to prove that these figures 
exist. In this connection he names the sphere ( sphaera ), the cylinder 
{columna), the cone or pyramid {pyramis ), and the circle (which is the 
radix et principium of all figures), which are all mathematical figures. 

Summing up, one can say that for Albert - as for Aristotle - con- 
tinuous quantity, or quantity as extension, is the subject for the 
geometer, and that the basic objects are line, surface and body while 
the point, mathematically spoken, is their principle. Figures are the 
other mathematical objects. They belong to the category 'quality', but 
they are mathematical only in as far as they are limited quantities. 
Figures can have the quality of having angles. 

This is the context in which we must place Albert's question: to 
which category does the angle belong. 

1.2. Discussions on the angle up to Albert's time 

Before we can go to Albert's text, we must begin with a short look at 
Euclid's Elements of Geometry , the fundamental textbook, specially for 
(the definitions of) the objects of geometry. 

Euclid24 begin the first book of his Elements of Geometry with defini- 
tions of all the objects of geometry, the first being that of the point. 
Successively he defines the line and the straight line; the surface and 
plane surface; the plane angle and its varieties; the boundary and 
figure, figure being that which is contained by any boundary or boun- 
daries. Then follow the definitions of varieties of (plane) figures such 
as the circle and rectilinear figures. Euclid ends his definitions in book 
I with that of parallel lines. To sum up: Euclid defines all the basic 
mathematical objects (except the body, which is treated in a later 
book), he defines the figures, and he also defines the angle. The angle 

21 Idem V 9 (ed. cit., 261a). Ad hoc autem quod de mathematica objicitur, dicendum 
quod figura non ratione figurae mathematica est, sed ratione quantitatis cujus est 
qualitas, et ab ipsa absolvi non potest. Vel potest dici, sicut dictum est, quod figura est 
mathematica secundum quod est quantitas terminata; secundum autem quod est ter- 
minatio quanti, sic est qualitas, et hoc modo non consideratur a mathematico. 
22 Metaphysica V 3, 5 (ed. cit., 263-264). 23 Ibidem 263, 4-5; 264, 38-39. 24 Euclides, Elementa , ed. Heiberg-Stamatis, vol. I, Leipzig, 1969, 1-4. 
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is the only object which deserves (and rightly so) a place in the Elements 
of Geometry , but for which no proper definition is to be found in the 
chapters on quantity or quality in Aristotle's works. Perhaps that is the 
reason why after Euclid, in Antiquity and in the Middle Ages, the 
question could arise: what - in Aristotelian categories - is the nature 
of the angle, as defined by Euclid? 

For indeed, we find such discussions in mathematical and 
philosophical works, which are in many cases discussions concerning 
the interpretation of Euclid's definition of the angle. 

Proclus,25 in his Commentary to the first book of Euclid's Elements , gives a 
survey of the possibilities of the nature of the angle, starting with 
Euclid's definition of the (plane) angle as the inclination of two lines.26 
He says that the ancients put the angle either in the category of rela- 
tion (Euclid), or in that of quality or in that of quantity. But he gives 
arguments against all these views and concludes that the angle is 
something that results from all of these and is not just one of them: one 
may define the angle as a qualified quantity, constituted by such-and- 
such a relation.27 Proclus does not mention Aristotle but the quality 
view seems to stem from him. For Aristotle says in his Physics 28 that 
'angle, straight and circular' are types of figures and this means that 
the angle is quality. The text, however, is not undisputed, and some 
editors read instead of 'angle': 'angular'.29 

The work of Proclus seems not to have been known during the Mid- 
dle Ages in the Latin West, except by way of passages contained in the 
commentary of Anaritius; therefore - for the purpose of this 
paper - we do not need to go further into the details of his remarks. 

The next stage is the Arabic mathematical tradition. Here we find 
an extended discussion in Anaritius' Commentary on Euclid 30 which was 

25 Proclus (412-485 A.D.), In primům Euclidis Elementorum Librum Commentarti, ed. G. 
Friedlein, Lipsiae 1873 (Hildesheim 1967), 121-128. 26 Euclid, Def. 8. A plane angle is the inclination to one another of two lines in a plane 
which meet one another and do not lie in a straight line. See: Sir T. L. Heath, The 
Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements , New York2 ( = Dover, 1956), 176-178. 27 Proclus, A Commentary on the First Books of Euclid's Elements , translated with introduc- 
tion and notes by Glenn C. Morrow, Princeton N.T. 1970, 98-102. 20 Physica 15, 188 a 25. See T. L. Heath, op. cit. (note 26). 29 See Thomas Aquinas, Physica I 10 (76): rectum, an guiare et circulare. Simplicius, 
Aristotle's commentator (VIth c. A.D.), supports the view that the angle is a quality. 
See: Simplicius, Comm. in De Cáelo II 14, ed. I. L. Heiberg (Comm. in Arist.Graeca, 
vol. VII), Berolini, 1894, 538, 21-22. 30 Anaritius, al- Nairizi, fl. 897, died 922. See Dictionary of Scientific Biography , s.v., vol. 
10, 5-7. See note 40. 
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translated by Gerard of Cremona in the second half of the XIIth cen- 
tury and was thus known to the Latin West. His discussion will be 
treated in section 2.2. But beside Anaritius there were more Arabic 
authors who wrote on this subject, for example, Ibn al Haitam,31 who 
says that the angle belongs to the category of 'position' but neither this 
work nor others were available in the Latin West. 

As regards the Arabic philosophical tradition, Avicenna and Aver- 
roes give a few lines to the subject in their Metaphysics which were 
available in a Latin translation in the XIIIth century. These passages 
will be looked at in section 3.1. 

The available sources being so few, it is remarkable that we find, in 
the Geometry of Albert as well as in his Metaphysics , an elaborate discus- 
sion on the nature of the angle. 

2. Albert's discussion in the Geometry 

2.1. Albert's Geometry 

Albert's Geometry , a commentary on Euclid,32 was written before his 
Metaphysics , and probably in approximately 1260. Internal evidence 
gives 1235 as terminus post quem , and because the author does not use or 
mention Campanus' edition of Euclid ( ± 1259), which was the most 
widely spread edition of Euclid, we may assume that this work cannot 
have been written much after Campanus 

' version. The work is based 
largely on the Adelardus versions33 of Euclid and on Anaritius' Com- 
mentary on Euclid , but it incorporates more.34 

Definition 6 of Book I is concerned with the angle, and states35 that 
the plane angle is the connection of two lines, lying on one surface. 

31 See B. S. Hooper, Ibn Al-Haytham's Commentary on the Premises of Euclid's Elements , 
Book I - VI , Diss. Princeton 1974 (no. 75-23.243), vol. I, 37-40. 32 See note 4. 
33 See for the translations and editions of Euclid attributed to Adelard of Bath: 
- M. Clagett, The Medieval Lçttin Translations form the Arabic of the Elements of Euclid , with 
Special Emphasis on the Versions of Adelard of Bath, in: Isis, 44 (1953), 16-42. 
-J. E. Murdoch, in: Dictionary of Scientific Biography , s.v. Euclid, vol. 4, 437. - Sister Mary St. Martin van Ryzin O.S. F., The Arabic-Latin Tradition of Euclid's 
Elements in the Twelfth Century , Diss. Wisconsin 1960 (no. 60-3277). 34 See my forthcoming edition and analysis of Albert's Geometry which includes a new 
edition of Anaritius' commentary. 35 Angulus planus est duarum linearum alternus contactus quarum expansio est supra 
superficiem applicatioque non directa. Translatio ex arabico dicit sic: angulus super- 
ficialis est inclinatio duarum linearum in una superficie sibi obviancium non secun- 
dum rectitudinem positarum. (MS cit., f. 106r, my edition p. 8). 
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Albert goes on directly with an alternative definition: the angle is the 
inclination of two lines, lying on one surface. The first definition is that 
of the Adelard36 version, the second is that of Anaritius. After some 
remarks on these definitions, Albert begins the discussion on the 
nature of the angle. The text is given in Appendix 1. 

Albert opens with the statement that some people say that the angle 
is a relatio , and that there are four arguments in favour of this view. 
(These arguments, however, are in fact arguments against the view 
that the angle is a quantity). 

1. a An angle is not a line because it has no latitude (/. 4). 
ß An angle is not a body because it does not necessarily have 

depth (/. 5). 
Y An angle is not a surface, because it is not divisible as a sur- 

face. An angle is only divisible in longitude, see Euclid Book 
I, Prop. 937 (/. 5-7). 

2. (This argument I will call the 'doubling-argument':) When a 
quantity is doubled, it remains a quantity. There is an angle 
which does not: the right angle. Therefore the angle secundum se 
is not a quantity (/. 8-10). 

3. No quantity is an accident of quantity. The angle is an acci- 
dent, because a surface or a body can be angular. (Note the 
transition from 'angle' to 'angular') (/. 11-13). 

4. The angle is a species of quality, because angle belongs to 
figure and that is a species of quality (viz. the fourth) (/. 14-16). 

There are four arguments against this view, and thus in favour of 
the quantity-theory. 

A. Bigger and smaller are specific accidents of quantity. They are 
accidents of the angle. Therefore the angle is a quantity (/. 
18-19). 

B. To a thing to which a property {passio ) is ascribed, the subject of 
that property is also due. Acuteness and obtuseness are passiones 
of a quantum , and are ascribed also to an angle. Therefore an 

angle is a quantity (/. 20-21) 
C. That which is divisible as such, is a quantity. The angle is 

divisible, as one can see from Euclid Book I Prop. 9. Thus the 

angle is a quantity (/. 22-24) 

36 See van Ryzin, op. cit. 147. 37 Euclid I prop. 9: Datum angulum per equalia secare; alia translatio habet sic: 
datum angulum in duas dividere equales partes. (Albert, Geometry , MS cit. , f. 11 lr, my 
edition p. 42). 
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D. Everything which has dimension(s), is a quantity. The angle 
has, viz. longitude and latitude. Thus the angle is a quantity (/. 
25-26) 

Conclusion of Albert: an angle is a quantity, but to be angular 
(< angulatio ) is a quality belonging to a quantity (/. 27-28). 

As argument against the first point (that the angle is not a line, nor a 
surface, nor a body), Sambelichius38 is quoted as saying that the plane 
angle is a medium between a line and a surface, and the solid angle a 
medium between a surface and a body. 

Then follow definitions of Apollonius, Aganiz and Yrynus.39 This 
last part (viz. the text of Sambelichius and the alternative definitions) 
Albert borrows almost completely from Anaritius. 

2.2. Anaritius as Albert's source 

Before a further examination of Albert's text, one must look first at 
Anaritius' discussion. Anaritius' Commentary on Euclid 40 is - as far as I 
know - the only Arabic Euclid-commentary which was translated into 
Latin in the Middle Ages. For this reason alone it deserves attention, 
but it is also Albert's main source beside the Adelardus versions, as 
can be seen in this passage. The text of the relevant passage is given in 
the Appendix 2. 

Anaritius begins with the definition of angulus superficialis , as given 
by Albert as the second definition. Then follow some remarks of 
Sambelichius on this definition. 

Our passage begins by stating that some interpret Euclid's defini- 
tion so that the angle is only a relation and not a quantity. Then follow 
arguments in favour of the quantity view. 

A. Bigger and smaller are aspects of quantity, but also of an angle 
(/. 4-5). This is the same as Albert's argument A (see 2.1.) 

38 Sambelichius = Simplicius (VIth c. A.D.), the commentator of Aristotle, and 
author of a commentary on Euclid. 
39 Apollonius of Perga, about 200 B.C. Work: Conica. Aganiz, unknown, perhaps 
Agapius, student of Proclus, about 500 A.D. See A. I. Sabra, Journal of Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes, 31 (1968), 13 note 6. Yrynus, unknown, probably Heroon of 
Alexandria, Ith c. A.D. 
40 Anaritii in decern libros priores Elementorum Euclidis commentarti , ex interpretatione Gherardi 
Cremonensis in codice Cracoviense 569 servata , ed. Maximiiianus Curtze, ( = Euclidis 
Opera omnia, I. L. Heiberg et H. Menge edd., Supplementum) Leipzig 1899. Today 
more MSS of this latin version are known and a new edition is badly needed. I will use 
my collation of the MSS. for the text given in the appendix. The MS M (Madrid B.N. 
10010) appears to be the best MS. A new edition of Anaritius will soon be published. 
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B. An angle has quality, viz. obtuseness and acuteness (/. 6-7). 
Albert's argument В is the same qua content. 

C. An angle is divisible, as can be seen from Euclid I 9 (/. 8-9). 
Albert's argument С is the same, including the reference to 
Euclid I 9. 

D. An angle is divided by a line as if it were longitude and latitude 

(/. 10) . In argument D Albert speaks about the angle as having 
dimensions, namely longitude and latitude. This is evidently 
the same argument. 

Thus it is clear that Anaritius and Albert give the same four 

arguments in favour of the quantity view. 
Anaritius follows with the arguments against this opinion: 
1. A surface is divided by a line in longitude and in latitude, an 

angle in longitude alone. Thus an angle seems to have no 
latitude. Other lines (e.g. lines which meet the two lines con- 
taining an angle) do not diminish the angle (/. 11-15). Albert 

gives as argument 1 у only the first part of this statement. 
2. A corporeal angle has no depth, because it is not so divided 

(/. 16-17). Albert gives the same point (lß) but uses another 
reason. 

3. The doubling-argument, the same as Albert's argument 2 

(/. 18-19). 
Albert gives - as can easily be seen - all the arguments of Anaritius 

against the quantity view (but not in exactly the same form) and he 
adds some: Albert's arguments 1 a, 3 and 4. 

Anaritius' conclusion is that Euclid's view is that the angle is in any 
case a relatio , because the angle is a medium between a line and a surface 

quantum ad quantitatem. Then follow definitions of Apollonius (for 
whom the angle is a quantity), and of Aganiz, and a definition of an 
unknown author, by Albert (who gives the same definitions) called 

Yrynus. 

2.3. Albert's arguments 

It is evident that the passage in Albert's Geometry is based on 
Anaritius. Let us now look again at the arguments in the Geometry . 
First of all, Albert gives no arguments in favour of the relation view, 
but only arguments in favour of or against the quantity view. 

Albert begins by saying that the angle is not one of the three 'nor- 
mal' kinds of continuous quantity, viz. line, surface and body. The 
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reasons he uses, are correct, but note that he makes no distinction bet- 
ween the plane and the corporeal angle, only implicitly in the words 
non necessario. Later on, however (/. 41-44), he does make this distinc- 
tion. 

The doubling-argument is quite peculiar. As far as I know no exact 
parallel for this property of quantity can be found in Albert's 
Predicamenta or Metaphysics , but in his De Cáelo this property is mention- 
ed;41 also one passage in the Predicamenta might be a parallel, where 
Albert says that to be divided and to be augmented in infinitum are con- 
sequences of quantity, but dividi is valid only for the continuum and 
augeri only for numbers. 

The other two arguments of Albert are not in Anaritius, but one can 
compare passages in the Predicamenta where Albert says that to have 
angles belongs to the category 

' 
figure' and is a quality.42 

The arguments pro quantitate are the same as in Anaritius, but one 
can compare them also with statements in Albert's ( Metaphysics and) 
Predicamenta : 

The first argument can be compared with the property of quantity: 
inaequale and aequale .43 Maius et minus are then to be identified with inac- 
quale. There is no reference to aequale , but that cannot be expected 
because the acute angle and the obtuse angle are smaller or bigger 
respectively, compared with the right angle. 

Comparisons for the second argument are more difficult to find, 
because acuteness and hebetudo are not mentioned as such, but the 
passages already quoted of the Predicamenta 44 can be used. 

The third and fourth argument refer to the very properties of quan- 
tity as stated in the Predicamenta and Metaphysics .45 

41 De Cáelo I 2,8 (ed. Colon V/l , 54, 65 ff.): sicut in numeris ... ita in continuis non est 
accipere aliquam quantitatem, quae duplari non possit secundum intellectum. 
Predicamenta III, 13 (ed. cit., 220*): Sunt autem et alia multa quantitatem consequen- 
tia, sicut dividi vel augeri in infinitum: in continuo quidem dividi, in numero autem 
augeri. 
The significant properties of quantity are in Albert's Predicamenta : divisibility, dimen- 
sionality, 'non habere contrarium' ' non suscipere magis et minus in intensione et remissione' , * esse 
aequale vel inaequale1 . See Predicamenta III. 
42 Pred. V 8 (see note 19); and: ad hoc autem quod dicitur quod figura nihil addit 
supra quantitatem, dicendum quod falsum est: addit enim modum qualitatis qui non 
est quantitas, qui est acutum vel rectum vel hebes in angulis, vel rotundum vel 
planum: quae non sunt rationes tantum, sed sunt res. (Pred. V 9, ed. cit., 261a). 43 See Pred. III 14 (ed. cit., 220): De proprio quantitatis quod est secundum earn ae- 
quale vel inaequale dici. 
44 See notes 42 and 19. 
45 Pred. Ill 1 (ed. cit., 194); Metaph. V 3, 1 (ed. cit., 256): quantum dicitur id quod est 
divisible ... 
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The conclusion of Albert is not the same as that of Anaritius. Albert 
makes a distinction between angulus (quantity) and angulatio (quality), 
and Anaritius says that the angle is in any case a relatio and is 
something between line and surface as regards quantity. Thus Albert 
not only does not borrow his conclusion from Anaritius, but he says 
nothing about the relation-aspect of the angle. Concerning the distinc- 
tion between angulus (quantity) and angulatio (quality), one may first of 
all say that this is a good 'solution', which saves all the arguments 
Albert gives. 

Secondly, one can remark that the subject of the geometer is quanti- 
ty,46 and that this is perhaps the reason why Albert wants to define the 
angle as a quantity, beside, of course, the arguments which he had 
already given. In the Predicamenta 47 there is a passage in which Albert 
says that angulatio is a quality, and the definition given for angulatio in 
the Geometry as qualitas accidens quantitati is in fact the same as the one 
given in the Predicamenta : qualitas circa quantitatem dicta . Also we can 
compare the definition of figure as terminatio quanti.** 

The remaining part of the text is taken from Anaritius. Note that 
Albert gives Yrynus as the author of the last definition, while 
Anaritius does not give a name. 

3. Albert's discussion in the Metaphysics 

3.1. Avicenna and Averroes 

Having made these remarks about the passage in the Geometry , we 
can now turn to Albert's Metaphysics. But first we must look at two 
Metaphysics tracts which Albert certainly knew and used,49 and which 
both give some insights into our question. 

46 Pred. V 9 (see note 21). 47 Pred . Ill 13 (ed. cit., 219a): circulado enim et angulatio non sunt quantitates, sed 
qualitates circa quantitatem dictae secundum illam qualitatis speciem quae est forma, 
seu circa aliquid constans figura. 48 Pred. V 8 (see note 20 Y 
49 Cf. Albertus, Metaphysica (ed. cit.), prolegomena, VIII: Albertus commentum 
Averrois semper ante oculos habet. 
cfr. Avicenna, Liber de philosophia prima , ed. cit. (note 50), 136*: Parmi les auteurs qui, 
au XIIIe siècle, citent abondamment Avicenne, Albert le Grand occupe une place de 
choix ... Dans sa Métaphysique de même, Albert le Grand se réfère à Avicenne, sur- 
tout pour les chapitres qu'il intitule Digressio. 
S. van Riet gives as an example a comparison between Albert's tract V 3, 5 and the 
corresponding part of Avicenna in Annexe 3 (159* -163*), precisely the chapter on the 
fourth kind of quality: form or figure! 
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Tract 3, Chapter 4 of Avicenna' s Metaphysics is concerned with 
quantity and we find in that chapter some remarks on the nature of the 
angle.50 Avicenna says that some people think that the angle is a quan- 
tity, different from the surface and body. His conclusion is that both a 
surface and a body can be a res habens angulum. Therefore one can use 
the word 'angle' for the quantity ( mensura ) itself or for this quality 
which is in the quantity, just as there are the names 'square' 
(i quadratura ) and 'squaring* {quadratura). From the answer to an objec- 
tion (that a surface is made when a line moves with its two endpoints, 
an angle when only one point moves and that therefore the angle is a 
fourth kind of quantity) one can draw the conclusion that for Avicenna 
angulus is the same as surface or body. This conclusion is strengthened 
by the fact that Roger Bacon attributes this opinion explicitly to 
Avicenna as we will see in section 4.1. It is interesting that we already 
implicitly find in Avicenna the distinction which Albert is to make in 
his Geometry between angulus and angulatio. 

In Averroes 'Metaphysics we find in the chapter on parsbx a few lines 

50 Avicenna, Liber de philosophia prima sive scientia divina , III 4 (ed. S. van Riet, 
Louvain -Leiden, 1977, 129-130): 
lam autem quidam putaverunt de angulo quod ipse sit quantitas continua alia a super- 
ficie et corpore: unde oportet considerare hoc circa illum. Dico igitur quod mensura, 
sive sit corpus sive superficies, iam accidit ei contineri intra fines qui copulantur in uno 
puncto: unde, inquantum est inter hos fines, est res habens angulum. <...> et, si 
volueris, qualitatem quae est ei, inquantum est huiusmodi, appellabis angulum, 
primum igitur est sicut quadratum et secundum sicut quadratura. Si autem posueris 
nomen anguli intentioni primae, dices: "angulus est equalis, minor et maior secun- 
dum quod est, quia eius essentia mensura est": si vero imposueris intentioni secun- 
dae, tunc propter mensuram quae est in ilio dices de ilio veluti quadraturam. In hoc 
autem quod est angulus secundum intentionem primam, possunt poni tria spatia vel 
duo, et est tunc mensura corporalis vel superficialis. 
Qui autem putat dicens quod non esset superficies nisi moveretur linea in aestimatione 
cum duobus suis punctis, quousque facit earn longitudo quae vere mota est in latum et 
inde provenit latitudo post longitudinem, et ob hoc est longitudo et latitudo, si autem 
moveatur linea ad faciendum angulum, sed nee in longum solum sicut est, пес in 
latum sicut cum facit superficiem, sed moveatur ex uno suorum capitum, et fiet 
angulus: hie angulum ponit genus quartum in mensuris. Causa autem huius rei est ig- 
norantia intentionis de hoc quod diximus, scilicet quod rei opus est tribus vel duabus 
dimensionibus ad hoc ut angulus sit corporalis vel superficialis, postquam igitur nosti 
quia quod dixit non sequitur, tunc non debet audiri ab intelligentibus, eo quod homo 
ille preasumpsit loqui de eo quod non conveniebat ei, qui obliviosus et turbatus tenuit 
quod superficies revera est quadratus vel parte altera longior et nihil aliud, sed hoc 
verbum eius non est tale de quo curare debeamus. Iam igitur nosti esse mensurarum 
et quod sunt accidentia et quod non sunt principia corporum, et quod error non con- 
tinent in hoc nisi ex eo quod tu nosti. 
51 Averroes, In Librum V (Д) Metaphysicorum Aristotelis Commentarius , ch. 23 (Commen- tum 30), (ed. R. Ponzalli, Bern 1971, 211-212): Deinde dicit: "Et angulus etiam est 
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on the angle. The angle is - says Averroes - a part of 'figure', that is to 
say in quantity and in quality. Therefore some have doubts about the 
genus of magnitudes to which the angle belongs. Some people make 
the angle a fourth genus. 

3.2. Albert's Metaphysics 

We can now take into consideration Albert's Metaphysics , written 
about 1264. In Book V, Tract 3, chapter 1 {de modis et natura quanti et 
quantitatis) Albert gives, after the di vision of quantity, the dubitatio, the 
text of which is given in the Appendix 3. 

Albert begins by saying that for some people the angle is a special 
kind of quantity, and he gives as arguments: 

1 . a The angle is not a line because it is contained between two 
lines, as is evident from the definition (/. 3-6). 

ß The angle is not a surface because the angle is not divisible 
in latitude {secundum latum), but only in longitude. The 
reason is that the angle is the indivisible contact of two lines (/. 
6-9). 

Y The angle is not a body, because it has no depth. Between 
only two line there is, indeed, no depth (/. 9-11). 

2. The doubling-argument. But Albert formulates this argument 
more stringently than in his Geometry : a doubled quantity re- 
mains in the same kind of quantity {in eadem specie quantitatis et 
modo) (/. 12-15). 

The first conclusion of Albert is that the angle seems, indeed, to be a 
special mode of quantity, for in any case it is a quantity. 

As argument for this view Albert brings forward (/. 16-19): 
A. a thing that can be called 'bigger and smaller', is a quantity. 

pars'*. Potest intelligi sic: Et angulus etiam est pars figurae his duobus modis, quan- 
titate scilicet et qualitate. Vel sic: Et angulus etiam dividitur in ángulos: divisio enim 
anguli in ángulos est secundum quantitatem et qualitatem. Et ideo dubitaverunt 
quidam in quo genere generum magnitudinum continetur angulus. Adeo quod 
quidam eorum fecerunt ilium quartum genus, et dixerunt quod genera magnitudinum 
sunt quatuor: corpus, superficies, linea et solidům. 
Note that one MS. has angulus in stead of solidům! 
The only place where Aristotle speaks about the angle in his Metaphysics is here in the 
chapter on 'pars': the angle is a part of a definition {Metaphysica V (Ä), 25, 1023 b 22). 
Thomas Aquinas, too, mentions the angle only in the same chapter on 'pars' in the 
Metaphysics , but nothing of what Averroes says concerning the angle is mentioned by 
him {Metaph. V 21 (1089): angulus in definitione trianguli (ponitur), and V 21 (1095): 
angulus autem est pars trianguli sicut speciei). 
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B. a thing which is limited as quantity, is a quantity. (That, in my 
opinion, means: limited by lines or surfaces). 

C. a thing which is constituted out of the measures of quantity, is a 
quantity. (That I interpret as: an angle has dimensions). 

The conclusion of Albert is that an angle is not a special kind of 
quantity, but that the angle indicates a quality concerning a quantity 
(/. 20 ff.). The angle is a passio of a continuum , limited by a line. As 'to 
be limited' is a quality concerning a quantity, so is 'to have angles' 
and the angle itself. Albert goes on to explain why and to what extent 
the angle follows the line and the surface, so exponens the argument 1. 
Then he refutes the doubling-argument (2), and opposes the view that 
the angle is a medium between a line and a surface. 

3.3. Comparison between Albert's Geometry and Metaphysics 

The conclusion in Albert's Geometry , viz. that a differentiation must 
be made between angulus (quantity) and angulatio (quality), seems to be 
different from that in his Metaphysics , viz. that angulus is a passio con- 
tinui. To clarify this, one can refer to a later passage in Albert's 
Metaphysics , in the chapter on 'part',52 the same chapter where (Aristo- 
tle and) Averroes mentioned the angle. Here he says that some people 
say that the angle as such is a genus of quantity different from line, 
surface and body, but that the geometer and not the metaphysician 
must dispute this problem. That, in my opinion, can possibly explain 
the different conclusions in the Geometry and the Metaphysics : in the 
Geometry Albert makes a distinction between angulus , which is a basic 
mathematical object or a quantity (and this he does because of the prop- 
erties of the angle given in the arguments), and angulatio , which is a 
quality (saying this because of the property of surface and body to be 
angular). In the Metaphysics , however, Albert does not go into those 
details; his only concern is to exclude a special kind of continuous 
quantity. 

But there is more: the difference between these two conclusions is 
paralleled by the treatment of figure. In the Predicamenta Albert, 

52 Metaph. V 6, 2 (ed. cit., 282, 72): Hoc etiam modo angulus est pars quaedam for- 
malis, secundum quam dicunt angulum esse per se unum genus quantitatis, discretum 
a linea et superficie et corpore, quorum rationes nos in Praecedentibus induximus, 
licet hoc magis pertineat ad geometram quam ad metaphysicum ostendere. 
In Metaph. V 3, 2 (ed. cit., 260, 79) Albert refers to the people who take the angle as a fourth dimension ( = fourth kind of quantity): Hi autem qui angulum ponunt esse 
quart am dimensionem ... 
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discussing the fourth mode of quality, makes a distinction between 
figure as a quantitas terminata and as terminatio quantitatis , but in the 
Metaphysics he defines figure only as terminatio quanti or as qualitas in 
quantitate continua accepta . 53 This is exactly the same difference which is 
to be found between the conclusions concerning the angle in the 
Geometry and in the Metaphysics. 

Let us now look at the differences between the arguments in the 
Geometry and the Metaphysics. A first point is that Albert does not men- 
tion the solid angle in his Metaphysics ; in the arguments of his Geometry 
he does mention it, at first only implicitly, but later on explicitly. 

In both passages Albert's first argument is that an angle is not one 
of the three (normal) kinds of (mathematical) continuous quantity. 
But the reasons which he gives are different in the two texts: concern- 

ing the first kind of quantity (line), he says in the Geometry that the 

angle is not a line because it has latitude, in the Metaphysics he uses as 
an argument the (Adelardian) definition of the angle, viz. the contact 
of two lines. Both arguments are correct. 

Concerning the second kind of continuous quantity (surface), 
Albert says in the Geometry that the angle is not a surface because it is 
not divisible as a surface, that is to say, also in latitude, and he cites in 
his argument for this statement Euclid Book I Prop. 9. In the 

Metaphysics the argument is the same, but the reason is different: he 
uses an extended definition of the angle, namely: the angle is the in- 
divisible contact of two lines. The word indivisibilis is added, and seems 
to be correct, for that contact is indeed a point and therefore indivisi- 
ble. But that point of contact cannot be indentified with the angle. 
This extended definition I have seen used nowhere else (see section 

41)- 
The angle is not the third kind of continuous quantity (body), 

Albert says in the Geometry , because the angle does not necessarily have 

depth. He uses these words 'not necessarily' perhaps - as I said 
before - because of the two kinds of the angle, plane and corporeal. 
The corporeal angle does of course have depth. In the Metaphysics the 
reason why the angle is not a body is that two lines cannot contain 

53 Predicamento. V 8 (see note 20); Metaph. V 3, 5 (ed. cit., 263-264): Est etiam una 
species qualitatis, quae est forma vel circa aliquid constans figura, secundum quod in 
Praedicamentis dictum est, quae est qualitas in quantitate continua accepta. Et hanc 
oportet nos probare esse, eo quod hanc esse non probat geometer, sed relinquit earn 
(263, 3). Figura enim nihil aliud est nisi terminatio quantitatis (264, 38). 
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depth; this is correct for the angle only if one considers the plane 
angle. 

The second argument in both tracts is the doubling-argument. The 
difference between the Geometry and the Metaphysics is that in the latter 
the argument is stated more stringently. There are - as far as I 
know - no parallel references to be found discussing this property on 
other works of Albert's except in De cáelo (see n. 41). 

The third and fourth argument of the Geometry are missing in the 
Metaphysics but - as has already been said - there are passages in the 
Predicamenta which can be compared with these arguments. 

It is remarkable that Albert does not mention the existence of horn- 
angles as an argument against the quantity view. These horn-angles 
are an important topic in the XIVth century philosophical treatises on 
the continuum, but also in the XIIIth century these angles and their 
properties were well known.54 Albert himself mentions this topic in its 
proper place ( Geometry III 15) and says that as regards geometry, the 
angle of contingence cannot be divided because in geometry 'to divide' 
means to divide with a straight line. But logically speaking, Albert 
continues, it is shown in the first book that the angle is not a quantity 
proper, and therefore there can be an angle which is not to be 
divided.55 In this manner Albert fits the existence of horn-angles into 
his opinions given in the earlier passages that we have been discussing. 

54 See my article in Vivarium XVIII (1980), 112-142, esp. 1 3 1 ff . 55 Nota autem quod Sophiste inpugnant istud theorema dicentes omnem quantitatem 
esse divisibilem in infinitum, ergo angulus contingencie etiam dividi debet in in- 
finitum. Et ad hoc attendendum quod apud geometriam nichil dicitur dividi nisi quod 
linea recta dividitur, et quod linea recta non dividitur, dicitur non habens quan- 
titatem. Et ideo < angulus contingencie > etiam minimus dicitur quia quantitatem 
non habet; unde etiam ille qui a circumferencia et diametro fit, maximus est quia 
diminuitur a recto per. id quod quantitatem non habet in geometria. Potest tarnen 
dividi circularibus lineis, sed hoc ideo non dicitur divisio quia aliam constituit figuram 
non habentem angulum si circumducatur. Et hec quidem responsio est secundum pro- 
pria istius scientie. 
Potest tamen dici quod in primo ostendimus quod angulus non proprie est quantitas, 
et ideo aliquis angulus est qui non dividitur. Adhuc etiam dici potest quod licet forma 
anguli maneat indivisa, tamen materia eius que est quantitas spacii, dividitur, et hec 
solutio magis est alterius scientie. 
Prima enim geometrica est, secunda logica, et tertia prime philosophie (Albert, 
Geometry , III 15, MS cit., f. 135v. See my edition ch. 2.2.3 part 1, p. 34). 
Anaritius also gives some comment, and mentions e.g. the nondi visibility of the angle 
of contingence because 'divisible' means: divisible by means of straight lines, and he 
calls that angle: 'cui non est quantitas'. (Ms. Madrid 10010, f. 26r). 
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Concerning the arguments pro quantitate , Albert gives as the first, in 
his Geometry as well as in his Metaphysics , the maius and minus argument. 
The other arguments are more or less different in the two texts. 

The arguments concerning acuitas and hebetudo and the one concern- 

ing divisibility which are used in the Geometry are missing in the 

Metaphysics. The argument in the Geometry that an angle has two 
dimensions, is - in my opinion - the same as that which we find in the 

Metaphysics , which states that the angle is constituted ex mensuris quan- 
titatum. In the Metaphysics there is a new argument: the angle is limited 
as a quantity. All these arguments are correct. It is strange that 
'divisibility' (the strongest argument in favour of quantity and given 
as the base for the definition of quantity in the beginning of this 

chapter in the Metaphysics) is missing in the Metaphysics , but one may 
perhaps suppose that this is caused by the fact that Albert has used the 
extended definition of the angle, in which the angle was called an in- 
divisible contact of two lines. 

To explain in more detail the differences in the conclusion and the 

arguments would involve more questions than could be answered 
here. But, there is one more point. In the Metaphysics Albert says that it 
is the task of the metaphysician to prove the existence of the 
mathematical objects, and not the task of the geometer. But given the 
fact that Albert discusses the nature of the angle in his Metaphysics as 
well as in his Geometry , one may ask what the proper place is for that 
discussion. To this Albert himself gives the answer, for speaking about 
this very point, the angle, he says in the Metaphysics : licet hoc magis per - 

tineat ad geometr am quam ad metaphysicum ostenderey56 thus attributing this 
to geometry. A contemporary, however, namely Roger Bacon, 
famous as a champion of mathematics, says, again concerning the 
same question: пес pertinet mathematico de hoc disputare sed ad 

methaphysicum a quo mathematicus debet veritatem accipere cum exposicione 
simplici et fideli .57 So Albert's and Roger's opinions are precisely the 

opposite of that which one would expect. This brings us to our next 

point: the discussion in Albert's Geometry and in his Metaphysics are 

quite different form those in contemporary and some later texts. 

56 See note 52. 
57 Communia Mathematica 12,3 (ed. R. Steele, Opera hactenus inedita, vol. XVI, Ox- 
onii 1940, 28). See note 59. 
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4. Contemporary and later discussions 

4.1. Roger Bacon 

Of the authors contemporaneous with Albert, Thomas Aquinas 
does not say anything of interest as to our question.58 The philosopher 
who is the first to be looked at when one studies the development of 
mathematics in the XHIth century, is, of course, Roger Bacon. He 
has, indeed, a passage on the angle in his Communia Mathematica:59 the 
angle is according to Avicenna a surface or a body, and in general: the 
angle is a space contained between more lines which meet in a point. 
This definition is not the Euclidian- Adelardian one, but probably 
Roger's own. After an application of this definition to the two kinds of 
angle, Roger continues: the plane angle is a surface because it has 
length and breadth, though it is not closed in all parts; the corporeal 
angle is a body because it has the three dimensions; therefore Euclid's 
definition is incorrect, for a contact between lines is in a point and thus 

58 See note 51. R. Grosseteste's De Angulis does not give anything of interest for our 
question. 59 Communia Mathematica I 2, 3 (ed. cit., 27-28): Capitulum tercium de angulo et de 
figura et de divisione eorum (aliter ejus) grossa propter species quantitatis continue 
magis cognoscenda. 
Oportet igitur aliquid de angulis dici et de quibusdam aliis communibus circa figuras 
in communi propter ea que in sequentibus nominantur. 
Angulus igitur secundum Avicennam tercio Methaphysice est superficies vel corpus, 
nam quidam angulus est superficialis et hic est superficies, quidam vero corporalis et 
hic est corpus. Angulus autem in communi est spacium contentum inter plures lineas 
in puncto aliquo concurrentes, quarum applicacio est indirecta. Angulus vero super- 
ficialis seu planus est spacium contentum inter duas lineas concurrentes in punctum 
unum quarum applicacio in una superficie est indirecta, quia cum directe opponitur 
una linea alii non est angulus sed tanquam linea. Angulus vero corporalis seu solidus 
est spacium contentum ad minus inter tres lineas concurrentes in punctum unum, 
quarum applicacio non est directa пес in una superficie sed in corpore ut patet in cor- 
poribus angularibus. Quomodo autem diffiniatur angulus aliter patet ex XIo Euclidis, 
пес oportet nunc aliam diffinicionem haberi. Et quoniam angulus superficialis est 
superficies quia habet longum et latum, licet non ex omni parte clausum, et angulus 
corporalis est corpus quia habet longum latum et profundum, ideo inproprie dicitur ab 
Euclide quod angulus est alterius contactus, nam hic contactus est indivisibilis secun- 
dum longum latum et profundum, eo quod sit in puncto, et ideo diffinivi angulum per 
quantitatem spacii divisibilis. Anaricus vero super librum Elementorum Euclidis in 
commento disputât hanc questionem de angulo, scilicet an sit species quantitatis, et 
nichil solvit quod valeat, пес pertinet mathematico de hoc disputare sed ad 
methaphysicum, a quo mathematicus debet veritatem accipere cum exposicione 
simplici et fideli ... Figura vero dicitur que termino vel terminis clauditur undique, ut 
quantitas contenta infra tres vel quator lineas et deinceps; et secundum hoc angulus 
non est figura, licet sit superficies vel corpus, sed cum figura dicitur quamvis non un- 
dique claudatur, tunc angulus est figura. 
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indivisible. Therefore the angle is to be defined as 'quantity of divisi- 
ble space'. Anaritius also discussed the question of the angle, but that 
discussion does not have much value: to dispute the problem of the 
angle is not the task of the mathematician, but of the metaphysician. A 
few lines further on, Roger says that in one sense an angle is not a 

figure (if a figure is defined as a closed quantity), but in another sense 
it is (if another definition of figure be given). 

This opinion and treatment is quite different from that which one 
finds in Albert.60 Roger opposes expressly the indiuisibilis contactus 
definition which Albert uses in his Metaphysics. 

In another passage of the Communia Mathematica 61 Roger refers again 
to these views. In the as yet unedited continuation of the Communia 
Mathematica 62 he says once more that a plane angle is a surface and an 

incomplete plane figure (incomplete because it is not closed on all 

sides). 
From these passages one might conclude that Bacon's only sources 

are Euclid, Anaritius and Avicenna and that he does not indicate any 
acquaintance with Albert's views.63 

A further conclusion is that - in comparison with Roger 
Bacon - Albert's discussion in the Geometry and in the Metaphysics have 
the same general structure and are quite consistent. This conclusion 
will be strengthened if one looks at XlV^-century texts. 

60 But in his Questiones supra libros prime Philosophie Aristotelis, questio de qualitate (ed. 
R. Steele, Opera hactenus inedita, vol. X, Oxonii 1930, 151) Roger Bacon makes the 
same distinction as Albert concerning figure: Figura equivoce sumitur: aut pro spacio 
contento infra clausionem, et sic est quantitas cum sit superficies, aut potest sumi 
figura pro ipsa clausione et sic figura est qualitas, et sic sumitur hie. 
Nowhere in these ' Questiones ' is a discussion concerning the angle to be found. 
61 II 3, 1 (op. cit., 101): Recolendum igitur est ex prioribus quod secundum Avicen- 
nam et secundum veritatem angulus superficialis est superficies et corporalis est cor- 
pus, sicut methaphysica habet edocere sine contradiccione, quia hec habet species 
predicamentorum probare esse in quibus est dubitacio. 
62 Ms. Oxford, Bodleian Digby 76, f. 72r: Quia in veritate angulus superficialis est 
superficies et figura superficialis incompleta, quia non est undique conclusa пес ter- 
minata. 
63 The possibility of reciprocal influence is of course limited by the different times of 
origin of the several tracts. But the chronology of the works of Albert and Roger is a 
very difficult matter: 
Geometry of Albert ± 1260 (see my edition). 
Metaphysics of Albert ± 1264 (see prolegomena to the Colon, ed. p. VIII). 
Communia Mathematica of Roger, part 1 (ed. Steele, p. 71-135) late 1250's (c. 1258); 
part 2 (ed. Steele, p. 1-70) after 1267. 
(See: S. C. Easton, Roger Bacon and his Search for a Universal Science , Oxford 1952, 88; 
111; 186). 
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4.2. XIIIth and XIVth century 

For a full survey of the discussions of the nature of the angle in the 
XIIIth and XIVth centuries, two kinds of works should be studied: 
mathematical works and commentaries or questions on the 
Metaphysics. As regards the Metaphysics-commentaries, there is much 
to be done. For this paper it may be sufficient to say that the commen- 
taries before 1350, as listed by Zimmermann,64 do not seem to deal 
with our question. As regards the mathematical works, the two most 
famous XIIIth century authors - beside the editors of Euclid transla- 
tions and other translations of mathematical works - are Leonardo 
Pisano and Jordanus de Nemore,65 but they do not treat our problem. 

There are, however, tracts by unknown authors and one by the 
famous XIVth century author Nicole Oresme, which contain discus- 
sions of the nature of the angle.66 They all stem probably from the late 
XIIIth or XIVth century, but - with two exceptions - they have not yet 
been studied or edited. Therefore we must, for the present, restrict 
ourselves in our discussion of them, making only some provisional 
remarks.67 A rough survey of the form and the contents of these tracts 
gives the impression that they are quite different from, and more 
elaborate than, the passages we have seen in Albert: they represent a 
further development of the question at hand. 

The following tracts can be mentioned: 
1. an anonymous collection of mathematical tracts, to be found in 

a Firenze MS (edited);68 
2. the Questiones super Euclidem , written by Nicole Oresme 

(edited);69 
64 A. Zimmermann: Verzeichnis ungedruckter Kommentare zur Metaphysik und Physik des 
Aristoteles aus der Zeit von etwa 1250-1350 , Band I, Leiden-Köln, 1971. 
65 Leonardo (Fibonacci) Pisano (± 1180-1240), Practica Geometriae , in: Scritti, ed. B. 
Boncompagni, vol. II, Roma 1862. 
Jordanus de Nemore (fl. 1230-1260), De Trianpulis , ed. M. Curtze, Thorn 1887. 
66 There are probably more questiones collectiones but we must wait till Folkerťs pro- 
ject of collecting all the medieval mathematical MSS. has been finished for a full pic- 
ture. 
There is, in addition, an collection in MS Vat. Pal. lat. 1352, but this is to be dated in 
the XVth century. 67 I hope to make editions of these XIVth-century questions and other tracts on the 
angle in the near future. 
68 Ms. Firenze, Bibi. Naz. Centrale, Conventi Soppressi J IX 26, edited by H. L. L. 
Busard, Ein mittelalterlicher Euklid- kommentar der Roger Bacon zugeschrieben werden kann , in: 
Archives Internationales d'Histoire des Sciences, 24 (1974), 199-218. 69 Nicole Oresme (1323-1382), Quaestiones super geometriam Euclidis , ed. H. L. L. 
Busard, Leiden 1961. See also review byj. E. Murdoch, in: Scripta Mathematica, 27 
(1964), 67-91. 
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3. a Liber de angulis , contained in two MSS (not yet edited);70 
4. the Questiones super Euclidem , found in an Erfurt MS (not yet 

edited).71 
The first, a collection of mathematical tracts, attributed by the 

editor to Roger Bacon, has one chapter on the angle.72 The arguments 
used in this chapter are: the angle is not a point (because it is 

divisible), nor a line (because it is constituted by the contact of lines), 
nor a surface, and thus a fortiori not a body. The author gives three 
reasons for the theory that an angle is not a surface: an angle is closed 

by two straight lines and a surface cannot be so closed; an angle does 
not alter with alterations of the surface; if the angle is a surface, then 
an acute angle would be a right angle. The conclusion is that an angle 
is a surface or body sed cum quadam habitudine seu respectu ut sit superficiem 
sic se habere ut esse acutam etc. The author ends by quoting Averroes. 

I will not go further into this text or into the question of who its 
author might be; but it is sufficient to note that the structure, 
arguments and conclusion are different from what we have seen in 
Albert and in Roger Bacon. (This tract has much more in common 
with the view expressed by Nicole Oresme). Therefore I think that it is 
more likely dated to the very late XIIIth century or XIVth century 
than to the mid XIIIth century. 

The second tract, the Questiones super Euclidem of Nicole Oresme 
devotes several questions to the angle.73 Let us sum up only the con- 

70 Liber de angulis , Ms. Firenze, B.N.C. Con. Soppr. J I 32 ( = S. Marco 206), f. 
34r-39v (See A. A. Björnbo, Die mathematische S. Marcohandschriften in Florenz , in: 
Bibliotheca Mathematica 3<> F 12, 1911/12, 207); Paris. B.N. lat. 8680 A, f. 22v-28v. 
These are two distinct MSS. At first sight the Paris MS is better than the Firenze 
one, but upon a second look we find that this is not true in all cases. 
71 Questiones super Euclidem , XIVth c., MS: Erfurt, Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek, Q 
344, f. 68r-87v. 
(See V. Zoubov, Autour des Questiones super Geometriam Euclidis de Nicole Oresme , in: 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, VI, 1968, 150-172, esp. 151). 72 MS Firenze (see note 68), f. 48r (in my own interpunction): Sed dubium est in qua 
specie quantitatis sit angulus, quia non punctus cum sit divisibilis (Busard: de lineis), 
пес linea cum constituatur ex contactu earum, пес superficies et per consequens a for- 
tiori пес corpus. Quod non sit superficies, pat et - quia angulus clauditur duabus lineis rectis, sed nulla superficies sic clauditur, ut 
petit Euclides. Igitur; - 2o quia angulus non crescit пес minuitur ad augumentum (Busard: augmentum) vel 
minutionem (Busard: diminutionem) superficiei. Igitur; - 3o quia tunc angulus rectus esset acutus. Patet quia non est maior ratio (Busard: rec- 
to) quare angulus ā trianguli ābč est superficies illa quam Ь aut č; sed sit aliquis il- 
lorum rectus (MS: rectorum) et aliquis acutus, et habetur internum. 

Propter istas rationes quidam dixerunt angui um nullum istorum esse, sed eorum ac- 
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elusions, and the difference with Albert will be seen immediately. For 
Oresme the angle is not a quality, nor an extended accident inhering 
absolutely in a surface or body, nor a relation, but an accident, not, 
however, an accident as an essence, but rather an accident as a sic esse 
or a taliter esse. 

The third tract is the Liber de angulis , the last part of which concerns 
the nature of the angle.74 This work has not yet been edited and this is 
not the right place to make an attempt at edition, therefore I shall only 
mention the headings. Some say that the angle is a surface. The 
author gives some arguments in favour of and some against this view. 
He continues: others say that the angle is a point; in the same 
'scholastic' manner arguments pro and con are given. A third opinion 
is that the angle is a quality. As one of the arguments contra, it is said 
that the angle is a quantity, and that geometry is a discipline concern- 
ing quantities. The last opinion is that the angle is a quality of a sur- 
face. But for this, too, the author gives pro's and con's, and he ends by 
saying that he does not make a choice himself among the various 
views. 

This structure and these contents are more like those of the two last 
tracts than those of Albert's passages. Concerning the dating of this 
work, nothing more can be said at this stage of research. 

The fourth work is the question-collection of the Erfurt MS, one 
question of which concerns the angle.75 Just as was the case with the 

cidens, puta (MS: pūta) contactum seu concursum duarum linearum secundum quod 
diffinitur. Tunc potest dici ipsum (Busard: ipsam) esse superflciem si est angulus 
superficialis, aut esse corpus si est angulus solidus, sed cum quadam habitudine seu 
respectu, ut sit superficiem sic se habere esse acutam (Busard: acutum) etc. Et in hoc 
sequitur vestigia Commentatone* (Busard add: in) 7° Metaphysice dicentis quod ens 
(MS: ēnš) dicitur equivoce ad esse et ad taliter esse. Et secundum hoc etiam* contra 
(Busard: tunc questio) protest solvi. * MS in marg. 73 Nicole Oresme, Quaestiones (see note 69), ed. Busard, 56-66. 
questio 18: utrum angulus sit qualitas 
questio 19: utrum angulus sit accidens absolute inherens superficiei <vel corpori vel 

per superficiem > aut corpus extensum, sicut ymaginamur de albedine, 
questio 20: que res sit angulus. 74 Liber de angulis (see. note 70), Ms. Firenze f. 38vb-f. 39va; Ms. Paris f. 27v-28v, (inc.:) 
Sequitur quid angulus (F: anulus). Sunt quidem (om. F) qui dicunt angulum (F: an- 
nulum) superficiem ... (expl.) Super hoc igitur sua quelibet trahit opinio me movent 
singula, cum itaque in hiis quid vis, dubium sit dixisse: tutius (P: totius) reor super 
quovis dubitasse. 

Ļļuestiones (see note 71), Ms. Erfurt, f. 69vb-71va, (inc.:) Quentur consequenter et 
tertio utrum circa diffinitionem sextam et alias, utrum angulus sit duarum linearum 
alternus contactus et applicatio non directa illarum superficierum et ostenditur primo 
quod non. 
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previous tract, the questions are not yet edited; and because of the fact 
that these questions are quite clearly XIVth century and that the star- 

ting point for the question of the angle is only Euclid's definition, it 
will not be dealt with here. 

4. Conclusion 

We have studied two passages in works of Albertus Magnus on the 
nature of the angle, one in the Geometry (for which Anaritius' Commen- 

tary on Euclid is the main source) and one in the Metaphysics. If we take 
into consideration the different context and purpose of the treatises, 
these two treatments are consistent, the conclusions as well as the 

argumentation. The differences between these two discussions and the 
others in the XIIIth and XIVth century spoken of in section 4, 
strengthen the close kinship between the two passages. 

It will now be possible to give a hypothesis about the question of 
sources. If - as I hold - the Geometry was written by Albertus Magnus, 
the theory is as follows: Albert wrote his Geometry before his 

Metaphysics , his main source being Anaritius' commentary. Concern- 

ing our point of discussion, the nature of the angle, Albert added some 

arguments to those of Anaritius and gave his own conclusion, different 
from Anaritius but in accordance with view he had also expressed in 
the Predicamenta. For his paraphrase of Aristotle's Metaphysics , Albert 
took Avicenna' s remark concerning the angle as a starting point for a 
reintroduction to the question on the angle, with the discussion of the 

Geometry in his mind, but adapting this to the purpose of the 

Metaphysics. 
There are, of course, arguments against this theory: it may not ex- 

plain in all respects the differences between the two treatments; there 
remain questions which are not answered. It is also strange that Albert 
does not refer to his Geometry in the angle-passage of the Metaphysics .76 

But if this theory is not correct, and if Albertus Magnus is not the 
author of the Geometry , more difficulties arise; first the differences be- 
tween the Geometry and Anaritius are to be explained anew; secondly, 
one has in any case to suppose that Albert knew Anaritius or the 
Albert Geometry , and borrowed the angle-discussion from one of these 
tracts to put it into his Metaphysics. That would prove beyond doubt 

76 Normally Albert quotes other works of his own hand or refers to them in his tracts. 
But in his De Fato also there are no references to other works (cfr. Prolegomena to the 
Colon, ed., vol. XVII/1, p. XXXIII-XXXIV). 
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that Albert had a fair knowledge of the relevant literature. But, of 
course, this angle-discussion is not the only argument for the theory 
that Albertus Magnus wrote this Geometry. 

The fact that Albert in his Metaphysics has such an extended discus- 
sion of the nature of the angle, proves that he had a great interest in 
mathematics, and this is a good illustration of Albert's words in the 
Geometry : Cura ergo amplior Uli ( = mathematicis) impendenda est ab omni eo 
qui scientie querit attingere veritatem. 

Nijmegen (The Netherlands) 
Filosofisch Instituut 
Thomas van Aquinostraat 3 

APPENDIX I 

ALBERTUS (MAGNUS), GEOMETRIA, MS. VIENNA, DOMIN. 80/45, f. 
106r (My edition p. 9-10). 
Est autem plerisque dubium utrum angulus sit quantitas, et si quantitas est, in 
qua sit specie quantitatis. Sunt enim qui dicunt angui um esse relationem, eo 
quod vocatur applicatio, habentes ad sue sentencie confirmationem rationes qua- 
tuor: - sc. quia non est linea cum habeat latitudinem, nec corpus cum non neces- 

5 sario habeat profunditatem, nec superficies cum non possit dividi divisione su- 
perficiei, eo quod nullus angulus secundum latitudinem dividatur sed secundum 
longitudinem solam ut infra in nono probatur theoremate. 
- Adhuc omnis quantitas duplata quantitas manet, sed aliquis angulus duplatus 
non manet angulus, sc. rectus. Ergo aliquis angulus duplatus non manet quanti- 

10 tas, ergo nec angulus secundum se quantitas esse videtur. 
- Adhuc nulla quantitas accidit quantitati. Angulus autem accidit quantitati, er- 
go angulus non est quantitas. Accidit enim superficiei vel corpori angulatum es- 
se. 
- Adhuc nihil secundum se species existens qualitatis est quantitas. Sed angulus 

15 est species qualitatis, ergo non est quantitas. Angulus enim in genere incidit figu- 
re et hec est de speciebus qualitatis. 
In contrarium huius sunt etiam rationes quatuor: - cui enim accidit esse maius et minus, est quantitas. Sed hec accidit angulo, ergo 
angulus est quantitas. Expansus enim est maior recto et acutus minor. 

20 - Adhuc cui convenit passio, convenit et subiectum. Acuitas autem et hebetudo 
passiones sunt quanti et conveniunt angulo, ergo est quantitas. - Adhuc cui per se convenit esse divisibile, est quantitas. Hic autem convenit an- 
gulo ut infra nono theoremate habetur, ergo est quantitas. Angulus enim dividi- 
tur secundum longum. 

25 - Adhuc omne habens dimensionem vel dimensiones, est quantitas. Sed angulus 
habet dimensiones, longitudinem sc. et latitudinem, ergo est quantitas. 
Videtur autem dicendum quod angulus est quantitas, sed angulatio est qualitas 
accidens quantitati. Propter rationem autem primam ad secundum problema 
dixit Sambelichyus quod angulus superficialis est medium inter lineam et superfi- 

30 ciem, quia habet dimensionem superficiei et non secundum earn dividitur, et ha- 
bet dimensionem linee et secundum earn dividitur. Angulus autem corporeus est 
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médius inter superficiem et corpus, quia licet habet profundum, non tarnen divi- 
ditur secundum ipsum, sed secundum latitudinem et longitudinem. 
Hoc autem probat per magnum Apollonium qui sic diffmit angulum tamquam me- 

35 dium, dicens: angulus est coniunctio superficiei aut corporis ad unum punctum 
que comprehenditur lineis non directe sibi occurentibus aut superficie lineis ter- 
minata. Dicit autem "non directe", sicut et Euclides quia si directe sibi occurre- 
rent, angulum non facerent sed lineám unam. Aganyz etiam quasi in hoc consen- 
tire videtur dicens quod angulus < est > quantitas habens dimensiones duas vel 

40 tres, cuius extremitates proveniunt ad punctum unum. 
Convenientissime autem videtur diffìnire Yrynus dicens: angulus est quantitas 
quam comprehendit vicinior quantitas simplicior eo existens, ad unum perve- 
niens punctum. Superficialis enim comprehenditur lineis quia medius est inter 
quantitatem habentem unam et habentem duas dimensiones, et ipse habet duas; 

45 corporeus autem superficiebus terminatur, medius existens inter superficiem ha- 
bentem duas et corpus habens tres dimensiones. 

APPENDIX II 

ANARITIUS, COMMENTARY ON EUCLID'S ELEMENTS. MS. MA- 
DRID, B.N. 10010, f. 14v (My edition, p. 131-132; See ed. Curtze, p. 12-14). 

Quidam putant secundum hoc quod dicitur in hac difinitione quod angulus non 
sit nisi relatio tantum, et quod non sit quantitas. Videtur tamen quod sit quanti- 
tas. 
- Cum enim angulus expansus sit maior recto et acutus recto sit minor, et maius 

5 et minus sint in quantitate, ergo angulus est quantitas. - Angulus quoque habet qualitatem, sc. quia expansio et acuitas que sunt in an- 
gulis, sunt qualitates. - Angulo preterea accidit ut dividatur in duo media quod contingit in nona figura 
prime partis libri Euclidis' sed divisum in duo media non est nisi quantitas. 

10 - Preterea angulus dividitur cum linea, ас si esset longitudo et latitudo. 
Verumtamen secundum hoc quod queque superficies dividitur cum linea in lon- 
gitudine et latitudine, et angulus dividitur in longitudine de puncto ad punctum 
et non dividitur in latitudine - quoniam angulus non minuitur propter partes 
que proveniunt propter lineas que protrahuntur super duas lineas angulum com- 

15 prehendentes - ideoque videtur quod angulus non habet latitudinem. 
- Angulus quoque corporeus non habet profunditatem, eo quod secundum pro- 
funditatem non dividitur. 
- Amplius etiam quantitas cum duplatur, remanet quantitas. Angulus vero rec- 
tus cum duplatur, non remanet angulus. Ergo angulus non est quantitas. 

20 Forsitan tamen Euclides ideo difinivit ipsum per id quod manifeste invenitur in 
eo, sc. relatio, quoniam procul dubio angulus est mediüs inter lineám et superfi- 
ciem quantum ad quantitatem. Ideoque Apolonius difinivit universalem angulum 
breviori difinitione et convenientiori qua significatur quod ipse sit medius in 
quantitate, cum dixit quod angulus est coniunctio superficiei aut corporis ad 

25 unum punctum que comprehenduntur a linea curva aut superficie acuta. Ex hoc 
enim significavit quod est quantitas, et significavit quod eius species est medians, 
cum dixit quod coniunguntur ad unum punctum et quod comprehendit ea linea 
curva aut superficies acuta. Noster vero socius Aganiz , eo quod vidit Apolonium ex- 
cepisse post difinitionem suam, cum dixit quod non convenit ut hec sit universalis 

30 difinitio, sed convenit ad coniungendas species et numerandas, difinivit angulum 
hoc modo dicens: angulus est quantitas habens dimensiones cuius extremitates 
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perveniunt ad unum punctum. Iste quidem ex hoc quod dixit 'habens dimensio- 
nes', coniunxit communitatem que est inter superficialem et corporeum, et intel- 
lexit ibi separationem que est inter eos, et voluit ut ex verbis eius intelligeretur 

35 quod angulus superficialis habet longitudinem et latitudinem, et est habens duas 
dimensiones, et angulus corporeus est habens tres dimensiones. 
Et forsitan convenientius est ut angulus ponatur medians in quantitate, se. ut su- 
perficialis sit médius inter superficiem et lineám, et corporeus sit médius inter su- 
perficies et corpus. Et forsitan aliquis difiniet angulum et dicēt: angulus est 

40 quantitas quam comprehendit vicinior quantitas quantitatibus que eo simplicio- 
res existunt, ad unum pervenientes punctum. Eo autem in hac difinitione dictum 
est 'simpliciores', quoniam si fuerit angulus superficialis, (f. 15r) ipse erit médius 
inter id quod habet unam dimensionem et id quod habet duas, ergo comprehen- 
dent eum linee; et si fuerit corporeus, comprehendent ipsum superficies. Et quod 

45 dictum est in difinitione 'comprehendit earn', ideo additum est ut significetur in- 
clinano comprehendentis. Linee enim recte cum ad unum concurrunt punctum, 
si secundum rectitudinem coniungantur, nichil comprehendent. Angulus vero 
superficialis est quantitas quam due comprehendunt linee ad unum concurrentes 
punctum, quarum comprehensio est in uno puncto; quia licet linee non compre- 

50 hendant angulum undique aut superficies non comprehendant ipsum undique, 
sicut fit in aliis figuris, tamen flexio illa et inclinatio est aliqua comprehensio. Di- 
cimus enim quod introitus portus comprehendit navim. 

APPENDIX III 

ALBERTUS MAGNUS, METAPHYSICA LIBER 5, TRACT. 3, CAP. 1, 
ED. B. Geyer, (ED. COLON. XVI/1), 1960, p. 258-259. 

Est autem dubitatio satis rationabilis de ipso angulo, utrum ipse sit specialis mo- 
dus quanti et quantitatis. Obiciunt enim QUIDAM dicentes angulum esse mo- 
dům specialem quantitatis. Constat angulum non esse quantum ad modum li- 
neae, eo quod est inter duas lineas angulus contentus. Alternus enim contactus 

5 duarum linearum expansarum supra superficiem et applicatio non directa est an- 
gulus. Igitur modum lineae in quantitate non habet. Similiter autem non habet 
modum superficiei, quia omnis superficies secundum latum dividitur; angulus 
autem secundum latum dividi non potest, sed secundum longitudinem solam, 
aliter enim non esset contactus indivisibilis duarum linearum. Quod iterum non 

10 sit corpus, ex hoc patet, quia non habet profunditatem, quia inter duas tantum li- 
neas nulla potest esse profunditas. 
Amplius, quaecumque est species continuae quantitatis, duplata manet in eadem 
specie quantitatis et modo. Angulus autem aliquis est, qui duplatus non manet in 
eadem specie quantitatis et modo, sicut angulus rectus, qui si dupletur, nullus 

15 manet linearum indirecte applicatarum contactus. 
Angulus igitur videtur esse specialis modus quantitatis; non enim potest dici non 
esse quantum quoddam, cui convenit maius et minus esse secundum quantita- 
tem et finitum esse secundum quantitatem, et praecipue quod constituitur ex 
mensuris quantitatum. Angulus autem est, cui omnia dieta conveniunt. 

20 Haec autem et similia solvere non est difficile. Dicemus enim angulum non esse 
specialem modum quanti vel quantitatis, sed potius angulus dicit qualitatem cir- 
ca quantitatem quandam; unde figurationi quantitatis convenit angulus. Et ideo 
sicut terminatum esse est qualitas circa quantitatem dieta, ita angulatum esse et 
ipse angulus. Angulus enim est passio continui finiti linea, sive illud sit superfi- 

25 cies sive corpus sit. Et ideo in aliquo sequitur lineam et in aliquo sequitur superfi- 
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ciem. Inquantum enim puncto finitur sicut linea, sequitur ipsum latitudine non 
dividi, sed longitudine. Inquantum autem est terminus superficiei planae, sequi- 
tur ipsum duabus lineis contineri. Et quod angulus duplatus rectus sit non angu- 
lus, hoc accidit ex esse anguli recti, quia est medium diametri. Cum enim super 

30 quamlibet descriptam lineam finitam liceat circumduci circulum, si linea perpen- 
diculariter super lineam ducatur, et in centro contactus pes circini immobilis po- 
natur, et ad quantitatem unius partis lineae circulus circumscribatur, angulus 
rectus est, cui subtenditur quarta pars circuii, et si dupletur, subtendetur circuii 
medietas. Et ideo non remanet tunc aliquid praeter diametrum circuii, nullo 

35 existente angulo in centro circuii. Idem autem accidit, si quocumque modo linea 
ducatur in continuum, et angulus rectus dupletur super eam. Cessante autem 
angulo et sublato, remanet tamen continuum. 
Nos autem diximus angulum accidere continuo terminato. Tamen propter hui- 
usmodi radones QUIDAM dixerunt angulum esse medium inter lineam et su- 

40 perficiem. Sed secundum proprietatem istius sapientiae dicendum est modo prae- 
dicto, quia non ponit entitatem aliquam quanti aliam ab inductis, sed potius si- 
cut, si intelligatur punctum terminans a linea tolli in una parte et remanere esse 
lineae, remanet linea infinita, ita cum angulus sit terminus continui expansi, si 
tolli intelligatur per duplationem recti anguli, remanet continuum expansum in- 

45 finitum. Nos enim SUPRA ostendimus, quod non est de esse superficiei, inquan- 
tum est superficies, quod terminetur linea vel lineis, sicut nec est de esse corporis, 
inquantum est corpus, quod terminetur superficie vel superficiebus. 
Haec igitur de modis quanti et quantitatis dicta sint a nobis; hic enim aliter ha- 
bent determinan quam in categoriis. 
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Vivarium XXII, 1 (1984) 

L'unité du Monde selon Guillaume d'Ockham 

(ou la logique de la cosmologie ockhamiste)* 

JOEL BIARD 

L'influence de Guillaume d'Ockham sur ses contemporains ou ses 
successeurs est plus grande dans le domaine de la logique que dans 
celui des sciences réelles. Il n'est pas possible, pourtant, de dissocier 
dans l'oeuvre ockhamiste une logique qui serait, au moins dans une 
certaine mesure, novatrice et une physique ou une cosmologie qui ne 
le seraient à aucun titre. D'abord, la pensée ockhamiste est trop systé- 
matique pour cela. Ensuite, Guillaume présente explicitement la logi- 
que comme l'instrument qui permet de développer les autres discours, 
en particulier les sciences dites "réelles". C'est ce dont témoigne la 
Lettre- Pro logue de la Somme de Logique : 

"Logica enim est omnium artium aptissimum instrumentum, sine qua nulla 
scientia perfecte sciri potest, quae non more materialium instrumentorum usu 
crebro consumitur, sed per cuiuslibet alterius scientiae studiosum exercitium 
continuum recipit incrementum"1. 

Il s'avère par là même que le rapport entre la logique et les autres 
sciences n'est pas une simple application: la logique se nourrit en 
retour du développement de ces sciences. Entre ces deux domaines, il 
existe par conséquent une causalité réciproque. 

Je voudrais ici m'interroger sur cette unité complexe à propos d'un 
problème particulier: celui du monde, de son unité et de son unicité. 
Car lorsque Guillaume, dans ses Quodlibeta ou dans son Commentaire 
des Sentences , aborde les problèmes soulevés par le concept de monde , il 
ne manque pas, selon la démarche qui est habituellement la sienne, de 
mettre en oeuvre des principes d'analyse qui sont au fondement de sa 
logique2. 

* Une version abrégée de cette étude a été présentée lors du 7ème Congrès de la 
Société Internationale pour l'Etude de la Philosophie Médiévale, qui s'est tenu à 
Louvain-la-Neuve du 31 août au 4 septembre 1982. 

1 Summa Logicae , I, Epistola Prooemialis , edit. Ph. Boehner, St. Brown et G. Gai, 
Opera Philosophica , I, Saint-Bonaventure, New-York, 1974, 1. 9-12, p. 6. 2 Les principaux textes concernés se trouvent dans le Commentaire des Sentences et 
dans les Quodlibeta Septem , deux oeuvres qui sont antérieures à la Somme de Logique. Cela 
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Dans quelle mesure les développements ockhamistes sur le monde 
et son unité sont-ils dépendants de thèses logiques qui y sont investies 
ou qu'ils induisent? Quelle est la logique de la cosmologie ockhamiste? 

Unité , Ordre et Harmonie du monde 

Le problème de l'unité du monde, c'est celui de savoir ce qui fait de 
lui un tout, une totalité ordonnée et harmonieuse, et non un simple 
agrégat de choses sans relation entre elles. Ce problème est soulevé par 
l'idée même de monde, mundus , comme transcription latine du grec 
cosmos. Dans la pensée grecque en effet, du moins dans ses courants 
dominants, le monde est considéré comme une unité organique ainsi 

qu'en témoigne la conception d'origine platonicienne du monde 
comme vivant3, ce qui veut dire qu'il est irréductible à la juxtaposition 
de ses parties. Dans l'occident médiéval chrétien, ce problème se 
divise en deux questions, évidemment liées: celle de l'ordre intrinsè- 

que du monde, c'est-à-dire de la relation du tout et des parties au sein 
de cette totalité unifiée qu'est le monde; et celle de la relation du 
monde à Dieu. Pour lors, voyons si le monde possède en lui-même, de 
lui-même, une unité. 

Cette question est traitée essentiellement au moyen de la catégorie 
logique de relation ( relatio ou ad aliquid). 

La conception de la relation développée dans les textes ockhamistes, 
de VExpositio Aurea à la Somme de Logique en passant par le Commentaire 
des Sentences et les Quodlibeta , repose sur un principe constamment rap- 
pelé: la relation n'est pas distincte des choses absolues, c'est-à-dire des 
substances et des qualités individuelles. Certes, en un passage de la 
Somme de Logique , Guillaume reconnaît ne pas avoir toujours cru que 

peut expliquer que n'y soit pas massivement investie la conceptualité terministe qui 
sera exposée, précisément, dans la Somme. On sait par ailleurs que la doctrine de Guil- 
laume d'Ockham connaît une certaine évolution sur des questions cruciales, comme 
celle de la nature du concept. Il serait donc à la fois absurde et vain de rechercher une 
application mécanique de la logique ockhamiste, sous sa forme achevée, dams des oeu- 
vres antérieures. Il n'empêche qu'on peut déjà repérer dans celles-ci des éléments qui 
seront systématisés dans la Somme de Logique. Nous sommes d'autant plus autorisés à 
procéder ainsi que, comme nous venons de la voir, Guillaume nous avertit que les dif- 
férents domaines du savoir ne sont pas autonomes mais se développent en se fondant 
l'un sur l'autre. 

3 Cf Timée (traduction française in Oeuvres Completes de Platon, t. II, Bibliothèque de 
"La Pléiade", Paris, 1969), 30 b: "... ce monde, vivant doué en vérité d'âme et 
d'intelligence". Ce caractère vivant est la première manifestation de l'ordre imposé 
par le démiurge à la matière: "de ce désordre, il l'amena à l'ordre, ayant estimé que 
celui-ci vaut infiniment mieux que celui-là" (ibid., 30 a). 
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tel était l'avis ďAristote4. Mais on ne trouve aucun texte où il aurait 
en son nom propre soutenu une théorie faisant de la relation un être 
réel, distinct de la substance et de la qualité. Plus fondamentalement, 
la Somme de Logique déplace le problème qui consistait à se demander ce 
qu'est du point de vue ontologique la relation, et pose comme principe 
que relatio , relativum ou ad aliquid ne sont jamais que des termes, et plus 
précisément des termes de seconde intention, signifiant quelque chose 
au sujet d'autres termes: 

" 'Relatio' sive 'ad aliquiď sive etiam 'relativum' erat nomen secundae imposi- 
tions vel secundae intentionis et non nomen primae intentionis"5. 

Dans ces conditions, ce qu'il importe au premier chef de préciser, c'est 
ce qui permet de qualifier un terme de 4 'relatif". Un nom est relatif 
quand il désigne son signifié de telle manière qu'il ne peut pas conve- 
nablement le suppléer dans une proposition sans qu'on doive lui ajou- 
ter un autre terme à un cas oblique: 

"Relatio non est alia res distincta ab omni re absoluta; sed tantum sunt nomina 
relativa, quae scilicet alicui non possunt competere nisi respectu alicuius alterius, 
vel saltem oportet addere vel subintelligere al i quod nomen in aliquo casu, geni- 
tivo vel dativo vel ablativo"6. 

La relation est quant à elle un nom abstrait dont il importe de ne pas 
hypostasier le signifié car il ne renvoie qu'aux êtres individuels. C'est 
pourquoi s'interroger sur le statut objectif, ontologique, de la relation, 
c'est mal poser le problème - c'est être dupe du langage. Ainsi la 
paternité n'est en aucune manière une chose distincte de l'individu 

4 Cf S.L., I. c. 49, 1. 10-15, p. 154. 5 S. L. , I, c. 49, 1. 50-52, p. 155-156. Cf aussi Expositio in Librum Praedicamentorum 
Aristotelis , edit. G. Gal, Opera Philosophica, II, St. Bonaventure, New York, 1978, с. 12, 
1. 30-34, p. 239; et Scriptum in Librum Primům Sententiarum ordinatio , dist. 30, édit. G. I. 
Etzkorn et Fr. E. Kelley, Opera Theologica , IV, St Bonaventure, New-York, 1979, qu. 
1, p. 309, 1. 22-24. Seuls les Quodlibeta semblent plus ambigus sur ce sujet. Dans le 
Quodlibet VI, qu. 22, Guillaume se prononce pour la thèse de la relation comme inten- 
tion seconde mais reconnaît la thèse contraire comme rationabilis et souligne l'avoir 
implicitement admise dans une question antérieure ( Quodlibeta Septem , édit. J. C. Wey, 
Opera Theologica IX, St Bonaventure, New-York, 1980, 1. 25-27 p. 667; il fait allusion à 
Quodl. V, qu. 21, p. 559). Mais cette question n'envisage les predicaments que dans 
leur globalité, en tant qu'ils sont les catégories permettant de dire ou de penser l'être et 
ayant dans cette mesure une portée ontologique. Dès ce niveau toutefois, on peut tout 
aussi bien dire d'un autre point de vue qu'ils désignent des termes. Surtout, cette affir- 
mation générale perd de son sens, dès lors que l'on distingue parmi les divers predica- 
ments, le rapport à l'être réel n'étant pas le même pour tous. 

6 Expos, in Lib. Praed c. 12, 1. 101-105, p. 242. Cf aussi S.L., I, c. 49, 1. 68-70, p. 
156. 
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qui est père7; mais "père" est un terme relatif parce qu'il ne peut être 
employé correctement dans une proposition pour signifier un individu 
que si on lui ajoute un autre terme au génitif. 

Concernant le monde ou l'univers8, cette conception de la relation a 
une conséquence qui apparaît dans la Somme de Logique sous la forme 
d'une objection possible: 

"Item unitas universi consistit in ordine partium; si ergo relatio non est alia res, 
ille ordo non erit alia res, et ita universum non esset unum"9. 

Dans la Somme de Logique , l'objection reste sans réponse. Mais le 
problème est traité dans la Question 8 du septième Quodlibet : Utrum uni- 
tas universi vel approximatio causarum vel distantia rerum importent respectus 
distinctos a rebus absolutis. A cette question l'auteur répond négative- 
ment. La principale raison invoquée est le principe d'économie: 

"Respondeo breviter quod non. Cuius ratio est, quia quando propositio verifica- 
tur pro rebus, si pauciores sufTiciunt, plures superfluunt"10. 

Mais pour que l'argument ait quelque portée, encore faut-il établir 
que ce que l'on nomme "ordre" dans l'univers n'est pas quelque 
chose qui vient s'ajouter aux parties de ce tout pour lui conférer unité 
et totalité. Telle est bien la position de Guillaume d'Ockham: 

"Ordo et unitas universi non est quidam respectus, quasi quoddam ligamen 
ligans corpora ordinata in universo ad invicem, quasi ilia corpora non essent 
ordinata nec universum vere esset unum sine tali respectu (...) Sed ille ordo 
importât solum ipsa absoluta quae non faciunt unam rem numero, inter quae 
unum ab eodem plus distat et aliud minus, et unum propinquum alteri et aliud 
distare plus vel minus sine omni respectu inhaerente, ita quod inter aliqua sit 
medium et inter aliqua non. Et ita melius salvatur connexio universi sine tali res- 
pectu quam cum tali respectu,,n. 

7 "Paternitas in creaturis non importât plus nisi istum hominem qui genuit et istum 
hominem qui genitus est, quia istis positis et omni alio circumscripto, vere iste est 
pater et ille est filius" (In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. IV, p. 367, 1. 18-21); et aussi: "Et non 
est aliqua res subiective exsistens in ilio qui est pater vel in ilio quod est duplum, sed 
est quaedam vox quae est ad aliquid et non res absoluta; quia secundum intentionem 
Philosophi in ilio qui est pater nulla est res imaginabilis quin sit vera substantia vel 
vera aualitas" (Exùos. in Praed.. c. 12. 1. 38-42. d. 239-240V 

8 Mundus est la traduction habituelle du grec cosmos , au sujet duquel se pose la ques- 
tion de son ordre, constitutif de son unité. Ce monde équivaut à la totalité des choses 
créées tant que Ton n'imagine pas plusieurs mondes. Or Guillaume estime possible 
une pluralité de mondes (cf infra). La question devient alors celle de l'unité de V univers. 
Mais en réalité, Ockham n'est pas toujours précis dans l'emploi de l'un ou l'autre de 
ces termes (cf In Sent., I, dist. 44, qu. unica). 9 S.L. , I, c. 54, 1. 33-34, p. 178. 10 Quodl ., VII, qu. 8, 1. 23-25, p. 727. 11 Ibid., 1. 56-66, p. 728-729. 
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On remarque un certain nombre de déplacements et de transforma- 
tions dans les concepts et les questions. En premier lieu, le concept 
central n'est pas celui de relatio mais de respectus. Même si l'univocité 
n'est pas totale dans l'emploi de ces termes, on peut leur assigner une 
différence. La catégorie de relatio ayant été vidée de son sens réel et 
réduite à qualifier des termes, le problème subsiste de préciser ce qui 
fait qu'un terme est ou non relatif. Le respectus serait alors le rapport tel 
que, selon certains du moins, il existe dans les choses. C'est cette 
notion que Guillaume emploie de préférence dans les Quodlibeta ou le 
Commentaire des Sentences. Mais il s'attache constamment à montrer 
qu'il n'existe pas de tels rapports indépendants des choses absolues12. 

L'ordre de l'univers aurait pu être considéré comme un tel rapport 
réel. Mais il n'en est rien, comme le montre la question 8 du septième 
Quodlibet . A la question posée, il est tout simplement répondu par la 
négative. Et plus bas, il est expliqué: 

"Destructo ilio respectu qui vocatur ordo universi, adhuc universum ordinabitur 
tunc sicut nunc, si partes absolutae universi maneant non destructae nec mutatae 
secundum locum"13. 

En ce point, il faut être minutieux. Guillaume ne nie pas qu'il y ait un 
ordre dans l'univers; au contraire, l'univers ockhamiste est, en un 
sens, parfaitement ordonné; son propos n'est pas une négation simple 
de l'ordre, faisant de l'univers un chaos. De la même manière, il faut 
admettre l'existence de relations de causalité - à charge de préciser ce 
qu'il faut entendre par là - dans le cours naturel du monde14. Mais 
son unité se réduit précisément à cet ordre15. La question est donc de 
savoir comment penser un tel ordre. 

Qu'est-ce, dans la perspective ockhamiste, qu'un ordre entre des 
objets multiples? Guillaume se démarque de la position scotiste qui 
réduit bien l'unité de l'univers à son ordre mais conçoit ce dernier 

12 Cf par exemple In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. II, p. 322, 1. 4-5. 13 Quodl ., VII, qu. 8, 1. 45-47, p. 728. 14 Sur cette difficile question de la causalité naturelle, on peut se reporter à l'article 
de M. Me. Cord Adams, Was Ockham a Humean about efficient causality? , in: Franciscan 
Studies y 39 (1979), pp. 5-48. Ajoutons qu'une certaine reconnaissance de l'efficace pro- 
pre des causes secondes est décisive pour tout l'édifice de la sémiologie ockhamiste 
(donc de la logique) puisque le concept, en tant que signe naturel, est causé par ce dont 
il est signe. 15 1 4 Secundum intellectum Philosophi debet concedi quod unitas universi est ordo 
partium ad invicem, quia nihil aliud intelligit quam quod 'universum esse unum' est 
'partes sic ordinari'" (In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. 1, p. 317, 1. 6-9). 
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dans le cadre d'une tout autre théorie de la relation16. D'une part, 
Guillaume affirme que Tordre n'est pas distinct des choses ordonnées; 
d'autre part (et dans le mesure où il n'est pas question d'ordre tempo- 
rel), il estime que ce concept désigne simplement la disposition spa- 
tiale d'éléments. 

Ainsi, ce sont les catégories de disposition, d'unité et de multiplicité 
qui se trouvent investies dans la conceptualisation de l'ordre. Elles 
doivent être distinguées de la relation au sens strict - ce que Guil- 
laume appelle parfois relatio de genere relationis 17 - mais elles n'en con- 
cernent pas moins directement le problème ici examiné, comme le 
prouve un passage de la deuxième question de la distinction 30: 

"Praeterea, si 'ubi' esset talis respectus, et eodem modo partes caeli haberent 
taies respectus ad centrum, eadem ratione quaelibet propinquitas et quaelibet 
distantia unius rei respectu alterius esset talis alia res. Sed hoc est manifeste fal- 
sum, quia si talis distantia sit alia res, sequeretur quod quandocumque aliquod 
corpus inferius moveretur in qualibet re corporali et spirituali, esset aliqua vera 
res quae prius non fuit"18. 

La préoccupation et la démarche de Guillaume restent toujours les 
mêmes: savoir si ces termes désignent ou non des rapports existant de 
manière réelle et distincte des choses absolues. Et la thèse constam- 
ment réaffirmée est que unité et multiplicité, totalité et parties, lieu, 
disposition et ordre ne désignent jamais rien d'autre que les éléments 
eux-mêmes19, réalités absolues en dehors desquelles rien n'existe ni ne 

peut être imaginé: 
"Praeter res absolutas, scilicet substantias et qualitates, nulla res est imaginabi- 
lis, nec in actu nec in potentia. Verumtamen illas easdem res diversa nomina 
diversimode significant"20. 

Tout en renvoyant, dans chaque cas, à des êtres absolus, les termes 
relevant de telles catégories les signifient d'une certaine manière. Ici, 

16 Cf Jean Duns Scot: "Unitas universi est in ordine partium inter se et ad pri- 
mům, sicut unitas exercitus est in ordine partium exercitus inter se et ad ducem (...) 
contra negantes relationem esse rem extra actum intellectus ..." (Ordinario, II, d. 1, 
qu. 4-5, n. 223, édit. vaticane, t. VII, p. 111). Guillaume d'Ockham cite ce passage 
dans son Commentaire des Sentences (I, dist. 30, qu. I, p. 286), mais c'est pour critiquer 
les conclusions qu'en tire Scot; concernant la théorie générale de la relation, Guil- 
laume lui reproche d'en faire une chose: 4 4 Una opinio est quae (...) ponit quod relatio 
est alia res ab omni re absoluta et ab omnibus absolutis" (dist. 30, qu. 1, p. 283, 1. 
14-17), énonce-t-il avant d'égrener les arguments de son prédécesseur. 17 Cf par exemple In Sent ., I, dist. 30, qu. I, p. 321, 1. 14-15. 18 Ibid., qu. II, p. 325, 1. 11-17. 19 "Positio vel situs non dicit aliquem talem respectum formaliter inhaerentem toti 
vel partibus" (Ibid.. dist. 30, qu. II, p. 326, 1. 10-11). 20 S.L. , I, c. 49, 1. 23-25, p. 154. 
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réapparaît une autre constante de la démarche ockhamiste: son 
analyse logico-sémantique et la théorie du langage qui s'y implique. 
Ainsi, il est précisé à propos de la ressemblance: 

4 'Sortes est similis Platoni propter sola absoluta, omni alio vel in re vel in intel- 
lectu circumscipto. Et ita in re nihil est praeter absoluta. Quia tarnen in re sunt 
plura absoluta, potest intellectus diversimode exprimere"21. 

Que deviennent dans ces conditions l'ordre et l'unité de l'univers? 
Ils doivent trouver une explication suffisante dans la disposition des 
objets individuels qui composent l'univers. L'ordre n'est rien d'autre 
que les êtres absolus, mais pensés ensemble, coniunctim , et non plus 
dans leur existence singulière, divisim. Cette coexistence des absolus ne 
constitue aucun rapport réel séparable des objets eux-mêmes. Il 
apparaît, encore une fois, que Guillaume d'Ockham n'en vient pas à 
l'idée d'un univers chaotique où les objets, de par leur caractère dis- 
cret, n'auraient aucun rapport entre eux. Il ne nie pas qu'un objet res- 
semble à un autre ou soit la cause d'un autre. Mais il ne s'agit pas de 
liens distincts des objets eux-mêmes et qu'il serait possible d'autono- 
miser par rapport à ces derniers. Peut-on alors parler d'unité au sens 
strict? Ici encore, il faut être prudent. A maintes reprises, on l'a vu, 
Guillaume parle d'unité, comme il parle de l'ordre de l'univers. Mais 
si l'on entend par unité celle des êtres individuels qui seuls existent 
réellement, d'après Guillaume lui-même, à tel point que tout le reste 
du pensable doit s'y ramener, alors on ne pourra pas parler d'unité au 
sens strict concernant le monde. Effectivement, c'est de manière 
impropre que le monde est dit " un": 

"Alia destinctio est quod unum aliquid est proprie et stricte (...) Aliquid est 
unum improprie et large, sicut regnum dicitur unum, vel populus unus et mun- 
dus unus"22. 

A moins que cette unité et cet ordre ne trouvent leur raison suffi- 
sante dans une relation à un terme extérieur - extériorité qui par ail- 
leurs rend caduque l'idée grecque de totalité - , un autre terme qui en 
serait l'origine et le garant. Un passage des Quodlibeta le suggère, par 
une comparaison, au moins à titre d'hypothèse: 

4 'Quia unitas universi est in ordine partium ad se invicem et ad primům ens, 
sicut unitas exercitus est in ordine partium exercitus inter se et ad ducem"23. 

21 In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. I, p. 316, 1. 14-16. 22 Ibid. , I, dist. 24, qu. I, p. 77, 1. 4-7. 23 Quodl. VII, qu. 8, 1. 5-9, p. 726. Cette comparaison est reprise du texte de Jean 
Duns Scot cité plus haut (cf п. 16). Remarquons également qu'elle suit la locution quod 
sic dans une question à laquelle Guillaume d'Ockham répondra par la négative; il 
n'assume donc pas pour lui-même ce développement. 
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Cet être premier, qui serait aux autres êtres de l'univers comme le chef 
d'une armée est aux soldats de cette armée, ne pourrait être que le 
Dieu créateur de cet univers. 

II. La Relation du Monde à Dieu 

Pour un théologien, la question de l'unité intrinsèque du monde et 
celle de la relation de ce même monde à Dieu sont inséparables; plus 
exactement, la première renvoie tôt ou tard à la seconde. Car l'ordre, 
l'harmonie, voire la beauté de l'univers que la plupart des cosmologies 
antiques avaient déjà mis en avant, deviennent dans la philosophie 
chrétienne les marques mêmes de l'action divine. Je ne citerai qu'un 
seul exemple, particulièrement éloquent, celui de Jean de Saint- 
Amand, au XIIIo siècle: 

"Graeci nominaverunt mundum nomine sign[ifîc]ante ordinationem et ordinem 
(...); est enim mundus (...) ordinatus a prima causa cuius est vestigium, ordinans 
omnia quae in eo sunt"24. 

Auquel cas doivent être inscrites réellement dans le monde des mar- 
ques qui font signe vers Dieu. On sait que Bonaventure, par exemple, 
est prolixe sur ce thème: 

"Creatura mundi est quasi liber in quo relucet, repraesentatur et legitur Trinitas 
fabricatrix secundum triplicem gradum expressionis, scilicet per modum vesti- 
gium, imaginis, et similitudinem"25 . 

Ces idées sont présentes chez de nombreux auteurs médiévaux, à com- 
mencer par Augustin. Mais cela suppose que la relation du monde à 
Dieu soit inscrite dans l'être même du monde. Cela reste-t-il possible 
lorsque l'on réduit l'ordre à la disposition des parties, celles-ci n'étant 
elles-mêmes rien d'autre que les choses absolues, c'est-à-dire les êtres 
individuels? 

De fait, dans le Commentaire du Premier Livre des Sentences , la réponse 
de Guillaume d'Ockham à la première question de la distinction 30 - 
"Utrum Deus realiter vel secundum rationem referatur ad 
creaturam" - est embarrassée de précautions. Sur cette question 
comme sur celle des relations entre les trois personnes divines - les 
deux questions n'étant pas sans rapport puisque dans les deux cas est 
en cause la possibilité d'appliquer la catégorie logique de relation à la 
divinité - , la vérité échappe à la raison et le philosophe en est réduit à 

24 Die Concordanciae des Johannes de Sancto Amando. . .herausgegeben von J. L. Pagel, 
Berlin, 1894, p. 206. 25 Bonaventure, Breuiloquium , II, 12, edition de Quaracchi, t. V, p. 230. 
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aligner des raisonnements fondés sur des principes naturels dont il faut 
reconnaître qu'ils paraissent contredire l'enseignement de l'Ecriture: 

"Ideo, dico aliter ad questionem quod - quidquid sit de veritate - volens inniti 
rationi, quantum possibile est homini iudicare ex puris naturalibus pro statu isto, 
facilius teneret negando omnem talem relationem de genere relationis esse aliam 
rem - modo exposito prius - quam eius oppositum (...) Rationes, quae non 
innituntur Scripturae et dictis Sanctorum, ad probandum talem rem in nullo 
penitus sunt efficaces. Et ideo dico quod sicut ille, qui veliet praecise sequi rado- 
nem et non recipere auctoritatem Scripturae Sacrae, diceret quod in Deo non 
possent esse tres personae cum unitate naturae, ita qui veliet inniti praecise 
rationi possibili nobis pro statu isto, haberet aeque bene tenere quod relatio non 
esset aliquid tali in re, sicut multi imaginantur"26. 

Le raisonnement de Guillaume d'Ockham se développe simultané- 
ment sur deux plans, ce qui risque d'entraîner une certaine confusion. 
D'une part, il se donne comme une réponse à la question, telle qu'elle 
a été énoncée plus haut, du rapport entre la créature et Dieu; d'autre 
part, sa formulation explicite en reste à une thèse générale sur la rela- 
tion. D'ailleurs, ce passage vient au terme d'une longue discussion sur 
la nature de la relation et la raison de ce détour a été exposée 
d'emblée: 

"Haec questio praesupponit de relatione quid sit"27. 

Mais aussi bien la comparaison avec le problème posé par la trinité 
divine que l'insistance sur la différence entre argumentation fondée 
sur la raison naturelle d'un côté et données de l'Ecriture de l'autre, 
montrent bien que l'auteur garde en vue le problème plus précis du 
rapport entre monde créé et créateur. 

On peut dès lors reconstituer le raisonnement. Sous son aspect posi- 
tif, c'est la reprise des thèses que Guillaume a constamment soutenues 
depuis V Expositio Aurea: la relation est un nom ou un concept au moyen 
duquel on désigne d'une certaine manière les êtres absolus, substances 
ou qualités individuelles. Sous son aspect négatif, toute cette première 
question de la distinction 30 constitue une polémique contre Jean 
Duns Scot. Mais la complexité de la position scotiste contraint Guil- 
laume d'Ockham à de nombreuses nuances et précisions. 

Scot, en effet, ne fait pas de la relation quelque chose d'absolument 
distinct de la substance, de telle sorte que certaines de ses formula- 
tions, surtout quand elles sont négatives et si on les considère isolé- 
ment, ne contredisent pas franchement celles de Guillaume. C'est le 
cas précisément à propos de la relation entre la créature et Dieu: 

26 In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. I, p. 306, 1. 13 - p. 307, 1. 9. 27 Ibid. , p. 281, 1. 14-15. 
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"Ipse ostendit quod relatio creaturae ad Deum non differt realiter a creatura"28. 

Et cela correspond bien à tel passage de VOrdinatio scotiste: 

"Relatio ad Deum, communis omni creaturae, est idem realiter fundamento; 
non tamen idem formaliter пес praecise idem (...) Quia illud quod proprie dicitur 
inesse alicui, sine quo illud non potest esse sine contradictione, est idem sibi reali- 
ter, relatio autem ad Deum proprie inest lapidi, et sine ea non potest lapis esse 
sine contradictione"29. 

L'être-créé ne diffère pas réellement de la créature elle-même; ce n'est 
pas quelque chose qui s'y ajoute car cela constitue son être. Mais là 
s'arrêtent les convergences. Au nom de la conception que nous avons 
déjà exposée, Guillaume d'Ockham critique tout aussi bien l'identité 
réelle de la relation et de son sujet: 

"Non pono quod relatio est idem realiter cum fundamento, sed dico quod vel 
relatio non est fundamentum sed tantum intentio et conceptus in anima impor- 
tane plura absoluta, vel est plura absoluta, sicut populus est plures homines et 
nullus homo est populus. Quae tamen istarum propositionum sit magis secun- 
dum proprietatem sermonis pertinet magis ad logicům discutere quam ad theolo- 
gům"30. 

Guillaume d'Ockham récuse donc totalement, on le voit une fois de 
plus, la problématique qui consisterait à s'interroger sur l'identité ou 
la différence réelles de la relation et de son sujet. Du même coup se 
trouvent invalidées simultanément et l'idée d'une distinction formelle 
a parte rei , et celle d'une relation de raison. Il est bien connu que la dis - 
tinctio formalis a parte rei , dans la perspective scotiste, n'est ni la distinctio 
realis qui concerne les choses physiquement séparables, ni la distinctio 
rationis qui ne correspond à aucun objet formel saisissable comme tel et 
antérieur à l'acte intellectuel. La distinctio formalis a parte rei se double 
d'une identité réelle dans le sujet, et c'est justement ce que Guillaume 
critique dans le texte ci-dessus en rappelant que la relation désigne un 
type de concept ou de signe, à ne pas confondre avec l'objet désigné. 
Mais la relation n'est pas pour autant conçue comme relation de rai- 
son; cela va de soi dès lors que l'on définit la relation de raison comme 
l'effet d'une opération de comparaison par l'intellect. 

Dans la Somme de Logique , Guillaume d'Ockham semble aller 
jusqu'à récuser la distinction entre relation réelle et relation de 
raison31. Dans les oeuvres antérieures, il conserve cependant, avec 

28 Ibid., p. 295, 1. 21-22. 29 Jean Duns Scot, Ordination II, Dist. 1, q. 4-5, nn 260-261, t. VII, p. 128-129. 30 In Sent ., I, dist. 30, qu. I, p. 314, 1. 14-21. 31 Cf S.L., I, с. 52, 1. 62-63, p. 173: "Apud Aristotelem nulla erat talis distinctio 
inter relationem realis et relationem rationis". S'il se couvre de l'autorité d'Aristote, 
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une certaine prudence et quelque distance, cette terminologie habi- 
tuelle. Une relation sera dite de raison si elle dépend exclusivement 
d'un acte de l'intellect, comme c'est le cas pour la relation du sujet et 
du prédicat. Mais il faut se garder de généraliser à l'ensemble des rela- 
tions. Car une relation telle que la ressemblance n'est certes pas 4 'réelle" si l'on entend par là qu'elle désignerait quelque chose de 
réel, distinct de la substance et des qualités; mais elle est bien réelle 
dans la mesure où elle signifie d'une certaine manière des choses réel- 
les et que celles-ci sont sans intervention de l'intellect telles qu'elles 
sont signifiées par le terme relatif: 

"Et ideo secundum eum [sc.Philosophum] ita vere et realiter sunt ista relativa 
'causa', 'dominus' et huiusmodi sicut quaecumque alia"32. 

Socrate et Platon se ressemblent parce qu'ils sont réellement blancs. 
Une telle relation ne désigne pas un être de raison, pas plus qu'elle ne 
résulte d'une simple opération de l'intellect. 

En ce sens, la création elle-même est bien une relation réelle: 

"Potest ista relatio dici aliquo modo realis, non quidem quod ista relatio sit ali- 
qua res, sed quia importât veras res quae non requirunt operationem intellectus 
ad hoc quod una sit creans et alia sit creata"33. 

Dieu est réellement créateur et le monde est réellement créé. Rien 
n'est moins fictif que cette relation. 

Mais est-ce à dire, pour en revenir à notre interrogation initiale, 
que ce monde porte en lui une marque de la création divine? 

Reportons-nous à la première question du septième Quodlibet. Elle 
porte sur la création et sur la conservation; il s'agit de savoir si elles 
diffèrent réellement des choses absolues. Comme on peut désormais 
s'y attendre, la réponse est négative, et pour justification, se trouve 
précisé ce que désigne, à propos d'un être du monde, le terme ' 'créa- 
tion": 

"Creatio lapidis sive activa sive passiva non significai aliquid positivům distinc- 
tum a Deo et lapide, sed importât et connotat negationem lapidis immediate 
praecedere esse lapidis, hoc est, importât quod lapis modo sit et quod prius 
immediate non fuit. Et quandocumque sic est, sine omni alio respectu dicitur 
Deus creare lapidem et lapis creari a Deo"34. 

Guillaume s'oppose implicitement à Thomas d'Aquin: cf Somme Théologique , I. qu. 28, 
a, resp. 32 S.L. , I, c. 52, 1. 59-60, p. 173; dans le même sens, cf In Sent. I, dist. 30, qu. V, p. 
385, et Quodl. VI, qu. 25, pp. 678-679. 33 In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. V, p. 385, 1. 9-12. 34 Quodl. , VII, qu. 1, 1. 45-51, p. 705. 
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On peut donc dire tout aussi bien que l'être-créé ne diffère pas réelle- 
ment de la créature35 et que la création connote quelque chose de tout 
à fait extérieur à la chose telle qu'elle existe actuellement: sa non- 
existence antérieure. Dans cette perspective, il n'y a aucune place 
pour cette espèce de caractère interne par lequel, selon d'autres théo- 
logiens, la chose créée faisait signe vers son créateur. 

Ce qui vaut pour un être créé vaut, de ce point de vue, pour le 
monde dans son ensemble. Aucun caractère particulier ne peut être en 
lui la marque signifiante du créateur. De même par conséquent que 
son unité se réduit à la disposition de ses éléments, de même il serait 
vain d'y chercher une organisation dont l'être divin serait l'origine 
fondamentale, le garant et le signifié ultime. 

D'aucune manière par conséquent, l'unité du monde n'est une rela- 
tion distincte des objets multiples qui le constituent et l'ordre n'est 
rien d'autre que la disposition des parties. Cette conception modifie la 
vision de l'univers comme unité organique, conception héritée de 
l'antiquité. Dans ce dernier cas, le monde, dont tous les composants 
étaient dépendants d'un seul principe, ne pouvait qu'être unique. Il 
n'en va plus de même. 

III. L'Unicité du Monde en Question 

La question de la pluralité des mondes est abordée par Guillaume 
d'Ockham dans la question unique de la distinction 44 de son Commen- 
taire du Premier Livre des Sentences : ' 'Utrum Deus posset facere mundum 
meliorem isto mundo". La question ainsi posée est plus complexe que 
celle de la pluralité des mondes. Elle recoupe le problème du mal et de 
sa rationalité dans la création, et introduit un aspect qui l'on pourrait 
dire "qualitatif". Ce faisant, elle recoupe également notre première 
interrogation, puisque la notion d'ordre peut être prise soit en un sens 
descriptif, où un ordre se distingue d'un autre ordre possible - ten- 
dance qui est apparue comme celle d'Ockham - soit en un sens quali- 
tatif, où l'ordre serait quelque chose de mieux que le désordre. Je lais- 
serai ici ces aspects de côté, pour ne considérer que la question de la 
pluralité des mondes. 

Guillaume d'Ockham estime probable {probabile ), c'est-à-dire 
démontrable par des raisonnements susceptibles d'emporter la convic- 
tion même s'il ne s'agit pas de certitude absolue, que Dieu pourrait 
faire un autre monde (et, en l'occurrence, un monde meilleur) que 

35 Cf Ibid., 1. 81-82, p. 706. 
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celui-ci, distinct numériquement de lui. Précisons par avance qu'il ne 
s'agit pas d'imaginer un ou plusieurs "mondes des possibles" qui 
préexisteraient de quelque manière au réel et seraient comme en 
attente d'effectuation. Le possible n'existe d'aucune manière, pas 
même comme idée divine; la créature n'a qu'un seul mode d'être: 
l'existence réelle. Mais, comme l'a souligné P. Vignaux, ceci 
n'empêche ni le fait que la toute-puissance divine n'est pas réductible 
à ses effets actuels, dès lors que l'on considère ceux-ci de potentia Dei 
absoluta c'est-à-dire dans leur contingence radicale, ni que l'entende- 
ment (divin ou humain) doit bien d'une certaine manière penser le 
possible indépendamment du réel, puisqu'il juge avant que la volonté 
décide. 4 'Aussi faut-il admettre une connaissance du possible sans 
imaginer un monde des possibles"36. Nous jugeons donc des possibili- 
tés et pas seulement des réalités. C'est dans ce cadre que Guillaume 
estime possible la création d'un autre monde. Quels sont ses argu- 
ments? 

a) Un argument de nature métaphysique 

Cet argument s'appuie sur le principe de l'omnipotence divine. 
Dieu pouvant faire tout ce qui n'implique pas contradiction, il peut 
produire une infinité d'individus de même nature que ceux qui exis- 
tent. Mais rien ne l'oblige à les produire dans ce monde-ci. Il peut 
donc les produire en dehors de ce monde et faire avec eux un autre 
monde, comme il a fait un monde avec les individus déjà produits. 

Cette manière d'argumenter suppose déjà une transformation du 
concept de monde. Selon la définition habituelle ou dominante, le 
monde désigne la totalité des êtres créés ou existants37. Dans le texte 
de Guillaume d'Ockham, le monde constitue simplement un ensemble 
déterminé. L'auteur a d'ailleurs procédé d'emblée aux indispensables 
précisions de vocabulaire: 

"Mundus dupliciter accipitur: aliquando pro tota congregatione omnium rerum 
creatarum, sive sint substantiae sive accidentia; aliquando accipitur pro toto quo- 
dam composito vel aggregato ex multis contentis ab uno corpore et ilio conti- 

36 P. Vignaux, Nominalismi y in Dictionnaire de Théologie Catholique (1931), t. XI, 1ère 
partie, col. 765-766. 37 Cl Bede: Mundus est universitas omnis, quae constat ex coelo et terra, quatuor 
elementis in speciem orbis absolūti globata (...) Nam et apud graecos ab ornátu cosmos 
appellatur" {De Natura Rerum , III, Patrologie Latine XC, 192 A - 194 A). Et, plus 
récents, Alexandre de Halès: "Mundus enim est universitas creatarum ordinatarum 
ab uno et in unum" (Quaestiones , XLV, 2, 1, p. 772); ou Roger Bacon: "Mundus 
natus est continere omnia" (Opus Maius, IV, dist. 4, c. 10; Oxford, 1897, 1, p. 154). 
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nente; et hoc dupliciter, vel praecise pro partibus quae sunt substantiae, vel indif- 
ferenter pro omnibus"38. 

La modification conceptuelle à laquelle procède Guillaume d'Ock- 
ham apparaît nettement si l'on compare cette définition à celle de 
Richard de Middleton, un de ses prédécesseurs dans l'affirmation de 
la pluralité des mondes, à qui le Venerabilis Inceptor emprunte une par- 
tie de sa définition et certains arguments: 

4 4 Respondeo vocando universum, universitātēm creaturarum infra unam super- 
fíciem contentarum, quae a nulla alia superficie continetur infra illam universitā- 
tēm, compraehendendo etiam superficiem continentem"39. 

La deuxième partie de la définition proposée par Guillaume d'Ock- 
ham est proche de celle de Richard de Middleton. Mais le début est 

original. Outre la caractère typiquement ockhamiste de la démarche 
consistant à distinguer les multiples acceptions d'un terme, il faut 
noter l'éclatement du mot ' 'monde" en totalité du créé d'une part et 
totalité restreinte, physiquement déterminée d'autre part. A ce 
moment du raisonnement, aucun de ces deux sens n'est encore privilé- 
gié. Guillaume d'Ockham précise seulement qu'il entendra par 
4 'monde" un ensemble de substances, excluant donc la considération 
des accidents. Mais cette distinction paraît être une subdivision du 
second sens. On peut donc estimer que l'auteur a écarté de son pro- 
pos, par décision méthodologique de vocabulaire, l'idée du monde 
comme totalité du créé. Rien n'empêche dès lors de penser plusieurs 
mondes, à la seule condition de pouvoir récuser les objections de 
nature proprement physique. 

Une telle décision n'est pas une simple convention. Elle suppose 
que le monde ne soit pas autre chose qu'un ensemble d'individus, 
autrement dit que ce soit seulement de manière impropre, comme on 
l'a déjà vu, que le monde est dit 4 'un". Certes, ces êtres individuels 
doivent être contenus dans un lieu déterminé; n'importe quel agrégat 
ne constitue pas un monde. Mais en même temps, ce lieu lui-même 
n'est pas distinct réellement des choses localisées en et par lui. 

Le problème est ainsi transposé sur le terrain de la physique. 

38 In Sent., I, dist. 44, qu. unica, p. 651, 1. 9-14. 39 Clarissimi Theologi Maģistri Riccardi de Mediavilla super quatuor libros Sententiarum Petri 
Lombardi Quaestiones Subtilissimae (Brixiae, 1591), L. I, dist. XLIIII, art. 1, qu. 4, f. 392 
b. Ce commentaire date des années 1280. 
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b) Une argumentation proprement physique 

Le problème de la pluralité des mondes, pris au sens strict c'est-à- 
dire sous son aspect quantitatif, comporte à l'évidence une dimension 

physique, tant pour des raisons internes que pour des raisons histori- 
ques. 

Car ce problème a une histoire. Dans le Traité du Ciel , Aristote avait 
dénoncé comme absurde l'idée qu'il pût v avoir plusieurs mondes: 

"Non seulement il n'y a qu'un ciel, mais même il est impossible qu'il y en ait 
jamais plus d'un"40. 

Mais en 1277, Etienne Tempier avait, parmi 219 articles, condamné 
la thèse suivante: 

"Quod prima causa non posset plures mundos facere"41. 

Cet évêque rétif à la pénétration de l'aristotélisme voyait en effet dans 
la thèse cosmologique selon laquelle plusieurs mondes ne peuvent 
coexister, une limitation, qu'il jugeait intolérable, à la puissance 
divine42. Bien qu'elle ne fit point l'unanimité, la condamnation four- 
nit à quelques penseurs l'occasion de développer dès la fin du XIIIo 
siècle des idées originales par rapport à la cosmologie aristotélicienne. 
Cela ne signifie pas nécessairement, d'ailleurs, qu'ils aient fait preuve 
d'audace novatrice. Richard de Middleton, par exemple, s'attache 
plutôt à ménager la chèvre et le chou, Aristote et Etienne Tempier43. 
Mais comme l'aristotélisme restait l'élément scientifique de l'époque, 
il fallait débattre sur son propre terrain et réfuter sur le plan physique 
les arguments qui interdisaient de concevoir plusieurs mondes. 

Guillaume d'Ockham est ainsi amené à examiner deux objections, 
toutes deux fondées sur des passages du Traité du Ciel. Je passerai rapi- 
dement sur l'une d'entre elles. Elle consiste à dire que ce qui est com- 
posé de toute sa matière ne peut être multiplié44. Guillaume répond 

40 Aristote, Traité du Ciel (texte établi et traduit par P. Moraux, Paris, "Les Belles 
Lettres", 1965), I, 9, 277 b 29-30. 

41 Erreur n 34. Cf Denifle-Chatelain, Chartulanum Universitatis Parisiensis , (Pans 
1889-97). t. I, p. 543. 42 On se reportera à l'analyse de cette proposition condamnée dans l'ouvrage de R. 
Hissette, Enquête sur les 219 añides condamnés à Paris le 7 mars 1277 (Philosophes Médié- 
vaux, XXII), Louvain, Publications Universitaires et Paris, Vander-Oyez, 1977, pp. 
64-65. 

43 Cf A. Koyré, Le Vide et l'Espace Infini au XIVo siècle , in: Etudes d'Histoire de la Pensée 
Philosophique y Paris, Gallimard, réédition 1971, en part., pp. 63-72. 44 Cf Traité du Ciel , I, 9, 278 a. Aristote reproduit un raisonnement selon lequel il 
faut considérer pour le ciel comme pour tout être l'union de l'essence et de la matière; 
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que le ciel est bien composé de toute la matière qui est déjà faite mais 
pas de toute celle qu'il est possible de créer45. Il apparaît d'ores et déjà 
que s'opposent la vision antique du cosmos comme totalité parfaite et 
la conception chrétienne d'un monde qui n'est rien en regard de l'infi- 
nie puissance divine. 

L'autre objection consiste à dire que s'il y avait plusieurs mondes, 
la terre de l'autre monde se mouvrait vers le centre de ce monde-ci46. 
En son fond, la réponse revient à multiplier les centres en même temps 
que les mondes. Mais là encore, il est intéressant de saisir les nuances 
entre le raisonnement de Guillaume d'Ockham et celui de Richard de 
Middleton. Celui-ci affirme simplement, comme une évidence, que 
chaque monde ayant un centre, la terre de chacun des mondes ten- 
drait naturellement vers le centre de son monde47. En toute rigueur 
aristotélicienne, cela suscite une difficulté: attribuer ainsi à deux terres 
des lieux naturels différents, c'est leur attribuer des formes substan- 
tielles différentes et les ranger par conséquent dans des espèces distinc- 
tes. A vrai dire, Richard de Middleton ne tombe pas dans ce piège 
puisqu'il précise que la terre d'un autre univers, si elle était placée au 
centre de ce monde, y reposerait48. Mais Guillaume d'Ockham va 
pousser plus loin le raisonnement, ce qui équivaut à remettre en chan- 
tier la notion de lieu naturel. C'est la fonction d'un développement sur 
le feu qui ne figure pas chez Richard de Middleton. 

Si l'on prend en considération deux feux, placés en des endroits dif- 
férents de la terre, ils vont se mouvoir vers des lieux numériquement 
différents, à savoir vers des points divers de la voûte céleste. Pourtant, 
ces feux sont de la même espèce. Certes, dans le cadre de sa réflexion 

et "partout où l'essence est réalisée dans la matière, les êtres spécifiquement identi- 
ques sont multiples"; il répond cependant qu' "on ne devra pas conclure à la multipli- 
cité réelle ou possible des cieux, si notre ciel à nous est formé de la totalité de la 
matière. Or cette hypothèse correspond bien à la réalité". Cf Guillaume d'Ockham, 
loc. cit., p. 656, 1. 19-21. 45 Ibid. , p. 660, 1. 8-11. 46 Cf Aristote, Traité du Ciel , I, 8, 276 a: "Dès lors, c'est vers ce centre-ci que se por- 
tent naturellement les parties de terre de l'autre monde, et vers cette extrémité-ci que 
se porte le feu de là-bas. Or cela ne se peut: si cela se passait ainsi, c'est nécessaire- 
ment vers le haut que, dans son monde propre, se porterait la terre; le feu, lui, gagne- 
rait le centre". 

47 "Sicut terra istius universi naturaliter quiesceret in centro huius universi, et ita 
terra alterius universi naturaliter quiesceret in centro alterius universi" (Richard de 
Middleton, loc. cit., f. 392 b). 48 "Et si terra illius universi poneretur in centro huius universi, naturaliter ibi 
quiesceret; et terra huius universi, si a Deo poneretur in centro alterius universi, natu- 
raliter etiam ibi quiesceret" (ibid.) 
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sur la possibilité d'un monde meilleur, Guillaume s'interroge sur 
réventualité d'une différence d'espèce entre les mondes et leurs com- 
posants. Il considère bien comme "probable" que Dieu pourrait faire 
un autre monde, meilleur que celui-ci et distinct spécifiquement de 
lui. Mais cette hypothèse ne joue par la suite aucun rôle effectif en ce 
qui concerne l'aspect cosmo-physique du problème. La base du rai- 
sonnement est alors l'idée d'une production d'autres individus de 
même espèce en dehors de ce monde-ci. Les différentes terres sont 
donc considérées comme des corps de même espèce49. Une telle iden- 
tité spécifique était d'ailleurs également supposée par l'objection 
aristotélicienne50. La réponse à cette objection s'effectue par générali- 
sation à partir de l'exemple du feu. Il apparaît que des êtres de même 
espèce ne se meuvent pas nécessairement vers des lieux totalement (ou 
numériquement) identiques51. Ce raisonnement n'est pourtant pas 
encore pleinement convaincant. Car de même que tous les corps gra- 
ves de la terre convergent vers le même centre, de même les feux se 
dirigent vers un seul et même ciel qui constitue leur lieu naturel, ce qui 
semble suffire à différencier le cas de l'hypothèse discutée52. Guil- 
laume d'Ockham balaie cette dernière réticence par une réponse 
rapide et assez curieuse: la similitude est suffisante pour rendre la 
comparaison opératoire parce que, même si les diverses parties de la 
voûte céleste constituent une voûte, les feux ne s'en dirigent pas moins 
vers des parties différentes et - ce qui me paraît le nerf de l'argument 
- on pourrait imaginer une discontinuité entre ces parties: 

"Si illae partes non facerent unum continuum sed esset discontinuatio, manifes- 
tum est quod cum non aequaliter Uli ignes approximantur diversis circumferen- 
tiis, non aequaliter moverentur ad eas, sed ad distinctas circumferentias move- 
rentur"53. 

En somme, il n'y a rien, ni dans l'expérience physique ni dans le 
simple raisonnement qui oblige à poser l'unité réelle du ciel comme 
lieu naturel expliquant le mouvement de tous les feux. 

On peut se demander si ne s'opposent pas implicitement - sans 
que Guillaume en explicite vraiment les tenants et les aboutissants - 
deux manières différentes de considérer le lieu. La première ferait du 

49 Cf par exemple Guillaume d'Ockham, loc. cit., d. 656. 1.2. et d. 657. 1. 3. 
50 Cf Traité du CieL I, 8, 276 b 1-5. 
51 Cf Guillaume d'Ockham, loc. cit., d. 657, 1. 2-11. 
52 Cf Guillaume d'Ockham, loc. cit., p. 658, 1. 6-9: "Si dicatur quod istud non est 

simile, quia tota circumferentia caeli est unus locus numero ipsius ignis, non sic sunt 
diversa media in diversis mundis unus locus numero, ergo non est simile..." 

53 Ibid. , p. 658, 1. 23 - p. 659, 1. 2. 
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ciel le lieu, substantiellement unique, vers lequel tendraient par leur 
nature les différents feux et qui rendrait compte de ce mouvement. 
L'autre dissout cette unité substantielle par la fiction d'une disconti- 
nuité entre les différentes portions de la circonférence céleste. Cette 
fiction, dont il serait difficile de donner une image physique, est plutôt 
l'expression logique d'un renversement de perspective. A partir du 
mouvement (constaté) du feu, on appelle "lieu naturel" simplement 
le point (ou le morceau de ciel puisque le point est une abstraction) 
vers lequel il se dirige. Ce lieu, en tout cas, perd toute unité, ce qui est 
parfaitement cohérent avec la redéfinition ockhamiste du lieu en géné- 
ral. Guillaume d'Ockham, en effet, combat toute manière d'hyposta- 
sier le lieu et plus largement de l'autonomiser par rapport aux subs- 
tances individuelles. Classiquement défini comme le corps logeant, le 
lieu est plus précisément la surface de ce corps logeant, laquelle bien 
entendu n'est rien de réel distinct du corps lui-même54. En ce sens, le 
lieu est réel, et il n'est pas d'espace qui serait pensable en dehors des 
corps, comme ce sera le cas à l'âge classique. Mais il n'est pas non 
plus en lui-même une réalité. Ne restent en jeu que des substances 
individuelles, en l'occurrence corporelles, disposées de telle ou telle 
manière, ce qui nous renvoie une fois de plus à la théorie des rapports 
extrinsèques telle qu'elle a été analysée plus haut. En imaginant que 
les termes des mouvements des différents feux pourraient ne pas con- 
stituer une réalité substantiellement unique, Guillaume d'Ockham 
récuse l'idée que l'ultime sphère céleste serait nécessairement une. Une 
fois de plus par conséquent, c'est l'idée que le monde est nécessaire- 
ment un qui se trouve remise en cause. 

Conclusion 

Les différentes parties de cette étude convergent vers la remise en 
cause de l'idée de monde conçu comme un , aussi bien au sens de Y unité 
que de Y unicité. L'unité du monde n'est autre que l'ordre de ses parties 
et cet ordre n'est autre que ces parties elles-mêmes, disposées de telle 
ou telle manière. Tout se ramène donc à des relations entre objets 
individuels et ces relations sont elles-mêmes réductibles aux êtres indi- 
viduels - substances et qualités. D'un autre côté, rien ne s'oppose à 
ce que l'on conçoive d'autres mondes; leur existence, sans être affir- 
mée comme réelle, est pensée comme possible. 

54 Sur le lieu, cf Tractatus de Successivis (édition Ph. Boehner, St Bonaventure, New- 
York, 1944), II, pp. 69-96. 
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J'ai essayé de replacer ces thèses dans le système ockhamiste, plus 
précisément de voir si systématicité il y a entre d'une part quelques 
uns de ses principes logiques, d'autre part cette idée du monde et ces 
principes cosmologiques. Dans les passages concernés ne se trouvent 
pas systématiquement mis en oeuvre le vocabulaire terministe et la 
théorie de la supposition. Néanmoins, les positions de Guillaume 
d'Ockham sur l'unité du monde, ou plus exactement celles qui font 
qu'un tel concept se trouve vidé de sa substance, reposent sur un cer- 
tain nombre de principes théoriques qui fondent également sa logique. 
L'essentiel est de considérer que la catégorie de relation, au sens pro- 
pre, ainsi que les six catégories qui désignent des rapports 
extrinsèques55, à savoir les six dernières catégories de la liste aristotéli- 
cienne, ne signifient pas quelque chose d'absolu, distinct des substan- 
ces et des qualités individuelles. Cette thèse logico-ontologique n'est 
pas nécessairement liée au terminisme puisqu'il existe, non seulement 
au XIIIo siècle mais encore au XIVo, des terministes réalistes. Mais 
elle est mise en oeuvre par Guillaume d'Ockham pour développer 
d'une part sa théorie des termes universels, d'autre part son interpré- 
tation non-réaliste de l'ensemble des catégories, intentions secondes 
désignant toutes des termes et non des choses. Les positions d'Ock- 
ham dans ce domaine s'affirment dès YExpositio sur l'Organon d'Aris- 
tote et culminent dans la Somme de Logique , d'une manière qui lui per- 
met de systématiser la logique terministe et, de ce fait, d'en impulser 
un nouveau développement. A vrai dire, systématisation et impulsion 
nouvelle sont essentiellement dues à un recentrage sur le concept de 
signe; cet élément décisif transparaît en certains endroits de YExpositio 
Aurea mais n'est pleinement exposé, explicité et développé que dans la 
Somme de Logique. Je fais ici abstraction de ce point. Ce qui compte, 
c'est que ce sont bien les mêmes principes qui guident Guillaume 
d'Ockham dans l'élaboration de sa logique et qui fondent les thèses 
cosmologiques analysées plus haut. 

Est-ce à dire que la conception ockhamiste du monde découle , méca- 
niquement, de ces principes logiques? Certes, les choses ne sont pas si 
simples et la dépendance n'est pas unilatérale. Mais est-ce que ces 
principes sont investis, même si c'est dans une forme qui ne constitue 
pas encore l'était le plus élaboré de l'ockhamisme, dans les passages 
où est analysé le concept de "monde"? Assurément. 

55 Cf In Sent., I, dist. 30, qu. II, p. 320. 
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Premièrement, la catégorie de relation est appliquée au problème de 
l'unité (et, par voie de conséquence, de l'unicité) du monde. 

Deuxièmement, dans les deux domaines, est présupposé un univers 
peuplé d'individus et ne contenant rien de réel en dehors des substan- 
ces et des qualités individuelles. 

Troisièmement, mundus est pris comme un terme dont il faut opérer 
une analyse sémantique: 

4 'mundus dupliciter accipitur...". Si l'ins- 
trument de l'analyse n'est pas encore autant au point qu'il le sera dans 
la Somme de Logique , l'attitude d'esprit est la même. A chaque mot ne 
correspond pas forcément une chose56. Il n'y a pas une chose qui 
s'appelle le monde; le monde fait l'objet d'une définition nominale. 
On le dit un, mais improprement. L'ensemble de la cosmologie 
devient objet d'analyse sémantique. Cette démarche est celle de Guil- 
laume d'Ockham dans les traités physiques - un bon exemple se 
trouve dans le Tractatus de Motu51 . Soumettre ainsi le langage de la 
science à l'analyse sémantique, selon des critères élaborés en logique, 
sera l'une des lignes directrices de la physique au XIVo siècle. 

Dira-t-on enfin que par là et grâce à cela Guillaume innove en 
matière de cosmologie? Concernant la pluralité des mondes, il reprend 
les définitions, thèses et arguments de théologiens qui ont exercé leur 
activité à la fin du XIIIo siècle, après la condamnation d'Etienne 
Tempier. Mais grâce aux principes logiques et méthodologiques mis 
en oeuvre, il transforme notablement les énoncés de ses prédécesseurs 
et leur donne plus de teneur et de poids. Ses successeurs immédiats ne 

reprendront pas à leur compte l'idée de l'existence de plusieurs mon- 
des - preuve, s'il en est besoin d'une, que l'autorité de l'Evêque de 
Paris pouvait être contournée - ; mais le problème ne s'éteindra pas 
avec le Venerabilis Inceptor et l'idée resurgira ultérieurement. 

A. Koyré affirme, dans une note de son texte Le Vide et l'Espace Infini 
aux XIVo siècle que "la pluralité des "mondes" (...) [n'a] joué aucun 
rôle dans la formation des concepts de la science moderne"58. C'est 
sans doute vrai si l'on considère ce problème isolément. Mais il n'en 
reste pas moins vrai que la science classique ne pourra s'établir, avec 
Galilée et Descartes, que sur la base d'une déconstruction du cosmos 

56 Cf Philosophia Naturalis (ou Summulae in Libros Physicorum ) (Rome, 1637), III, 7: 
"Et ideo hoc est principium multorum errorum in philosophia quod semper distincto 
vocábulo correspondeat distinctum significatum". 57 Cf De Successivis. p. 37. 58 Cf Etudes d'Histoire de la Pensée Philosophique , p. 37, n. 2. 
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aristotélicien59. La manière dont Guillaume d'Ockham traite les ques- 
tions afférentes à l'unité du monde, manière dont nous avons vu 
qu'elle n'est pas indépendante de sa logique, récuse, de fait, certains 
principes de base de la cosmophysique aristotélicienne: unité organi- 
que du cosmos , unicité du monde, et jusqu'au lieu naturel qui, sans 
être remis en cause, fait l'objet d'une approche différente voire d'une 
certaine dévalorisation: sans être critiqué de front, ce concept est 
apparu peu opératoire dans les passages mentionnés. 

Le progrès en histoire des sciences n'est ni rectiligne ni univoque. Et 
sans doute Guillaume d'Ockham innove-t-il plus en logique qu'en 
physique. Lorsque dans ce dernier domaine il fait preuve d'origina- 
lité, ses propositions sont en porte-à-faux par rapport au mouvement 
historique - qu'il s'agisse de son analyse de la quantité, de son refus 
de Y impetus comme de toute virtus impressa , de la pluralité des mondes. 
Il n'en participe pas moins, à sa manière, à un vaste mouvement de 
remise en cause de l'univers aristotélicien, qui se dessine nettement 
dès le XIVo siècle. Il ne s'agit certes que d'un élément parmi beau- 
coup d'autres. La rupture entre pensée médiévale et pensée classique 
ne sera consommée, au terme d'un long processus, que lorsqu'un 
espace infini et susceptible de géométrisation aura été substitué au cos- 
mos grec. Nous en sommes loin: la pluralité des mondes n'implique 
pas par elle-même la pensée de l'infini. Elle est tout de même une 
absurdité du strict point de vue de la doctrine aristotélicienne. Cela 
signifie, pour ne pas en rester à des formules négatives, que dès cette 
époque, à travers des éléments disparates, et par des avancées dont 
certaines se révéleront des impasses, une autre conception de l'univers 
commence à apparaître. 

Paris 
C.N.R.S. 

59 A. Koyré le rappelle lui-même: cf Etudes Galiléennes , Paris, Hermann, 1966, p. 
15. 
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Vivarium XXII, 2 (1984) 

Roger Bacon on Equivocation 

THOMAS S. MALONEY 

Many of the things in the world differ from one another to a 
substantial degree and yet we find ourselves often using one and the 
same word to refer to these objects. The result is sometimes confusing 
to those in attendance, especially when the truth value of an expres- 
sion is affected. "I just saw the dog a moment ago" is a less than 
helpful response from a backyard astronomer having just looked at the 
dog-star when his neighbor has inquired about his own canine pet. 
And since the truth value of propositions plays a substantial role in the 
construction of sound deductive arguments, it is no wonder that 
Aristotle treated equivocation as one of the causes of deception that 
constitute an argument a fallacy.1 Interestingly, however, while 
Anselm made a great contribution in developing a theory of 
paronomy2 and 12th and 13th century logicians advanced the 
philosophy of language through their theories of the properties of 
terms, the theory of equivocation laid down by Aristotle was not 
altered in any significant way throughout the Middle Ages and, with 
one exception, his triple division of species of equivocation was 
tampered with only with great reserve. The exception was Roger 
Bacon who, having given a traditional exposé once in 1252, returned 
to the question in 1267 and 1292 with a freshness which led to, in the 
words of Jan Pinborg, "an original systematization of possible 
changes [in signification] or equivocations, which has no medieval 
parallels."3 In this article I propose (Section I) to give a brief overview 
1 For an excellent study of Aristotle's theory of equivocation see Joseph Owens, The 
Doctrine of Being in the Aristotelian Methaphysics, 3rd. ed. (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of 
Mediaeval Studies, 1978), pp. 107-135. For an analysis and critique of Aristotle' s fallacy 
called "Equivocation" see Christopher Kirwin, Aristotle And the So-Called Fallacy of 
Equivocation , in: The Philosophical Quarterly, 29 (1979), 35-46. 2 See Desmond P. Henry, The De Grammatico of St. Anselm : The Theory of Paronomy , 
Notre Dame, Ind. 1964, and his Commentary on De grammatico : The Historical- Logical 
Dimension of a Dialogue of St. Anselm' s , 1974 (Synthese Historical Library, vol. 8). 3 Roger Bacon on signs : A Newly Recovered Part of the Opus Maius, in: Miscellanea 
Mediaevalia, 13 (1981), 410. 
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of the way logicians at mid- 13th century presented the Aristotelian 
theory and divisions of equivocation so that (in Section II) a contrast 
becomes apparent in Roger Bacon's second and original approach to 
the problem of divisions. Finally, I shall offer (in Section III) some 
suggestions on why Bacon saw fit to do what no one else had done. 

I 

A mid- 13th century teacher in the faculty of arts, wishing to test his 
student's knowledge about Aristotle's notion of equivocation, would 
no doubt have smiled benignly upon hearing reference to the Categories 
and the rote recitation: 

* 'Things are said to be named 'equivocally' when, though they have a common 
name, the definition corresponding with the name differs for each."4 

He would perhaps even have been moved to pride (of the less sinful 
sort) were his student to have gone on to mention On Sophistical Refiita - 
tions and distinguish three types of equivocation: 

(1) "when ... the name has strictly more than one meaning, e.g., 'dog'; 
(2) "when by custom we use them so; 
(3) "when words that have a simple sense taken alone have more than one 

meaning in combination; e.g., 'knowing letters'."5 

Those who wrote textbooks in logic had the option of including a 
chapter on the predicaments - not strictly necessary for the study of 
syllogism, the goal of logic - so when teachers like Peter of Spain and 
Roger Bacon exercised this option they passed on the definition from 
Categories 1 with little alteration:6 

"Equivocais are those things whose name is common and consequent to that 
name there is a different notion of [their] substance." (Peter) 
"... equivocais are those things of which only a name is common and [of which] 
the notion of [their] substance is different." (Bacon) 

Bacon then goes on to add that by 'the notion of [their] substance' is 
meant their definition or description. But whether or not the definition 

4 1. lai -2, E. M. Edghill, tr., in Richard McKeon, ed., The Basic Works of Aristotle , 
New York 1941, p. 7. 5 4. 166al4-19, W. A. Pickard-Cambridge, tr., in W. D. Ross, ed., The Works of 
Aristotle , vol. 1., 1928 (reprinted 1937). 6 Peter of Spain, Tractatus , ed. L. M. De Rijk, Tractatus, called afterward Summule 
logicales , Assen 1972, p. 26.8-9, and Roger Bacon, Sumule dialecticesf ed. Robert Steel, 
Opera hactenus inedita Rogeri Baconi , fase. 15, Oxford 1940, p. 204.8-26, henceforth cited 
in the notes as Sd. 
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from the Categories was passed on in these summulae all their authors 
found occasion in the opening lines of their treatments of the fallacy 
called " Equivocation' 

' to give a shortened definition:7 

"Equivocation occurs when different notions of things are united in simply the 
same name." (Peter) 
"Equivocation is therefore the different signification of the same utterance 
(< dictio )." (William of Sherwood) 
"Equivocation is the designation of different things under one vocal sound." 
(Bacon) 

By the mid- 13th century, then, Aristotle's definition from Categories 1 
had hardly been altered; the essence of equivocation was considered to 
consist in this that one term is used to signify more than one thing dif- 
fering in substance and definition. 

But such was not the case with the triple division in On Sophistical 
Refutations 4. A quick look at the major (known) summulae reveals that 
authors like Peter of Spain, William of Sherwood, and Roger Bacon 
saw the need to speak in more detail than Aristotle, but were extreme- 
ly cautious about departing from his triple division. Peter, for exam- 
ple, says that Aristotle offered only three species of equivocations:8 

(1) when the same utterance ( dictio ) equally signifies different things. E.g., 
'dog', signifying a sea creature, a star, and an animal that barks. 

(2) when the same utterance signifies different things in a primary and secon- 
dary sense ( secundum prius et posterius). E.g., 'runs', as said of an animal and 
of the Seine river. It signifies the first by proper imposition (ex propria imposi - 
tione) and the second by custom (ex assuetudine). 

(3) when the same utterance has different consignifications. E.g., 'suffering' 
(laborans) means suffering now or suffering then, depending on the tense of 
the verb with which it is used. 

Clearly there is no great departure form Aristotle's intent here, 
granted that Peter's (2) and (3) are considerably more specific in their 
treatments than Aristotle's. However, having discussed the topic in a 
format clearly reflective of Aristotle's, Peter, in a concluding reflection 
in the section on the fallacy of equivocation, allows himself to re- 

7 "... equivocatio est cum diverse rerum rationes in eodem simpliciter nomine uniuntur. ' ' (Peter of 
Spain, Trac tatus, p. 98.25-26.) "Est ergo equivocatio eiusdem dictionis diversa signification 
(William of Sherwood, Introductions in logicamì ed. Martin Grabmann, "Die Introduc- 
tions in logicam des Wilhelm von Shyreswood , Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, Phil-hist. Abt. 1937, Heft 10, München 1937, p. 87.19.) " Equivocatio est diversorum sub una voce designado ..." (Roger Bacon, Sd , p. 330.28-30.) 8 Tractatus , pp. 99.28-104.11. 
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present the same three types but in a different division. An utterance, 
he says, signifies many things:9 

(1) by signification 
(1.1) equally {de pari) 
(1.2) in a primary and secondary sense {per prius et posterius) 

(2) by consignification. 
When we turn to William of Sherwood we find that the examples give 
evidence that the three types of equivocation remain the same but that 
William, while willing to recast the Aristotelian types into a double 
division (thereby recalling Peter's second division) does this from a 

point of view quite different from Peter's. An utterance, he says, 
signifies many things:10 

(1) by itself {de se) 
(1.1) properly (proprie ). E.g., 'dog'. 
(1.2) in a transferred sense {transumptive). E.g., 'runs'. 

(2) by conjunction with another term. E.g., 'suffering'. 
William notes that equivocation (2) is possible only in cases where the 
utterance was imposed as a sign of a complex intent that involved the 
relation "primary/secondary," i.e., when it is a sign of an " intentio 

participata a pluribus secundum prius et posterius . ,,и 

Around 1252 Roger Bacon also addressed the Aristotelian division 
and presents us with a third variation. Equivocation occurs:12 

(1) when an utterance is related principally and equally to many {principaliter et 
equaliter se habet ad plura). E.g., 'dog'. 

(2) when it signifies one thing properly and of itself and another in a transferred 
sense and less properly (. significai unum proprie et per se et aliud transumptive et 
minus proprie). E.g, 'runs'. 

(3) when an utterance, which of itself signifies one thing, signifies many when 
joined to another term. E.g., 'sitting (sedens)' .i3 

Now while it is severely tempting at this point to attempt to discover 
what nuance these authors intended in retextualizing Aristotle the dif- 
ferent way each did, my purpose in alluding to them is simply to il- 
lustrate the status of formal treatments on equivocation at the half-way 
mark in the 13th century. While the definition of equivocation (based 
on Categories 1) is virtually canonical, these authors are anything but 

9 Ibid., p. 105.14-20. 10 Introductiones in logicam, pp. 87.19-88.38. 11 Ibid., p. 88. 25-34. 12 Sd , pp. 331.17-333.5. 13 Cf. Ťractatus , p. 104.1-4, where Peter also uses 'sitting' as an example of equivoca- 
tion in this mode. 
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single-minded in how they choose to think formally about different 
types or modes of equivocation. What they do agree on is that all ex- 
amples of equivocation are to be thought of in terms of the three types 
designated by Aristotle. 

Now I find this somewhat surprising for various reasons. First, since 
diversity is at the heart of equivocation, one might expect a medieval, 
trained to appreciate the value of categories, to look for more than 
three grounds for different modes of equivocation. Second, all 
language about ' 'primary and secondary' 

' and ' 
'properly and less 

properly" prompt one to think of differences by degree (and not just 
triple degree). And indeed to his credit - and his alone - Peter of 
Spain did explicitly acknowledge that the threefold division (in Aristo- 
tle also?) involves an ordered progression where (1) represents the 
greatest degree of equivocation and (3) the weakest. Thus Peter adds 
in the postscript to his formal treatment of the fallacy of equivocation: 

And thus there are three modes [of equivocation]. And they are organized in this 
way because the notion or definition of equivocation is more thoroughly main- 
tained ( magis salvatur) where many are equally signified than where one primarily 
( per prius) and the other secondarily (per posterius) [is signified]. And it is more 
thoroughly maintained in both these modes than the third, since both these modes 
arise by signification (in which a diversity of things signified is attended to) where 
the third mode [arises] by consignification (in which the diversity, not of things 
signified, but of modes of signification is paid attention to.)14 

Three insights are remarkable in this text. First, that equivocation ad- 
mits of degree. Second, that the difference between signification and 
consignification is relevant to a discussion of degrees of equivocation. 
And third, that while the definition of equivocation mentions different 
substances or things named by the same name, in point of fact 
equivocation can also be found in cases where one term signifies only 
one substance so long as that one thing is signified in different ways 
{modi). 

With these three insights Peter of Spain was in a position to do what 
no one up to him had done, namely, present a treatise on equivocation 
that would draw on developments in terminist logic and would probe 
the various kinds of differences in things and their modes in order to 
discover the bases for degrees of equivocation, thereby improving on 
Aristotle's classifications. Having raised the issue of degrees, surely it 
must have occurred to him at least to wonder whether there was 
anything particularly accurate in thinking of equivocation in terms of 

14 Tractatus , p. 105.20-27. 
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three modes. But as we have seen, the Tractatus, the Introductiones in 
logicam , and the Sumule dialectices close without attempting any 
dramatic extension in this regard. Perhaps their authors felt that three 
modes were quite sufficient to alert logicians to the deception in the 
fallacy of equivocation and that further distinction would not serve this 
end in any way commensurate with the labor it would take to conceive 
and articulate them. Whatever the case something happened in the 
next decade and a half to cause Roger Bacon to return and take a fresh 
look at the whole question of equivocation. 

Between ca. 1252 and 1267 Bacon had become increasingly con- 
vinced that many theological problems and heresies could be avoided 
if theologians were better versed in the science of words, i.e., in the 
way words signify. To meet this need and to correct other logicians 
and grammarians who held semantic theories opposed to his own he 
wrote in 1267 a treatise De Signis as part of Part Three of his celebrated 
Opus maius, in which one finds a very lengthy discussion of equivoca- 
tion organized within the structure of five modes.15 In 1292, the year 
of his death, he returned to this treatise and re- worked its central 
themes in Part Two of his Compendium studii theologiae , a sort of last 
ditch effort to convince his peers and fellow Franciscans of the singular 
importance of a correct philosophy of language.16 In the latter work he 
mentions that Aristotle had often spoken on equivocation and analogy 
but had never collected all his remarks into a single treatise.17 The 
philosopher may have done well in distinguishing the ten 

15 Roger Bacon, De Signis, ed. К. M. Fredborg, Lauge Nielsen, and Jan Pinborg, in: 
An Unedited Part of Roger Bacon's ' Opus maius : De signis', in: Traditio, 34 (1978), 
93-110, henceforth identified as Dst followed by section numbers. For the most up to 
date and comprehensive biography of Bacon see Stewart C. Easton, Roger Bacon and 
His Search for a Universal Science : A Reconsideration of the Life and Work of Roger Bacon in the 
Light of his Own Stated Purposes , 1952 (reprinted New York 1971). 16 Fratris Rogen Bacon Compendium studii theologiae , ed. Hastings Rashdall, 1911 
(reprinted Farnborough 1966), pp. 52-59 and 64-68, henceforth designated in the 
notes as Cst , followed by page number and line. (See also below, n. 19.) Rashdall's 
text is in need of revision and suggestions will be made in the notes that follow. Only 
those of grater significance are cited and I am indebted to the editors of the Ds , 
especially Jan Pinborg, for their numerous suggestions. (See, e.g., the list of suggested 
corrections, etc., at the end of K. M. Fredborg's article, Roger Bacon on 'Impositio 
Vocis ad Significancum', in: English Logic and Semantics from the End of the Twelfth Century 
to the Time of Ockham and Burleigh , Acts of the IV European Symposium on Medieval 
Logic and Semantics, Leiden- Nijmegen, 23-27 April, 1979, [Artistarium, Supplemen- 
tum, I], H. A. G. Braakhuis, L. M. de Rijk, and C. H. Kneepkens, eds, Nijmegen 
1981, pp. 187-191). I am currently preparing a new edition and translation of the Cst. 
17 Cst , p. 64.13-16. 
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predicaments, but here he was lacking and Bacon felt the need to sup- 
ply for the deficiency.18 What was needed, he thought, was a list of the 

principal ways things differ, a more precise theory of equivocation, an 
application of his own theory of imposition, and the result would be a 
classification of the proper modes of equivocation and analogy. He 
would draw not just on Aristotle's Categories but also on his Physics , 
Metaphysics , and Arab sources. 

Since Bacon offers this treatise on the degrees of equivocation in 
both the Opus maius and Compendium studii theologiae a question arises as 
to which should here be adopted as the principal text for analysis.19 I 
have adopted the latter for various reasons. First, being his last work it 
represents his final thoughts. Second, being a summary or a more 
brief re-working of the earlier material it reveals clearly what he took 
to be essential to the presentation of his new classification. Third, it 
sheds additional light on the way others treated the semantics of 
names. And fourth, it adds a sixth mode to the five mentioned in his 
Communia naturalium and discussed in his Opus maius . 

II 

Treatments of equivocation in 13th century philosophical and 
theological literature all presuppose that it along with univocation and 
analogy are forms of signification at pleasure {significado ad placitum).20 

18 Bacon was not beyond expressing disappointment in Aristotle. Because the latter 
failed to point out clearly that the name of a composite signifies the composite's matter 
and form naturally and not at pleasure Averroes, says Bacon, misinterpreted him. 
(Cst, p. 48.1-6.) 19 It should also be noted that along with the formal treatments of equivocation found 
in Ds 36-88 and Cst , pp. 64.4-68.23, a schematic outline of the various modes is also 
found in his Communia naturalium (ed. Robert Steele, Opera 2, Oxford n. d., p. 51.4-15, 
henceforth cited as Cn) where he also mentions that the modes were described in his 
Metaphysics , presumably in a part as yet undiscovered. (See Metaphysica Fratris Rogeri 
Ordinis Fratrum Minorum de viciis contractis in studio theologie , ed. Robert Steele, Opera 1, 
Oxford n. d., pp. iii-v.) This along with other evidence suggests that at least Part Two 
of the Cn (and probably Part One) were written before the Opus mauis. (See also below, 
n. 76) It could also be pointed out that in the Opus maius (Ds 37) Bacon speaks of the 
many modes of univocation, but I have not found anywhere in his works an attempt to 
distinguish these as he does in regard to equivocation. 20 Bacon presents an original classification of signs in both his Opus maius (Ds 3-8) and 
Cst (pp. 38.19-24 and 39.17-20). Signification at pleasure is a subclass of signification 
by intent which in turn is distinguished from natural signification. For a study of 
Bacon's semiotics and the way in which vocal sounds are shown to signify in his 
various modes of signification as well as support for the claim that this classification is 
original see Thomas Maloney, The Semiotics of Roger Bacon) in: Mediaeval Studies, 45 
(1983), 120-154. 
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In this vein, and as we have seen, authors traditionally distinguish be- 
tween univocation and equivocation on the basis of whether a term 
names one thing only or more than one, such that a difference is in- 
volved in the definitions of the term. Where the difference is absolute 
one can speak of pure equivocation; where it exists with some degree of 
similarity one can speak of analogy, the result being that analogy is a 
subclass of equivocation taken broadly.21 While Bacon would agree 
with the substance of these notions, he introduces variations which 
revolve around a very precise understanding of the notion and conse- 
quences of impositions, and it is these that lie at the basis of what is 
original in his classification of the degrees of equivocation and 
analogy. 

First, says Bacon, since imposition is an act of a free, rational in- 
tent, only that is named which a speaker intends. Granted, concepts 
are the means by which things outside the mind are known and nam- 
ed, when one names a thing outside the mind it is not the concept that 
is first named but the thing itself, for this is the object of the 
impositor's intent.22 

Second, when things were first named the original impositor intend- 
ed to name existing things only, and this, says Bacon, is simply a 
fact.23 Hence proper names of original imposition name existing in- 

21 Bacon also speaks of a kind of analogy that is not equivocation. (See Ds 100-133.) In 
the Cst it is spoken of as connotation. (See Cst , pp. 46.16-52.2.) For an analysis of this 
type of double signification see Thomas Maloney, The Semiotics of Roger Bacon , in: 
Mediaeval Studies, 45 (1983), 131-132. 22 Cst, p 44.28-45.7. (See also Ds 162-167.) According to Bacon these vocal sounds are 
only natural signs of the concepts in question. Here we can see certain features that 
will later become emphasized by William of Ockham, though no direct link has yet 
been discovered. For an excellent analysis of Bacon's theory of imposition see Karin 
Margarita Fredborg, Roger Bacon on 'Impositio Vocis ad Significandum', in: English 
Logic and Semantics , op. cit., pp. 167-191. Fredborg suggests the names of 
Ps.-Grosseteste, Lambert of Auxerre, Ps.-Kilwardby, Ps. -Albert, and John of Den- 
mark as possible sources against whom Bacon may have developed his theory. For an 
anlysis of the relation of Bacon's general theory of signs in the Opus maius (Ds) to his 
semantics see Jan Pinborg, Roger Bacon on Signs : A Newly Recovered Part of the Opus 
maius, in: Miscellenea Mediaevalia, 13 (1981), 403-412 and Thomas Maloney, The 
Semiotics of Roger Bacon , in: Mediaeval Studies, 45 (1983), 120-154. 23 Cst , pp. 54.24-31 and 59.20-24, reading at 59.23 " nomen [non] significai" for " nomen 
significai " in the text. (To harmonize with Rashdall's use square brackets indicate ad- 
ditions.) This principle was held by Bacon as early as the Sumule dialectices (ca. 1252) 
where, in the language of supposition theory, he says that names, of themselves (de se), 
supposit for existing things only. ( Sd , p. 280. 16-34.) Later, in the De signis (and in one 
of the few places in that work where supposition is even mentioned) he indicates how 
signification and supposition are related: no term may supposit for anything other 
than that for which it was imposed to signify. (Ds 50.) 
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dividual things and common names the common essences of existing 
individual things. 

Third, since imposition is a free, purposeful act of rational intent, 
one is free to select a name that was originally imposed for one thing 
and reimpose it for anything else, even things that do not exist.24 For 
example, 'man', originally the name of the common essence of in- 
dividual existing persons, can by a second act of imposition become 
the name of the concept "man," the name of its own vocal sound, the 
name of a dead man or future one, the name of a potential man, or the 
name of an indefinite or determinate individual man. But whenever 
these second impositions occur the resulting name is equivocal. 

Fourth, univocation and equivocation are not to be distinguished on 
the basis of whether identical or different significates are involved but 
rather on whether one or more than one imposition has occurred, i.e. , 
on whether the impositor's intent varies in even the slightest way from 
that of the original impositor.25 This subtle nuance in the relation of 
imposition to signification will be seen to be critical for the establish- 
ment of Bacon's last two modes of equivocation.26 

24 See, e.g., Cst, 45.23-25 and 61.2-11, reading at 61.5 " non homo " with MS. R. 
against "ut vocamus " in the text and at 61.7-8 " inposicione et equiuoce " with MS. R. 
against " inposicione " and an omission in the text. (For the identification of MS. R. see 
Cst , p. 1.) Bacon held the theory that names of originili imposition, first imposed for 
existing things, cease to be signs at pleasure of those things when the latter cease to ex- 
ist: they fall away from signification. Once Caesar died his name no longer signified 
anything. One can freely choose to reimpose 'Caesar' for the dead man (or any other) 
but since the significates would be different (in virtue of the impositor' s intent) the 
name becomes equivocal. For the defense of this thesis see Cst , pp. 59.32-64.3 and Ds 
143-153. 
25 This principle is implied throughout his discussion of equivocation in the Cst but on- 
ly stated explicitly in the Opus maius (Ds 36): "... and I do not speak of univocation 
because a vocal sound signifies one thing nor equivocation when [it signifies] many 
 " While I argue that it is this principle that enables him to consider a term that 
signifies only one thing to be equivocal in certain circumstances it is clear that Bacon 
does not have this in mind when he states the principle, for the above quotation con- 
tinues: "... since an utterance ( dictio ) can signify many things without equivocation, 
and yet not univocally nor properly analogically, as will become clear later. But if it be 
imposed for one thing the vocal sound will be univocal; if for many equivocad. For it is 
one thing for a vocal sound to be imposed and another for it to signify." The addi- 
tional remarks clearly indicate that the whole passage is intended to lay the basis for his 
unique theory of implied meanings called connotation in the Cst. (See above, n. 21) 
Had he had the kind of equivocation proper to the last two modes clearly in mind, the 
part of his additional remarks that reads "But if it be imposed only for one thing the 
vocal souns will be univocal ..." would have had to have been omitted or qualified. 26 In the first four modes Bacon will be seen to argue the case for equivocation by say- 
ing that a term with two different significates must be equivocal. While this might 
seem to ignore the distinction just mentioned one should recall that this claim is that 
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Given this understanding of the notion of imposition and its relation 
to equivocation we are in a position to look at his classification of the 
degrees of equivocation and that type of analogy that is also equivoca- 
tion. He begins his treatment in the Communia naturalium , Opus maius , 
and Compendium studii theologiae with a focus on intents admitting the 
greatest difference and least similarity and hence his presentation 
represents a movement from the signification he calls "pure equivoca- 
tion' ' to that which borders on univocation.27 

First Mode Equivocation 

We have already seen that authors in the summulae tradition (follow- 
ing Aristotle) considered the term 'dog' to be a paradigm for the 
' 
'purest' 

' form of equivocation. Bacon indicates his willingness to 
break with that approach from the very start. Casting about for things 
that represent that greatest difference possible he concludes that it is to 
be found in cases where one is speaking of an entity and nonetity. Ob- 
viously there is not absolute identity (« conueniencia absoluta) here; neither 
is there even the kind of unity in diversity brought about by intrinsic or 
extrinsic relations ( conueniencia relata). Hence Bacon classifies in his first 
mode of equivocation all cases where one term is used to signify an ex- 

each of the impositions in question represents a different intent on the part of the 
speaker. Hence to focus on differences in signifícates is not to surrender the more 
precise notion of multiple intents as the basis of equivocation. 27 In the Cn (p. 51.5-6), Opus maius (Ds 38), and Cst (p. 64.20-24) Bacon begins his 
treatment of the modes of equivocation with that which is farthest from univocation. 
However, in the Opus maius (Ds 45) he also describes the mode closest to univocation as 
' 4 first mode," thereby reversing the original sequence and introducing the possibility 
of confusion in that work. As an aid to those desiring to seek parallel loci not mention- 
ed in this article the following is given, with sections speaking of mode-numbers in the 
reverse sequence indicated. 

Ds 36-37 Definitions of equivocation and univocation 
Ds 38-45 The five modes (original sequence); includes a reference to the 

fourth mode (reverse sequence) 
Ds 46 Rationale for a reverse sequence 
Ds 47-80 Problems with third and fourth modes (reverse sequence) 
Ds 81 All modes (original sequence) 
Ds 82-86 Modes one to four (original sequence) 
Ds 87-88 Equivocation without reference to modes 
Ds 89-99 Equivocation with reference to ampliation and restriction but 

without reference to modes 
Ds 100-133 Connotation as a type of analogy that is not equivocation 
Ds 134-142 First mode equivocation (original sequence) but not designated as 

such 
Ds 143-153 Terms can fall away from signification which, when reimposed, 

become equivocal 
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isting and nonexisting thing.28 Becasue the diversity here is the 
greatest he calls this type of equivocation 

' 
'primary {principalis )" and 

speaks of the mode as " first mode."29 
While it might seem quite uncontroversial to argue that equivoca- 

tion is grounded in diversity and that the difference between what ex- 
ists and does not is a difference in the extreme, the semantic implica- 
tions of his position landed him squarely on the minority side in the 
heated controversy whether common and proper terms used to 
designate things that once existed but no longer exist (res preterita) or 
will only exist in the future (res futura ) are to be considered univocal or 
equivocal terms.30 Does 'Caesar' said when the Roman emperor was 
alive and now equivocate? Bacon first addresses this issue in his Sumule 
dialectices where he argues that of themselves (de se) names are only of 
and supposit for present and existing entities, and this theory is clearly 
at the basis of his remarks throughout his discussion of equivocation in 
the Compendium studii theologiae .31 In the early work Bacon argues that 
names in discourse that do in fact supposit for something other than 
existing things do so in virtue of their conjunction with another word, 
e.g., a verb of the past or future tense,32 but by the time of the Opus 
maius such cases of ampliation and restriction are explained exclusively 
on the grounds of reimposition, one that results in equivocation.33 

28 Cst, p. 64.20-22. 29 Cst , p. 64.22-24, reading at 64.24 " primus modus " with MS. R. against " principalis 
modus " in the text. 
30 Practically all of the research on Bacon's theories in Logic center on the role he 
played in this controversy. See Franz Pelster, Roger Bacon's Compendium studii 
theologiae' und der Sentenzenkommentar des Richardus Rufus , in: Scholastik, 4 (1929), 
410-416 and Der Oxjorder Theologe Richardus Rufus 0. F. M. über die Frage : 'Utrum 
Christus in triduo mortis fuerit homo', in: Recherches de Theologie Ancienne et 
Medievale, 16 (1949), 259-280; Jan Pinborg and Sten Ebbesen, Studies injhe Logical 
Writings Attributed to Boethius de Dacia , in: Cahiers de l'Institut du Moyen-Âge grec et 
latin, 3 (1970), especially Chapter Ten, Sten Ebbesen, Roger Bacon and the Fools of His 
Times y pp. 40-44; H. A.' G. Braakhuis, The Views of William of Sherwood on Some Seman- 
tical Topics and Their Relation of Those of Roger Bacon , in: Vivarium, 15 (1977), 1 1 1-142; 
Sten Ebbesen, The Dead Man Is Alive, in: Synthese, 40 (1979), 43-70; and K. M. Fred- 
borg, il Roger Bacon on 'Impositio Vocis ad Significandum', and Alain de Libera, Roger 
Bacon et le problème de l'appelatio univoca , both in: English Logic and Semantics, op. cit., pp. 
167-191 and 193-234 respectively. 31 Sd , p. 280.16-34 and, e.g., Cst , p. 59.20-24, reading in the Cst at 59.23 " nomen [non] 
significai " for " nomen significai' ' in the text. 
32 See Sd, p. 280.31-33. 33 This change is clearly the result of according more significance to the implicit conse- 
quences of his theory of imposition. Thus between the Sumule dialectices of ca. 1252 and 
the Opus maius of 1267 Bacon decided that the traditional statement "Subjects are such 
as their predicates permit" (and the converse) must be understood to be true not 
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Bacon gives considerable attention to justifying his position and in 
doing so opens windows onto various real (or putative) attempts in his 
time to support a theory of univocation in these cases. Considerably 
summarized they are the following.34 

(1) Names are imposed for the essences of things, and hence 
whether the things exist or not is irrelevant. By implication ťman' 

signifies the same thing whether said of a living or dead man.35 Bacon 
claims that it is factually ( materialiter ) false to say that names are (first) 
imposed for essences and (conveniently) appeals to such cases as the 

naming of infants at Baptism and pets, where imposition is for existing 
things. Granted the examples involve only proper names, it is clear 
from the context that a broader claim is intended: all names are 

originally imposed for existing things only. Proper names of original 
imposition name existing individuals; common names the common 
essences within individually existing entities.36 Here where one might 
expect to find some justification for the extension of the claim to com- 
mon terms none is provided in any of his writings unless one chooses 
to count the rather general reference to Genesis 2:19-29 where Adam, 
the first impositor, is said to name things.37 Now this is a rather dif- 

because of the way subjects and predicates relate to one another of themselves ( virtute 
sua) but because the speaker freely intends to speak of something other than that for 
which one of his terms was originally imposed. Ampliation and restriction, then, occur 
not by some kind of necessity intrinsic to a certain kind of expression but because of a 
tacit and equivocal imposition which those listening must catch. (See Ds. 98-99; for the 
notion of tacit imposition see Ds 154-161 and Cst , pp. 62.24-63.12) For Bacon's full 
treatment of ampliation and restriction see Ds 89-99; there is no parallel text in the Cst. 
34 One should note that while all modes of equivocation are mentioned in Part two, 
Chapter Six, of the Cst , the first mode is discussed in Part Two, Chapter Four, the 
connection between the two being expressly stated by Bacon. (See Csti p. 64.20-22.) In 
the earlier chapter he offers eight arguments in support of his position in the controver- 
sy (pp. 53. 12-54.21) and follows these with responses to the various theories of his op- 
ponents, the latter constituting the bulk of the chapter (pp. 54.21-59.28). Since the 
responses invoke the principal arguments stated in the first part of the chapter and 
have the additional advantage of affording what seems to be a rather comprehensive 
synopsis of the debate - albeit from Bacon's view - I have chosen to expose his theory 
of first mode equivocation by reference to the second part of the chapter. The ensuing 
theories marked (l)-(3) and (7) are not explicitly found in the Opus maius. (Cf. Ds 
139-141.) 35 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst , pp. 54.21-55.5, reading at 55.3 " inferi " with MS. R. against 14 monstrat " in the text. 
36 See also Ds 110 and 115. For an interesting study of Bacon's position in the con- 
troversy over the reference of universal terms see Theodore Crowley, Roger Bacon : The 
Problem of Universals in His Philosophical Commentaries , in: Bulletin of the John Rylands 
Library, 34 (1951-1952), 264-275. 
37 See Opus t erti um , ed. J. S. Brewer, Fr. Rogeri Bacon Opera quaedam hactenus inedita , 
1859 (reprinted Nendeln 1965), p. 101. 
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ficult theory to defend, and Bacon earlier acknowledged it to be a 
minority position,38 but the problem is compounded when it is coupled 
with his own theory of imposition, namely, that only that is named 
which is the direct object of the impositor's intent.39 If a person intends 
to speak of a thing outside the mind the word he imposes is not a sign 
at pleasure of the concept by which the thing is known but only of the 
thing. What is named is only what one intends to name. Hence were 
Bacon to provide an adequate basis for the claim that all names of 
original imposition are names imposed for existing entities he would 
have had to indicate how he, at that time, knew what every original 
impositor precisely intended at the time when the name was first im- 
posed. The failure to attempt at least some sort of defense is especially 
curious since his whole position in the controversy is predicated on it 
being a fact that original impositors had the intent he claims, That he 
is willing to apply the principle in the extreme, however, cannot be 
doubted, for when, desirous of showing that the significate of 
'nothing' and 'nonentity' is not a mere concept but something (in- 
telligible by way of privation), he does not hesitate to declare that the 
significate "is sufficiently in a real place outside the mind as far as an 
imposing intellect [is concerned] and as far as impositions [is con- 
cerned].'40 Bacon also objects to the theory in question on the basis 
that, even if essences were the target of imposition, past and future 
essences would be essences only in a certain sense {secundum quid). 
There would then be a difference between an actual (present) essence 
and these others and the difference would provide the basis for 
equivocal signification when one term is said of it and either of them. 

(2) A name signifies a thing having the being of its essence ( res sub 
esse essencie ), and this being (esse) is comon to the past, present, and 
future.41 This theory is unacceptable, implies Bacon, because it at- 
tempts to avoid the dichotomy between existence and nonexistence. 
The thing named having this type of being either is an entity or a 
nonentity; if the being is not actual, then neither is the essence to 
which it relates. 

(3) Things have what can be called "habitual being (esse habitúale )" 
and it is this type of being that supplies communality sufficient for 

38 Sd , p. 227.28-36. 39 Cst , pp. 44.18-45.7. 40 ' ... est sufficienter loco reali extra animan quantum ad intellectum inponentem , et quantum ad in- 
posicionem ." (Cst, p. 45.30-32.) 41 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst , p. 55.5-13. 
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univocal predication.42 Of all the theories recorded by Bacon this is the 
only one to which we can attach the name of a proponent whom Bacon 
most probably had in mind. In a commentary on the Sentences Richard 
of Cornwall (d. ca. 1260) clearly employs the notion of habitual being 
to argue that 'man' can be said univocally of Christ while alive and in 
the tomb, and Bacon, implicitly attributing the notion of habitual be- 
ing to Richard, excoriates him as the author of the lie that something 
can be predicated univocally of an entity and nonentity.43 While 
William of Sherwood's notion of habitual supposition ( supposicio secun- 
dum habitům) might suggest him as a candidate, H. A. G. Braakhuis 
has cogently argued against this, pointing to many areas of similarity 
between the two as logicians.44 Bacon rejects the notion of habitual be- 
ing as a fiction fabricated simply to salvage the claim of univocation: 
(a) whatever would have this type of being either is or is not and hence 
the being could not be common to an entity and a nonentity; (b) habit, 
on Aristotle's authority, is first act and hence related to actual being.45 

(4) While it is true that (past and future) participles signify being 
(esse) present in the past and future respectively, names signify in 
abstraction from present and actual being and with a certain kind of 
communality (cum communitate quadam) to an entity and a nonentity.46 
42 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst , pp. 55.30-56.13, reading at 56.3 "fic- 
tum " with MS. R. against "futurum" in the text. 
43 For the text of Richard's remarks see Franz Pelster, Roger Bacon's 'Compendium 
Studii Theologiae' und der Sentenzenkommentar des Richardus Rufus , in: Scholastik, 4 
(1929), 416, ad finem. For Bacon's condemnation of Richard see Cst , pp. 52.30-53.5. 
While Bacon calls him 4 'the author of these errors" Arthur Landgraf has shown that 
the controversy is much older than Richard. See his Dos Problem Utrum Christus fuerit 
homo in triduo mortis in der Frühscholastik , in: Mélanges August Pelzer , Louvain 1947, pp. 
109-158. For an hypothesis to account for Bacon's enduring hatred of Richard see 
Easton, Roger Bacon , pp. 94-97. In this regard Alain de Libera suggests that what pro- 
voked Bacon's ire was not so much the theological implications of Richard's theory but 
the way it prepared the soil at Oxford in the 1250s for transplanting Parisian "innova- 
tions" of the second half of the thirteenth century. (See his Roger Bacon et le problème de 
Vappellatio univoca , above, п. 30, and his The Oxford And Paris Traditions in Logic in: The 
Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , edited by Norman Kretzman, Anthony 
Kenny, and Jan Pinborg, Cambridge 1982, pp. 180-183.) 44 The Views of William of Sherwood on Some Semantical Topics and Their Relation to Those of 
Roger Bacon, Vivarium, 15 (1977), 111-142, esp. p. 125. 45 See Aristotle On the Soul , probably 2.1. 412a20-29. 
46 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst , pp. 56.13-57.2, reading at 56.13 14 adhuc " with MS. R. against liad hoc " in the text; at 56.14 " participium licet " by con- 
jecture for "per quantumlibeť 1 in the text; and at 56.25 " similiter " with MS. R. against 
Furnitur" in the text. The theory attempts to draw on the traditional distinction be- 
tween names and verbs or verbal forms like participles. The former are said to signify 
without time; the latter, being tensed, with it. (See Sd, pp. 234.15-16 and 237.25-26 
respectively. Cf. Aristotle On Interpretation 1. 16al9-20 and 3. 16b6.) 
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This application of the traditional definitions of names and participles 
is rejected by Bacon for two reasons. First, whatever would be com- 
mon to an entity and a nonentity would have to be either an entity or a 
nonentity and hence would thereby be prevented from being truly 
common. Second, on the authority of Priscian, names and participles 
do not differ in what they signify ( res significata) but only in how they do 
it {modus significant ).47 While Bacon considers the previous theories to 
be subterfuges, cavils, and lies, he acknowledges that the following are 
reasonable. 

(5) A name signifies without time (sine tempore) and hence abstracts 
from considerations of the past, present, and future.48 

Given the Aristotelian authority for the notion that names signify 
without time (as opposed to verbs and participles that signify with it), 
Bacon's response interprets the claim to be simply a reference to the 
way such vocal sounds signify ( modus significandi) and not to what they 
signify ( res significata ): names (of original imposition) signify things in 
present time but not temporally. In consequence, he argues, the tem- 
poral status of signifìcates is relevant when attempting to determine 
whether the signification is equivocal or univocal.49 

(6) When Aristotle says that a negative name follows from a 
privative or infinite predicate he is granting that one term can signify 
univocally an entity and a nonentity. For example, the following in- 
ference is valid: a man is unjust or not-just; therefore he is not just.50 
Bacon of course grants the validity of the inference but then points out 
that if the premiss and conclusion are switched - "A man is not just; 

47 For Prician's remark see Institutiones grammaticae 11. 1. 5, ed. Martin Hertz, Gram- 
matici latini 2, ed. Heinrich Keil, Leipzig 1855-59 (reprinted Hildesheim 1961), p. 550. 48 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst, p. 57.11-19. 49 Later Bacon will be seen to argue that it is precisely the different ways (modi) names 
and verbs signify, each within its own class, that constitutes a basis for distinguishing a 
fifth and sixth mode of equivocation. (See below, pp. 107-1 10) This does not contradict 
what is said here because there, no contrast is invoked between names and verbs and, 
in the case of verbs, the relevant considerations of time are not the same as here. 
50 For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst , pp. 57.19-58.17, reading at 57.25 " homo sit commune enti et non [enti' sicud " against "hec sit consequencia , non sicuď ' in the 
text and " homo sit commune enti et non sicud " in MS. R.; at 57.29 " difficultatis huius [ solu- 
cionem ]" against "difficultates huiusmodi" in the text and ( ' difficultatis huius" in MS. R.; 
at 57.31 " terminus " with MS. R. against " talis " in the text; at 58.1 "subiectus [ ter- 
minus ]" against " subiectus " in the text and " subiectum " in MS. R.; 58.2 " subiectum " 
against " subiectus talis " in the text and " subiectus terminus " in MS. R.; at 58.11 " ideo 
hoc " against " ideo si hoc " in the text; at 58.13 " ente et equiuoce " with MS. R. against " ente " in the text; at 58.14 " negatiuum " against " necessarium" in the text; and at 58.16 " predicatur [nec' quoď ' against " predicatur quod " in the text. 
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therefore he is unjust or not -just" - the inference is invalid. To make 
it valid, he says, 'man' would have to be taken as a univocal term for 
an entity and a nonentity. But, he continues, this is false, his theory of 
original imposition being implied as justification for the claim. Speak- 
ing more generally he adds: 

While a negative predicate can be verified of some subject entity and of another 
nonentity, nevertheless it never follows from this that it may be predicated of the 
same subject and univocally, [nor] that it be univocally common to an entity and 
a nonentity, but [that it be predicated] equivocally.51 

(7) The two propositions 
' 4 
something is" and " something is not" 

are subcontrary propositions and this can only be the case if 

'something' is taken univocally to signify respectively an entity and a 
nonentity.52 Bacon's response applies the basic principle that names of 
original imposition signify only existing things. The second proposi- 
tion (and others like ' 'Something comes to be"), he says, are material- 
ly false because 'something' taken simply signifies an entity in act. 
Although no mention of the point is made, we are left to assume that 
he would deny that the two propositions in question are subcontraries, 
their subjects being different. 

Through the preceding seven windows we get some idea of how 
perplexing the semantics of the central issue was at the time. Those in 
the same camp with Richard of Cornwall sought to preserve the rather 
common sense notion that names, as opposed to verbs, somehow total- 
ly prescind from the implication of time and hence can signify things of 
the past and future univocally. But when forced to identify what they 
considered to be the element of communality required for univocation 
they inauspiciously made proposals that, from Bacon's point of view, 
were either factually false by not taking into account the intents of 
original impositors or failed to meet the test of true communality, and 
Bacon was anything but reluctant to point this out. On the other hand 
Bacon's theory required one to accept it as fact that names are first im- 

posed only for existing entities, taking the naming of pets and infants 
at Baptism (and possibly Genesis 2:19-20) as evidence. With this 
theory in hand Bacon could then argue that 'Caesar' said of the living 
and dead emperor equivocates and does so in the most radical way. It 
and other terms signifying entities and nonentities are said to 
equivocate in the first mode of equivocation. 

51 Cst , p. 58.14-17. " For the theory and Bacon's response see Cst, pp. 58.17-59.19. 
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Second Mode Equivocation 

Pursuing the movement from pure equivocation toward univoca- 
tion, Bacon next focuses on things which exhibit only a minimal 
degree of communality.53 Such he finds in things sharing internally in 
nothing absolutely common but related in some way and he provides 
various examples. 

The first is quite clear, namely, the case of the Creator and any 
creature: the only thing they have in common is the relation of 
dependency that obtains between the latter and the former. Hence any 
term predicated of both would be said to equivocate in this mode.54 A 
second example draws on the difference between substance and any of 
the nine classes of accidents, but he immediately falls into the problem 
of handling denominative terms like ' ens 9 and ' unum9 that can function 
as adjectives or substantives.55 This double use itself involves 
equivocation, but it is not precisely this kind of difference that is at 
issue in this mode.56 Rather it is what is predicated differently in such 
expressions as "A dog is an entity' 

' and ' 'Black is an entity.' 
' In a text 

that bears comment he writes: 

And here I am taking ' ens 9 and 4 vnum ' and the like for [their] second significates, 
namely, for a thing having unity and entity (pro re subtracia unitati et entitati ), 
becasue the first significate of these [terms], which is unity and entity, is 
[univocally] common to a substance and an accident, just as accidents are com- 
mon to many subjects, as 'album* and 4 nigrum ' can be taken in regard to qualities 
themselves or in regard to a thing having [them] ( rem subiectam ).57 

The problem he faces is this. In Latin lvnum9 can be taken adjectivally 
and be translated by 'one' as in "One horse is red." As such it 
signifies an accidental form inhering in a horse and such forms are 
predicated univocally of substances or accidents since oneness is the 
same no matter of what it is predicated. But 4 vnum 9 can also be taken 
as a neuter substantive adjective and be translated by 'unit' as in "A 
car is a unit." The second significate of this term, then, is not just an 
accidental form but a substance having the form of unity. Now both 
substances and accidents are entities and units, but they are not such 

53 Cst, p. 64.24-27. 54 Cst , p. 64.27-32. 55 For the complete discussion of this example see Cst, pp. 64.32-65.12, reading at 
65.3 * ' predicamenta [non] conueniunt " against ' ' predicamenta conueniunt" in the text. 
56 Bacon refers to this double kind of equivocation in the Opus maius and acknowledges 
that all adjectives (in Latin) provide such cases. (See Ds 53 and 70.) 57 Cst , p. 65.6-12. 
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in exactly the same way: substance has being and unity of itself where 
accidents only in virtue of their inherence in substance. Hence the 
mode of the latter's existence and unity is different, and it is this dif- 
ference that Bacon appeals to as the basis for the claim that terms like 
' ens ' and 'vnum' (taken substantively) equivocate in the second mode 
of equivocation when predicated of a substance and any of the nine 
classes of accidents. 

A third example is the term 'healthy' when predicated of an animal 
(or person) on the one hand and urine, medicine, or diet on the 
other.58 In the first case it signifies an accidentad form (health) inhering 
in a subject, but in the other three it signifies respectively a sign of, a 
cause of, and something that preserves that form. Each of the 
significations is different, but there is some communality since the lat- 
ter three all relate to the former. 

As a final example Bacon points to the unity and diversity that ob- 
tains between matter and form.59 Among created things, he says, there 
is no perfect difference other than this, yet even here each is related to 
the other. Chastising those who claim that angels and (human) souls 
are pure forms, he argues that there must be a reciprocal communality 
between them since matter is in potency to form and form is the act of 
matter. But, since matter is not form nor form matter, to predicate 
e.g., 'substance' of both could not be done univocally. Nevertheless, 
given a minimal degree of communality because of their reciprocal 
relations, such predications could not be equivocal in the first mode.60 

Third Mode Equivocation 

For his third mode of equivocation Bacon must find things that 
share something more in common than the relations characteristic of 
the previous .mode, and he is satisfied that wholes and their parts along 

58 Cst , p. 65.14-17. For other examples of this type see Cst , p. 65.17-33. 59 Cst , p. 65.33-66.19. 
60 In the Opus maius (Ds 45 and 84 respectively) two additional types of examples are 
mentioned. (1) Since, according to grammarians, ' essence ' was originally derived from 
4 esse ' - logicians argue the converse - at one time it signified existence, an accident of 
essence. Although the term is no longer used in this sense, were this meaning to be 
reinstituted and "essence' used to signify both existence and substance the result 
would be equivocation in the fourth (second, original sequence) mode. (2) To use the 
name of a thing also for the latter' s concept, image or picture is to equivocate in this 
mode. The same is true when 'health' is used to signify a spiritual quality of the soul. 
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with universais and particulars fill the bill.61 Here the 4 ' overlap' 
' be- 

tween things signified is considerably greater, enough to allow him to 

speak of 
4 'some absolute agreement," without, however, it providing 

the basis for univocal predication. Thus Bacon argues that any term 

predicated of a composite and either its matter or form equivocates in 
this mode. As just seen, if one predicated 'substance' of matter or form 
one equivocates in the second mode, for the two have nothing in com- 
mon but their mutual relations; but since matter and form are the 
essential parts of a substance there is a greater communality between 
one of the parts and the whole than that provided by the previously 
described relations. Hence to predicate 'substance' of a composite and 
its matter or form is to equivocate in a third mode. 

While Bacon's example in the Compendium studii theologiae is 
restricted to wholes and parts, in the Opus maius he gives an analysis of 
the equivocation that arises when one predicates a term of a universal 
and one of its particulars.62 If 'man' is taken as the name of a species 
and then reimposed to designate Socrates, the second imposition 
equivocates with the first. In this vein he also rejects the theory that 
simply because the universal is always in a particular the name of the 
universal somehow automatically gives one to understand a par- 
ticular. A new imposition, says Bacon, is required to designate the 

particular and it is equivocal.63 
Other examples of equivocation in this mode are presented in the 

Opus maius but not mentioned in the later work, at least not expressly, 
as cases of equivocation. A vocal sound imposed for itself (as in 
"'Man' is a vocal sound") becomes equivocal when imposed for a 
name, a signifying vocal sound, a term, an utterance (< dictio ), or a part 
of speech, as in " 'Man' is a part of speech."64 Each of the latter are 
vocal sounds, but to say 'man' of any one of them is to say something a 
little different from saying it is a vocal sound. 

'Chance' is equivocal when said of chance occurrences in general 
and either that which occurs in nature or in human affairs.65 'Indic- 

61 Cst , pp. 66.23-67.9. This and the next two modes have it in common that they all 
represent instances where there is an agreement in an absolute nature but with some 
difference. See Ds 41, at the beginning. 62 Ds 47. 
63 Ds 50. In Ds 48 and 86 he adds that a term taken with the various kinds of supposi- 
tion equivocates in this mode. For his divisions of supposition see there and Sd, p. 
269.3-36. 
64 Ds 85. 
65 Ds 41. 
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tion' can signify a period of ten years or any one of these years.66 
'Rose', taken as the name of something beautiful, is equivocally the 
name of a flower or a person.67 'Clement' is equivocally the name of a 
certain characteristic and a (proper) name of the person having that 
characteristic.68 Other common terms like 'good' and 'man', when 
conjoined, become proper names, as 'Goodman', along with some 
complete expressions like ' Bene ueniatis' the latter common among the 
Italians, he notes.69 

Fourth Mode Equivocation 

Bacon's fourth mode presents certain problems of interpretation, 
not in regard to his intent, but in divining the theory behind some of 
his claims. He presents this mode as follows: 

Fourthly, we can again find another absolute agreement greater than before, like 
the equivocations [that] lie hidden in genus, as Aristotle says in the seventh 
[book] of the Physics , [i.e.,] where significates share in some root nature, granted 
that it would be differentiated in accord with its different beings when it descends 
into them (the differences). Thus the essence of genus of itself is one root capable 
if being differentiated into different species [that would] not [be] complete 
because of [their] accidental differences but even before [the essence of genus] is 
understood in them. For example, the similar essence produced in the seed of a 
horse and in the seed of a donkey is one root essence, but yet it has various beings 
before this essence would be led down into the differences, and thus the beings 
are essential. Because of this the root essence of genus is essentially differentiated. 

66 Ibid. 67 Ds 48. In this one case a name of an individual of one species (flower) is reimposed 
to signify an individual of another species (man). Bacon says that one can do this 
because the basis {ratio) of the transference is the beauty found in both significates. 
Presumably with an eye to the objection that he has here confused equivocation with 
metaphor he adds: ' Wherefore a name can be transferred more [fittingly] to a par- 
ticular of its own species because the likeness and identity {conveniencia) in this regard {a 
part ret) is considerably stronger {lonpe ualidior) since there is a substantial likeness." 
68 All (Latin) adjectives are said to be equivocal in the second mode (see above, n. 56); 
they can be taken either adjectivally or substantively to signify respectively a quality 
and a subject having that quality. Thus 'clement {clemens)' could be imposed either for 
clemency itself or for any substance having it and, once imposed for both, would 
equivocate in the second mode. In order to justify the claim that 'clement' also 
equivocates in the third mode Bacon implicitly draws on an additional fact not 
previously mentioned, namely, that common and proper terms differ in regard to how 
completely they signify things. Latin adjectives taken substantively (like 'album') 
signify a substance having a certain quality but they do not designate the substance in 
regard to all its qualities. These terms taken as proper names designate an individual in 
its entirety. Thus 'clement' imposed for a personal attribute and as a proper name for 
an individual signifies two things related respectively as part and whole. 
69 See Ds 49. The equivocation asserted in these examples should presumably be 
analyzed along the lines suggested in the previous note. 
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A natural philosopher considering this says that genus is equivocal, but a logi- 
cian, not considering [the issue] so deeply, says that genus is called univocal 
because the antecedent root relation is an essence without that differentiated 
essence.70 

Three claims are easily understood. First, from the natural 
philosopher's point of view a generic essence is one root variable into 
different species. (In the De Signis the essence is considered as already 
in the species and hence is spoken of as transformed [transmutata]).71 
Second, the generic essence of two species of the same genus is essential- 
ly different. Here we are alerted to the fact that two species of the same 
genus are more different than two individuals of the same species. And 
third, the generic essence in two species of the same genus has essen- 
tially different acts of being (esse varia); it exists in a different way in 
each species. This claim reflects Bacon's espousal of the theory of 
plurality of forms as found in a work of his early Parisian career, ac- 
cording to which generation is a process of development from the more 
universal to the more particular, from the incomplete to the more com- 
plete, with each previous form remaining in existence and the 
resulting individual representing a unity of composition.72 Similarly 
each stage of development has its own appropriate grade of being, the 
more determinate completing but not eliminating the previous. Each 
individual, as Theodore Crowley has noted, is, in Bacon's view, a 
veritable Porphyrian tree.73 

What Bacon has thus far said about the equivocation that lies hid- 
den in genus seems clear enough. But what about the clain that the 
generic essence has an act of being that is differentiated even before it is 
led down among the differences? If the being of a generic essence is 
differentiated as this stage then it can only be true to say that the 

70 Cst, p. 67.9-21: " Quarto , possumus videre iterum aliam maiorem convenienciam absolūtam 
quam prius , vt latent equiuocaciones in genere , sicut Aristoteles dicit septimo physicorum : ubi 
significata communicant in aliqua natura radicali, licet illa descendens in ilia varietur secundum esse 
varia; vt essencia generis secundum se est vna radix variabilis in diuersas species , non secundum dif- 
férencias accidentaliter conpletas, set etiam antequam intelligitur in illas, vt essencia similis in 
semine equi producta et in semine asini est vna radicalis essencia , set tarnen esse varia habet antequam 
deducatur hec essencia in différencias , et ita esse sunt essencialia; propter quod essencialiter variatur 
hec radicalis essencia generis." For Aristotle's remark see Physics 7. 4. 249a22-b25. 
71 Ds 42. 
72 Questiones altere supra libros prime philosophie Aristotelis , Robert Steele and Ferdinand 
Delorme, eds., Opera hactenus inedita Rogeri Baconi, fase. 11, Oxford 1932, pp. 169.11-13 
and 170.8-16. 
73 For the comment and the theory see Roger Bacon : The Problem of the Soul in His 
Philosophical Commentaries , Dublin 1950, pp. 106-110. In the Communia naturalium (p. 
60.8-15) universal man is said to be composed of general matter and general form. 
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generic essence itself is already differentiated in some way other than 
by the formed differences which will constitute the specific and next 

stage of development. Hence the essence is not just vari able, but 

already varied. Bacon grants this explicitly in the locus parallelus in 
the De signis when he says: "... the accruing difference accrues to the 
essence of a genus transformed, adapted, and apportioned to one 

species and to one difference of its species It should be noted 
here that Bacon is not denying that two species of the same genus dif- 
fer essentially in virtue of their formal differences; such accounts for 
essential differences on the level of species. The natural philosopher 
acknowledges this but distinguishes himself from the logician in con- 

tending that they differ in an additional way and on a higher level. 

Obviously Bacon is assuming some other theory as the basis for his 

theory of genus, and he gives a clue in the De Signis when he notes that 
matter must be proportioned to form before they together can con- 
stitute a composite.75 Clearly, then, Bacon leaves his readers to 

recognize that he sees an analogy between his theory of genus and his 

theory of natural matter, and the hint prompts us to look into his Com- 
munia naturalium for clarification.76 

In the Communia naturalium we find that Bacon maintains that as one 
descends from the most general genus of matter and the most general 
genus of form, each step in the descent requires parallel additions of 
differences in the respective orders until the most determinate species 
of each is reached. Any new composite along the way represents the 

case, he says, where the matter of the previous genus has been made 

apt {apta) for the reception of a more determinate form by the prior ad- 
dition of an appropriate material difference: form is the extrinsic effi- 
cient cause of the different beings (esse diversa ) of matter; a material dif- 
ference is the essential cause.77 Thus matter must be uniquely 
prepared for each form with the result that one can speak accurately of 

74 Ds 42. See also Ся, p. 55. 1-8 where essence is said to correlate numerically with esse. 
75 Ds 42. 
76 Cn.y p. 58.1-60.15. Both Robert Steele and Stewart Easton suggest that part of the 
Communia naturalium was written before the Opus maius but neither specifies which part 
or parts. (See Steele, Opera hactenus inedita Rogeri Baconi , fase. 3, Oxford 1911, p. iii and 
Easton, Roger Bacon , pp. 50, 111, and 188.) One finds in Part II of the Communia 
naturalium a sketch of five modes of equivocation found more developed in the De signis , 
(Сл., p. 51.5-15) and this, coupled with the fact that Bacon draws on this theory of 
matter without further explanation in the De signis supports the claim that at least Part 
II of the Communia naturalium represents an earlier draft to which Parts III and IV (ed. 
Steele, Opera 3) were added after the completion of the Opus maius. 
77 Cn, p. 57.20-29. 
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a new composite only by pointing to the new material difference as well 
as to the new formal difference. And all this comes about, he says, 
when an external universal or particular agent acts upon the active 
power (potentia activa) of natural matter.78 Is matter, then, to be taken 
as genus? Not, says Bacon, when genus is considered as predicable, 
but it is when considered as a subject in generation, and it is this that a 
natural philosopher does that a logician does not.79 In short, matter is 
a principium j оплатит, genus a principium specierum.80 

Applying Bacon's theory of matter to the text in the Compendium 
studii theologiae we get the following: A horse and a donkey have it in 
common that they both share the generic nature " animal,' 

' and this 
type of identity ( conueniencia ) is greater than that between a whole and 
one of its parts or a universal and one of its particulars. But the identi- 
ty is not perfect precisely because during the natural generation of 
each the generic nature (root essence or natural matter) is (materially) 
differentiated one way for the horse and another way for the donkey, 
in preparation for respective specific (formal) differences yet to accrue. 
Finally, since natural generation is a developmental process of increas- 
ing specificity each stage would have its own being (esse) and since 
these acts are the existential acts of essences (materially) differentiated 
on the level of genus they would be considered essential and not mere- 
ly accidental. 

The theory of matter, then, as found in the Communia naturalium 
stands at the basis of his claim in the Opus maius and Compendium studii 
theologiae that 'animal' said of horse and donkey equivocates. Both are 
indeed animals, but each is an animal in a different way and the dif- 
ference is not so great as that which characterizes the previous mode. 

Fifth Mode Equivocation 

Given the previous type of unity with diversity Bacon thinks he has 
gone as far as he can go in finding significates of an equivocal term 
that are in some sense diverse, but he does not take this as a sign that 
he has reached the weakest form of equivocation. His own theory that 
equivocation is to be distinguished from univocation on the basis of the 
number of impositions, not significates, seems to ground his claim that 
78 Questiones supra undecimum prime philosophie Aristotelis , Robert Steele and Ferdinand 
Delorme, eds., Opera hactenus inédita Rogeri Baconi, fase. 7, Oxford 1926, pp. 
133.36-134.17. 
79 Cn, p. 61.7-21. 80 Questiones altere, op cit., pp. 73.27-74.3. 
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equivocation can arise in certain cases where just one term and one 
significate are involved.81 Obviously the degree of difference here 
would be even less than that described in the previous mode. 

Drawing on Priscian's remark that the parts of speech are 
distinguished in virtue of the way they signify and not what is signified 
Bacon offers one type of example of equivocation in this mode by poin- 
ting to the term 'amans' *2 His use of a present participle here reminds 
one of the example employed by the authors of the summulae discussed 
earlier, llaboransy and ' sedens' and Peter of Spain's explicit statement 
that such, when joined with verbs of the past tense in an expression, 
become instances of equivocal consignification because of different 

ways of signifying ( modi significandi ), the weakest of the three modes of 
equivocation. However, it is clear that in Bacon's new classification 
the kind of equivocation he himself and Peter and William called at- 
tention to by such examples would now be first mode equivocation: 
the difference between a present act and a past one is the same as that 
between an entity and a nonentity, and it is the intent to reflect just 
such diversity that constitutes first mode equivocation. The result is 
that when Bacon applies Priscian's remark to a term like ' amans ' his 
attention is directed to the grammatical features of the term itself in- 

dependently of any different intent an impositor might have in mind 
when using it in an expression with a verb of the past tense. Thus, says 
Bacon, 

4 amans ' signifies love but, depending on the intent of the 

speaker, it does this either as a noun or a participle.83 The difference, 
he claims, is not in what is signified (res significata) but in how it is done 

( modus significandi). Grammatically speaking, he implies, such a term is 

employed in each case in virtue of a different (grammatical) property 
(sub diversa proprietate) .84 The English term 'love' would be a closely 
allied example, being capable of being taken as a noun or a verb. 

81 See above, n. 25. 
82 Cst , pp. 67.25-68.1. For Priscian's remark see above n. 47. 
83 What all this boils down to is that all present participles in Latin when used with 
verbs of the past tense would be considered by Bacon to be doubly equivocal in the 
senses just described. 
84 Curiously, Bacon also mentions the term 'amo' and says that it signifies the same 
thing as ' amans' taken as a noun and a participle. (Cst, p. 67.28-30.) Given Bacon's 
principles this is true enough, but it is not the same term as ' amans' and either in that 
connection or on its own it provides no basis for equivocation. In the parallel text in 
the Opus mains (Ds 43) he mentions 'amor1 and this would be a parallel example, for it 
can be taken as a noun and a verb. I suspect then that the mention of lamoy in the later 
work is an error, either a scribal slip or the product of haste in recapitulating the 
material from Ds 43. 
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A second type of example is provided in the Opus maius though omit- 
ted in the Compendium studii theologiae .85 Since essence pertains to the 
substance of a thing and substance stands to accident as matter to 
form, Esence' can signify matter. But since 'essence' can also signify 
quiddity and this derives from form, 'essence' can also signify form. In 
both cases, however, what is signified is substantially the same: dif- 
ference intrudes only in the way it is signified, but it is enough to cause 

equivocation in this mode. 

Sixth Mode Equivocation 

A sixth mode of equivocation, as previously mentioned, is found on- 
ly in the Compendium studii theologiae and in it Bacon discusses material 
not yet presented in the Communia naturalium , but included in the fifth 
and final mode in the Opus maius. 86 The mode presupposes an inflected 

language like Latin where nouns and adjectives are declined and verbs 

conjugated. In these instances the stem of the term remains the same 
while suffixes are added to determine (among other things) cases and 
tenses respectively. According to a grammatical theory of the time, 
while the parts of speech differ among themselves substantially, the 
same term appearing in different cases or tenses is said to differ only 
accidentally.87 Drawing on this theory and Priscian's remark mention- 
ed in discussing the previous mode, Bacon argues that such terms 
signify the same thing as they are declined or conjugated, but do this 
in slightly different ways. Once again difference enter the picture not 
by reason of a significate but in virtue of (accidentally) different modes 
of signification. Ordinarily the great variety of suffixes in Latin suf- 
fices to prevent ambiguity, but there are instances where the same suf- 
fix designates more than one grammatical case and even fails to 
discriminate a noun from a verb, and it is to these that Bacon points in 
his final mode of equivocation: one term signifying one thing but do- 
ing so in accidentally different ways. 

To explicate his point Bacon makes reference to a syllogism that 

evidently was used in elementary textbooks on Logic to illustrate how 

ambiguity can be introduced into an argument through use of a term 

85 Ds 44. 
86 Csty p. 68.1-14, reading at 68.1 " nomen . Quodpateť ' against " nomen , quod predicatur* y 
in the text. (Even with this suggestion there is still some corruption in the text.) Cf.Cn, 
p. 51.13-15 and Ds 44. 
87 Cst , p. 68.8-12. 
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that is equivocal because of case. The syllogism reads: "Quicumque sunt 
episcopi sunt sacerdotes ; isti asini sunt episcopi ; ergo isti asini sunt sacerdotes. "88 

For the minor to be true 4 episcopi 
' would have to be taken to be in the 

genitive singular (' 'These donkeys belong to a bishop") although it is 
clearly in the nominative plural in the major (' 'Whoever are bishops 
are priests"). The equivocal term (which serves as Bacon's sole exam- 
ple of sixth mode equivocation in the Compendium studii theologiae) is 
then ' episcopi 

' 
which, having the same stem and case ending in the two 

cases mentioned signifies one thing (a bishop) but in different ways.89 
In the Opus maius he mentions the additional examples of 

' ovum 9 and 
' cornu* ; the former equivocates in the nominative and accusative 
singular; the latter in all cases.90 One term, one significate, but more 
than one way of signifying because of different impositions reflecting 
different intents on the part of the impositor. 

Having arrived at this point Bacon is content that he has now 
presented the kind of equivocation that is closest to univocation: 

In regard to the modes of equivocation it is impossible that another proper mode 
be found beyond [these] because the sixth mode represents the least difference 
that can be found. And thus, when there cannot be a lesser difference, there is not 
an equivocation beyond [them]. And this is true of the proper modes of equivoca- 
tion.91 

Bacon concludes his treatment of equivocation with two brief addi- 
tional remarks. First, metaphor ( vox transitiue posita) is not a proper 
mode of equivocation. (The claim seems to serve as absolution for any 
further discussion of equivocation.)92 Second, all the modes previously 
described are also modes of analogy except the first. Analogy, he says, 
involves proportion or comparison between significates, and it is this 
that is lacking in the first mode.93 

88 Cst, p. 68.5-7. 89 Bacon does not identify the equivocal term in the syllogism, being content simply to 
say that any schoolboy who had paid attention to his textbooks would recognize that 
equivocation because of case (equiuocacio penes casus) was at issue here. (Cst, p. 68.7-8.) 
However, in his Sumule dialectices (p. 332.3-7) he explicitly mentions 'episcopi' as the 
culprit as does William of Sherwood in his Introductions in logicam. (Martin Grabmann, 
ed., Die Introductions in logicam des Wilhelm von Shy r es wood, Sitzungsberichte der 
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil. -hist. Abteilung, Jahrgang 1937, 
Heft 10, München 1937, p. 88. 12-15.) Thus Hastings Rashdall errs in pointing to the 
term 'asini1. (See Cst , p. 19.) 90 Ds 43. 
91 Cst , p. 68.14-19, reading at 68.18 "verum" with MS. R. against " vnum " in the text. 
92 Cst , p. 68.19-23. 93 Cst , p. 68.24-32. 
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The above suffices, I think, to give evidence that when Bacon 
returned to the notion of equivocation after first addressing it in his 
Sumule dialectices his reflections had sharpened and he was ready to 
break with the tradition of the summulae in a very interesting and 
original way. But why did he do it? What value did he see it it? While 
it is not often that one can find data in medieval (philosophical) 
literature to answer such questions, I believe we are in a far better 
position than usual in this case. Prescinding from the psycho-social 
considerations that enabled Bacon to be able and willing to buck tradi- 
tion on more than one occasion and to eschew the comfort of holding 
majority views on some of the major issues of his time, I think the 
answer lies in his more general and then still uncommon interest in the 
philosophy of language itself. It is safe to say that there was no one in 
his time who wrote more about and campaigned more for the study of 
language. The authors of the summulae were interested in language, 
but only to the degree it impacted a complete discussion of syllogism 
(including the fallacies). Others like Robert Grosseteste are well known 
for the promotion of translations and there were several memorable 
philologists (though Bacon thought poorly of them) in the period. But 
none of these demonstrated the comprehensive interest Bacon had in 
the philosophy of language itself.94 It was also he who (partially) broke 
with tradition in developing a division of signs that had no parallel in 
ancient or medieval literature and he used this new schema to 
elucidate the polymodal signification of words.95 In short, Bacon took 
the Pseudo-Boethian call for a cognitio integra terminorum very seriously 
and this, in part, accounts for his relentless attacks on theologians and 
peers who failed to appreciate its usefulness for all sciences.96 Part III 
of the Opus maius is elequent testimony to the importance he gave to 
the study of language, and so are scattered remarks troughout his 
other works from the early 1250s. Given their purposes, the authors of 

94 According to S. A. Hirsch Bacon "far surpassed" his contemporaries "in his 
speculations upon the nature of language." See his Roger Bacon and Philogy in: A. G. 
Little, ed., Roger Bacon Essays Contributed by Various Writers on the Occasion of the Com- 
memoration of the Seventh Centenary of His Birth , 1914 (reprinted New York 1972), pp. 
103-104. 
95 See Thomas S. Maloney, The Semiotics of Roger Bacon , in: Mediaeval Studies, 45 
(1983), 120-154. 96 For the phrase see Ps.-Boethius De disciplina scholarium , ed. Olga Weijers, Leiden- 
Köln 1976, p. 97.4-6; for Bacon's mention of it see Cst , p. 38.5. 
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the summulae as such give no comparable attention to language and 
saw no good reason for straying far from Aristotle's three modes of 
equivocation. But the later Bacon did, precisely because he was no 
longer interested in syllogism but rather the complexities of linguistic 
signification. Now equivocation is an important and fascinating 
feature of language and it admits of varying degrees. To know this in 
the 13th century was to know something about language that was not 
widely scrutinized (if known at all), and Bacon was determined to 
change this. He once said that to ponder the intricacies of connotation 
was a thing of wondrous usefulness and beauty.97 1 suspect his delight 
in tracing modes of equivocation was no less esthetically pleasing. 

Louisville, Ky 
University of Louisville 

97 Ds 103. 
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Vivarium XXII, 2 (1984) 

Petrus Berchorius Redivivus - Les Sermons de Bersuire 

MARIJKE VAN DER BIJL 

Depuis la dernière publication de Joseph Engels se rapportant à 
Bersuire1, il s'est écoulé bien du temps. Il semble donc utile de rappe- 
ler d'abord les principaux points de sa biographie2, avant d'aborder le 
problème spécifique de ses sermons. 

Né vers 1300 à Saint-Pierre-du-Chemin (Vendée), Bersuire a fait 
profession dans l'ordre de S. François pour passer, à une date indéter- 
minée, à celui de S. Benoît. Le fait est attesté dans une bulle de Jean 
XXII, datée du 3 août 1332, conférant à Bersuire le prieuré de La 
Fosse-de-Tigné (dépendance de l'abbaye de Saint-Florent de 
Saumur): 

' ť nonobstante quod tu olim de ordine fratrum minorum quem expresse 
professus fixeras ad ordinem sancii Benedicti de licentia tui superioris qui tune erat 
te transtulisti. . 3 . La bulle nous apprend en outre que Bersuire appar- 
tenait jusqu'à cette date à un monastère bénédictin de San Salvador 
au diocèse de Tuy (Espagne). Par une faute de copie, le nom de la 
localité où se trouvait ce monastère, a été omis, de sorte que, jusqu'à 
présent, on a vainement cherché à l'identifier4. La solution du pro- 
blème avait été pourtant fournie par Dom Ursmer Berlière dans une 
notice, parue en 1902, qui semble avoir entièrement échappé à l'atten- 
tion des biographes de Bersuire5. Elle contient le texte d'une suppli- 
que, datée du 24 août 1343, que Bersuire avait adressée à Clément VI, 
parce qu'il s'était mis à douter de la validité de la dispense que lui 
avait conférée Jean XXII relativement à son changement de religion. 

1 Les commentaires d'Ovide au XVIe siecle , dans: Vivarium, 12 (1974), pp. 3-13. 2 La biographie la plus complète, avec des notes bibliographiques importantes, est 
celle de Charles Samaran, Pierre Bersuire , Prieur de Saint- Eloi de Paris ( 1290?- 1362 ), avec 
la collaboration de Jacques Monfrin, dans: Histoire littéraire de la France 39 (1962), 
pp. 259-450. Sigle: Samaran. С. r. par J. Engels, dans: Vivarium, 2 (1964), pp. 114- 
124. 
3 Bulle p.p. A. Thomas, dans: Romania 11 (1882), pp. 184-185; "nunc" au lieu de 
"tune" chez Thomas est une coquille. 4 Samaran , p. 278. 5 Revue bénédictine 19 (1902), pp. 317-320. 
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C'est que, jeune Franciscain, il avait jeté une fois son froc aux orties 
pour vagabonder assez longtemps dans le monde, désertion dont Jean 
XXII n'avait pas été averti: 

Verum quia idem religiosus, dum in dicto ordine fratrum minorum iuvenis exi- 
sterai , semel dictum ordinem fuerat egressus et dimisso habitu regulāri aliquam- 
diu per seculum divagatus ad ordinem tarnen revertens per suos superiores fuerit 
ad gradum pristinum restitutus, dubitat tamen idem religiosus quod quia de 
dicta precedenti apostasia in predicta dispensatione non fuit facta mentio adhuc 
occasione eiusdem aliqua nota infamie innodatus existât... 

Cette révélation explique le silence que Bersuire, dans ses ouvrages, a 
gardé sur son passé franciscain6. C'est seulement la crainte de perdre 
ses bénéfices qui, des années plus tard, l'a poussé à avouer sa défail- 
lance. 

La supplique fait connaître aussi dans quelles circonstances Ber- 
suire s'est fait Bénédictin. Ayant obtenu de son supérieur le consente- 
ment de quitter l'ordre des Franciscains, il avait rencontré à Avignon 
le frère Jean, abbé du monastère de San Salvador de la Torre, au dio- 
cèse de Tuy {monas terii Sancii Saluatoris de Turre, Tudensis diócesis ), qui 
l'avait accueilli comme membre de sa congrégation. Enfin, par l'acte 
du 3 août 1332, Jean XXII avait ratifié son passage aux Bénédictins. 

Torre, un village appartenant aujourd'hui à la commune de Viana 
do Castelo, en Portugal, est située sur la Lima, à 40 kilomètres envi- 
ron au sud de Tuy7. C'est à ce même monastère que fut transféré en 
1353, du moins pour la forme, l' ex-dominicain Jean de Thermis, qui 
sous Clément VI avait été chargé de composer un travail sur la 
réforme du calendrier8. D'après les suppliques de deux autres moines 
de La Torre, adressées également à Clément VI, l'abbaye était à 
l'époque dans un triste état: elle était ruinée par les guerres, de sorte 
que les moines n'avaient pas de quoi vivre et il n'y avait plus 
d'observance9. 

6 Samaran , p. 263, n. 6, se trompe cependant quand il dit que Bersuire, énumérant 
dans Г article ABYSSUS de son Repertorium les principaux ordres mendiants, a omis les 
Franciscains: " quatuor quadrigae sunt quatuor religiones mendicantes... Equi etiam rufi & qua- 
driga sunt Minores..'1 (Opera omnia in 6 tomos distincta. . . , Cologne, 1730-1731, III, 
p. 32 L). 7 Le monastère San Salvador de la Torre est mentionné par Antonio Linage Conde 
dans: Los orígenes del monacato benedictino en la Peninsula Iberica , Leon, 1973, t. III: " Monasticon Hispanum" , p. 431, n° 1552. D'après une notice de 1068, le monastère 
aurait été fondé par le "dux Paio Bermudes" et réédifié par Ordoño, "frater et confes- 
sor' ' 
8 U. Berlière, Revue bénédictine 25 (1908), pp. 240-241. 9 U. Berlière, Revue bénédictine 19 (1902), pp. 319-320. 
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On ne sait pas en quelle année Bersuire a fait la rencontre de l'abbé 

Jean. Dom Berlière suppose que c'était après qu'il avait passé au ser- 
vice du cardinali Pierre des Prés, c'est-à-dire après 132810, mais cela 
n'est pas sûr. Quoi qu'il en soit, il n'est pas probable que Bersuire ait 
vécu longtemps à La Torre - supposé qu'il y soit jamais allé - puis- 
que dans la supplique précitée il dit avoir conçu des doutes sur la per- 
sonne de l'abbé Jean. Celui-ci était-il un vrai abbé et si oui, avait-il le 
pouvoir de nommer des religieux hors du monastère et sans conseil? 

. . .quia etiam idem religiosus ( = Bersuire) nescit de prefato abbate qui eum mona- 
chavit, utrum verus abbas existeret vel utrum creandi monachos extra monaste- 
rium et sine conventu potestatem haberet, quamvis notorie et publice in curia pro 
abbate se gereret... 

Bersuire a résidé longtemps à Avignon. Sur l'ordre du Cardinal il 
s'y appliquait à composer des instruments de travail à l'usage des pré- 
dicateurs: le Reductorium morale , une sorte d'encyclopédie moralisée en 
16 livres, dont YOvidius moralizatus est le quinzième11, et le Repertorium 
morale , un recueil de développements préfabriqués de tous les mots de 
la Bible, rangés par ordre alphabétique. 

On ne sait pas au juste quand Bersuire a quitté la résidence papale. 
En tout cas, il est certain qu'en 1350 il a suivi des cours de théologie à 
l'Université de Paris et qu'il y fut impliqué, vers la fin de cette année, 
dans un procès d'hérésie, intenté contre lui par son supérieur du 
moment, l'abbé de Notre Dame de Coulombs. Bersuire s'en tira avec 
honneur, grâce aux influences exercées en sa faveur par l'Université, 
Innocent VI et le nouveau roi, Jean le Bon12. Après cette aventure, 
Bersuire trouva un nouveau protecteur en la personne du roi, qui le 
chargea de traduire en français les Décades de Tite-Live. 

En 1353, encore avant l'achèvement de cette traduction, Bersuire 
échangea la chambrerie de Notre Dame de Coulombs, dignité qu'il 
avait revêtue depuis 134913, contre le prieuré de Saint-Eloi de Paris14. 

10 Dans le prologue de son Repertorium morale , terminé en première édition en 1340, 
Bersuire déclare qu'il est le familier du cardinal depuis 12 ans: "cujus sum ego familiaris 
domesticus apud ipsum duodecim annis nutritus " {éd. citée , III, p. 1, in fine). Pour Pierre des 
Prés, voir Samaran , pp. 265-266. 11 Cf. J. Engels, L'édition critique de l'Ovidius moralizatus de Bersuire , dans: Vivarium, 9 
(1971), pp. 19-24. L'édition est prévue pour la fin de cette année. 12 Voir pour cette épisode, Samaran , pp. 281-286. 13 Bulle p.p. G. Mollat, dans: Revue bénédictine 22 (1905), pp. 271-272. 14 Le contrat d'échange fut ratifié par Innocent VI, le 8 avril 1354; bulle p.p. A. Tho- 
mas, art. cit., p. 187. Pour la querelle juridique entre les deux parties, voir Samaran 
pp. 292-295. 
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Cette fonction exigeait la résidence et, jusqu'à sa mort en 1362, Ber- 
suire a dû mener de front ses tâches de prieur et d'écrivain. 

Il serait intéressant de savoir si la prédication faisait partie des 
devoirs de Bersuire en qualité de prieur de Saint-Eloi. Tritenheim, 
dans Г édition princeps de sa biographie d'écrivains ecclésiastiques, 
affirme que Bersuire était un grand prédicateur (in declamandis sermoni- 
bus ad populum excellentis ingenti) et lui attribue un recueil de sermons 
divers ( sermones varios) en 2 livres15. Il est suivi en cela par d'autres bio- 
graphes, tels que Philippe de Bergame, qui cependant omet le ad popu- 
lum (< declamator verbi divini valde insignis)16, Gesner17, Fabricius18 et 
Ziegelbauer19. 

Ce recueil n'a jamais été retrouvé. De plus, l'item manque dans le 
canon de ses ouvrages, établi par Bersuire dans le prologue de sa tra- 
duction de Tite-Live et dans la Collation pro fine operis (une sorte de 
postface à la seconde édition du Repertorium morale , datée de 135920), et 
il manque aussi dans l'énumération des "opera solemnia " de son 
épitaphe21. 

Que pourtant Tritenheim ne se soit pas trompé, cela a été démontré 
par Engels dans son article sur les Pseudo-Bersuires22. Examinant 
l'ouvrage d'un Bénédictin espagnol, Michael Ximenez Barranco, qui 
s'était proposé de prouver que Bersuire était l'auteur d'un commen- 
taire sur les Psaumes23, l'attention d'Engels fut attirée par 3 citations 

15 Johannes Trithemius, Catalogus sive liber scriptorum ecclesiasticorum, Bâle, 1494, f. 91v. 
16 Jacobus Philippus Bergamensis (1434-1520), Supplementum chronicarum , Venise, 
1513, f. 254. Samaran , p. 421, attribue la chronique à un autre Philippe de Bergame, 
contemporain de Bersuire; erreur rectifiée par J. Engels, Les Pseudo-Bersuires , dans: 
Vivarium, 3 (1965), pp. 128-129. 17 Conradus Gesnerus, Bibliotheca universalis , sive Catalogus omnium scriptorum locupletissi- 
mus...j Zurich, 1545, f. 545v (ne mentionne que le recueil de sermons). 18 Johannes Albertus Fabricius, Bibliotheca latina mediae et infimae aetatis , Hambourg, 
1736, V, p. 728 (reproduit Philippe de Bergame). 19 Magnoaldus Ziegelbauer, Historia rei literariae ordinis S. Benedirti..., Augsbourg etc., 
1754, III, p. 185: " sermones plures et docte et eleganter compositi ". 
20 Vivarium, 3 (1965), pp. 158-159. Outre les 3 ouvrages cités ci-dessus, Bersuire s'y 
déclare l'auteur d'un Breviarium morale et d'une Cosmographia seu Mundi mappa , ouvrages 
perdus. Cf. la transcription du prologue du Tite-Live, dans: Samaran , pp. 359-360. 21 Transcription d'après Gilles Corrozet, Les antiquitez , histoires et singularitez de Paris, 
ville capitale du Royaume de France , Paris, 1550, f. 35, dans: Samaran , pp. 300-301; 
Engels, Notice bibliographique sur Pierre Bersuire , dans: Vivarium, 2 (1964), p. 65. 22 Vivarium, 3 (1965), pp. 147-148. 23 Incognitus per se cognitus. sive Dissertato comparativa , in qua Petrům Berchorium, Monach. 
Benedictinum verum Auctorem Expositionis in Psalmos Incogniti nomine vulgatae propugnai 
R.A.P.M.F. Michael Ximenez Barranco... , Madrid, 1720, p. 16; pp. 65-66. 
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du Repertorium morale , où Bersuire renvoie le lecteur pour de plus riches 
développements à des sermons, dont il cite Г incipit. Voici ces renvois, 
avec leur contexte immédiat, cités d'après l'édition de 173 1 24: 

LAETITIA, LAETUS (IV, p. 455 A): Nota, quod laetitia idem est quod gau- 
dium, jucunditas, exultatio & jubilatio. Cum ergo de istis omnibus supra ad suffi- 
cientiam sit tractatum, hinc est, quod de laetitia quoad praesens modicum est 
dicendum, maxime cum in sermone, Laetare Hierusalem: & in sermone Lattare steri- 
lis , satis & sufficienter de ea sit tractatum. - Cf. in fine (p. 456): Sed accipe di- 
stinciones, quae sunt in sermone: Laetare Hierusalem , & pone eas hic... 

MARIA (V, p. 29 F): Vide si vis in sermone, Quae est ista , ubi multa de laudibus 
Virginis gloriosae invenies: Vide etiam supra de Adventu, ubi de virginitate Vir- 
ginis, & filli conceptione poteris multa invenire. 

CHRISTI PASSIO (III, p. 296, in fine): Vide in sermone Haeccine reddis Domino , 
popule stulte, & insipiens? Pone hic totum quod ibi, quia sub alia forma ponitur 
series passionis. Item vide supra de sanguine, & sole. Et si vis pulchra originalia 
de passione, vide in sermone dicto Haeccine < ubi > multa posui, quapropter hic 
pauca dixi. 

L'emploi de la première personne dans le dernier passage montre, 
sans qu'on puisse en douter, que Bersuire renvoie à des sermons écrits 
par lui-même. D'ailleurs, quand il lui arrive de renvoyer à un sermon 
d'un autre auteur, il ne manque jamais de le nommer. Cela se voit, 
par exemple, dans l'article HIERUSALEM25, où Bersuire commence 
par énumérer les 4 sens que peut avoir ce nom, en se référant au ser- 
mon Laetare Hierusalem d'Innocent III (Sicut enim dicit Innocentius in Ser- 
mone Quadragésima* , quae dicitur Laetare Hierusalem. . .)26. Puis (p. 272 A), 
après un court développement de chaque membre de cette distinction, 
il renvoie le lecteur soit à d'autres articles ("tituli") du Repertorium , soit 
à des sermons, dans lesquels il avait déjà traité de ces sens, mais sépa- 
rément: 

De ista igitur quadruplici Hierusalem possent multa & mirabilia dici, sed quia 
pluribus locis particulatim dictum est de eisdem, idcirco supersedeo quoad prae- 
sens. 
Vide igitur de Hierusalem superiori supra in titulo ADDUCERE, in ilia auctori- 
tate: Elevavit me spiritus , & adduxit21 in Hierusalem , Ezec. 8. 

24 Voir ci-dessus, n. 6. Mêmes renvois dans la série de mss. contenant le Repertorium 
complet, Paris, B.N. lat. 16788-16790. Le renvoi au sermon Haeccine se lit dans le ms. 
16790, sous la lettre X , non à la fin, mais au début de l'article (f. 453ra). 25 Ed. citée , IV, pp. 271-275. 26 Migne, PL 217, 393-398; cf. J. B. Schneyer, Repertorium der lateinischen Sermones des 
Mittelalters für die Zeit von 1150-1350 , 9 tomes parus, Münster i. W., 1969-1980, t. 4, p. 
43, n° 18. T 22. 
27 Ms. 16789, f. 1 19va] induxitéd, 1731. 
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De Hierusalem vero inferiori, i.e. Ecclesia, vide supra in titulo CUSTODIRE, 
vel in titulo CONSTITUERE, in illa auctoritate divisa: Super muros tuos Hierusa- 
lem constitui custodes , Esa. 62 & in sermone28: Laetare Hierusalem. 
De Hierusalem interiori, i.e. de bona conscientia, vel bona persona, vide in ser- 
mone: Mater tua leaena. De assumptione B. Virginis, in illa auctoritate divisa: Illa 
quae sursum est Hierusalem , libera est, quae est mater nostra. Gal. 4, in sermone: Quae 
sursum est Hierusalem. Item in sermone: Videbunt in Filium hominis , in illa auctori- 
tate: Venit lumen tuum Hierusalem. 
De Hierusalem vero exteriori & terrestri, vide bene in sermone de passagio, qui 
incipit: Recordamini prioris saeculi & Hierusalem ascendat super cor uestrum. 
In istis enim & pluribus aliis locis de Hierusalem fit mentio, & ideo aestimavi 
superfluum amplius dicere, ex quo in tot locis de Hierusalem memini me 
dixisse...29. 

Ces 4 articles du Repertorium nous font déjà connaître l'incipit scriptu- 
raire de 8 sermons composés par Bersuire: 1) Laetare Hierusalem; 2) Lae- 
tare sterilis ; 3) Quae est ista; 4) Haeccine reddis Domino ; 5) Mater tua leaena ; 
6) Quae sursum est Hierusalem ; 7) Videbunt Filium hominis ; 8) Recordamini 

prioris saeculi . Sans doute, en dépouillant les 4 volumes que comporte 
l'ouvrage dans l'édition de Cologne, on en trouvera d'autres. Mais ces 
sermons, que les usagers du Repertorium ont dû avoir à leur disposition 
pour que les renvois qu'ils y rencontraient, soient fonctionnels, où 
sont-ils? 

La solution du problème proposée par Engels, à savoir qu' "il ne 

s'agit de rien autre chose que de lemmes particulièrement développés 
du Repertorium" 30 , si attrayante qu'elle soit, ne tient pas debout. Ces 
articles ou lemmes, même les plus structurés, sont des développements 
d'un seul vocable, entre lesquels le prédicateur est invité à faire son 
choix. Il y manque le thème, le pro thème avec l'exhortation à la prière 
initiale et la division du thème. On a vu, d'ailleurs, que dans ses ren- 
vois Bersuire distingue nettement entre les ' 'tituli" du Repertorium et 
ses sermons. 

Le problème est donc resté entier. Toutefois, un seul sermon de 
Bersuire a été retrouvé. Il a été conservé dans le Repertorium , où Ber- 
suire l'a inséré, quelque peu abrégé, en appendice à l'article VIDERE 

(VI, pp. 201 b - 209 b). Dans l'édition il est précédé de la mention sui- 
vante: " Sermo , de quo per Dictionarium saepe mentionem Auctor faciť' 
remplaçant l'introduction originale: 

Et nota quod quia istum sermonem sequentem semel praedicaui et materiam de 
VIDERE ibi satis accumulaui, ideo ipsum hic ponere et inserere dignum duxi31. 

28 Ms. 16789, f. 119val infra éd. 1731. 
29 Bersuire continue néanmoins: ' 'Sed si vis istam materiam dilatare , die..." . 
30 Vivarium, 9 (1971), p. 24. 
31 Ms. 16790, f. 384 . 
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Le thème du sermon, qui est construit entièrement d'après les pré- 
ceptes des artes praedicandP2 , a été choisi dans TEpître de S. Paul aux 
Ephésiens, 5, 5: Videte quomodo caute ambuletis , le prothème dans le 
psautier, 35, 10: In lumine tuo videbimus lumen. Il a comme incipit non 
scripturaire: Quia charissimi, ad visionem corporalem non solum est necessaria 
objecti praesentatio... , et se termine sur une citation de S. Augustin: ť 
'Ipse erit finis desideriorum nostrorum, qui sine fine videbitur, sine fastidio ama- 

bitur, sine fatigatione laudabitur* 9 33 . Quod nobis concédât Christus , & с. Expli - 
cat sermo 34 . 

La leçon du prothème, à savoir que pour discerner entre le bien et le 
mal, la visio moralis , qui est le sujet principal du sermon, on a besoin de 
la lumière divine, est développée au moyen de 4 arguments, emprun- 
tés 1) aux faits de la nature ( naturaliter ): les oiseaux commençant leur 
chant au lever du soleil; 2) aux figures de la Bible {figur aliter ): les lan- 
gues de feu en signe de l'effusion du Saint-Esprit; 3) à la littérature 
profane ( exemplariter ): la fable des arbres du soleil et de la lune; 4) à 
Г Evangile (scripturaliter): la guérison du sourd-muet. Reprenant 
l'explication donnée de la fable, le prothème se termine par une exhor- 
tation à la prière: ilIgitur charissimi , pro isto lumine coelesti impetrando, ad 
nostra duo lumina, Solem & lunam} i. e. Christum & Mariam recurramus. . . " . 
La division du thème, en 3 parties, est énoncée dans un schéma rimé: 

in aspectu mentali sapientiae splendorcm: VIDETE, 
Habcamus ergo in affectu morali moderantiae decorem : QUOMODO CAUTE, 

in profectu reali diligentiae vigorem : AMBULETIS. 

De cette tripartition, le premier membre est développé longuement (13 
col.) au moyen d'une subdivision en 8 parties de l'autorité confirma- 
tive, Gen. 13, 14: Leva oculos tuos in directum, & vide de loco, in quo nunc es, 
ad aquilonem & meridiem, ad orientem & occidentem. 

ET SIC DICO, QUOD TU DEBES VIDERE: 
DEUM, qui est superior: LEVA OCULOS TUOS, 
TEIPSUM, " " interior : IN DIRECTUM, 
PROXIMUM, ' " " exterior: ET VIDE, 
MUNDUM, " " inferior: DE LOCO, IN QUO NUNC ES, 
EGENUM, " " sterilior: AD AQUILONEM, 
IMPIUM, " " deterior: AD MERIDIEM, 
PARADISUM, " " felicior : AD ORIENTEM, 
FINEM SEU TERMINŮM, " " asperior: AD OCCIDENTEM. 

32 Cf. Th. -M. Charland, Artes praedicandi. Contribution à l'histoire de la rhétorique au moyen 
âge, Paris-Ottawa, 1936, pp. 109-226; J. Longère, La prédication médiévale, Paris, 1983, 
pp. 195-202. 33 Civ. Dei XXII, 30, 33-35 (CCL 48). 34 Sauf erreur, le sermon n'est pas mentionné par Schneyer, op. cit. 
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La vérité contenue dans chacune de ces parties est "prouvée" par une 
variété d'arguments, parmi lesquels des exempla empruntés à la 

mythologie35 et à l'histoire36 de l'antiquité, et confirmée par de nou- 
velles autorités, le plus souvent scripturaires. 

Du développement des 2 autres membres de la tripartition, QUO- 
MODO CAUTE et AMBULETIS, le Repertorium paraît n'avoir con- 
servé qu'une rédaction abrégée37. Cela n'est pas étonnant, puisque la 
seule intention de Bersuire, en insérant le sermon dans son Reperto- 
rium , était de fournir de la matière supplémentaire à l'article 
VIDERE. 

Ensuite, après la répétition des 3 parties de la division principale et 
du thème lui-même, une transition est effectuée au moyen d'un 
enchaînement d'autorités de la visio moralis à la cause finale, la visio bea- 

tifica, après quoi le sermon se termine par l'invocation du Christ. 

Sans doute, Bersuire a prononcé ce sermon, qui est d'un caractère 
érudit, devant un auditoire de clercs. Etait-ce pendant la période qu'il 
était prieur de Saint-Eloi? 

A moins qu'on ne dépiste la recueil de sermons lui-même ou qu'on 
ne découvre encore quelque indication utile dans l'œuvre conservée, il 
ne semble pas possible de le savoir. Même si l'on eût réussi à classer 
les manuscrits et les imprimés des 2 éditions que Bersuire a données 
du Repertorium , la première en 1340, la seconde en 135938, et qu'on eût 
constaté qu'il s'agissait d'une addition de la seconde, cela ne nous 
avancerait pas beaucoup. Car, d'après la Collatio pro fine operis 39, Ber- 
suire a commencé la révision du Repertorium lorsqu'il était prieur de 
Clisson, c'est-à-dire entre 134240 et 134941, bien avant qu'il ne fût 
nommé au prieuré de Saint-Eloi. 

Utrecht Instituut voor Laat Latijn Trans 14 

35 Fables de Polyphemus, avec une interprétation spirituelle, de Narcissus et de Cal- 
listo. 
36 Description du temple de Delphes et de l'inscription: " nosce teipsum Alexander et 
Callisthenes. 
37 3/4 col.; Bersuire y renvoie le lecteur à l'article QUOMODO du Repertorium {éd. 
citée , V, pp. 399-401) et, pour AMBULETIS, à Reductorium morale XVI: Super totam 
Bibliam , xxiii, 1 ad Ezech. 1, 5-9 (éd. citée , I, pp. 157-159 b). 38 Cf. Samaran , pp. 434-450: Manuscrits et éditions. On connaît une quinzaine de mss. 
complets, à côté de nombreux mss. partiels, et 12 éditions imprimées, la première 
étant de 1489 à Nuremberg, la dernière de 1731 à Cologne. 39 Vivarium, 3 (1965), pp. 155-156. 40 Bulle p.p. A. Thomas, art. cité , pp. 186-187. La Trinité de Clisson était une dépen- 
dance de l'abbaye Saint-Jouin-de-Marnes au diocèse de Nantes. ' 
41 Cf. ci-dessus, n. 13. 
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Vivarium XXII, 2 (1984) 

Prolegomena to a Study of 
Extrinsic Denomination 

in the Work of Francis Suarez , S.J. 

JOHN P. DOYLE 

Introduction 

At the beginning of the Critique of Pure Reason , Immanuel Kant com- 
pares himself with Copernicus. As that man had inverted the order of 
heaven and earth, so Kant would invert the order between things 
known and knowers. Where previous philosophers had regarded con- 
cepts and our knowing apparatus itself as diaphanous media through 
which things in themselves are clearly seen, Kant would regard them 
as in fact constitutive of things, precisely as those things come to be 
known.1 

But whatever Kant may have thought about the 4 'dogmatic" 
metaphysics of preceding generations, the idea that the knower affects 
what he knows was indeed a common one among earlier Scholastics. 
Even in the moderate realist tradition of St. Thomas, it was axiomatic 
that: cognita sunt in cognoscente secundum modum cognoscentis2 - in effect 
that human subjects somehow enter into the constitution of objects 
which they know.3 And, of course, this idea was much more dominant 
in the medieval traditions of conceptualism and nominalism.4 

While Francis Suarez, S.J. (1548-1617) is not ordinarily classified 
as a conceptualist or a nominalist, his philosophy was in major ways 
influenced by these medieval traditions.5 Since moreover, Suarez truly 

1 Cf. I. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason , Preface to the 2nd edition (B, xvi). 2 Cf. Summa Theologiae , II-II, q. 1, a. 2; De Ventate , q. 1, a. 2. 3 For some of the ramifications of this, see J. P. Doyle, Ipsum Esse as God-Surrogate : 
The Point of Convergence of Faith and Reason for St. Thomas Aquinas, in: The Modern 
Schoolman, L (1973), 293-296. But for sharp criticism of a Thomistic "intellectual a 
priori ", see J. Owens ¡Judgment and Truth in Aquinas, in: Mediaeval Studies, 32 (1970), 
138-158. 
4 In line with this, I believe no mistake is made when modern Scholastic manualists 
locate the Kantian theoretical philosophy itself under the title of Conceptualismus ; cf. 
e.g. C. Boyer, S.J., Cursus Philosophicus , 2nd ed. (Buenos Aires, 1939), I, p. 218. 5 For the charge of nominalism leveled at Suarez, cf. L. Mahieu, François Suarez. La 
philosophie et les rapports qu'elle a avec sa théologie , Paris 1921 , 288, 499, 500, 501 , 504, 505 
and 522; alsoj. Maréchal, S.J., Le point de départ de la Métaphysique, Paris 1923-26-27, 
Vol. I, 185. For reply, cf. P. Descoqs, S.J., Thomisme et Suarézisme, in: Archives de 
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was "the main channel by which scholasticism came to be known by 
modern classical philosophers",6 this influence might be expected to 
have had its own important effects. The present essay will not trace 
these effects, but will concentrate instead on something which is prima 
facie characteristic of all forms of nominalism and which in Suarez* s 
doctrine may show some influence of later medieval nominalism - 

viz., extrinsic denomination , which, etymologically, amounts to naming 
things from outside themselves. This concentration will be restricted 
to a selection of topics from Suarez' s Disputationes metaphysicae1 with 
only an occasional excursus into other of his works. To some extent, 
this will explain the " Prolegomena 

" of my title. 
More to explain: about extrinsic denomination itself, my first hope 

was that a close examination of Suarez' s text could reveal rules 
governing its use, rules which, systematically laid out, might in ways 
adumbrate the Kantian a priori. What I found was that Suarez does 
observe some conventions, if not actual rules, with regard to extrinsic 
denomination. I have, however, been unable to find that these con- 
ventions in any explicit way anticipate Kant. If anything,. I may have 
discovered the opposite. On its face, extrinsic denomination ought to 
be a mere matter of naming. Yet, as we shall see, Suarez regards it as 
somehow a feature of things themselves. And this, to be sure, presup- 
poses an ability to know such things. 

But aside from this, I did have a second hope that extrinsic 
denomination would prove a kind of Ariadne's thread, to follow for 
understanding in the labyrinth of Suarez's own philosophy. Within 
space available, I expect to show that this hope has been in some part 
realized. 

I. Some description and examples of extrinsic denomination for Suarez 

Leaving aside, for the moment, any question of things in 
themselves, let me provisionally describe extrinsic denomination as a 

Philosophie, IV (1926), 82-192; J. M. Alejandro, S.J., La gnoseologia del Doctor Eximio y 
la acusación nominalista , Comillas 1948, esp. 375-376, where there is a list of citations by 
Suarez of Ockham and his nominalist successors. For a mediating view, see J. Gomez- 
Cafferena, S .J., Sentido de la composición de séry essencia de Suárez, in: Pensamiento, XV 
(1959), esp. 148-149. 6 A. Maurer, C.S.B., Medieval Philosophy , New York 1962, 356; for a similar judg- 
ment, see J. Ferrater Mora, Suarez et la philosophie moderne , in: Revue de Métaphysique 
et de Morale, 68 (1963), esp. 63. 7 Salamanca, 1597. I will use the text published in Volumes 25 and 26 of the Berton 
edition (Paris: Vives, 1856-1866) of Suarez's Opera. References to other of his works 
will also be from this edition. 
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designation of something, not from anything inherent itself, but from 
some disposition, coordination, or relationship which it has toward or 
with something else.8 A common enough example is furnished by the 
designation of a column as "right" or "left" in relation to an animal 

changing its position.9 Other examples are given by objects designated 
"visible" or "seen", "audible" or "heard", "knowable" or 
"known", in relation to powers and acts of a percipient or a knower.10 

For Suarez, one whole category, i.e., habitus , is constituted by ex- 
trinsic denomination, as when, for instance, a man is "clothed" from 
a relation to his garments.11 Other categories seem to involve such 
denominations. Thus, a thing is called "bounded", "contained", or 
"located", from a containing surface.12 Something is said to be in 
time from a reference to the motion of something else, especially the 

8 All three of these words, "disposition", "coordination", or "relationship", may 
translate the word habitudo , which Suarez uses in different contexts; cf. note 55, below. 
9 "Hujusmodi est denominado, qua columna dicitur dextra vel sinistra animali; ..." 
Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1020); ibid., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 4 
(p. 782); ibidŘ, sec. 15, no. 6 (p. 841); ibid., no. 29 (p. 847) For the same example used 
earlier, see St. Thomas, Summa Theol. I, 13, a. 7; and Duns Scotus, Lectura I, d. 8, p. 
1, q. 4 (ed. Vatican: Vol. XVII, p. 49, n. 135). 10 Cf. "... item ilia quae redundet ex potentia ut sic, ut esse visible vel audibile." 
Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1020); "Idem est de visione, verbi 
gratia, respectu objecti quod visum denominai; ..." ibid. , disp. 16, sec. 1, no. 24 (Vol. 
25, p. 574); "... homo autem cognitus et repraesentatus ilio actu dicitur conceptus ob- 
jectivus, conceptus quidem per denominationem extrinsecam a conceptu formali ..." 
ibid. t disp. 2, sec. 1, no. 1 (p. 65); also: ibid., disp. 23, sec. 8, no. 8 (p. 880); disp. 25, 
sec. 1, nos. 31 and 32 (p. 908); disp. 47, sec. 14, no. 5, text in note 50, below. Let us 
note here the difference between actual and potential, on the side both of the knower 
and what is known. In every instance, for Suarez there is a transcendental relation (cf. 
notes 126 and 127, below) on the side of the knower (cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, nos. 
2 and 18 Vol. 26, pp. 799 and 804), and a relation of reason on the side of the known 
or the knowable (cf. e.g. note 194, below). A further nuance is introduced by "beings 
of reason", whose whole esse is cognosci (cf. note 170, below). Contrasted with these, 
real possible beings have an intrinsic aptitude to be known, an aptitude which is 
ultimately reducible to the double-negative reality of non-contradiction. Actual real 
beings have this, plus actual existence. For some of this, see J. P. Doyle, Suarez and the 
Reality of the Possibles in: The Modern Schoolman, XLV (1967), 29-48; also cf. note 49, 
below. 
11 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 53, sec. 1, no. 3 (Vol. 26, p. 1012); ibid., disp. 16, sec. 1, 
no. 24 (Vol. 25, p. 574); disp. 54, sec. 1, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1020). In the text above, 
"is 'clothed' ", rather than "is said to be 'clothed' ", highlights the fact that habitus is a 
class of things and not just a class of terms. 
12 Cf. ibid., disp. 16, sec.l, no. 24 (Vol. 25, p. 574); disp. 18, sec. 5, no. 7 (pp. 
625-626); disp. 51, sec. 2, no. 9 (Vol. 26, pp. 981-982). Let me note here that, without 
contradicting what I believe to be Suarez' s ultimate doctrine, in the text above I could 
have written "¿r 'bounded', etc.", instead of "is called 'bounded' ". 
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motion of the primům mobile.13 A becoming or a simple fieri is said to be 
an action by an extrinsic denomination of an agent.14 (In this last ex- 

ample, let us note the distinction between "said to be" and "by an ex- 
trinsic denominai ion" . This is in the text and it is intended by Suarez. 
It should, at very least, put us on guard against accepting the provi- 
sional description just above as the last word on the subject.) 

Examples of at least apparently extrinsic denomination can easily be 

multiplied from Suarez' s text. Dispensing with excessive quotation 
marks, and for now simply footnoting some of their nuances, let me 
list: up and down,15 under16 (and over), before and after,17 
simultaneous18 (and non simultaneous), near and far,19 similar20 (and 

13 Cf. ibid., disp. 5, sec. 9, no. 5 (Vol. 25, pp. 198-199); disp. 40, sec. 9, no. 10 (Vol. 
26, p. 586); disp. 50, sec. 9, no. 3 (p. 951); no. 4 (p. 952). Again, above I could have 
written "is in time'' instead of "is said to be in time". The ambiguity inherent in such 
expressions shows how easy it is for anyone to waver between, on the one hand, 
regarding extrinsic denomination as a feature of things and, on the other, as a matter 
of mere naming. 14 "... de actione, de qua dicitur, actionem, ut actio est, esse formam extrinsecus 
denominantem, et ideo ut sic non requirere propriam inhaerentiam, sed talem 
habitudinem, quae ad ilium modum denominationis et quasi extrinsecae informa- 
tionis sufficiat." Ibid., disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 14 (Voi. 26, p. 497); disp. 48, sec. 4, nos. 
12-18 (pp. 891-893); also cf.: "... in creaturis actio et passio non distinguuntur a ter- 
mino producto et consequenter, пес inter se (realiter loquimur), quia fieri ipsius ter- 
mini duplicem habet respectum, unum ad terminům, in quem tendit et sie vocatur 
passio, seu fieri passivum, alium ad principium, a quo egreditur et sic vocatur actio, 
..." Suarez, De SS. Trinitatis Mysterio VI, с. 2, по. 1 (Vol. 1, p. 676). On the 
"respects" involved here, cf. "Actio ut actio, et passio ut passio, dicunt transcenden- 
tales respectus ad reale agens, vel patiens actu existens, sine quibus neque esse, neque 
intelligi possent." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 5 (Voi. 26, p. 800). С f notes 
100, 101, 126, 128, 159 and 185, below. 
15 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 51, sec. 4, no. 31 (Voi. 26, p. 998). While extrinsic 
denomination may not be explicitly mentioned in this and in some of the texts cited in 
following notes, a brief glance at the contexts will show at least an implicit involve- 
ment. 
16 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 13, sec. 9, no. 13 (Vol. 25, p. 433). In Suarez's text an exam- 
ple is given of a base which is said to be "under" a column by (extrinsic) denomina- 
tion and which is then used to explain the way in which matter or any subject is 
"under" a change. The result appears to be a reduction of change to a merely extrin- 
sic juxtaposition of a form to a subject. Yet, Suarez does not want this; cf. e.g. ibid., 
disp. 15, sec. 7, no. 3, (p. 522). His unwillingness here is in line with his position 
regarding the most common kind of change, which is local motion; cf. note 109, 
below. 
17 Ibid. , disp. 39, sec. 2, no. 43 (Vol. 25, p. 523). 18 Ibid. 
19 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 10, sec. 3, no. 11 (Vol. 25, p. 350); ibid., no. 18 (p. 352); 
disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 26, p. 784); but also cf. Suarez, Tractatus de Angelis IV, с. 
15, по. 5 (Vol. 2, p. 485), where he has trouble understanding nearness and distance 
as "purely" extrinsic denominations: "Et in verum fatear, in universum intelligere 
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dissimilar), same and other,21 measuring, measured and measurable22 
(commensurable and incommensurable), equal and unequal,23 more 
and less24 (bigger and smaller), etc. 

Again, order seems to involve extrinsic denomination. This is, 
especially, numerical order.25 But it is also the order in a house,26 an 
army, a city, a republic, or a nation.27 

non valeo, quomodo haec denominatio propinquitatis, et distantiae sit pure ex- 
trínseca, ita ut non supponit in re aliquid intrinsecum, 20 Cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 12 (Voi. 26, p. 784). But also see ibid., no. 
15 (p. 785) and ibid., sec. 4, no. 19 (text in note 149, below), where Suarez remarks 
that * 'similar" is not simply an extrinsic denomination. On "dissimilar", note that 
Suarez says that there is no real relation of dissimilitude; cf. ibid ., sec. 11, no. 3 (p. 
826). Accordingly, whatever of "similar", it would seem that "dissimilar" is a purely 
extrinsic denomination. 
21 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 2, nos. 12 and 14 (Vol. 25, pp. 110-111). 22 Ibid., disp. 40, sec. 3, nos. 8-11 (Vol. 26, pp. 540-541); sec. 7, no. 7 (p. 575); sec. 9, 
nos. 6-7 (p. 585). 23 Ibid., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 26, p. 784); but also see ibid. , no. 15 (p. 785) and 
ibid., sec. 4, no. 19 (p. 804). 24 Ibid. , nos. 12 (p. 784) and 15 (p. 785). 25 Cf. ibid., disp. 41, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 588), where such an order is said to be, 
if anything, " solum rationis". 
26 Cf. "... multa videntur esse unum tantum per accidens, ut domus, et artificialia. 
... Haec autem omnia videntur tantum per accidens esse unum, vel denominatione 
potius quam re." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 4, sec. 3, no. 1 (Vol. 25, p. 126). There are 
ramifications from this recognition that the accidental unity of parts and whole in ar- 
tifacts (as opposed to natural things) is a matter of extrinsic denomination. Considera- 
tions of this sort should have a role to play in later questions, for example, between 
mechanists and vitalists. Immediately, what occurs to me is that mechanism may have 
a built-in affinity to nominalism. 
27 Cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 39, nos, 6-7 (Vol. 26, p. 512); ibid., no. 37 (p. 521). There 
are questions in all of this again about artifacts ("house" is mentioned in no. 6) and 
about "moral" denominations {ibid., and cf. below, notes 37, 51, 201-204). Also some 
allowance might be necessary for the element of consanguinity in a nation ( populas , no. 
37). There are further ramifications here, and in the immediately preceding note 26, 
for the much debated Scholastic question regarding the unity of a scientific habit. It 
would seem that an "organic" unity would involve some kind of intrinsic denomina- 
tion between or among the parts which make up the whole. Failing that, as would be 
the case de jure in every basically nominalisti system, a science, in which the passage 
from one part to another (whether within a single proposition, or among propositions 
themselves in an inference) would be purely a matter of extrinsic denomination, would 
have no more unity than that found in a dead body. For someone holding such a posi- 
tion, cf. Eustachius a S. Paulo, Ordinis Cistercianis, Summa philosophiae quadripartita, 
(Cantabrigiae, 1649 - original preface dated; "Parisiis, 1609"), for whom sciences are 
"one" in the way an army, a republic or a crowd or men are one (cf. ibid., Logica , III, 
q. 5 [p. 138]), and who then uses the same simile of an army (in Physica , I, q. 9 [p. 
257]) to describe the "unity" of a dead body. For facets of Suarez's doctrine on the 
unity of a scientific habit, cf. J. F. Yela Utrilla, Suarez y la unidad de la filosofia, in: Con- 
gresso International de filosofia, Barcelona, 4-10 Octubre, 1948. Actas, Madrid 1949, Vol. 
1, 159-196; also: J. R. Sepich, Naturaleza de la filosofìa primera о metafìsica en Francisco 
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A whole area is opened up by the predication of certain terms of 
God. For instance, He is called Creator,28 Agent29 (Cause, Mover) or 
Lord30 with reference to His creatures. Or His attributes, ideas, and 
actions are multiplied from the multiplicity of His creatures.31 The 

Suàrez , ibid., Vol. 3, 493-504. For the question with regard to medieval nominalism, 
cf. A. Maurer, C.S.B., Ockham' s Conception of the Unity of a Science , in: Mediaeval 
Studies, 20 (1958), 98-112. 28 Cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 39, sec. 2, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 512); ibid ., disp. 47, sec. 15, 
no. 26 (p. 846). 29 Cf. Ibid, y disp. 48, sec. 4, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 891). It should be noted here that the 
Suarezian natural theology is not merely, or even mainly, a matter of extrinsic 
denomination. Instead, from the start it presupposes a common concept of being, 
which is intrinsic to both creatures and God. The famous Suarezian "analogy of in- 
trinsic attribution" follows upon this concept; on this, see J. P. Doyle Suarez on the 
Analogy of Being y in: The Modern Schoolman, XLVI (1969), 219-249 and 323-341. 
The further question is whether Suarez can have it so, without begging the issue of ac- 
cess to God by way of demonstration; on this, see idem , The Suarezian Proof for God's Ex- 
istence , in: History of Philosophy in the Making: A Symposium of Essays to Honor Professor James 
D. Collins , ed L. J. Thro, S.T. Washington, D.C. 1982, 105-117. 30 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 30, sec. 5, no. 5 (Vol. 26, p. 87); ibid.y disp. 47, sec. 15, 
no. 26 (p. 846). Also cf. "... hoc modo salvatur multae denominationes similes absque 
additione aliqua, quae intrinsece fiat in re denominata; sic enim dicitur Deus creator 
vel dominus ex tempore; sic columna dicitur dextra vel sinistra; sic paries dicitur visus, 
etc." ibid.y disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 4 (p. 782). Although this last text is part of the confir- 
mation of a "difficulty", Suarez would probably agree with it. What is striking is the 
equation it contains between the paradigm extrinsic denomination of the column and 
certain designations of God. 
31 Suarez, De Divina Substantia I, с. 13, nos. 2, 3, 5, and 7 (Vol. 1, pp. 38-40); ibid.y 
III, c. 5, nos. 15-18 (pp. 213-214); Disp. Metaphys. , disp. 7, sec. 1, nos. 4 and 5 (Vol. 
25, p. 251); ibid.y disp. 30, sec. 6, no. 13 (Vol. 26, p. 93). Let us remark that the 
distinctiones rationis ratiocinatae here may not be entirely extrinsic. For, in addition to 
having a basis in the multiplicity of creatures, they also have a basis in the eminence of 
God; cf. "Unde fundamentum, ... esse debet vel eminentia ipsius rei, quam sic mens 
distinguit, ... vel certe habitudo aliqua ad res alias vere et in re distinctas, penes quas 
talis distinctio excogitatur, seu concipitur." Ibid.y disp. 7, sec. 1, no. 4 (Vol. 25, p. 
251). On the point of distinctiones rationis , let us further note that some of these are 
themselves only extrinsically denominated such, inasmuch as they fall between entia ra- 
tionis. For example, blindness and darkness, although they do not as such really exist, 
are still distinct "ex seyi and not from any operation of reason; cf. "Possunt autem in- 
terdum distingui duo entia rationis, quae non possunt dici proprie realiter distingui, 
quia entia realia non sunt; tarnen ñeque etiam dici possunt ratione distingui proprie et 
intrinsece, quia eo modo quo sunt, non jam ex fictione rationis, sed ex se vere 
distinguuntur. Nam cum distinctio negatio sit, communis esse potest etiam fictis en- 
tibus, et ita potius est illa distinctio quasi realis, sicut supra dicebamus de distinctione 
inter tenebras et caecitatem; similis enim intelligitur inter relationem speciei ad in- 
dividua, quae concipitur in natura humana ad sua individua, et in equina ad sua; ita 
enim comparantur illae duae relationes inter se, quod, si reales essent, realiter essent 
distinguendae; habent enim fundamenta et terminos realiter distinctos." ibid.y no. 7 
(p. 252). Finally, let us note a kind of regressus ad infinitum here inasmuch as the rela- 
tions of species, which are themselves founded upon extrinsic denominations (see texts 
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other side of the coin is that those same creatures are "possible", 
Suarez tells us, by extrinsic denomination from the power of God.32 

Other examples come from economic, social, and morad realities. 
Money, for instance, becomes the price of a thing, or something else 
becomes collateral (pignus ), by extrinsic denomination.33 All contracts 
between buyers and sellers, or even those between husbands and 
wives, inasmuch as they proceed from the will of the contracting par- 
ties, are constituted and are binding by extrinsic denomination.34 
Again, the mutual designations of master and slave, teacher (and stu- 
dent), king (and subject), as well as jurisdiction (ownership) and ser- 
vitude themselves, reduce to extrinsic denominations.35 Likewise, 
fame and honor are ultimately matters of extrinsic denomination.36 
And human acts, especially acts commanded in other powers by the 
will, are free, moral, good, bad, prohibited, or prescribed by extrinsic 
denomination.37 

Signs - especially arbitrary (ad placitum) signs - speech itself (which, 
of course, entails the order that is syntax), and, in the area of theology, 
sacraments, seem all to be matters of extrinsic denomination.38 Second 
intentions following the three operations of conception, judgment and 
inference (e.g. universal, species, genus, subject, predicate, proposi- 
tion, antecedent, consequent, etc.), have the status of rational rela- 
tions proximately founded upon extrinsic denominations.39 

referred to in note 39, below) are said to be distinct by a distinction which is only ex- 
trinsically denominated "rationis". 
32 Cf. e.g. "... per denominationem extrinsecam a potentia Dei, ..." Disp. Metaphys., 
disp. 31, sec. 2, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 230); "... per extrinsecam denominationem a 
potentia agente ..." ibid., disp. 43, prol. (p. 633). Also cf. below, notes 128, 143, 158, 
163, 164, 165, 166, 174, 193, and 194. 
33 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 30, sec. 5, no. 5 (Vol. 26, p. 87). Suarez acknowledges St. 
Augustine, De Trinitate V, c. 16, as the source of these examples. It should be noted, 
however, that St. Augustine does not speak of "extrinsic denomination" as such. 
34 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 6, no. 6 (Vol. 26, p. 1040), text in note 192, below. 
35 Ibid. ; also disp. 39, sec. 2, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 512); and Suarez, De bonitate et malitia 
humanorum actuum , disp. 1, c. 2, no. 19 (Vol. 4, p. 285), text in note 187, below. 
36 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 4, no. 1 (Vol. 26, p. 1028); ibid., no. 8 (p. 1030). 37 Ibid. , disp. 19, sec. 5, no. 3 (Vol. 25, pp. 711-712); ibid., no. 17 (p. 716); ibid., disp. 
39, sec. 2, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 512); disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 17 (p. 1023); and Suarez, De 
Legibus, И, с. 15, no. 4 (Vol. 5, p. 145). 38 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 41, sec. 3, nos. 1-2 (Vol. 26, pp. 595-596); ibid., disp. 54, sec. 
6, no. 6 (p. 1040). But on extrinsic denomination with respect to sacraments, cf. notes 
54 and 208, below. 
39 Ibid., disp. 6, sec. 6, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 228); sec. 7, no. 4 (p. 230); disp. 54, sec. 6, 
nos. 8-9 (Vol. 26, pp. 1040-1041). Let us note, however, that for Suarez sacraments 
cannot be reduced to merely extrinsic denominations; on this, cf. notes 54 and 208, 
below. 
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I have mentioned the order which is in numbers. But also numbers 
themselves, which are collections of units, come to be per modum unius 
only by extrinsic denomination from the mind's conception.40 
Arithmetic, the science which considers the properties (e.g. odd, even, 
finite) and associations (e.g. as equal, unequal, addable, subtractable, 
multipliable, divisible, etc.) of numbers, is based upon the same 
denomination.41 

II. Some reasons for and sources of extrinsic denomination according to Suarez 

On occasion, Suarez comes close to reducing extrinsic denomina- 
tion to the ways in which people talk.42 Such would seem to be the case 
in every instance of an analogy of proportionality, which for him 
always involves an element of metaphor.43 Naturally, also, wherever 
we would have ad placitum signs we would be dealing with extrinsic 
denominations rooted in people's conventions.44 But contrariwise, 
Suarez can and does sharply distinguish "real" extrinsic denomina- 
tion from a mere imposition of names.45 

40 Ibid. , disp. 41, sec. 1, no. 16 (Vol. 26, p. 591). 41 Ibid. , nos. 17-20 (pp. 592-593). 42 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 3, sec. 2, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 110), where he speaks of 
the denominations involved in the transcendental properties of truth and goodness as 
having sufficient reason and utility "tum in rebus, turn in usu hominum". 
43 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 28, sec. 3, no. 4 (Vol. 26, pp. 13-14). On the involvement 
of metaphor in every such analogy, cf. ibid., no. 11 (p. 16); ibid., disp. 32, sec. 2, no. 
13 (p. 323); disp. 39, sec. 3, no. 1 (p. 523); no. 12 (p. 527); ibid., disp. 8, sec. 7, nos. 
21 and 22 (Vol. 25, pp. 302-303). 44 Cf. e.g. "... signa ad placitum, quae ad communem usum hominum instituuntur, 
communi lege ac consuetudine stabili imponuntur, Suarez, Commentarti et disputa- 
tiones in tertiam Partem D. Thomae: De Sacramentis, Q. 60, art. 3, disp. 1, sec. 3, no. 7 
(Vol. 21, p. 21); "... signa ad placitum significant tantum ex impositione, atque adeo 
per denominationem extrinsecam, ..." ibid., Q. 63, art. 4, disp. 11, sec. 2, no. 2 (p. 
194). Also see the texts referred to in note 38, above, and cf. note 47, below. 
45 Cf. "... sed nunc non agimus de impositione nominum, hoc enim modo etiam 
denominatio intrinseca, quantum ad impositionem nominis denominativi, est opus ra- 
tionis; sed agimus de ipsarum rerum unionibus aut habitudinibus, in quibus talia, 
denominativa nomina fundantur, quae non sunt opera rationis, sed in denominatione 
intrinseca est realis unio vel identitas, aut aliquid simile; in denominatione extrínseca 
quae ex rebus ipsis sumitur, est habitudo realis unius rei ad aliam, ex qua provenit ut 
illa res, ad quam est habitudo, denominetur per modum termini alterius habitudinis. 
Sub habitudine autem comprehendimus tam relationem praedicamentalem quam 
transcendentalem." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 10 (Voi. 26, p. 1020). To this 
pregnant text we will return in subsequent notes. Meanwhile, let us remark in passing 
that a mere imposition of names seems all there is when "being" is said of an ens ra- 
tionis-, cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 4, sec. 8, no. 4 (Vol. 25, p. 138); ibid., disp. 54, sec. 1, 
no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1017); Suarez, Tractatus de Anima, IV, с. 2, no. 4 (Vol. 3, p. 714). 
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As noted in the last section, things may be denominated extrinsical - 

ly inasmuch as they are the objects of knowing powers or their ac- 
tivities.46 The most salient case of this is when things are designated 
known or conceived, that is to say 

" 
objective concepts", from the for- 

mal concepts to which they are related as objected.47 Other instances 
are provided by sense powers. Thus, things may be extrinsically 
denominated seen or visible, heard or audible, from sight and hearing, 
whose objects they are.48 In these and other cases of extrinsic 
denomination, things designated are in no way affected intrinsically. 
They are in themselves the same before and after.49 

Also, see Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 45, sec. 4, no. 9 (Vol. 26 pp. 750-751), where there is 
an interesting relation of extrinsic denomination to the reality (?) of primary and 
secondary qualities. Finally here, at times Suarez does not so sharply distinguish ex- 
trinsic denomination from an imposition of names; cf. e.g. De Legibus, I, с. 2, no. 2, 
text in note 58, below. 
46 Cf. in note 10, above. 
47 Cf. esp. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 2, sec. 1, no. 1 (Vol. 25, pp. 64-65). For fuller treat- 
ment of the distinction between the formal and the objective concept, see J. P. Doyle, 
Suarez on the Analogy of Being (cited in note 29, above), esp. pp. 224-228. A clue to the 
role of extrinsic denomination in the use of signs may be detected when formal con- 
cepts are called "signs" and objective concepts are called "things signified"; "... non 
tractamus de signis ipsis, sed de re significata, пес de conceptibus formalibus sed de 
objectivis ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 29, sec. 3, no. 34 (Voi. 26, p. 59). 48 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 7 (Voi. 25, p. 105); ibid., disp. 16, sec. 
1, no. 24 (p. 574); disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 9 (Voi. 26, p. 1020); and disp. 47, sec. 14, no. 
5, text in note 50 below. 
49 Cf. "... res ut cognita, vel ut repraesentata, quando vere cognoscitur et repraesen- 
tatur, non habet aliud esse objectivum, praeter illud quod in se habet; quod solum 
dicitur actu esse objectum tali cognitioni per denominationem extrinsecam a cogni- 
tione quae terminatur ad ipsum, sicut res visa in esse objectivo respectu visus, si 
sumatur in aptitudine, seu in actu primo, nihil aliud dicit praeter ipsum esse colo- 
ratum aut lucidum, quod in se res habet. Si autem sumatur ut actu visa, nihil addit 
nisi denominationem extrinsecam a visione; ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 1, no. 4 
(Voi. 25, p. 276). Note here that denominations like "known" or "seen", while they 
are extrinsic to the things denominated, presuppose aptitudes (e.g. "knowability" or 
"visibility") in those things to be so denominated. These aptitudes are ultimately not 
different from the being (actual or potential) of those things. A few points on this: (1) 
Prima facie there is question as to whether or not the aptitudes of "knowability" or 
"visibility" are really different from the "similarity" which, in the instance of 
"similar" things, prevents a totally extrinsic denomination (cf. note 20, above). For 
such similarity, which is in varying degrees the foundation for universal concepts, can 
itself be either actual or merely aptitudinal (cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 6, sec. 2, no. 
14 (Vol. 25, pp. 210-211). (2) The aptitudes ultimately in question here are not dif- 
ferent from real essences, which are, in fact, real only inasmuch as they are "apt" to 
exist; cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 2, sec. 4, no. 3 (Vol. 25, p. 88). (3) Referring back 
to note 27, above - while Suarez is ambivalent on the question of the unity of a scien- 
tific habit, he does avoid total extrinsic denomination by maintaining some tenuous 
aptitude in the object (i.e. the scibile) itself: cf. "Cum ergo est sermo de objecto scibili, 
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Things may be extrinsically denominated also inasmuch as they are 
actual or possible objects of the will or of sense appetition. So things 
may be extrinsically denominated loved or lovable, desired or 
desirable, delightful or delectable.50 Additional examples may be 
gleaned from the listing in the last section. A point to mark in this con- 
nection is that certain denominations, e.g., "moral", may be extrin- 
sically applied in an analogical order of prius and posterius between the 
internal acts of the will itself and what it commands in other powers or 
other things.51 

But, prior to all subjective operations of knowledge or appetition, 
very important sources for extrinsic denomination lie in things 
themselves. According to Suarez, things can be extrinsically 
denominated from other things for a variety of reasons. They may be 
the (natural) signs (or effects) of those things, they may be their 
causes, or they may be their occasions.52 On such bases, terms which 
are analogous by what Suarez calls an extrinsic analogy of attribution 
are said of the secondary analogates by extrinsic denomination.53 

Ultimately, I believe, Suarez's sourcing extrinsic denomination in 
things themselves reflects his Catholic theology of grace and the 

ut sic, dante unitatem scientiae, non significai illud esse scibile denominationem a scien- 
tia, sed aptitudinem proximam, ut sub unam scientiam cadere possit; quae quidem 
aptitudo ex parte ejus supponitur." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 44, sec. 11, no. 64 (Vol. 26, 
p. 714). (4) Since "beings of reason" {entia rationis) have no real being, they have no 
such aptitude. Neither do they have any knowability or any transcendental truth in 
themselves. Cf. "... licet entia rationis, eo modo quo cognoscuntur, dici possint 
habere conformitatem, tarnen, quia, ex se non habent intelligibilitatem, neque 
veritatem habent, quae est passio entis." Ibidê, disp. 8, sec. 7, no. 36 (Vol. 25, p. 307). 
As we shall see below, "beings of reason" can have logical truth. For the Aristotelian 
background on this last point (4), cf. P. Aubenque, Le problème de l'être chez Aristote, Paris 
1962, esp. 110. 50 Cf. "si vero sit de scibili et appetibili, aut de scito et amato formaliter quatenus talia 
sunt, utrumque completur per extrinsecam denominationem a potentia vel actu, ..." 
Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 14, no. 5 (Vol. 26, p. 838). Also see: ibid., disp. 10, sec. 
1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 332); ibid., sec. 2, no. 15 (p. 340); ibid., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 17 
(Vol. 26, p. 1023). 51 Cf. Suarez, De bonitate et malitia humanorum actuum , disp. 1, c. 2, n. 20, text in note 
187, below. On the analogical character of prior and posterior, cf. Disp. Metaphys., In- 
dex locup. V, c. 11 (Vol. 25, p. xxii). 52 Cf. "Secundo censeo, res cognitas posse ab hac ventate cognitionis per extrinsecam 
analogiam ac denominationem dici veras, ... nam, sicut sanum dicitur, et quod habet 
sanitatem, et quod causat et significat illam, ita in praesente verum dici potest et 
judicium habens hanc veritatem, et vocalis propositio illam significans, et res ipsa, 
quatenus causat, vel fundat illam." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 8, sec. 8, no. 10 (Vol. 25, p. 
310); also cf. ibid., disp. 9, sec. 1, no. 19 (p. 319). 53 Ibid., disp. 28, sec. 3, no. 4 (Vol. 26, p. 14); no. 14 (pp. 17-18); no. 22 (p. 21); 
ibid., disp. 32, sec. 2, no. 14 (p. 323); nos. 16 and 19 (p. 324). 
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sacraments.54 But its importance now for us is that it runs counter to 
what at first seems to be the main mark of extrinsic denomination, 
viz., its dependence upon the perceptions and/or the purposes of a 
namer. It was my own pre-judgment that extrinsic denomination 
would always have this character for Suarez, and it was with this in 
mind that I originally set out to look for rules governing its use which 
might anticipate the Kantian a priori. But, as I have said, for Suarez 
extrinsic denomination is not just an imposition of names. Neither is it 
always rooted in the complexion of a knower. Instead, an important 
attribute of what he terms "real" extrinsic denomination is that it is 
rooted in things themselves, in their coordinations, dispositions, or 
relations ( habitudines ),55 their unions (uniones),56 their connections ( con - 
nexiones ),57 their causalities ( causalitates ),58 their conditions 

54 Cf. e.g. Suarez on Grace: "... ostensum est autem hanc gratiam non consistere in 
denominatone extrínseca, sed in aliqua intrinseca perfectione animae." De Gratia , lib. 
6, cap. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 9, p. 9); on Justification: "Nihilominus Veritas Catholica est, 
hominem constitui vere justum coram Deo per gratiam illi infusam eique in- 
haerentem." Ibid., lib. 7, cap. 7, no. 4 (p. 131); on the Eucharist: 4 'Deinde, ilium 
adesse ibi, quod ante consecrationem non erat, et non est denominatio extrínseca in 
ipso corpore Christi; quia, cum ante consecrationem non esset Christus, nisi tantum 
in cáelo, intelligi non potest, ut denuo fiat realiter praesens terrae, et propinquus 
rebus, a quibus antea distabat, illis non mutatis, per solam extrinsecam denomina- 
tionem, absque aliquo novo modo reali in ipso corpore Christi. " Commentarii et Disputa- 
tiones in tertiam Partem D . Thomas: De Eucharistia , Q. 75, art. 1, disp. 47, sec. 7 no. 2 
(Voi. 22, p. 44); on the intrinsic "character" imprinted on the soul by Baptism, Con- 
firmation and Holy Orders: "Dicendum vero est, haec tria sacramenta, baptismum, 
confirmationem, et Ordinem, imprimere in anima characterem." Ibid. : De Sacramento , 
Ç). 63, art. 4, disp. 11, sec. 1 (Vol. 21, p. 190) and on the opinion of Durandus saying 
that this character is only a relation of reason or an extrinsic denomination: "Nunc 
vero non potest haec opinio ab errore in fide vindicari, propter definitiones Concil. 
Florent, et Trident., quae docent, characterem esse spitituale signum animae im- 
pressum." Ibid., sec. 2, no. 1 (p. 193). Also cf. note 209, below. 
55 Passim ; cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 37, sec. 2, n. 14, text in note 14, above; ibid., 
disp. 54, sec. 2, nos. 9-11 (Vol. 26, p. 1020), text partially given in note 45, above. For 
a context in which habitudo is conceived as a relatio secundum esse , see ibid., disp. 6, no. 8 
(Vol. 25, p. 277). Notice that such a relation can be either transcendental or 
predicamental; again look at the text in note 45. 
56 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 10, text above in note 45. On some meanings of 
"union", cf. ibid., disp. 15, sec. 6, no. 10 (Vol. 25, p. 521). Note that while a union 
may be the basis of an extrinsic denomination, such a denomination does not give rise 
to a union; see ibid., disp. 16, sec. 1, no. 24 (p. 574). 57 Suarez, De bon. et mal. hum. act., disp. 2, c. 2, no. 17 (Vol. 4, p. 296); for connexio 
between matter and form (in the context of an opinion which Suarez rejects), cf. Disp. 
Metaphys., disp. 15, sec. 7, no. 9 (Vol. 25, p. 528). 58 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 13, sec. 9, nos. 7-9 (Vol. 25, pp. 430-431). For 
"causality" with an "order of nature" following upon it, in contradistinction to the 
"order of reason" which follows from our "inadequate concepts", cf. ibid., disp. 15, 
sec. 7, no. 5 (p. 523); cf. "... aliud est loqui de ordine, seu derivatione, quoad 
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(conditiones) ,59 their inclinations ( inclinationes ),60 their capacities 
{capacitates) ,61 their coexistences ( coexistentiae ),62 their agreements (conve- 
nientiae),63 their concomitances (- concomitantiae ),64 their similarities 
( similitudines ),65 etc. Let us note that, while all of these are in some 
sense realities, they do not belong to the same category. Thus, some 
appear to be qualities, others to be relations (or perhaps, if a real rela- 
tion includes a subject, a term and a foundation,66 they may be the 

causalitatem, aliud quoad denominationem, seu nominis impositionem; ..." Suarez, 
De Legibus , I, с. 2, no. 2, (Vol. 5, p. 4); cf. note 190, below. Also, consider: "... 
causalitas dicit relationem vel habitudinem transcendentalem, et ideo postulare potest 
consortium alterius; res autem, a qua est causalitas, potest esse magis absoluta, et non 
actu sed aptitudine tantum societatem alterius postulare/' Disp. Metaphys., disp. 15, 
sec. 7, no. 11 (Vol. 25, p. 528). For Suarez on the general character of causality, see 
ibid., disp. 12, sec. 2, no. 13 (p. 387). For him speaking of a real order of things in the 
universe, cf. ibid., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 785). On "commensuratio" as 
something real following upon causality in things themselves, cf. ibid., disp. 40, sec. 3, 
no. 10 (p. 541). 59 Disp . Metaphys., disp. 10, sec. 1, no. 20 (Vol 25, p. 335). 60 Ibid. , no. 12 (p. 332). 61 Ibid. . 
62 Ibid. y also: disp. 6, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 204); disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 19 (Vol. 26, 
p. 804). 63 Ibid., disp. 10, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 332); disp. 6, sec. 1, no. 12 (p. 204). 64 Ibid., disp. 8, sec. 2, nos. 9, 10, and 12 (Vol. 25, pp. 279-280). Also ibid., disp. 15, 
sec. 7, no. 3 (p. 522), where " concomitantia " appears to be equated with "habitudo" . 
This last will be noted again at 166 and 173, below. 
65 Cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 6, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 204); disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 19 
(Vol. 26, p. 804). On the denomination of "similar", cf. notes 20 and 49, above and 
149, below. 
66 Paulus Dezza, S .J. has summarized a longstanding controversy within the Suare- 
zian school as follows: "... at hi auctores in duas classes dividuntur: (a) alii identifícant 
relationem cum (subjecto et) fundamento ita ut terminus sit mera conditio ad hoc ut 
detur relatio realis. Ita SUAREZ, PESCH, FRICK etc. qui vocantur connotatores quia 
relationem identifícant cum (subjecto et) fundamento prout connotai terminům; - 
(b) alii identifícant relationem cum subjecto fundamento et termino ita ut etiam ter- 
minus sit constitutivum relationis. Ita Nominales, URRABURU, SCHIFFINI, 
etc.". Metaphysica Generalis, Romae 1948, 333, J. J. Urraburu, S.J., had summed up 
his side's view, for which he claims Suarez' s adherence, as follows: "Tertia vero 
sententia relationem adequate identificai cum fundamento prout in utroque extremo, 
et non solum in subjecto, reperitur, ita ut relatio, v. g. similitudinis in Petro et Paulo 
existens secundum albedinem consistât in albedine utriusque. Et haec est com- 
munissima auctorum nostrorum sententia apud Ludovicum Lossada, quam puto 
etiam tenere Doctorem Eximium, quidquid dicant nonnuli, ad connotatorum partes 
ilium invitem trahere volentes." Ontologia, Vallisoleti 1891, 997. To support his inter- 
pretation of the "Outstanding Doctor" Suarez's doctrine, Urraburu makes reference 
to: Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 8, nos. 10 and 14, and also to disp. 7, sec. 2, no. 3. 
However, none of these three paragraphs contains an unambiguous proof of the inter- 
pretation. Dezza gives no references to support his view of Suarez. But, I believe, 
some basis for it can be gleaned from: Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 3 (Vol. 26, 
p. 786); ibid., no. 22 (p. 792); ibid., no. 23 (p. 793). On both parties in the Suarezian 
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foundations of real relations). At least one, depending on how it is 
viewed, appears to be either an action or a passion.67 And some are ex- 
amples of that elusive entity, the Suarezian "mode", which is 
distributed throughout the categories.68 

Even the very act of the intellect itself is a thing {forma ) with a real 
disposition or relation ( habitudo ) toward another thing which is its ob- 
ject.69 This disposition is not mind-dependent. Rather the mind 
somehow depends upon it and presupposes it in its operations.70 The 
same can be said in the case of the will and its act. When the intellect 
knows that something is loved, the "being known" (esse cognitum) in- 
volved in this is not all that is there. For in actual reality love tends 
toward and terminates in a thing - and this is what it is for that thing 
to be loved.71 

A notable corollary of all this is that Suarez, faced with the tradi- 
tional choice between ens reale and ens rationis , locates extrinsic 
denomination reductively sub latitudine entis realis.72 This reduction, 
which decisively casts the die in favor of extrinsic denomination being 
a feature of things rather than an affair of mere naming, sharply con- 

school, as well as John of St. Thomas, vis à vis the earlier Thomistic school, cf. A. 
Krempel, La doctrine de la relation chez Saint Thomas , Paris 1952, 253-254. 67 Cf. e.g. "... eadem est causalitas a qua et effectus denominatur causari, et causa 
causare. " Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 13, sec. 9, no. 9 (Vol. 25, p. 431); "...causatio ipsa ut 
sic duplicem illam habitudinem essentialiter includit, ad causam ut ad principium, et 
ad efîectum ut ad terminům, et ideo utrumque denominat, alterum causans, alterum 
causatum." Ibid., no. 5, (p. 429). Also, cf. note 185, below. 
68 For 4 'condition' ' and "causality" as modes, cf. e.g. ibid., disp. 16, sec. 1, no. 23 
(Vol. 25, p. 573). Note that action is both a "condition" for a relation, cf. ibid., disp. 
47, sec. 12, no. 8 (Vol. 26, p. 833), and a real "mode", cf. disp. 48, sec. 4, nos. 7 and 
13 (pp. 890-891). Also, passion is a mode; cf. e.g. ibid., disp. 49, sec. 1, no. 3 (p. 898). 
On the Suarezian "modes", as they are distributed through the categories, cf. J. I. 
Alcorta, La teoría de los modos en Suarez , Madrid 1949, esp. 229-313. 69 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 11 (Vol. 26, 1020). 70 Ibid., nos. 10-11. On the "intentional" character of intelligence according to 
Suarez, see J. Alejandro, La gnoseologia ..., esp. 192-195, 213-216. In this connection, 
let us note the tendential character of any relation, including the transcendental rela- 
tion involved in knowledge; cf. e.g. "Et ratio universalis est, quia cum respectus et 
habitudo sit veluti tendentia quaedam ad aliud, ..." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 4, 
no. 4 (Vol. 26, p. 800). 71 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 13 (Vol. 26, p. 1021). 72 Cf. "Quocirca, si praecise sistamus in denominatione extrínseca proveniente a for- 
ma reali, et ab aliqua ejus habitudine non ficta, sed vera, et in re ipsa existente, non 
existimo pertinere ad ens rationis, sed comprehendi sub latitudinem entis realis, 
saltem ex parte formae denominantis." Ibid. , no. 14. At other times, however, Suarez 
can regard extrinsic denomination as something unreal; cf. e.g. ibid., disp. 47, sec. 4, 
no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 799). 
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trasts with the doctrine of his order-brother, Gabriel Vasquez 
(1549-1604), for whom it is contradictory to speak of an extrinsic 
denomination as being in things, prior to the activity of a knower or 
namer.73 Suarez's view also stands in contrast to that later expressed 
by the Dominican, John of St. Thomas (1589-1644), who just as 

decisively regards extrinsic denomination as an ens rationis .74 But, for 
Suarez himself, the option taken here will enable extrinsic denomina- 
tion both to function ad modum passionis 75 in things and to provide a 

(real) foundation for entia rationis ,76 including relations of reason.77 

III. Suarez 's use of extrinsic denomination in connection with the 
properties and categories of being 

1 . The Transcendental Properties of Truth and Goodness 

It may be too much to say that in his metaphysics Suarez tries to 

spell reality from the top down. Still, the Disputationes metaphysicae can 

give that impression inasmuch as it begins with a common concept of 

being and proceeds to spell out its properties, its causes, and its main 
divisions.78 That concept itself, specifically the common objective con- 
cept of being as a noun ( ens ut nomen ),79 is in fact an extrinsic 

73 Cf. "Secundo existimo, ante intellectus operationem non esse realem aliquam 
denominationem ab aliqua re, aut forma extrínseca. Quia denominatio cum sit 
nominis appellai io, est etiam opus rationis, et res quae absoluta in se est, si relate 
denominatur, ab intellectu relate earn concipiente denominatur: nomina enim a nobis 
imposita sunt, ut id quod de rebus concipimus, significemus: quare concedere 
denominationem aliquam extrinsecam realem ante quemcumque intellectum, con- 
tradictionem implicat in objecto: nam si est denominatio, est alicujus intellectionis ex- 
pression ' Commentariorum ac disputationum in primam partem Sancii Thomae, disp. 115, cap. 
2, no. 2 (ed. Lugduni 1631), Tom. II, p. 32. 74 Logica II, P., Q. II, Art. I, ed. Reiser (Taurini, 1930), Tom. I, pp. 288-289, some 
text in note 132, below. For a contemporary view, presented against a background of 
Cajetan and John of St. Thomas, cf. J. D. Beach, Analogous Naming, Extrinsic Denomina- 
tion, and the Real Order , in: The Modern Schoolman, XLII (1965), 198-213, esp. 
205-206. 
75 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 107); ibid., disp. 54, sec. 4, 
no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1030). For some tempering of this, cf. ibid., disp. 8, sec. 7, nos. 
21-22 (Vol. 25, pp. 302-303); also ibid., disp. 10, sec. 3, nos. 5 (p. 348). 76 Cf. "... haec est propria ratio vel fundamentum entium rationis, ..." Disp. 
Metaphys., disp. 2, sec. 1, no. 1 (Vol. 25, p. 65); ibid., disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 10 (p. 106); 
disp. 54, sec. 1, no. 6 (Vol. 26, p. 1016). 77 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 4, no. 9 (pp. 1030-1031); ibid., sec. 6 (pp. 1039 ff.). 78 For a summary presentation of the groundplan of the Disputationes Metaphysicae , cf. 
J. P. Doyle, Suarez on the Analogy of Being ..., 222-223. 79 For the distinction between being as a participle and being as a noun, cf. ibid., pp. 
225, 228-231. 
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denomination.80 My concern here, however, is one step beyond, with 
the first synthetic moments in the progression of Suarezian 
metaphysical science. More precisely, my focus is on the distinction, 
which the Aristotelian Suarez requires for scientific discursus, between 
being and its properties of truth and goodness.81 

Obviously, for progress some distinction is necessary. But if the pro- 
perties of being are really other than being, they would appear to be 
non-being. They would add nothing to being and they would be 
unable to function for a scientific discursus in metaphysics. In that 
event, metaphysics would become at best a perfectly nugatory concen- 
tration on being as such.82 To avoid this, Suarez has distinguished 
three properties, each tenuously and yet somehow understandably dif- 
ferent from being. These three are: unity, constituted by the negation 
of division, and two others, truth and goodness, arising in extrinsic 
denominations, respectively of intellect and appetite.83 I am leaving 
unity aside, to consider first truth and then goodness. 

Truth as a transcendental property of being, Suarez tells us, does 
not consist in just an extrinsic denomination. His own words here defy 
paraphrase: 

"We do not assert that (such) denomination alone is the property, but rather be- 
ing ( entitas ) itself conceived under such a characteristic {ratio). From this it hap- 
pens that through this attribute of truth no new perfection or real character will 
be explicated in being itself, but the character of being itself will only be more ful- 
ly expressed by relation (per habitudinem) to cognition, ... And, because this rela- 
tion happens somehow to being itself as such and is in some way, at least accord- 
ing to reason, posterior to it (although it is always conjoined with it), truth 

80 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 2, sec. 2, no. 8 (Vol. 25, p. 72); ibid.. sec. 4, no. 3 (p. 88). 81 Cf. ibid, y disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 1 (Vol. 25, p. 103). For the discursus of metaphysical 
science subsequent to a non-discursive knowledge of first principles, also cf. ibid., disp. 
1, sec. 5, no. 30 (pp. 45-46). 82 "... alias nullo modo dici possent proprietates seu attributa, essetque nugatio dicere 
ens esse unum aut bonum; oportet ergo ut de formali significent aliquid praeter ens; 
..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 11 (Vol. 25, p. 106). For the same point, cf. P. 
Fonseca, S.J., In Metaphys. Arist.y IV, c. 2, q. 6 (ed. Coloniae, 1615), Vol. 1, col. 790; 
and earlier, St. Thomas: De Veritate , q. 1, art. 1; Summa Theol. . I, q. 11, a. 1, ob. 1. 83 "... passiones entis debent aliquid addere supra ens, et non possunt addere aliquid 
positivům reale; ergo vel negativum, vel positivům rationis, seu per denominationem 
aut convenientiam ad aliquid extrinsecum. Priori modo constituitur passio unius, ... 
Posteriori modo constituuntur duae aliae passiones, una per respectum seu convenien- 
tiam ad intellectum; alia per habitudinem et convenientiam ad appetitum et volun- 
tatem; nam hae duae facultates, et nullae aliae sunt universales, et respiciunt omne 
ens sub diversa ratione." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 2, no. 7 (Vol. 25, p. 109); ibid., 
sec. 1, no. 11 (p. 106). 
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(verum), which expresses the nature of being through this relation, is called an at- 
tribute or property of it."84 

What must be noticed here is that even though it alone is not con- 
stitutive of the property, nevertheless, an extrinsic denomination of 
the intellect is somehow involved in truth, and it is precisely this which 
supplies the distinction of truth from being as such.85 

Servata proportione, much the same can be said of the property of 
goodness.86 There is the added nuance that in goodness a double ex- 
trinsic denomination is involved, since beings, in order to be good, 
must be true.87 But, like truth, the property of goodness does not con- 
sist in extrinsic denomination alone. Primarily, what goodness 
signifies is the intrinsic perfection of being,88 and what it further 
denominates is a certain " suitability' 

' 
(convenientia) or "appetibility" 

(i appetibilitas ),89 either for itself or to another.90 By the identification of 
being and goodness in re, the reality of goodness is secured: by the con- 
notation of suitability or appetibility the distinction of goodness and 
being in rationed is preserved.92 

84 "... non asserimus solam denominationem esse proprietatem, sed ipsam entitatem 
sub tali ratione conceptum. Quo fit ut per hoc veri attributum nulla nova perfectio aut 
realis ratio in ipso ente explicetur, sed solum declaretur amplius ipsamet ratio entis per 
habitudinem ad cognitionem, ... Et, quia haec habitudo accidit quodammodo ipsi enti 
ut sic, et est aliquo modo saltem secundum rationem posterior illa (quam vis semper sit 
cum ilio conjuncta), ideo verum, quod per hanc habitudinem declarat naturam entis, 
attributum seu proprietas ejus dicitur." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 7, no. 36 (Vol. 
25, p. 307). For a very similar doctrine, cf. St. Thomas, De Veritate , q. 1, a. 8. 85 Disp. Metaphys. , disp. 3, sec. 1, n. 11 (p. 106); ibid., sec. 2, nos. 3 and 7 (pp. 
108-109). On truth as a property of being for Suarez, see Hans Seigfried, Wahrheit und 
Metaphysik bei Suarez , Bonn 1967, esp. 118-127 and p. 130. It may be noted here that 
Suarez rejects a view that would make transcendental truth consist in, or even formally 
include, a relation of reason: "... passio entis realis non potest consistere in praedicta 
relatione, neque illam formaliter includere." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 7, no. 11 
(Vol. 25, p. 298). 86 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 10, sec. 1, no. 14 (Vol. 25, p. 333); ibid., no. 20 (p. 335). 87 Ibid., disp. 3, sec. 2, n. 9 (pp. 109-110); ibid., no. 14 (p. Ill); also disp. 8, prol. (p. 
274). 88 Ibid., disp. 10, sec. 3, no. 10 (pp. 349-350). 89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 This distinction is rational, with a foundation in reality (i.e. rationis ratiocinatae ); 
Disp. Metaphys., disp. 10, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 332). As such, it is enough to 
ground the priority of being over its property of goodness, which priority will (among 
other things) permit mathematical sciences to prescind from goodness (and from 
demonstrations through final causality) and to focus upon being as quantified; cf. 
ibid., sec. 3, nos. 19-23 (pp. 352-353). Also note that such a distinction seems all that is 
required for a (scientific) inference a priori from one property to another; cf. ibid., disp. 
47, sec. 5, no. 3 (Vol. 26, p. 894). 
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2. The Categories of Being 

Tracing its ancestry back to the Liber de sex principiis traditionally 
ascribed to Gilbert de la Porree (d. 11 54), 93 a common opinion in 
Suarez' s day was that the last six categories (actio, passio , quando , ubi, 
situs , habitus) are nothing more than extrinsic denominations.94 Suarez 
himself, in a number of places, has flatly contradicted this view.95 
Against it, his main argument is that accidents are real beings with 
their own intrinsic entity; but it would be impossible for them to be 
such simply by extrinsic denomination, because (despite any location 
it might have under ens reale ) this denomination posits nothing in the 
thing denominated.96 

92 Cf. Elisabeth Gemmeke, Die Metaphysik des sittlich Guten bei Franz Suarez , Freiburg 
1965, 154. Gemmeke has much of value on extrinsic denomination and goodness in 
Suarez; see esp. pp. 29-32, p. 89, note 145, pp. 151-157, and pp. 171-177. On the 
general point being made in the text above, cf. Suarez, speaking within the context of 
the distinction between the Divine Essence and its attributes: "De transcendentibus ... 
praeter entitatem includunt negationem vel connotationem aliquam rationis seu ex- 
trinsecam, ratione cujus concipiuntur tanquam extra entitatem. Quidquid vero 
perfectionis realis in eis est, essentiale est enti reali.' ' De Divina Substantia , I, с. 11, no. 
7 (Vol. 1, p. 35). 93 Critical edition by A. Heysse, Liber de sex principiis. Gilberto Porretano ascriptus, in 
Opuscula et textus , Munster i. W. 1929 (revised 1953). On the incorrect character of the 
ascription, cf. L. Minio-Paluello, Magister Sex Principiorum , in: Studi Medievali, terza 
serie, VI (1965), 123-155. For Suarez referring to Gilbert in this context, see Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 973). 94 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 52, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 1007), where Suarez at- 
tributes this opinion to Fonseca, "5 Metaphys. c. 15, qu. 7". Cf. Commentariorum Petri 
Fonsecae In Metaphysicorum Aristotelis Libros , Tomi Quatuor (Coloniae, 1615), 5 Metaphys ., 
c. 15, q. 7, sec. 3 (Vol. 2, col. 868); also ibid., с. 7, q. 2, sec. 3 (cols. 435-436). 95 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 52, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 1007); ibid., disp. 39, sec. 2, 
nos. 13-14 (p. 513); ibid., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 25 (p. 979), and no. 4 (p. 973) where he 
also attributes this view to St. Thomas: "Unde favet huic sententiae D. Thomas, 
quatenus in 2 Metaph. generatim docet omnia ultima praedicamenta esse extrinsece 
denominantia, quod nonnulli sequuntur. Et specialiter 1 part., quaest. 110, art. 3, ait: 
Mobile secundum locum non est in potentia ad aliquid intrinsecum, in quantum hujusmodi, sed 
solum ad aliquid extrinsecum, scilicet, ad locum. Idem fere habet quaest. 6, de Potent., art. 
3, et 2 cont. Gent., c. 13, expresse dicit: Aliquando denominatur aliquid ab eo, quod est extra 
ipsum, ut a loco dicitur esse aliquid alicubi ; ergo cum per motum localem acquiratur et 
amittatur ipsum Ubi, aperte sentit D. Thomas, formam ipsius Ubi, esse locum ex- 
trinsecum." On extrinsic denomination as constitutive of the last six categories, cf. A. 
Krempel, La doctrine de la relation ..., esp. c. 20, pp. 426-452. Coupling such a 
denomination with an identification (based, he says, on modern physics) of quantity 
and quality, Krempel himself will reduce the number of real categories to three: 
substance, quality, and relation; ibid., pp. 84-85. 96 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 32, sec. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 323). For what amounts to a 
brief reply on this point by a present-day Thomist, cf. J. Owens, An Elementary Christian 
Metaphysics, Milwaukee 1963, 191-192. 
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As remarked above in Section I, he does allow an exception to this. 
In the case of habitus , we are dealing with a purely extrinsic denomina- 
tion. The fact of " being clothed", for instance, does not inhere in nor 
does it posit anything in the man who is clothed. It is, instead, a mere- 
ly extrinsic denomination coming to him from the contiguity of his 
garment.97 An extension of this, with ramifications into art and 
aethetics, is that such designations as "gilded" (i deauratum ), "whit- 
ened" ( dealbatum ), and "adorned" ( ornatura ) are extrinsic denomina- 
tions in this same category of habitus. 98 

The category of passion is not just an extrinsic denomination. Quite 
the contrary, passion for Suarez is an accidental form which intrin- 

sically affects the patients.99 Looked at in another way, the same reali- 

ty is termed (or, perhaps, simply "is") action - as extrinsically 
denominating an agent in which it does not inhere, but toward which 
it has a real relation.100 This is a transcendental relation whose term is 
in the agent which is extrinsically denominated. 101In this way, action 

97 Cf. "Nihilominus dicendum est, formam hujus praedicamenti esse mere ex- 
trinsecam, puta vestem, vel aliquid simile, quae non aliter informat, quam adjacendo, 
et extrinsece denominando. " Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 53, sec. 1, no. 3 (Vol. 26, p. 
1012). 98 Ibid. , sec. 2, nos. 3-4 (pp. 1013-1014). 99 Ibid., disp. 49, sec. 1, no. 8 (Vol. 26, p. 899). 100 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 14, text in note 14, above: also see ibid., 
disp. 48, sec. 4, nos. 12-18 (pp. 891-893). Note that immanent action inheres in the 
agent; cf. e.g. Suarez, De Angelis VI, с. 6, no. 23 (Vol. 2, p. 663). Accordingly, imma- 
nent action is not in the category of action; Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 48, sec. 4, no. 12 
(Vol. 26, p. 891). For a further distinction between immanent action and immanent 
act, cf. J. Patout Burns, S.J., Action in Suarez , in: The New Scholasticism, XXXVIII 
(1964), 453-472, esp. 462-466. 101 "Dico secundo; actio ut actio dicit intrinsece et essentialiter respectum 
transcendentalem ad agens, seu ad principium agendi. ... Item, cum actio ut actio 
dicit egressum vel processionem ab agente, concipi non potest sine respectu ad agens. 
Praeterea, actio ut actio denominai agens actu tale, denominatione reali orta ex ipsis 
rebus, et non propter realem unionem ad ipsum agens, ... quia alias non esset illa 
denominatio extrínseca sed intrinseca; ergo saltem propter habitudinem realem ac- 
tionis ad agens." Disp. Metaphys . , disp. 48, sec. 1, no. 17 (Voi. 26, p. 872); ibid., disp. 
47, sec. 4, no. 5 (p. 800), text in note 14, above. Note further that while a transcenden- 
tal relation does not need a real term (cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 8, no. 12 [p. 
818]), in the present case the agent would be real and actual. In other cases, there 
would be only a real aptitude for terminating (cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 
16, no. 7 [p. 849]; also see note 143, below). There is a further distinction to be made 
here between the term itself and the term precisely as terminating, or better, the very 
termination itself. While the term, may be a real thing in its own right, the termination 
as such is constituted by an extrinsic denomination (cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 31, sec. 
2, no. 7 [Vol. 26, p. 231]; ibid., disp. 47, sec. 16, no. 2 [p. 847]; no. 7 [p. 849]; no. 17 
[p. 852]; no. 25 [p. 854]). In some contexts, however, Suarez can regard termination 
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is real, and distinct from passion (which is fieri itself102) by a distinction 
rationis ratiocinatae , which distinction suffices for real categories.103 The 
parallel with being and its properties of truth and goodness is evident. 

The categories of when ( quando ) and where (ubi) are for Suarez 
similar inasmuch as both may be looked at either intrinsically or ex- 
trinsically. Intrinsic quando , which is properly the category and which 
is only rationally distinct from existence, is not an extrinsic denomina- 
tion. For any one thing, in isolation from all other things, would be 
truly and properly said to endure as long as it remained in its own ex- 
istence.104 Extrinsic quando y which is an extrinsic denomination, is 
present when the duration of one thing is measured by that of another, 
e.g. when the time of sublunar things is measured by the motion and 
time of the heavens.105 The difference here permits a change of extrin- 
sic duration, which would be only a matter of extrinsic denomination, 
without any real intrinsic succession in the thing denominated as hav- 
ing endured through the change.106 (Conceivably, had he known 
about such 20th century items as "the twin paradox' 

' or frozen em- 
bryos, Suarez could have offered some answers to problems they 
raise.) 

Intrinsic ubi, which Suarez identifies with the category of ubi , is in 
every body a certain proper intrinsic "mode" of being, really (ex natura 
rei ) distinct from the substance and other accidents of that body.107 By 
this mode of being each body is present here or there, where it is said 
to be.108 That such presence is not a mere extrinsic denomination is 
clear, he tells us, because a body which is now here and then there is 
by that really and intrinsically changed.109 Also, the first containing 

as a "mode"; cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 7, sec. 1, no. 19 (Vol. 25, p. 256) and 
ibid., disp. 32, sec. 1, no. 18 (Vol. 26, p. 318), where a point is said to be the intrinsic 
term of a line and also a mode. 
102 Cf. Suarez, De SS. Trinit. Mysterio , VI, c. 2, no. 1 (Vol. 1, p. 676), text in note 14, 
above. 
103 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 49, sec. 1, no. 8 (Voi. 26, p. 899). 104 Ibid., disp. 50, sec. 1, no. 5 (pp. 914-915); sec. 6, no. 11 (p. 943). 105 Cf. Ibid ., disp. 5, sec. 9, no. 9 (Vol. 25, pp. 198-199; ibid ., disp. 40, sec. 9, no. 10 
(Vol. 26, p. 586). 106 Ibid., disp. 50, sec. 5, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 932). 107 Ibid., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 976). 108 Ibid., On ubication as a mode, see J. Alcorta, La teoría de los modos ..., 295-313. 109 Disp. Metaphys. , disp. 51 , sec. 1 , no. 15 (Vol. 26, p. 976). Note that for Suarez local 
motion can never simply consist in extrinsic denomination; ibid., disp. 18, sec. 7, no. 
41 (Vol. 25, p. 644); De Angelis IV, с. 15, no. 5 (Vol. 2, p. 485). Suarez's position here 
contrasts with that of St. Thomas, for whom local motion as such does not intrinsically 
change a body which undergoes it; see the texts given by A. Krempel, La doctrine de la 
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surface, from which primarily an extrinsic denomination would be 
taken, can be changed and still the body contained can remain here or 
there, where it is. As examples, he points to a tree or a rock in a river, 
which keep their places even though the surfaces around them 
change.110 Again, while recognizing a natural order of bodies in the 
universe,111 he remarks that the outermost celestiali sphere is in place, 
by its own intrinsic mode of being, even though it is not bounded by 
any extrinsic surface.112 And, finally, he uses "the absolute power of 
God" to perform such thought experiments as (1) successively remov- 
ing outer spheres, to leave each following inner sphere still where it 
was, or (2) moving a body locally in a vacuum.113 

Extrinsic place, while it may be an inhering accident in some other 
subject (whose surface it is), with respect to the body which it sur- 
rounds is not a true accident, for it does not truly affect or change that 
body. Instead, it only denominates it extrinsically. For this reason, 
Suarez believes, extrinsic place and intrinsic ubi do not belong in the 
same category.114 Indeed, extrinsic place, he tells us, may be in no 
category or it may be for different reasons reduced into three 
categories: quantity, relation, and habitus. 115 

The category of 
4 
'position' 

' 
(situs) is not an extrinsic denomination. 

Sitting or standing, for example, are not denominations from a chair, 
the surrounding air, or the ground. Rather, they are true internal 
dispositions in the one who sits or stands.116 Even in a vacuum, 

relation ..., 236-237, 429-440, and those given by P. Hoenen, S.J., Cosmologia , editio 
altera, Romae 1936, 73-74. Also cf. the texts which Suarez has cited in Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 4, quoted in note 95, above. St. Thomas's position here 
seems more compatible with modern views of motion as essentially relative. For 
classical modern views on motion, cf. M. Jammer, Motion , in: The Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy , reprint edition, New York 1972, Vol. V, esp. 398-399; and also, A. Koyre, 
From the Closed World to the Infinite Universe , New York 1959, 142-145, for Henry More's 
criticism of Descartes' view of motion, a criticism which rests on a basis not unlike the 
position of Suarez. 
110 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 15 (Vol. 26, p. 976). 111 Ibid. , no. 18 (p. 977). 112 Ibid. , no. 21 (p. 978). 113 Ibid. . 
114 Ibid., sec. 2, no. 9 (pp. 981-982). 115 Ibid. , no. 10 (p. 982). 116 Disp. Metaphys. y disp. 52, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 1007). On this, cf. 4 'In Aristo- 
tle's cosmological system (тф 7wcvrí)ãva) means 'at (or to) the circumference of the 
universe', xátco 'at (or to) the centre of the universe', which is occupied by the earth. 
But with regard to living things he adopts different definitions of óve*) and xocxo) (1. 3), 
which depend on the functions of the parts (xotç epyotç) ; the upper part of an animal is 
that at which it absorbs foods, and on that principle he has to describe the root of a 
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without any relation whatever to an external sustaining body, a man 
with the necessary internal disposition of his own bodily parts would 
truly be said to be standing. At the same time, Suarez does have a pro- 
blem showing how such a man could not equally be said to be lying 
down. Moreover, he is aware that in everyday usage {in communi usu) 
there are two denominations about this category. Of these, one is in- 
trinsic in the way just described and is constitutive of the category. 
The other is extrinsic, outside the category, coming from such things 
as the sustaining chair or ground.117 

Outside the 6 categories of Gilbert de la Porree, and yet deeply en- 
twined with extrinsic denomination, is the category of relation. First to 
be said on this is that back beyond the Middle Ages the authority of 
Aristotle himself is ambivalent. In his Categories , under relation Aristo- 
tle includes things which seem to belong to other categories.118 Much 
the same is true in his Metaphysics .119 Again, in both places, he includes 
many of the items listed above in Section I as apparent examples of ex- 
trinsic denomination.120 The import of this is heightened inasmuch as 
Aristotle does not use an equivalent of the English substantive "rela- 

plant as its upper part, in spite of its being nearer to the centre of the universe than the 
rest of the plant." Sir David Ross, Aristotle : De Anima, ed. and comm. (London, 1961), 
p. 229 (at 416a 2-5). For Suarez on the real order of the parts of the universe, cf. Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 785); and ibid., disp. 51, sec. 1, no. 15 
(p. 977). Three more points: (1) Even the paradigm of extrinsic denomination - call- 
ing the column "left" or "right" - ultimately has a foundation in the real situation of 
the right and left side of a man or an animal; ibid., sec. 5, no. 29 (p. 847); on this see 
St. Thomas, In Physic. Ill, 1.5 (ed. Leon., n. 15) and ibid. V, 1.3 (ed. Leon., n. 8). (2) 
Aristotle's authority here is questionable inasmuch as in the Categories , c. 7; 6b 12, he 
appears to reduce position (0£<xiç) to the category of relation; cf. Suarez, Disp. 
Metaphys., disp. 52, sec. 1, no. 3 (Vol. 26, p. 1007) and no. 5 (p. 1008), where he says 
that this is not really Aristotle's own opinion. (3) On the universe itself as animated, 
and this giving rise to absolute directions, cf. Aristotíe, De Cáelo II, 2, 285a 29-32. 117 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 52, sec. 1, no. 11 (Vol. 26, pp. 1009-1010). Note that Suarez 
regards situs as an intrinsic mode, distinct from intrinsic place by a distinctio rationis 
(ratiocinatae) similar to that between action and passion; ibid., no. 9 (p. 1009). ne Qf "e<rci oè xat xà toiocūtoc tgjv rcpóç ti otov eçtç, oiáOeaiç, aíaOrjaiç, ¿7иатг)|лт), 0£atç." 
Categories, с. 7, 6b 2-3. For Suarez' s recognition of the difficulty attached to Aristotle's 
text and also for his interpretation, cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 1, nos. 5-7 (Vol. 
26, pp. 783-784) and ibid., sec. 4, nos. 17-19 (pp. 800-801). 119 Cf. "... oíov i¡ io iTpixfj tcõv 7tpóç Tt čti то yévoç aÚTfjç ^ lm<rrr'[Lr' Boxet elvat 7ipóç ti." 
V., c. 15, 1021b 5-6; cf. Suares, Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 1, nos. 5 and 6 (Vol. 
26, p. 783); ibid., sec. 4, nos, 17-18 (pp. 801-802). 120 For examples: in the Categories he mentions: larger, smaller, double, similar, equal, 
unequal, master, and slave; in the Metaphysics he mentions: double, measurable, 
perceptible, knowable, equal, and similar as among "та 7tpóç ti." 
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tion", but instead employs the adjectival phrase rcpóç ti, which em- 
phasizes the extrinsic character of a relation.121 

Next to be said is that Suarez, following St. Thomas Aquinas,122 
refuses to reduce relation to a merely extrinsic denomination.123 
Neither will he contrariwise reduce extrinsic denomination to a rela- 
tion.124 Again, an extrinsic denomination cannot be the foundation of 
a real categorical relation.125 At the same time, every real relation, 
transcendental126 as well as categorical, involves an extrinsic 
denomination of its term.127 Conversely, every real extrinsic 
denomination involves a real relation, either categorical or 
transcendental,128 and real extrinsic denominations are founded upon 

121 On part of what is involved here, cf. Cajetan: "... ly "relatio" significai rela- 
tionem ut conceptam et non ut exercitam, propter quod ad aliud non dicitur secun- 
dum illud nomen,... . Ly vero 4 * relativum " significat relationem ut exercendam magis 
quam ut exercitam; poten tiam enim quandam importât ad referendum. Ly autem 
"ad aliquid' ' relationem ipsam significai ut exercitam: importât siquidem respectum 
ut terminatur ad aliud, quod est, ut sic liceat loqui, relationis exercitium, tunc si- 
quidem relatio in vero et proprio exercitio ponitur cum ad aliud respicere ponitur." 
Commentaria in Praedicamenta Aristotelis , ed. M.-H. Laurent, O.P. (Romae 1939), p. 
111. 
122 Cf. e.g. Cont. Gent. II, с. 13. Also note St. Thomas' grouping of categories in the 
course of commenting on the text of Aristotle: In Phys. Ill, lect. 5 (ed. Leon. n. 15) and 
In Metaphys. V, lect. 9 (ed. Cathala n. 892). 123 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 11, no. 8 (p. 833); cf. ibid., sec. 2, no. 22 (p. 792) 
and ibid, y sec. 1, no. 11 (p. 784). 124 Cf. "... si esset denominado extrínseca, ut sic non esset respectiva, quia potius 
esset veluti applicatio formae extrinsecae ad subjectum denominatum, quam habitudo 
subjecti ad terminům extrinsecum." ibid., disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 11 (p. 789). This is 
found confirming an argument in favor of a modal distinction between a real relation 
and its subject as well as its foundation. Suarez disagrees with the modal distinction 
doctrine, but he does seem to accept the validity of the point made in its confirmation. 
125 Cf. e.g. "... ratio mensurae quantitativae non est per se apta ad fundandam rela- 
tionem realem, cum solum sit extrínseca denominatio rationis, ..." Disp. Metaphys ., 
disp. 47, sec. 10, no. 15 (p. 825). On the extrinsic denomination of "measure" here, 
cf. notes 193 and 195, below. 
126 For Suarez on transcendental relations, as distinct from those within the category 
of relation, cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 3, nos. 10-13 and sec. 4, nos. 1-21 (Vol. 
26, pp. 797-805); also: De Angelis VI, с. 6, no. 24 (Vol. 2, pp. 663-664). 127 Cf. "... relatio sine alia causalitate, solum quia ex intrínseca sua essentia respicit 
terminům, ilium denominat terminantem. Sicut visio denominat rem visam sine vera 
causalitate, sed ex eo solum, quod est cum tali intrínseca habitudine; unde sicut non 
prius natura est quam habeat illam habitudinem, ita non prius natura est quam 
denominei objectum visum." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 16, no. 25 (Vol. 26, p. 
854); also see the texts referred to in notes 101 and 126, above. 
128 Cf. Disp. Metaphys disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 10, text in note 45, above. Also see the 
texts, e.g., on action in notes 14 and 101 above. There is another question now about 
the extrinsic denomination of creatures as possible from the power of God (cf. note 32, 
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such relations.129 In contrast, while an extrinsic denomination is not 
the same thing as a relation of reason, various relations of reason, in- 
cluding mathematical and second intentions in Logic, can be founded 
upon such a denomination.130 Of this more will be said in the follow- 
ing section. 

above). Even here, at times, Suarez seems to admit a transcendental relation on the 
part of God (cf. e.g.: " Respondeo, ... non posse tolli illam possibilitatem ex parte 
craturarum, quin tollatur a Deo positiva perfectio omnipotentiae, ac subinde scien- 
tiae, et totius divini esse." De Trinitate, IX, с. 6, no. 20 [Vol. 1, p. 740] and Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 30, sec. 16, no. 42 [Vol. 26, p. 1971). Generally at other times, Suarez 
is more orthodox, denying all transcendental (and, of course, all categorical) relations 
in God (cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 4 [Vol. 26, p. 800]). Suarez's am- 
bivalence on this has been noted by Diego de Alarcon, S.J. (1585-1634): "Ex quibus 
Auctoribus nonnulli docent omnipotentiam divinam realiter referri per relationem 
transcendentalem ad quamlibet creaturam; adeo ut qualibet minima deficiente, etiam 
ipse Deus deficieret ... et aliquando ita sensit P. Suarez: nam lib. 9 de Trinitate, c. 6, 
n. 20, fatetur deficiente possibilitate alicuius creaturae necessario defecturam in Deo 
perfectionem positivam omnipotentiae, et totius esse divini: oppositum tamen videtur 
docuisse in Metaphys. d. 30, sec. 15, n. 26 et locis supra citatis, ubi cum multis aliis 
docet nullam esse in Deo relationem realem intrinsecam ad creaturas." Prima Pars 
Theologicae Scholasticae (Lugduni, 1633), Tract. II, disp. 2, cap. 2 (p. 96a), as cited by 
N. J. Wells, Sttarez on the Eternal Truths , Part II, in: The Modern Schoolman, LVIII 
(1981), 171, n. 120. Prof. Wells has raised the question of Suarez having changed his 
mind on this point. But for another resolution, cf. Disp. Metaphys. , disp. 47, sec. 3, no. 
8 (Vol. 26, p. 796), where the divine omnipotence is said to be relative secundum dici, 
because we cannot conceive it or explain it otherwise: "Sic enim divinam omnipoten- 
tiam dicimus esse relativum secundum dici, ... quia illam non concipimus, nec ex- 
plicamus, nisi non concomitantia alterius, ad quod est in potentia, et per modum 
habentis habitudinem ad illud."; also: "Ut in exemplo posito de potentia Dei, pro- 
babilius est non includere respectum etiam transcendentalem, etiamsi relativa secun- 
dum dici appelletur. Igitur relatio secundum dici tantum, non est idem quod relatio 
transcendentalis; ..." ibid., no. 9 (p. 797). For Suarez briefly touching upon the sub- 
sistent relations which constitute the Persons of the Trinity, cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 
47, sec. 4, no. 21 (Vol. 26, p. 805). 129 Ibid.: also cf. ibid.. disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 26, p. 784) and no. 14 (p. 785). 130 Cf. e.g. "... sic enim naturam esse abstractam, seu universaliter conceptam, non 
addit naturae, nisi esse quoddam conveniens illi per extrinsecam denominationem, 
quod esse objectivam appellatur. Sicut esse visum vel esse cognitum non est aliquod 
esse reale additum rebus, nec formaliter consistit in relatione rationis, sed in 
denominatione proveniente ab actu videndi vel cognoscendi, super quam potest in- 
tellectus fabricare relationem rationis, ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 6, sec. 6, no. 10 
(Vol. 25, p. 228). On occasion, Suarez seems to say that an extrinsic denomination 
can be a foundation for only a relation of reason; cf. "Ab ilio autem esse, quod 
creaturae in Deo habent, denominantur cognitae, sed haec solum est denominatio ex- 
trínseca in illis, solumque esse potest fundamentum alicuius relationis rationis." Ibid., 
disp. 30, sec. 15, no. 27 (Vol. 26, p. 178). Notice, however, the possible ambiguity of 
the "solumque" , as well as of our "only", here. 
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IV. Some conventions and other items observed in Suarez 's use of 
extrinsic denomination 

The following catalog of conventions and items observed in 
Suarez' s use of extrinsic denomination is not as complete or as 
systematic as I would like it. Certainly, it is not finad. Nevertheless, I 
think it does provide insights into Suarez's philosophy. Moreover, in 
view of Suarez's place in history, such insights should help also in 
understanding other medieval and post-medieval philosophies.131 
Therefore, without added comment here, let me say that for Suarez: 

1. Every extrinsic denomination involves: (a) a thing denominated 
{res denominata ), (b) a form denominating {forma denominans), (с) a 
union, disposition, coordination or relation {habitudo) between the 
thing denominated and the form denominating, and (d) the actual 
denomination itself. Examples are: of (a) a wall or a man, of (b) the act 
of seeing (visto) or a garment, of (c) the relation of seeing to the wall or 
the placing of the garment around the man, and of (d) seen or 
clothed.132 

131 Mr. Daryl Wennemann, a graduate student at St. Louis University, has brought 
to my attention a number of places in which modern philosophers after Suarez have 
mentioned extrinsic denomination. For some of these, cf.: (1) Descartes: Meditationes de 
prima philosophiae , VI, (ed. A. T., t. VII, p. 85); (2) Spinoza: Appendix continens cogitata 
metaphysica , pars I, cap. 6 (ed. Gebhardt, Vol. I, p. 246); ibid., pars II, cap. 2 (p. 252); 
Ethica ordine geometrico demonstrata , pars II, def. 4 (Vol. II, p. 85); ibid. , pars II, prop, 
xliii, scholium (p. 124); ibid., pars III, Affect. Def. xlviii, explic. (p. 203); Korte 
Verhandeling van God, de Mensch en deszeļfs Welstand , Deel I, cap. 2 (ed. Vloten et Land: 
Hagae, 1914; Vol. 4, p. 14); Trac tatus de Intellectus Emendatone (Vloten et Land; Vol. 1, 
pp. 21 and 31); (3) Leibniz: De ipsa natura (ed. Gerhardt, Vol. IV, pp. 506 and 513); 
De modo distinguendi phaenomena realia ab imaginariis (Vol. VII, p. 321); Nouveaux essais sur 
l'entendement , II, c. 25, n. 5 (Vol. V, p. 211); ibid., с. 27, п. 3 (p. 214); ibid., IV, с. 6, п. 
4 (pp. 381-383); Primae veritates (ed. Couturat, pp. 519-521); Specimen inventorum de ad - 
mirandis naturae generalis arcanum (ed. Gerhardt, Vol. VII, p. 311). In some of these, and 
other, places, Leibniz has denied that there are any absolutely extrinsic denominations 
in things. Coming up into the 20th century, also cf. Franz Brentano (1838-1917), The 
Theory of the Categories, tr. R. M. Chisholm and N. Guterman, The Hague 1981, 25-26, 
94-95, 103, 153-155, 156-159, 171, and 174. 
132 Cf. e.g. "... omnia ilia revera ita sunt in re, sicut cognoscuntur, scilicet res 
denominata, forma denominans, et illa qualiscunque unio complens denomina- 
tionem, quae potius est realis habitudo." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 14 (Vol. 
26, p. 1021); "Forma igitur est vestis ipsa: subjectum est homo, verbi gratia, qui in- 
duitur; unio hic non est alia, nisi circumpositio seu adjacentia indumenti ilio modo, 
qui accommodatus est ad ornamentům, seu tegumentum subjecti quod vestitur; con- 
cretum autem est totum hoc, homo vestitus, vel incomplexe, indutum." Ibid., disp. 
53, sec. 1, no. 3 (p. 1012); also, cf. ibid., disp. 16, sec. 1, no. 24, (Vol. 25, p. 574). 
Compare and contrast John of St. Thomas: "Sed verius videtur, quod in denominatione 
ista concurrunt duo, scilicet ipsa forma ut ratio denominans, et adiacentia seu ap- 
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2 . A denomination is called extrinsic because it posits nothing in the 

thing denominated.133 
3. Extrinsic denomination is not a perfection in things 

denominated.134 
4. No one (nemo) is truly changed by extrinsic denomination.135 
5. Nothing can exist by extrinsic denomination.136 
6. Nothing can be a real essence (as opposed to a mere ens rationis) 

by extrinsic denomination.137 
7. An extrinsic denomination (e.g. extrinsic time, place, habitus , 

etc.) is not a principle of action.138 It may be noted that the same holds 
true for a predicament al relation.139 

8. An end or goal does not move by the extrinsic denomination it 
has precisely in being known. Rather it moves as a thing so 
denominated.140 

plicatio eius ad denominatum ut conditio. Et quantum ad ipsam formam, manifestum 
est esse aliquid reale, sicut visio, qua paries denominatur visus, realis forma est in 
oculo; applicatio tamen eius, ut tangit subjectum denominatum, non est aliquid reale, 
quia nihil in ipso pariete ponit. Omne autem non reale apprehensum est quid rationis, 
et sic ex parte applicationis in forma denominata aliquid rationis est denominado ex- 
trínseca." Logica , II P., Q. II, Art. I (ed. Reiser), Vol. 1, p. 289. Here, look again at 
the sentence from Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 14, quoted in note 72, above. 
Also consider the distinction which Suarez allows between applicatio and habitudo in 
Disp. Metaphys. y disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 11, text in note 124, above. 
133 "... talis denominatio nihil ponit in re denominata; ideo enim extrínseca ap- 
pellator; ..." Disp. Metaphys. , disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 1020); "... quae 
denominatio in re denominata nihil ponit, ..." ibid., disp. 31, sec. 2, no. 7 (p. 231); 
"... sola extrínseca denominatio nihil rei ponit in re denominata." Ibid., disp. 32, sec. 
2, no. 14 (p. 323). 134 "... si est extrínseca, nullum esse reale conferì rei denominatae; ergo пес realem 
perfectionem; ..." ibid., disp. 46, sec. 6 no. 11 (Vol. 26, p. 659). 135 "... quia per solam denominationem extrinsecam nemo vere mutator, " ibid., 
disp. 51, sec. 3, no. 13 (p. 985). 136 "Nec enim res esse potest existens per aliquam extrinsecam denominationem, vel 
aliquod ens rationis; alioqui quomodo existentia constitueret ens actu reale, et extra 
nihil?" ibid., disp. 31, sec. 1, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 225); also, cf. Suarez, Opusculum II, 
lib. 1, c. 7, no. 13 (Vol. 11, p. 321). 137 "... est enim aperta repugnantia quod aliquid sit ens reale per extrinsecam 
denominationem; ..." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 32, sec. 2, no. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 323); cf. 
Vasquez, as cited in note 73, above. 
138 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 18, sec. 5, no. 7 (Vol. 25, pp. 625-626). 139 Ibid., disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 14 (Vol. 26, p. 803). i4° Qf <« ¿ļe fine drebamus, non movere ad appetendum secundum esse cognitum 
quoad ipsum esse cognoscitur, ..." ibid., disp. 25, sec. 1, no. 32 (Vol. 25, p. 908). 
While they are not exactly the same, there is some similarity between this and the 
distinction in knowledge between an objectum movens and an objectum terminons (cf. ibid. , 
disp. 31, sec. 2, no. 7 [Vol. 26, p. 231]). On the latter distinction in relation to 
Suarez's doctrine of the possibles, see N. J. Wells, New Wine in Old Bottles: A Rqoinder 
to J. C. Doig in: The New Scholasticism, LIII (1979), 522. 
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9. Since the means participates goodness and appetibility from the 
end by extrinsic denomination, it participates final causality in the 
same way, with the entailment that only the end itself exercises true 
final causality.141 

10. While the extrinsic denomination of " being known' ' is a condi- 
tion required for exemplar causality, such a denomination cannot con- 
stitute an exemplar cause.142 

11. Extrinsic denomination as such does not presuppose any real 
being ( esse reale) to receive it.143 

141 Cf. "... sicut medium non accipit aliquam intrinsecam bonitatem a fine, qua fiat 
appetibile, sed solum per extrinsecam denominationem et quasi informationem accipit 
ab ilio convenientiam et appetibilitatem objectivam, ita ad summum per similem 
denominationem extrinsecam potest participare causalitatem finalem; re tarnen vera, 
tota illa causalitas provenit ab ipso fine, ejusque bonitate; et ideo saepe dixi in 
superioribus, proprie et per intrinsecam denominationem solum finem exercere 
causalitatem finalem." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 23, sec. 6, no. 15 (Voi. 25, p. 872). For 
this "quasi-information", see also ibid., disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 14, text in note 14, above. 
It should be noted here that a good or bad subjective end (finis operantis) will not make a 
means objectively good or bad: "Ultimo dicendum, ex fine extrínseco et per accidens, 
qui solet dici finis operantis, nullam bonitatem, vel malitiam objectivam resultare in 
medio, seu objecto, quod ordinatur ad talem finem." De bon. et mal. hum. act ., disp. 2, 
sec. 3, no. 23 (Vol. 4, p. 305). 142 Cf. "... esse cognitum, ut sic, quatenus dicitur de objecto directe cognito, cum sit 
sola extrínseca denominatio, non potest esse propria ratio constituens ipsum ex- 
emplar, nec potest esse in ilio formale principium causandi." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 25, 
sec. 1, no. 31 (Vol. 25, p. 908); "... sed haecest conditio necessaria; ..." ibid., no. 32. 
Let us note that for Suarez the exemplar cause is identified with the formal concept 
(ibid., nos. 26-27 [pp. 906-907]), which is "always a true and positive thing and in 
creatures a quality inhering in a mind" (ibid., disp. 2, sec. 1, no. 1 [p. 651). 143 "... neque etiam supponit, per se loquendo, aliquod reale esse, ..." ibid. , disp. 3 1 , 
sec. 2, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 231). But against this, cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 16, 
no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 849), where Suarez appears to say that an extrinsic denomination 
presupposes at least an aptitude in the thing to be so denominated; cf. also ibid., sec. 
13, no. 6 (p. 836), and ibid., sec. 15, no. 13, where he speaks of the scibile as extrin- 
sically denominated ilab ipsamet scientia reali " and says that this denomination is "in 
rebus ipsis, et non esse per intellectum conficta" . Also, cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 44, sec. 11, 
no. 64 (text in note 27, above), where "aptitude" enables him to avoid a totally extrin- 
sic denomination in the case of the scibile. Again, cf. "Necessario vero supponitur in 
termino aliqua ratio et quasi causa formalis, ob quam est terminativus (ut sic dicam) 
relationis, quia non omne ens potest terminare quamcumque relationem; ..." ibid., 
disp. 47, sec. 16, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 847). The value of this last text lies in the fact that 
it offers some hint of the role of "aptitude" in setting limits to real extrinsic denomina- 
tions. Along parallel lines, see: "... tum in rebus, ..." ibid., disp. 3, sec. 2, no. 12 
(Vol. 25, p. 110); and "... neque in hoc potest procedi in infinitum: ergo necessarium 
est sistere in aliquo actu qui per se bonus sit." De bon. et mal. hum. act., disp. 4, sec. 1, 
no. 8 (Vol. 4, p. 318). But also on "aptitude", in apparent opposition to much of this, 
consider: "... ilia mensurabilitas (ut sic dicam) solum est aptitudo quaedam, ut rei 
magnitudo cognosci possit per extrinsecum medium; nullius autem rei essentia con- 
sistit in aptitudine ut cognoscatur; ergo neque essentia talis entis, scilicet, quantitatis 
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12. Many extrinsic denominations can be attributed to privations 
and negations as well as to real beings.144 

13. An extrinsic denomination can be lost or varied without the loss 
of any form in the thing denominated.145 

14. A ' 'quasi-adequate' 
' 
sign of an extrinsic denomination is that it 

may be posited or taken away without any change in the thing 
denominated.146 

15. A variation of predicates, even though they may be contradic- 
tory, if it is by {per ) extrinsic denomination, does not entail any 
mutability or imperfection in the thing denominated.147 Despite any 
contrary appearance, this is not to reduce extrinsic denomination to a 
mere matter of predication. As should now be evident, Suarez' s view 
is more realistic than that. 

16. That which extrinsically denominates something is always 
{semper) itself intrinsically in something else.148 Actually, as shall be 
seen below at # 37, Suarez does not ' 4 always' 

' follow this rule. But 
here, the other side of the coin is that some denominations such as 

potest consistere in aptitudine ut cognoscatur per medium praesertim extrinsecum, et 
quasi per accidens." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 40, sec. 3, no. 11 (Vol. 26, p. 541). On 
various points made or implied in this note, see also notes 10, 27, 32, 49, 101 , 128, and 
140, above and 158, 163, 165, 174, 193, and 194, below. 
144 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 6 (Vol. 26, p. 1019); attributed to Duran- 
dus, this is an opinion with which Suarez agrees. Support for such a judgment can be 
taken from the objective concepts of privations (cf. ibid., disp. 2, sec. 1, no. 1 [Vol. 25, 
p. 65]) as well as from truths in their regard (cf. e.g. ibid., disp. 31, sec. 1, no. 1 [Vol. 
26, p. 2251). 145 Ibid., disp. 10, sec. 2, no. 28 (Vol. 25, p. 344); disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 15 (Vol. 26, p. 
785); ibid., sec. 2, no. 11 (p. 789); De bon. et mal. hum. act., disp. 1, sec. 2, no. 21 (Vol. 
4, p. 285). 
146 "... illud est quasi adequatum signum extrinsecae denominationis, scilicet, quod 
ponatur, et tollatur sine mutatione subjecti denominati, ut patet in denominatione 
visi, vel non visi, creantis, vel non creantis, etc." De Angelis, VI, c. 6, no. 22 (Voi. 2, 
p. 663); cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 10, sec. 2, no. 28 (Voi. 25, p. 344). 147 "... variatio praedicatorum, etiam per contradictoria, si sit per denominationem 
extrinsecam, non inferi mutabilitatem in re sic denominata, nec imperfectionem, ..." 
De Angelis, IV, с. 13, no. 9 (Vol. 2, p. 480). 148 "Est igitur advertendum, semper earn rem, quae extrinsecus aliam denominai, 
esse intrinsece in aliqua alia re, nam vel est substantia aliqua, et ilia est in se; vel est 
entitas aut modus accidentalis, et sic necesse est esse intrinsece in aliquo subjecto, a 
quo sustentetur." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 16, sec. 2, no. 2 (Voi. 25, p. 575); cf. ibid., 
disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 2 (Vol. 26, p. 494); disp. 48, sec. 4, nos. 13-18 (pp. 891-892), on 
the subject of action ; disp. 51, sec. 2, no. 9 (p. 982), where extrinsic place is said to be 
an accident in the surrounding body; and disp. 54, sec. 4, no. 8 (p. 1030), where 
honor is said to be in the one honoring and fame is said to be in the clear knowledge 
with praise of the one who looks upon the "famous" person. On honor in the one 
honoring, cf. Aristotle, Eth. Nic. I, с. 5; 1095b 24-25. 
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" similar", "equal", "father", etc. are not as extrinsic as, they may 
first appear, since they are not taken simply from forms which exist in 
other things. For example, something is similar to another thing not 
merely from some form existing in that other, but primarily from some 
form in itself.149 

17. A form which extrinsically denominates something, while it 
must itself be intrinsically in something else, need not be in that as giv- 
ing it the same denomination it gives to the first thing. For example, 
the act of vision, which extrinsically denominates something as seen, is 
itself intrinsically in the faculty of sight, which it denominates as see- 
ing. Or action is intrinsically in the patient, but it does not denominate 
the patient as acting.150 

18. In the constitution of a property of being (i.e. truth or 

goodness), there is an intrinsic denomination of being and then a con- 
notation of intellect or appetite.151 It is true that in his zeal to oppose 
the earlier doctrine of Cajetan152 (and perhaps also that of his contem- 
porary, Vasquez,)153 Suarez at times appears to deny the presence of 
an extrinsic denomination here.154 But paradox largely vanishes when 

149 "Neque etiam tales denominationes sunt extrinsecae, id est ab extrinsecis rebus 
aut formis desumptae, nam res non dicitur similis alteri per quod in alteri est, sed per 
id quod in se habet, ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 4, no. 19 (Vol. 26, p. 804). 150 "... forma extrinsece denominane debet prius in aliquo intrinsece reperiri: ... non 
est tamen necesse ut eamdem denominationem, quam extrinsece alicui tribuit, prius 
det intrinsece alteri, sed potest dare aliam. Exemplum clarum est in visione quae 
denominat objectum visum extrinsece: est tamen intrinsece in potentia, quam non 
denominai visam, sec videntem: et in actione transeunte constat esse inhaerenter in 
passo, cui non dat denominationem agentis: ..." De bon., et mal. hum. act., disp. 1, sec. 
2, no. 21 (Vol. 4, p. 285). 151 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 7, nos. 24-25 (Vol. 25, p. 303); ibid., sec. 8, no. 11 
(p. 311); ibid., disp. 10, sec. 3, no. 3 (p. 347). 152 Cf. "Quoniam res omnes dicuntur bonae duplicter, intrinsece et extrinsece, ut in 
qu. vi dictum est: verae autem dicuntur extrínseca tantum denominatione, ita quod 
nulla est in rebus formaliter Veritas; sed imitative seu adimpletive respectu intellectus 
divini, et causaliter respectu nostri intellectus speculativi. Si enim nullus esset intellec- 
tus, nulla res vera, nullus sensus verus dici posset, nisi aequivoce, ut in Qu. de Ver., 
qu. 1, art. 4 dicitur: quemadmodum, si non esset sanitas animalis, nulla medicina, 
nullaque dieta sana dici potest." In Primam Partem , I, q. 16, a. 6, no. 6 (ed. Leon. Sti. 
Thomae), Vol. 4, 214b. 
153 Cf. "Caeteris omnibus praestare videtur opinio quae docet, non solum veritatem 
non esse in rebus formaliter, sed ñeque primarie illis convenire: ac proinde eas secun- 
darie, et denominatione derivata ab intellectu veras appellari, sicut medicina dicitur 
sana ab animalis sanitate quam efficere potest." Commentariorum ас disputationum in 
Primam Partem Sancti Thomae. Tomus I, disp. 77, c. 4 (Lugduni 1631), p. 298; ibid., с. 5, 
p. 299. 154 Cf. e.g. "... non intercedit in praesenti hujusmodi denominado." Disp. Metaphys., 
disp. 8, sec. 8, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 311). There is never any question but that Suarez 
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we see him use "connotation" as for all purposes synonymous with 
extrinsic denomination.155 The situation here is partly the same as and 
partly different from that of " similar" and "equal" mentioned in # 
16, just above. In both situations, there is primarily an intrinsic form 
and secondarily a connotation of something outside.156 However, in 
the case of "similar" and "equal", Suarez has denied the presence of 
a double denomination, taken from two absolute forms, one intrinsic 
and the other extrinsic.157 

19. That which extrinsically denominates {forma denominans) is 
related itself to what it denominates (res denominata ), rather than 
relating what it denominates. For example, Suarez tells us that action 
is itself related to an agent rather than relating that agent.158 In pass- 
ing, let us remark that in this example the reality is fieri (cf. 4 35, 
below). 

20. That which extrinsically denominates (e.g. action) as such does 
not require a proper inherence (in the agent), but it does require a 
relationship (habitudo), which suffices for that denomination and for a 
ť 4 
quasi-extrinsic information ' 1 59 

21. There are 11 real extrinsic denominations" among things 
themselves prior to any vital act of ours.160 
would not reduce a property of being to an extrinsic denomination alone ; cf. e.g. ibid., 
sec. 7, no. 21 (p. 302). 155 Cf. "Res connotata extrínseca est; connotatio autem non est aliquid rei, sed est 
denominatio sumpta ex modo concipiendi aut denominandi nostro." Ibid., disp. 48, 
sec. 1, no. 13 (Vol. 26, p. 871); cf. ibid., disp. 8, sec. 2, no. 9 (Vol. 25, p. 279). But 
also note the affinity of "connote" to "include": e.g. "Dico ultimo, hanc veritatem 
transcendentalem non esse meram denominationem extrinsecam, quamvis includit 
aliquo modo seu connotet conjunctionem alterius rei, ..." ibid., sec. 7, no. 34 (p. 306); 
cf. ibid., disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 23 (Vol. 26, p. 793; and the equivalence, on occasion, of 
"connotation" and " ratio ": "... secundum rationem seu connotationem." Ibid., no. 
36, (p. 307). 156 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 8, sec. 8, no. 11 (Vol. 25, p. 311); ibid., disp. 10, 
sec. 3, no. 18 (p. 352). 157 Cf. "... cum dicitur denominatio respectiva consurgere ex coexistentia plurium 
absolutorum absque ulla reali additione, non esse intelligendum, illam denomina- 
tionem aeque ас simul sumi ex pluribus formis absolutis, una intrinseca, et altera ex- 
trínseca." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 25 (Vol. 26, p. 793). 158 "... quia quod extrinsece denominai, potius refertur ad ipsum quod denominat, 
quam referát ipsum; atque ita actio potius refertur ad agens, quam ipsum referát, 
quamvis sit occasio vel conditio ut in agente resultet relatio." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 47, 
sec. 12, no. 8 (Vol. 26, p. 833). Again there comes to mind the problem raised above 
in note 128, about transcendental relations in God. 
159 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 14, text in note 14, above; ibid., disp. 23, sec. 
6, no. 15, text in note 140, above; cf. ibid., disp. 16, sec. 1, no. 24 (Vol. 25, p. 574). 160 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, nos. 9-14 (Vol. 26, pp. 1020-1021), partial 
text in note 45, above. 
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22. Such real extrinsic denominations should be classified as real 
beings ( sub latitudine entis realis) rather than as beings of reason ( entia ra- 
tionis).161 

23. In a real extrinsic denomination there is a real relation 

( habitudo ) of one thing to another, from which it results {proventi ) that 
the thing to which this relation is directed is denominated as the term 
of the relation of the other {per modum termini alterius habitudinis).162 Put 
another way, an extrinsic denomination arises from a relation between 
a thing denominating, which is the subject of that relation, and a thing 
denominated, which is its term.163 

24. The real relation in a real extrinsic denomination may be either 
predicamental or transcendental.164 

25. Real extrinsic denominations are founded upon such real rela- 
tions.165 

26. The presence of the relation {habitudo) is necessary for an extrin- 
sic denomination. For counterexample, take away the concomitance of 
its object, and knowledge, even though it remains the same, can no 
longer be denominated as true.166 By the way, it should be noted that 

161 Cf. note 72, above. Also cf. "... respondetur hujusmodi denominationem proprie 
non esse ens rationis, quod consistit in fíctione intellectus sed est in rebus ipsis, ..." De 
bon. et mal. hum. act., disp. 1, sec. 2, no. 19 (Vol. 4, p. 285). 162 Disp. Metaphys., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 10, text in note 45, above. 
163 Cf. "... denominado extrínseca oritur ex aliqua habitudine formae denominantis 
ad rem denominatam: haec autem habitudo potest esse valde diversa in ordine ad rem 
extrinsecam, quam sit in ordine ad subjectum." De bon. et mal. hum. act., disp. 1, sec. 
2, no. 21 (Vol. 4, p. 285). Again see note 128, above. 
164 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 2, no. 10, text given in note 45, above. 
165 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 26, p. 784), where Suarez has 
mentioned majus, minus, aequale, simile , propinquum, remotum, pater , and filius. As has 
been noted above (at 19, 20, 49, 54, and 149), there is question about the purely ex- 
trinsic character of at least some of these. For a parallel question, see note 120, above. 
Also, let us note here that the order of bodies in the universe is a set of real relations 
(cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 1, no. 14 [p. 785]), on which can be founded real ex- 
trinsic denominations (cf. e.g. notes 105 and 114, above). Finally, let it be noted that 
real relations themselves seem to presuppose "ordinability" in things which are 
related, although not in those things which are their terms; cf. ibid., disp. 47, sec. 16, 
no. 22 (Vol. 26, pp. 853-854). This last seems to deepen the difficulty encountered in 
note 128, above. 
166 "... mutato objecto, mutatur ventas cognitionis, et tarnen non mutatur ibi aliquid 
intrinsecum actui, sed tollitur concomitantia objecti; ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 
2, no. 9 (Voi. 25, p. 279). For an equation of concomitantia and habitudo , cf. Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 15, sec. 7, no. 3 (Vol. 25, p. 522). But also note that such a removal of 
a concomitant object does not of itself guarantee that the denomination is extrinsic; cf. 
"Secunda item consequentia clara est, quia denominatio intrinseca dicitur quae ab in- 
trinseca forma sumitur. Ultima vero consequentia nititur in fundamento saepe 
repetito, quod haec denominatio amitti potest, et acquiri de novo, conservando 
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truth here is not transcendental truth, the property of being. Rather, it 
is truth in the mind or in propositions. This is partly a matter of intrin- 
sic denomination, inasmuch as it properly denominates the act of the 
mind, and partly a matter of extrinsic denomination, inasmuch as it 
connotes an object.167 More exactly, it is truth in abstract, as opposed 
to intuitive, knowledge and in vocal propositions.168 As such, it is com- 
mon to propositions about both real beings and beings of reason.169 If 

anything, precisely as mental or propositional it might seem more ab- 
solute regarding beings of reason inasmuch as these, depending as 
they do upon the mind's operation,170 cannot change apart from that 
operation. Suarez has touched this last reasoning only in an oblique 
way.171 He would seem to reject it on the basis of a distinction, in this 
context of truth, between a real relation, which would require the real 

omnem formam absolūtam: ergo forma intrinseca et respectiva, a qua sumitur, est in 
re aliquo modo distincta ab omnibus formis absolutis, saltem modali distinctione." 
Ibid. y disp. 47, sec. 2, no. 1 1 (Vol. 26, p. 522). This last text occurs in the context of an 
argument supporting a modal distinction between a real relation and its foundation. 
Suarez disagrees with the modal distinction, but he accepts the confirming character of 
the argument. 167 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 2, no. 14 (Vol. 25, p. 281); also cf. J. Urraburu: 
"Quarta demum est aliorum opinio dicentium veritatem (logicam) stare in complexu 
actus et objecti, ita ut hoc nomine Veritas importetur actus in recto , objectum in obliquo , 
proindeque denominationem veri esse partim intrinsecam, partim extrinsecam; in- 
trinsecam, prout involvit actum ipsum; extrinsecam prout importât objectum, quem- 
admodum scribit Lossada (Logic., tr. 5, disp. 2, c. 1, n. 3). Idemque est, quod alii di- 
cunt veritatem consistere in ipsa entitate actus prout connotai objectum. Hanc tenent 
Eximius Doctor Suarez (DM 8, 2, nn. 5 sq.), Arriaga ( Logic ., d. 14, s. 1), Rhodes 
(Phil, perip ., lib. 1, d. 3, q. 2, s. 1, para. 2), Semery, Mayr, Lossada, aliique." Logica 
(Vallesoleti 1890), 408. I agree with Urraburu' s interpretation of Suarez here. 
168 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 2, no. 10 (Vol. 25, p. 280). On intuitive cognition in 
later Scholasticism, cf. S. Day, О. F. M., Intuitive Cognition. A Key to the Significance of the 
Later Scholastics , St. Bonaventure: N.Y. 1947. 
169 "... haec denominado veri etiam non entibus convenit; sic enim verum esse 
dicimus, et chymeram èsse ens fictum, et hominem non esse equum." Disp. Metaphys ., 
disp. 8, sec. 8, no. 10 (Voi. 25, pp. 310-311); "... esse in veritate propositionis non 
solum habet locum in essentiis realibus, sed etiam in entibus rationis et fictitiis ..." 
ibid., disp. 31, sec. 2, no. 11 (Voi. 26, p. 232). Cf. note 49, above. 
170 "... non habent aliud esse quam cogitari." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, sec. 1, no. 7 
(Voi. 26, p. 1017); cf. ibid., disp. 3, sec. 1, no. 7 (Vol. 25, p. 105); ibid., no. 10 (p. 
106); disp. 8, sec. 7, no. 11 (p. 298). 171 On the question of whether the truth of all cognition is absolute or relative, an 
argument that it is absolute runs: "Secundo, quia non pendet, per se loquendo, et ex 
necessitate, ab aliquo termino reali et existente, nisi quando tale esse judicatur; quod 
est per accidens: nam Veritas ejusdem rationis debet esse in omnibus; in hoc autem 
judicio: chymera est ens fictum, est Veritas realis absque relatione reali; ergo idem est 
in omnibus, ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 2, no. 2 (Voi. 25, p. 277). 
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existense of an object, and a simple concomitance, which would not.172 
But I confess that I do not completely fathom this distinction.173 

27. An actual real extrinsic denomination requires the co-existence 
of both the thing denominated and the thing denominating. This does 
not seem to be the case when the denomination is aptitudinal.174 

28. A new real extrinsic denomination does not arise between two 
created things without a real mutation in at least one of them.175 

29. In order to constitute a category, a thing denominating must 
fulfill three conditions: (a) even though it is not a form inhering (in the 
res denominata ), it must in some way act like a form "to perfect or ac- 
tuate" that which it denominates, (b) its denomination as such must 
be distinct from other categories, i.e. not included in any other 
category, and (c) its denomination must not be a quasi-composite or 
aggregate of forms from other categories.176 

172 "Ad secundum, concedo veritatem ut si nunquam consistere formaliter in rela- 
tione reali, nego tarnen inde sequi non includere concomi tantiam objecti, cui cognitio 
conformetur. Nec refert quod hujusmodi Veritas cognitionis non semper requirat ob- 
jectum actu existens, quia non dicimus realem existentiam objecti includi in conceptu 
veritatis, sed solum quod ita se habeat, sicut per cognitionem repraesentatur seu 
judicatur, seu quod habeat tale esse, quale cognoscitur. Quod esse non semper est ex- 
istentiae, sed quale sufficit ad veritatem enunciationis, ..é" ibid., no. 16 (p. 282). 173 The difficulty increases when we see Suarez equating concomitantia and habitudo; cf. 
Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 15, sec. 7, no. 3 (Vol. 25, p. 522). Cf. also John of St. Thomas, 
who rejects Suarez' s doctrine that logical truth is not a relation to but only an extrinsic 
connotation of an object, Cursus theologicus. In qq. 16-18 , Primae Partis, disp. 22, art. 2, 
nos. 20, 24 and 25; esp.: "... non potest connotado intelligi respectu alicuius ex- 
trinseci sine aliqua relatione, sive reali, sive rationis." no. 25 (p. 610). For Suarez's 
rejection of logical truth as adding a rational relation, cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 8, sec. 
2, no. 8 (Vol. 25, p. 279). 174 Cf. "... in denominationibus extrinsecis sumptis ex rebus ipsis, quomodo dicitur 
Deus creator ex tempore, vel paries visus, etc.; haec autem donominatio interdum 
sumitur ut actualis, et requirit coexistentiam utriusque extremi, ut in exemplis positis; 
interdum vero ut aptitudinalis, sicut dicitur paries visibilis, etc." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 
3, sec. 1, no. 7 (Vol. 25, p. 105). With this, compare the difference between the Divine 
"science of simple intelligence", whereby God knows merely possible things, and the 
"science of vision", whereby He knows things as actually existing; ibid., disp. 31, sec. 
2, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 231). 175 "Item, nova denominatio realis inter duas res creatas non insurgit sine reali muta- 
tione in altera eorum." De Angelis, II, с. 15, no. 6 (Vol. 2, p. 485). 176 "... advertendum est, praedicamentum illud, quod per extrinsecam denomina- 
tionem constituitur, tres potissimum requirere conditiones ex parte rei denominantis. 
Prima, ut, licet non sit forma inhaerens, habeat tamen aliquaJem modum formae, id 
est, perficientis vel actuantis id quod denominat; ... Secunda, ut illa denominatio per 
se sit distincta a caeteris generibus praedicamentorum ita ut in nullo eorum intrinsece 
includatur, ... Tertia, quod talis denominatio non sit quasi composita vel aggregata ex 
formis plurium praedicamentorum, ..." Disp . Metaphys., disp. 39, sec. 2, no. 34 (Voi. 
26, p. 520). 
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30. Inherence is not of the nature of an accident which only extrin- 
sically denominates . 1 77 

31 . Whatever accrues to something only by extrinsic denomination 
may be called an accident only in an analogical way.178 The analogy 
here is what Suarez calls ' 'analogy of proportionality".179 This, as we 
have seen,180 always involves an element of methaphor. 

32. Different extrinsic denominations do not fragment reality. 
Specifically here, inadequate objective concepts do not introduce real 
distinctions into things themselves.181 At the same time, such concepts 
may introduce a rational order into things.182 

33. A thing can be at once extrinsically denominated in two ap- 
parently contradictory ways, e.g. a single thing can be good as fitting 
to one other thing and bad as not fitting to something else.183 

34. We may at times resolve apparent contradictions in things by 
reflection on the fact that certain denominations are extrinsic.184 Note 
the similarity between this and #15 above. 

177 "... propria inhaerentia non est de ratione eorum accidentium, quae tantum ex- 
trinsecus denominanti ' ibid., disp. 37, sec. 2, no. 8 (p. 494). 178 "... hinc sumitur regula generalis, nimirum omnia ilia, quae per solam ex- 
trinsecam denominationem alicui accidere dicuntur, analogice tantum vocari acciden- 
tia, ..." ibid., disp. 39, sec. 3, no. 12 (p. 527); also see: disp. 51, sec. 2, no. 9 (pp. 
981-982). 179 "... probabile mihi est hic intervenire analogiam proporionalitatis; ..." ibid., disp. 
39, sec. 3, no. 12 (p. 527). "... solum per quamdam analogiam et proportionalitatem 
participai rationem et praedicationem accidentis." ibid., disp. 51, sec. 2, no. 9 (p. 
982). 180 Cf. note 43, above. 
181 Cf. "... ex hoc quod aliqua, ut objecta menti, ratione distinguantur, non potest 
aliqua distinctio in re inter ea colligi; ..." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 6, sec. 9, no. 11 (Vol. 
25, p. 239); also cf. De SS. Trinit. Myst. , 1. IV, с. 4, nos. 17-19 (Vol. 1, pp. 627-628). 182 Qf "Inter quas, prout a nobis ratione distinguuntur per inadequatos conceptus, 
quamdam etiam rationem ordinis intelligimus, ..." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 31, sec. 14, 
no. 10 (Vol. 26, p. 311). 183 "... ut eadem res, retinens eamdem perfectionem, sit bona uni, et mala alten; . . . 
ibid., disp. 10, sec. 1, no. 12 (Vol. 25, p. 332); also see: disp. 42, sec. 5, no. 6 (Vol. 26, 
p. 624). 184 Cf. "Hae tamen denominationes non inferunt contradictorias, ..." ibid., disp. 45, 
sec. 4, no. 9 (Vol. 26, p. 751). The whole paragraph here (pp. 750-751) is of further in- 
terest for two reasons: (1) it sharply distinguishes a real denomination from a mere im- 
position of names (cf. note 45, above), and (2) it, in effect, links this with our percep- 
tion of primary and secondary qualities. On the main point of this note, also see: De 
SS. Trinit. myst., 1. IV, c. 4, nos. 17-19 (Vol. 1, pp. 627-628), and ibid., с. 3, esp. no. 7 
(pp. 623-624), where he denies the applicability to God of the principle of comparative 
identity: " Quaecumque sunt eadem uni tertio , sunt eadem inter se" . On this last point, his 
otherwise faithful disciple, P. Descoqs, has parted company with him: Institutiones 
Metaphysicae generalis . I (Paris 1935), 471-472. But for another disciple defending his 
master, cf. Alejandro, La gnoseologia ..., 150-178. 
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35. One thing may be regarded in two different ways - one intrinsic 
and the other extrinsic. For example, the one fieri may be called (or 
simply "be") passion as it intrinsically affects a subject and action as it 
extrinsically denominates an agent.185 

36. Some extrinsic denominations are necessarily prior to others. 
For example, the denomination of truth is prior to that of goodness.186 

37. There can be among extrinsic denominations an analogical 
order of prior and posterior. For example, color is seen first and then 
through it this colored substance is seen: or the internal act of the will 
is moral in the first instance and through it external acts and things 
themselves are moral.187 Referring back to # 16, let us say that, in the 
case of color, "seen" in the first instance would not be intrinsic to 
anything and yet it denominates substance in the second instance. 
That is, substance is said to be seen because color is seen. 

38. In a real series, what is second (or beyond) is denominated from 
what is first, but what is first need not be denominated such from what 
is second. That is to say, it may be first simply because there is nothing 
before it.188 

185 "Dicendum ergo censeo, actionem et passionem in re non esse modos ex natura rei 
distinctos, sed eamdem dependentiam et emanationem formae ab agente, quatenus 
subjectum intrinsece afficit, vocari passionem, quatenus vero agens ipsum denominat 
actu agens, vocari actionem; ..." Disp. Metaphys., disp. 49, sec. 1, no. 8 (Vol. 26, p. 
899); cf. De SS. Trinit. myst ., 1. VI, с. 2, no. 1 (Vol. 1, p. 676). For a variation on this, 
see Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 13, sec. 9, no. 9 (text in note 67, above), where by one 
causality the cause is said to cause and the effect is said to be caused. 
186 See texts mentioned in note 87, above. Also, cf. St. Thomas, Summa Theol. , I, q. 
16, a 4 and De Ventate , q. 21 , a. 3. For an order of reduction of other denominations to 
truth and goodness, cf. "Denique juxta hunc modum, ad veritatem reducitur 
denominatio intelligibilis, significabilis ; ad bonum reducitur ratio integri, et perfecti , et 
denominatio amabilis, appetibilis , et similes; ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 3, sec. 2, no. 14 
(Vol. 25, p. 111). By now it should be evident that this ramifies out to many questions. 187 Cf. "... calor et substantia cui inhaeret dicuntur extrinsece visa, et nihilominus 
calor dicitur proprie ас simpliciter visus, substantia vero non nisi per accidens et 
secundum quid: et sic esse visum potest esse quid analogům respectu visibilis per se, et 
per accidens, et tunc non est necessarium ut primům analogatum sit intrinsece tale: et 
ratio est clara, quia analogia fundatur in proportione quadam, seu proportionalitate: 
haec autem sicut sumitur interdum per ordinem ad formam intrinsece denominantem, 
ita potest sumi in ordine ad formam denominantem extrinsece, quando forma 
denominans habet aliquam variationem, seu ordinem in denominando. Sic ergo in 
praesenti, quamvis esse morale analogice conveniat actibus in ternis, vel externis, vel 
aliis rebus: nihilominus potest omnibus per extrinsecam denominationem convenire, 
quae primo ас per se convenit actibus internis, per quos communicatur externis: ..." 
De bon. et mal. hum. act ., disp. 1 , sec. 2, no. 20 (Vol. 4, p. 285). Note that the Vives edi- 
tion is obviously in error when it gives calor twice, instead of color , in the first sentence 
quoted here. 
188 Cf. "... metaphysice loquendc, haec videtur satis et usitata acceptio primae 
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39. The constitution, the order and the properties of numbers as 
such all arise by extrinsic denomination from the conceptions of the 
mind.189 

40. In a purely numerical order, there is no more reason for one 
rather than another to be first. It is all a matter of merely extrinsic 
denomination . 1 90 

41. While an extrinsic denomination is not simply the same as a 
relation of reason, extrinsic denominations may be the foundation for 
various relations of reason, including second intentions in Logic.191 

42. Some relations of reason are in both their extremes founded 
upon an extrinsic denomination. Examples would be arbitrary signs, 
where both in the sign and in the thing as signified there is an extrinsic 
denomination. Much the same can be said of the relations of master 
and servant, husband and wife, buyer and seller, all of which arise by 
voluntary contracts.192 Also quantitative measurements involve ex- 

substantiae. Est enim ilia, quae ita per se subsistit, vel substat, ut nulla sit prior in sub- 
sistendo vel substando; ... Unde ratio primae substantiae vere ас proprie potest Deo 
attribuì in aliquo sensu ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 33, sec. 2, no. 16 (Vol. 26, p. 344). 
Once again, consider the problem in note 128, above. 
189 Cf. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 41, sec. 1, nos. 17-20 (Vol. 26, pp. 592-593). The text 
here is too long to reproduce, but for a portion of it cf. note 190, immediately follow- 
ing. 190 Cf. "... si ternarium hominum secundum se consideres, in nullo eorum est prima 
unitas, secunda, aut tertia; nulla enim ratio talis ordinis potest inter eos assignari; ille 
ergo ordo, si quis est, solum est rationis; ..." ibid., no. 2 (p. 588); also cf.: "At vero 
constat unitates alicujus numeri secundum se non habere ordinem realem inter se, ne- 
que in eis aliquam esse ultimam vel primam; ergo oportet ut haec suman tur aliquo 
modo in ordine ad conceptionem nostram." Ibid., no. 17 (p. 592). For a similar sub- 
jectivity in the measurement of continuous quantity, cf. "... in propria quantitate con- 
tinua mensuram ut mensuram semper esse per humanum accomodationem, quia 
nulla est major ratio quod haec res mensuret illam, quam e converso, si res ipsae 
secundum se spectentur." Ibid., disp. 40, sec. 3, no. 8, (p. 540). Note that for a 
"true" order of prior and posterior some causality seems required; cf. "Quocirca si 
inter An gelos non est ordo causalitatis in illuminationibus, quas a Deo recipiunt, 
nullus verus ordo prioris aut posterions inveniri potest." De Angelis, VI, с. 11, no. 8 
(Vol. 2, p. 702); also cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 40, sec. 3, no. 10 (Vol. 26, p. 541); and 
see note 58, above. 
191 Cf. e.g. Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 6, sec. 6, no. 10 (Vol. 25, p. 228); ibid., sec. 7, no. 4 
(p. 230); ibid., disp. 40, sec. 3, no. 10 (Vol. 26, p. 541); disp. 54, sec. 6, nos. 6-9 (pp. 
1040-1041). At times, however, Suarez comes close to equating relations of reason and 
extrinsic denominations; cf. e.g. "Hoc igitur genus relationis videtur saltem magis 
continere relationes rationis, aut denominationes extrínsecas, et modos loquendi ortos 
ex comparationibus variis nostri intellectus inter res diversas, quam veras et reales 
habitudines." Ibid., disp. 47, sec. 10, no. 8 (Vol. 26, p. 823). 192 Cf. "Unde ad hoc genus spectant imprimis relationes omnes, quae in utroque ex- 
tremo fundantur tantum in denominatone extrínseca, ut est relatio signi ad placitum, 
quae tam in signo, quam in signato est relatio rationis, sive tale signum sit vox, ut 
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trinsic denominations on both the side of the measure and what is 
measured.193 

43. Some relations are non-reciprocal inasmuch as they are rational 
and founded upon an extrinsic denomination, on only one side. Such, 
for example, would be relations like those of a thing seen to someone 
seeing, of something visible to vision itself, or of something knowable 
to knowledge. Other examples are furnished by the rational relations 
of God to creatures.194 

44. Extrinsic denomination is not a sufficient foundation for a real 
relation.195 

45. Only extrinsic denominations, or relations of reason founded 
upon them, may be de novo attributed to God, for they alone posit no 
change in Him.196 

46. Extrinsic denominations may provide a foundation for rational 
distinctions.197 

nomen, aut verbum, sive sit res ut sacramentam. Cum enim haec impositio ad 
significandum nihil rei ponat in signo nisi denominationem extrinsecam, neque etiam 
in signato, non potest fundare relationem realem, ut omneš docent. Deinde ejusdem 
sunt modi relationes domini et servi inter homines, nam illae non fundantur nisi in 
quadam extrínseca denominatione sumpta a volúntate; et similes sunt aliae multae, ut 
omneš illae quae oriuntur ex contractibus et voluntatibus humanis, ut inter maritum 
et uxorem in ratione conjugum, inter ementem et vendentem ex volúntate contrahen- 
di; et sic de aliis. ' ' Ibid., disp. 54, sec. 6, no. 6 (Voi. 26, p. 1040). On the criticism of 
Suarez here by the 17th century Dutch Calvinist theologian, Jacob Revius ( Suarez 
repurgatus: sive syllabus Disputationem Metaphysicarum [Lugduni Batavorum 1643]), cf. J. 
F. Yela Utrilla, El ente de razón en Suarez , in: Pensamiento, número extraordinario 
(1948), 271-303, esp. 298-299. 193 Cf. Disp. Metaphys., disp. 40, sec. 3, nos. 8, 9, and 10 (Vol. 26, pp. 540-541), some 
text in note 190, above. 
194 Cf. "Rursus ad aliud membrum hujus generis pertinent omnes relationes non 
mutuae, quatenus in uno extremo rationis sunt, ut sunt relatio visi ad videntem, aut 
visibilis ad visum, aut scibilis ad scientiam, etc. ... Et hue etiam revocari possunt 
omnes relationes Dei ad creaturas existentes, nam etiam illae possent dici fundari in 
denominatione extrínseca, quia in ipso Deo secundum se non est capacitas, atque adeo 
nec fundamentam ad tales relationes." Ibid., disp. 54, sec. 6, no. 7 (Vol. 26, p. 1040). 
On this, also cf. ibid., disp. 47, sec. 15, no. 13 (pp. 842-843). 195 Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 47, sec. 10, no. 15, text in note 125, above; also cf. ibid., 
disp. 30, sec. 15, no. 27 (Vol. 26, p. 178). 196 "... solum enim denominationes extrinsecae, vel relationes rationis, quae in eis 
fundantur, possunt de novo attribuì Deo, quia nullum mutationem in eo ponunt; ..." 
Ibid., disp. 30, sec. 7, no. 32 (p. 105); also cf.: "Sic enim Deus creare incipit, et a 
creando desistit, et res in tempore movet actione etiam temporali et successiva, absque 
variatione vel diminutionis suae aeternitatis, quia haec successio in his actionibus vel 
denominationibus externis non inferi varietatem in aliquo actu interno, aut propria 
perfectione ipsius Dei, ..." ibid., disp. 50, sec. 3, no. 7 (p. 924). 197 Cf. "... et sic semper est distinctio rationis, . . . quia solum convenit per denomina- 
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47. An extrinsic denomination cannot be a foundation for a real 
distinction.198 

48. Extrinsic denominations may be the foundations for beings of 
reason ( entia rationis) ,199 

49. At times, a being of reason may be the foundation of an extrin- 
sic denomination. For example, something may be denominated 
"bad" from evil, which is a privation.200 An example even further out 
on this line is the extrinsic denomination of an exterior omission 
(which Suarez refers to as a "quasi pure privation,,2()1) as "bad" from 
the privation which is the evil itself of an interior act of the will.202 
That such extrinsic denominations are to be located sub latitudine entis 
realis hardly seems likely. 

50. Extrinsic denominations may become entia rationis when they 
are thought of as something actually existing in things 
denominated.203 At times it takes subtlety to square this with much 
that we have seen above. 

Conclusion 

In this essay, I have been able only to scratch the surface. By now, 
however, it should be evident that extrinsic denomination is in 
Suarez' s thought an ambiguous item. At times, it seems close to, if not 
synonymous with, a mere naming from the outside. But at other, 
more frequent, and more important times, it is definitely regarded as a 
feature of things themselves.204 In any event, it is an item with many 

tionem extrinsecam, quatenus eadem res objicitur, vel subordinatur diversis concep- 
tibus." Ibid., disp. 7, sec. 1, no. 21 (Vol. 25, p. 258). 198 Cf. e.g. ... nam est aperta repugnantia dicere, suppositum et naturam distingui a 
parte rei, et tarnen suppositum nihil addere naturae, quod sit intrinsecum ipsi sup- 
posito, sed tantum aliquid extrinsece connotatum." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 34, sec. 4, 
no. 4 (Vol. 26, p. 367). 199 Ct. ibid., disp. 54, sec. 4, no. 8 (p. 1030). Also see texts referred to m notes 7b and 
191, above. 
200 Cf. "... quod in se malum dicitur, a sola privatione denominan potest; ... Disp. 
Metaphys ., disp. 11, sec. 1, no. 8 (Vol. 25, p. 358); cf. ibid., nos. 9-10 (pp. 358-359). 201 Cf. ... cum hoc peccatum sit quasi pura privatio, ... De Vitus et peccatis, disp. 3, 
sec. 5, no. 2 (Vol. 4, p. 549). 202 Ibid., sec. 4, nos. 4-10 (pp. 547-548). 203 Cf. . . . nam esse praeceptum, denommatio est extrínseca, quae si apprehendatur ut 
aliquid existens in ipsa re praecepta, erit ens rationis; ..." Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 54, 
sec. 2, no. 17 (Vol. 26, p. 1023). 2°4 vvhat Suarez is angling toward is, I believe, expressed m the remarks ot a 17th cen- 
tury Dutch Calvinist writer, who was influenced by Suarez on important points of 
metaphysics; cf. ' 'Denominado externa non est nuda vox, sed aliquid quod per vocem 
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facets and many roles to play. Among these, some that I have treated 
remain open to much deeper and more detailed discussion. Others, 
which I have barely touched, offer the prospect of almost virgin ter- 
ritory for historians of philosophy. 

For random examples, I think of sign theory, language, and com- 
munication, including a consideration of teaching, along the lines of 
St. Augustine's linguistic concern in his De Magistro. I further think of 
morality, moving out especially from Plato's question of whether the 
pious or holy is beloved by the gods because it is (intrinsically) holy, or 
holy (extrinsically) because it is beloved, by the gods.205 In a similar 
vein, theory of art comes to mind with its ancient question: Is the 
beautiful in things themselves, or is it merely in the eye of the 
beholder? Moving back into theoretical areas, I think once more of the 
status of "the possibles" as extrinsically denominated from the power 
of God.206 Not entirely unconnected with this are problems regarding 
the foundation and character of mathematics, as well as of "in- 
termediate sciences' ' such as astronomy, music and optics. In ways 
that I have alluded to in notes above, there are questions here, in a 
period just prior to Newton and Leibniz, about the absolute or relative 
characters of time and space, as well as of local motion itself. 

In the area of metaphysics undergirding theology, I think of know- 
ing and naming God in terms derived from creatures, as well as of the 
very designation of the "supernatural" itself, involving an extrinsic 
denomination from the natural. In line with this last, I am intrigued 
(especially recalling the Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam motto of the Jesuits) by 
connections between extrinsic denomination and the extrinsic glory of 

significatili-. Quod vero per vocem illam significatur, non est res ipsa, quae ad subjec- 
tum refertur, sed ordo potius, aut quicquid illud sit, quod inter rem illam et subjectum 
intercedit. Sic dicit Arist. то ex&tv, quod ad decimam Categ. pertinet, quod baud dubie 
denominatio externa est, non esse eum qui vestem habet, пес vestem illam, sed то 
[летали eaôfjTOç, xal too e'xovroç ttjv laöfjTa. Illud vero quemadmodum non est omnino 
nihil, ita quoque non est vera res aut Ens reale, sed medium quippiam inter Ens et 
nihil." Franconis Burgersdici, Institutionum Metaphysicarum. Libri Duo. Opus Posthumum 
(Lugduni Batavorum 1640), Lib. I, с. 4, th. 7 (pp. 28-29). For Aristotle's text cf. 
Metaphysics V, с. 20, 1022b 7-8. 
205 "ара то òatov cm òatov laTiv cptÁelTat tmo tg)v öecov, r¡ oti cpiÀeÍTai oaiov èaTiv; 
Euthyphro 9E-10A. A. Koyre is scarcely exagerrating when he writes of Plato's ques- 
tion: "This, by the way, is a very difficult problem which became later the crux of the 
medieval Christian philosophy." Discovering Plato , tr. L. Rosenfield, New York 1960, 
58, n. 6a. 
206 Cf. esp. notes 32, 128, and 143, above. 
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God as the end of man and, indeed, as the end of all creation.207 Then 
I think of sacraments, questions of effects proceeding ex opere operato , 
the Real Presence of Christ in the Euch)rist, or the reality of the mar- 
riage bond. Not far off are issues of the reality of rights and duties, 
contracts between buyers and sellers, and ownership itself. But 
perhaps what most interests me here goes beyond Suarez, into the 
17th century Protestant philosophy and theology influenced by him.208 
It goes, for example, to the role of extrinsic denomination in 
understanding justification as a 

ť 4 
cloaking over" with the merits of 

Christ, or in understanding various denials of the Real Presence. Of 
course, Suarez himself rejected doctrines like these: but he did see how 
they involved extrinsic denomination.209 The thing to notice is that 
such doctrines, with their involvement made explicit after Suarez, 
represent more and more a denial of the Ding an sich , in a theology 
which has a bi-lateral relationship with philosophy. 

In fact, all of the issues which I have mentioned here, and numerous 
others besides, have been treated in different degrees by Suarez and 
his 17th century successors, both Catholic and Protestant. Most of 
that treatment, however, is almost virgin territory for present day 
historians. Like some great philosophical Indies, it now lies in wait for 

207 Cf. "... quod enim Deus sit id cujus gratia res fit, non est aliquid intrinsecum in 
rebus, neque in Deo ipso, sed est denominatio extrínseca Dei a rebus ipsis desumpta." 
Disp. Metaphys ., disp. 23, sec. 4, no. 3 (Vol. 25, p. 859); also cf. Suarez, De oratione , I, 
с. 14, nos. 5 and 6 (Vol. 14, pp. 56-57), esp. no. 6, where he makes a distinction be- 
tween the extrinsic glory of God and that of the Saints: "Respondeo differentiam 
quamdam consideran posse inter extrinsecam gloriam Dei et Sanctorum; quia Deo ex 
gloria extrínseca nihil intrínseca accrescit, neque utilitas aliqua, nec commoditas, aut 
voluptas, sed sola extrínseca denominatio. At vero Sanctis, etiam Christi humanitati, 
ex gloria et claritate extrínseca semper nascitur aliqua intrinseca perfectio, vel saltem 
actúale gaudium accidentale." This may prompt another look at note 148, above. 
208 On this, cf. esp. M. Wundt, Die deutsche Schulmetaphysik des 17. Jahrhunderts , Tüb- 
ingen 1939, and J. Iriarte, La proyección sobre Europa de una gran metafisica , o Suárez en la 
filosofia de los dias del barocco , in: Razón y Fe 138 (1948), 229-265. 209 Cf. e.g. "Primus enim error cavendus est haereticorum dicentium nostra opera 
non habere meritum in se, sed constitui formaliter in esse meritorio per meritum 
Christi Ulis applicatum, mediante fide. Sicut enim dicunt hominem fieri justum 
denominatione tantum extrínseca per applicationem justitiae Christi ... sic dicere 
potuerunt meritum operum nostrorum non esse in ipsis intrinsece, sed esse ipsum 
meritum Christi ..." Demerito , с. 19, no. 2 (Vol. 10, p. 116); cf. also ibid., esp. nos. 5, 
12, 14, 16 (pp. 117-123); De gratia, lib. 6, c. 1, no. 1 (Vol. 9, p. 2); ibid., lib. 7, c. 7 (pp. 
130-144). For a similar observation, cf. D. Banez (1528-1604), In Primam Partem, qu. 
6, art. 4 (ed. Urbano, Madrid 1934), p. 194: "Doctrina hujus articuli observanda est 
contra Lutheranos, qui volunt homines esse bonos non bonitate inhaerente, sed solum 
bonitate et justitia Christi extrínseca." Cf. also note 54, above. 
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its Columbus. And when that man comes, he may well discover in its 
vast expanse much more than a prevenience of Kant's Copernican 
revolution. 

Saint Louis, Missouri 
Saint Louis University 
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